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PREFACE 

Katherine Philips was a poet writing during the Comraonwealth and 

early Restoration Periods. During her brief lifetime (1632-1664), 

Philips became one of the first woraen in England to publish poetry 

on secular topics and one of England's first women of letters. How-

ever, there is stiU no reliable edition of her poetry that presents 

her complete canon and that presents her texts as near as possible to 

the author's originals. The first edition, published in 1664 shortly 

before her death, was a pirated one, and the 1667 edition, prepared by 

her literary executor, shows significant editorial intrusion. Other 

seventeenth-century editions were raerely reprints of the 1667 edition. 

The purpose of this edition, then, is to provide the coraplete canon 

of Katherine Philips' poetry in a reliable text that is as near as 

possible to what the author originally wrote. 

This edition consists of three introductory chapters followed by 

the text. The first introductory chapter presents a brief biography 

of Philips. The second chapter is a critical introduction to the 

poetry that briefly explores Philips' use of various genres, themes, 

motifs, and influences. This chapter also discusses Philips' society 

of friendship. The third chapter is a general textual introduction 

that outlines editorial procedure and describes the artifacts collated 

in the edition. This chapter also analyzes Philips' raethod of circu-

lating her poems and the complex relationships among the artifacts. 

The section following the three introductory chapters is the text of 

the edition which contains 138 poems by Katherine Philips, including 

• • 
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the translations fron French and Italian, the act songs fron Pompey, 

and Philips' juvenalia and dubia. Each poem contains a three-part 

textual apparatus: a brief textual introduction, the text of the 

poem with emendations noted, and a historical collation of the sub-

stantive variants. 
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VOLUNE ONE 



CHAPTER I 

A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF KATHERINE PHILIPS 

Katherine Phîlips was born January 1, 1631/32 (see title of poem 

#94), into a middle class Puritan faraily in Bucklersbury, London. Her 

Puritan father John Fowler was a cloth raerchant (Souers 7-8) who in 

1642 invested 200 pounds in the Company of Adventurers, hoping to re-

ceive 1000 acres of confiscated Catholic land in Ireland in return for 

his investment (Pendergast 423). Her mother Katherine Oxenbridge carae 

frora a staunch Puritan faraily. This family included Philips' great 

grandfather John Oxenbridge, an early Independent (Cooper 203-04). In 

addition, her Aunt Elizabeth was the third wife to Oliver St. John, a 

leading Parliamentarian and Cromwell's close advisor (Souers 16); her 

uncle John Oxenbridge was a noted Puritan preacher (Cooper 206-15); and 

her uncle Clement Oxenbridge was a civil servant during the Interregnura 

(Aylmer 230). 

The instructor of Katherine Philips' early education was her cousin 

Nrs. Blackett. She lived with the Fowler family from Philips' infancy 

and taught Philips to read and write. Aubrey notes in his biography of 

Philips that Nrs. Blackett attested to her student's intelligence and 

piety: "she had read the Bible thorough before she was full foure 

yeares old; she could have sayd I know not how many places of Scripture 

and chapters. She . . . had an excellent raeraory and could have brought 

away a sermon in her memory" (2:153-54). 

In 1640 at the age of eight, Philips was sent to Nrs. Salmon's 

school in Hackney (Aubrey 153; Souers 20) where she raanifested her 



inclination toward poetry. Aubrey notes that Philips "Loved poetrey 

at schoole, and nade verses there" (153). In fact, sone juvenalia, 

poens #128 and #129, are extant. In addition to developing her love 

of poetry at school, she also met two girls there who became her life-

long friends. One of these was Nary Aubrey, called Rosania, cousin of 

John Aubrey. Another was Nary Harvey, later to become Lady Dering, 

wife of Sir Edward Dering (Aubrey 153; Souers 46, 69). These two 

friends were probably Philips' earliest Royalist influences and prob-

ably provided later contacts with other Royalists. 

In 1646, Philips left Nrs. Salmon's schooi to acconpany her nother 

to Picton Castle in Penbrokeshire, Wales (Souers 20-21). John Fowler 

had died on Decenber 20, 1642 (Souers 10), but Philips had renained in 

school until her nother's second narriage to Sir Richard Phillipps of 
1 

Picton Castle. Through Sir Richard, Philips net her future hus-

band, Colonel Janes Philips of Cardigan Priory. Sir Richard thought 

highly of Janes Philips: he was descended fron another branch of Sir 

Richard's fanily, and his first wife was Sir Richard's dead daughter 

Frances. In addition, Janes Philips was a successful nan and a pron-

inent Parliamentarian. So even though he was considerably older than 

Philips (he was 54; she was 16), he was considered a good raatch. They 

1 
Claudia Linbert in "Katherine Philips: Another Step-Father 

and Another Sibling 'Nrs C: P.,' and'Polex:r'" Restoration: Studies in 
Enfilish Literarv Culture. 1660-1700 13 (Spring 1989):2-3, claims that 
Philips' mother's marriage to Sir Richard was her third marriage in-
stead of her second and that her second husband's name was Henley. 
Limbert offers as proof a fiill of Conplaint filed by Erasnus Phillips, 
son of Sir Richard, in which he identifies Philips' nother as Katherine 
Henley. 



were narried in August 1648 (Souers 22-23; Chester and Arnytage 1: 

281-82), and Philips becane step-nother to Janes* infant daughter 

Prances. 

After their narriage, the Philipses noved to Cardigan Priory where 

Philips, in spite of her Puritan upbringing and her narriage to a Par-

lianentarian, becane a Royalist in her synpathies. As her husband be-

cane nore and nore successful as a Parlianentarian (he becane the High 

Sheriff of Cardiganshire in 1649, was appointed to the High Court of 

Justice in 1651, and served continuously in Parlianent fron 1653 to 

1660 [Willians 30]), Philips became more and nore Royalist in her syn-

pathies. Her change of heart seems not to have been caused by a single 

event but rather by the steady influence of her friends. Her dearest 

friend at the time, Nary Aubrey (Rosania), cane from a Welsh fanily of 

Royalist sympathizers; her father, Sir John Aubrey of Llantrithyd was 

a leading Cavalier (Souers 46); thus, it is likely that Nary Aubrey was 

one of Philips' connections to other Welsh Royalists. As Philips became 

acquainted with other Weish gentry in Pembrokeshire and Cardiganshire, 

she became close friends with another Royalist, Anne Owen (Lucasia), 

whon she met in 1651 (Souers 34). Nary Harvey was yet another impor-

tant Royalist influence. In 1648, she married Sir Edward Dering (Souers 

68-69), and the Derings were the likely source of Philips' introductlon 

to the London Cavaliers, who were as P. W. Thomas states, "a compara-

tively small group of people united by political and cultural and very 

often, by family ties, who naturally sought out each other's company 

during the Interregnum" (Berkenhead 143). Lady Dering, connected to 



the Cavaliers by her political inclinations, her husband, and her nusi-

cal interests (she was a student of Henry Lawes), no doubt introduced 

Philips to Lawes and other inportant Cavaliers associated with hin, in-

cluding Henry Vaughan, John Jeffreys, John Berkenhead, and Francis 
1 

Finch. 

In the 1650s, at the sane tine she was changing fron Puritan to 

Royalist, Philips was writing a personal kind of poetry. She wrote 

occasional poens about the deaths and narriages of friends and rela-

tives. For exanple, poens #88 and #101 were written on the death of 

her infant son Hector who was bom in April 1655 and died in less than 
2 

two weeks. Her only other child, a daughter Katherine, was bom 
3 

in April 1656. Philips also wrote a significant nunber of poens 

dealing with friendship—a topic that becane a central thene in her 

poetry. It was Philips' focus on friendship, particularly with her 

fenale friends, that caused critic Lillian Fadernan to label Philips 

a lesbian. She concludes that Philips was a lesbian because she used 

erotic language in her poetry to express passion, jeaiousy, and 

1 
The nanes of these nen appear together with Philips' nane 

in the connendatory poens to William Cartwright's Comedies, Tragi-
Conedies. with other Poens (1651) and in Henry Lawes' The Second Book 
of Avres and Diaiogues (1655). See also Souers, pp. 58-60 for a dis-
cussion of the relationship of Philips to these nen. 

2 
The title of poem #101 gives the dates of Hector's birth and 

death as April 23, 1655, and Nay 2, 1655, respectively. 
3 
John Pavin Phillips in "The 'Natchless Orinda' and Her 

Descendants," Notes and Oueries. 2d ser., 5 (1858): 202, states 
he owns a family Bible, recording on the fly-leaf the birth of Katherine 
Philips on August 13, 1656. The register of St. Nary's Church, Cardigan, 
gives the date as August 14, 1656. 



tendemess for other wonen and because she seened to need another wonan 

to nake her feel conplete. However, Faderman also states that there 

was no "genital conponent" and that Philips saw her friendships as 

platonic; the friends enjoyed poetry, philosophy, and the union of 

souls—not physicality (68-73). There is no substantiation for Philips' 

alleged lesbianisn. 

In addition to writing poens that celebrated her relationships 

with her friends, Philips tried to develop a philosophy of friendship 

both in her poens and in a formal society of friendship. She was the 

founder of such a society conposed of nen and women who had an idealized 
1 

concept of friendship based on the platonic ningling of the souls. 

The society had a seal with an enblem of friendship, described in poem 

#29, and nenbers were initiated. Upon initiation, members chose clas-

sical and pseudo-classical names (Souers 41). Philips chose the name 

Orinda. Anong the early nenbers were Nary Aubrey, who chose Rosania; 

Anne Owen, Lucasia; Nrs. N. Stednan, Philoclea; Nary Harvey (Lady 

Dering), Ardelia; Francis Finch, Palaenon; John Berkenhead, Cratander; 

Edward Dering, Silvander; John Jeffreys, Philaster; James Philips, 

Antenor (Souers 44). Nary Aubrey was the foremost member of the soci-

ety until her unannounced engagement and secret wedding in 1652 to 

1 
Edmund W. Gosse, Seventeenth Century Studies (London, 1883), pp. 

207-08. In addition, evidence of the existence of the society is seen 
in the title of poem #25: "To the excellent Nrs A. 0. upon her 
receiving the name of Lucasia, and adoption into our society. 29 Decemb. 
1651" and in the letter Sir Edward Dering wrote to Lucasia on February 
7, 1665, lamenting Orinda's death and outlining the aims and achieve-
nents of her society (Dering letter-book f. 65). 



lawyer Willian Nontague (Souers 49). Philips considered the narriage, 

conpounded by a nove to London, a betrayal. Philips* devotion was 

then transferred to Anne Owen until her narriage in 1662 (Souers 52). 

During the heyday of Philips' friendship society in the mid-1650s, the 

society's focus on the philosophy of friendship contributed to the de-

velopnent of two works on friendship. Francis Finch, inspired by the 

canaraderie of the society, wrote a treatise entitled Friendship. 

privately published in 1654. A second work by Jereny Taylor, Â 

Discourse of the Nature. Offices. and Neasures of Friendship. publish-

ed in 1657, was written in response to a letter fron Philips, in which 

she had posed questions that evolved out of discussions in her coterie. 

The year 1660 brought a nunber of changes into Katherine Philips' 

life. On Nay 24, 1660, her stepdaughter Frances died at Acton (see 

poen #70). The return of Charles II to England the next day brought 

even greater changes. Philips' husband James, an active Parliamen-

tarian, found his career over and his life in danger (Souers 105-07). 

It was no accident that the Restoration marks the time Philips began 

to write a more public kind of poetry that included a number of pane-

gyrics on the newly restored royal family. No longer were Philips' 

politics a possible enbarrassment to her husband; she now was able to 

use her complimentary verse (and her Royalist connections) to help her 

husband. Another change was the forging of a very important friendship 

Shortly after the retum of Charles II, Philips met Sir Charles 

Cotterell, the king's new Naster of Ceremonies. Although exactly when 

or how they met is unknown, it is likely they met through Philips' 



literary friends in London. As a nenber of her society, Cotterell was 

called by the pseudonyn Poliarchus after a character in John Barclay's 

Argenis (Souers 111). Her first surviving letter, written to Cotterell 

on Decenber 6, 1661 (Letters 1-5), shows that they were already close 

friends by that tine. Because she admired and trusted his literary 

abilities, she frequently asked hin to edit her work, and after her 

death he becane her literary executor and editor of the 1667 edition 

of her works. 

Anne Owen's narriage on Nay 11, 1662 (see poem #115), was a sig-

nificant event in Philips' life, an event that affected Philips both 

directly and indirectly. Philips was affected directly because she 

was crushed by the narriage. First, she was greatly disappointed in 
1 

the choice of husband Owen nade for her second marriage. Philips 

had encouraged her to marry Cotterell, but the family of Owen wanted 

her to marry Colonel Narcus Trevor, a member of the Irish Privy Council, 
2 

who was soon to become Viscount Dungannon. But Owen's marriage was a 

blow to Philips for another reason: not only was Owen marrying soraeone 

Philips disliked, but also she would be moving with her new husband to 

Ireland. Seemingly spurned a second time, Philips wrote sadly and per-

haps bitterly to Cotterell in her letter of July 30, 1662, "I find too 

1 
Souers states that Owen's first husband, John Owen, died in 

1655. See poem #92, "To mv dearest friend Nrs. A. Owen, upon her 
greatest loss." 

2 
The early Letters from Orinda to Poliarchus (pp. 1-36) show 

Philips' support for Cotterell in his suit for "Calanthe" (an alternate 
name for Lucasia) and her failed attempts to prevent the marriage. 

8 



there are few Friendships in the World Narriage-proof . . . we raay 

generally conclude the Narriage of a Friend to be the Funeral of a 

Friendship" (Letters 53). Never again would Philips write poems of 

friendship with such unrestrained emotion and devotion as those she 

wrote for Anne Owen. Owen's marriage indirectly affected Philips be-

cause it brought her to Ireland where she achieved her greatest liter-

ary triumph. In spite of her unhappiness with her friend, Philips was 

unwilling to relinquish Owen completely, so she went with Owen to 

Ireland in June 1662 (Philips, Letters 48-49) to help her settle in 

her new home, and ostensibly to settle her own claira to Irish lands 

through her father's investment in the Company of Adventurers (Souers 

157-58). 

Although Philips came to Ireland to tend to her business affairs 

and to be with Owen, she soon had the unexpected opportunity to widen 

her circle of friends and to develop a literary reputation of some im-

portance. In July, shortly after her arrival in Ireland, she traveled 

to Dublin to the court of James Butler, Duke of Ormonde, Lord Lieutenant 

1 2 
of Ireland. There she made friends with Dorothy Temple and Lady Nary 

1 
The Duke of Ormonde entered Dublin on July 27, 1662 (DNB). 
2 
Souers, p. 224. At the sarae tirae that Philips was in Dublin, 

William Temple and his wife Dorothy were living there because Sir 
William was a member of the Irish Parliament. Philips' letter of 
January 22, 1664, to Dorothy Teraple is the only evidence of their 
friendship. 



3 
Cavendish, as well as the family of Richard Boyle, Earl of Cork, in-

cluding his wife Elizabeth who became Philips' patroness, and his 

daughters Frances, wife of the Earl of Roscommon; Anne (Valeria), who 

became wife of the Earl of Sandwich; and Elizabeth (Celimena), who be-

came wife of the Earl of Thanet (Souers 162). She also became ac-

quainted with Roger Boyle, Lord Orrery, the brother of the Earl of 

Cork. It was Orrery who, after reading the one scene she had translat-

ed from Corneille's Pompey, urged Philips to finish her translation. 

Upon corapletion, Orrery was so pleased with it that he supplied money 

for a costumed performance (Philips, Letters 114). The Earl of 

Roscomraon then wrote the prologue, and Dering the epilogue. And 

Pompev was performed at the Theatre Royal, Smock Alley on Tuesday, 

February 10, 1663 (Clark 64; Philips, Letters 119). Philips' trans-

lation then appeared in print in Dublin on April 8, 1663, and was 

printed in London shortly thereafter (Philips, Letters 147-48). In 

July 1663, Philips returned to Wales (Philips, Letters 172) in triumph: 

her claims in the Irish court had been favorably settled (Philips, 

Letters 162, 168), and she was a literary success. 

Back in Wales, Philips missed the excitement of the Irish court, 

the companionship of her friends, and the thrill of her literary tri-

umph. To fill the time, she began her translation of Corneille's 

Horace and plotted with friends to find a way to get to London 

3 
Poem #95 was written in praise of Philips' new friend, Lady 

Nary Cavendish, daughter of the Duke of Orraonde. See also Souers, pp. 
244-45. 

10 



(Philips, Letters 217, 242-43). However, she found unwanted relief 

fron her tediun in Wales in January in the forn of an unauthorized 

edition of her poens. John Jeffreys (Philaster) inforned her about 

the edition which had been advertised on January 14, 1664, in the 

Newes as "Poens of the inconparable Nadan Catherine Philips" (28). 

Philips acted quickly and with the help of Cotterell and Jeffreys was 

able to suppress the edition. The publisher's apology and retraction 

appeared in the Intelligencer on January 18, 1664 (47). In spite of 

the quick suppression, Philips was worried that people would doubt the 

sincerity of her clain that the edition was surreptitious. She ex-

pressed that fear in a letter to Dorothy Tenple on January 22, 1664: 

"part of the world are apt enough to believe that I connived at this 

ugly incident" (Souers 222). In her letter of January 29, 1664, to 

Cotterell, which was really two letters, she again denounced the un-

authorized edition (Letters 225). The first letter contained her 

personal expression of indignation and was neant for Cotterell's eyes 

only. The second, in which she denied all responsiblity for the vol-

une, had a more public purpose: Philips asked Cotterell to show that 

letter to anyone who doubted her; this letter was published in the 

"Preface" to the 1667 edition. 

In Narch 1664, Philips finally persuaded her husband that she 

needed to go to London to use her influence with her Royalist connec-

tions to obtain a government post for him (Philips, Letters 241-

42). But after only a few short months in London, Katherine Philips 

died of smallpox on June 22, 1664 (Aubrey 153). 

11 



CHAPTER II 

A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION TO THE POETRY 

Seventeenth-century poet Katherine Philips chose to call herself 

by the pseudonyn Orinda. To that pseudonym her admiring contemporar-

ies added the compliment "matchless." Well-known men of her time who 

enthusiastically praised Philips as a woman poet without peer include 

Abraham Cowley, the Earls of Orrery and Roscommon, Sir Charles 

Cotterell, and Sir Edward Dering. The enthusiasm for her poetry ex-

pressed by her contemporaries and the attention to her works currently 

paid by modern scholars call for a brief description of some of the 

characteristics of and the influences on her poetry. The following 

discussion reveals that Katherine Philips was a talented poet, who al-

though favoring the occasional poem, was capable of using a variety of 

genres; a poet, who favored Platonic friendship as a therae and the 

pastoral setting as a motif; and a poet who was influenced both by 

English netaphysical poetry and the French precieux movement. 

The genre that Philips uses most often is the occasional poem: 

well over half of her poems commemorate special occasions. Nany of 

these occasions are her separations from friends and family: poems #46 

and #93, separation from Anne Owen; poems #49, #53, #84, from Nary 

Aubrey; poem #54, from her husband; poem #41, from Nargaret Stedman; 

poem #109, from Pastora and Phillis (unidentified). A few poems were 

occasioned by courtships. Poem #23 deals with John Jeffreys' unsuc-

cessful courtship of Nary Carne, and poem #39 with Jeffreys' failure 

with Regina CoIIier. Sorae of her poeras commemorate roiscellaneous 

12 



events, such as poem #12, written for Francis Finch upon his comple-

tion of his essay "Discourse of Friendship"; poem #91, written when 

her name was engraved on a tree; poem #103, written upon the Duke of 

Ornonde's escape fron a plot against his life; and poen #104, written 

for the Countess of Rosconmon to accompany a copy of Pompev. 

Several of Philips* occasional poems are epithalamions. A sam-

pling of these include poems #20, written for the marriage of her 

sister-in-law Cecily Philips to John Lloyd; #37, of Nary Aubrey to 

William Nontague; #87, of Elizabeth Boyle to the Count of Thanet; 

#115, of Anne Owen to Narcus Trevor; #131, of Nary Butler to Lord 

Cavendish. For the most part, Philips' epithalaraions have a forced 

and somewhat insincere tone, no doubt because generally Philips 

viewed her close friends' marriages as betrayals. For example, in 

poem #37, after half-heartedly addressing the private nature of the 

wedding (Philips was not invited), Philips states, "I dare not any 

other wish preferr . . . to a soule so in it self compleat" (II. 39-

40). Then in poem #115, written for Nary Aubrey, Philips again ex-

presses her inability to offer adequate wishes for the newlyweds: "we 

no wish can add unto your bliss,/ But that it should continue as it is" 

(II. 31-32). However, in poem #20, which was written on the occasion 

of the marriage of her sister-in-Iaw, whose wedding did not mean the 

loss of a cherished friend, her tone rings more sincere, and Philips 

was able to come up with an impressive list of wishes for Cecily 

Philips: "strong happiness" (I. 11), "no grief" (I. 14), "love . . . 

13 



Involv'd and growing" (II. 15-16), and days filled with "Friendship, 

duty, gratitude and love" (1. 24). 

Other occasional poems that contribute a significant number of 

poems to Philips' canon are epitaphs and elegies. She wrote approxi-

mately 20 poems upon the deaths of important political figures, mem-

bers of friends* families, and members of her own family. Sorae of the 

poems written for political figures include poems #8 (on the death of 

the Duke of Gloucester), #10 (on the death of Elizabeth, Oueen of 

Bohemia), and #89 (on the death of Lord Rich). Poems written for her 

friends include poem #31 (on the death of Anne Owen's maternal grand-

mother, Nary Lloyd), poem #55 (on the death of Regina ColIier*s hus-

band), and poem #92 (on the death of Anne Owen*s first husband, John 

Owen). Poems on deaths in her family include #82 (an epitaph on her 

mother-in-law), #110 (an epitaph on her mother*s husband, Philip 

Skippon), and #130 (an epitaph on John Lloyd, the husband of her 

sister-in-Iaw, Cecily). Of all the elegies and epitaphs composed by 

Philips, however, the ones written for her stepdaughter and her only 

son are the most moving and perhaps the most successful in expressing 

a profound sense of grief and loss. Poem #30 was written upon the 

death of her stepdaughter, Frances Philips, whora Philips raised from 

infancy. In the poem, after atterapting to find consolation through 

the traditional avenues, Philips adraits that she still feels profound 

grief and cries "iniurious teares" (1. 78) which she attributes to 

"affections sad excesse" (I. 79), caused by "dearest tyes and highest 

trust/ Continu'd from thy cradle to thy dust" (II. 81-82). She also 

14 



admits, "I thought thee [Frances] too much mine" (1. 84). She ends 

the poem with a pledge of remembrance, which she says will be easy to 

fulfill because "such a losse as thine bright soule, is not/ Euer to 

be repaired or forgot" (II. 89-90). This poem demonstrates that 

Philips was a devoted and loving stepparent. Philips also wrote an 

epitaph, poem #88, and an elegy, poem #101, upon the death of her in-

fant son, Hector. Poem #101 is one of her best elegies, poignantly 

expressing her pain at the loss of her first child. Her son lived 

less than six weeks ("in forty days he dropt away"—1. 3) and that 

grief is compounded by the fact that she had been childless for the 

seven years of her marriage ("Twice forty months"—I. 1). His death, 

"A sorrow unforeseen" (I. 7), leaves her with a "trembling heart" (I. 

9). She states that grief has deterrained her raeans of expression: 

"Tears are my Nuse and sorrow all my Art,/ So piercing groans must be 

thy Elogy" (11. 11-12). Yet, she concludes, she has raanaged to write 

this brief poem as a tribute to hira, in "gasping nurabers . . . The 

last of thy unhappy Nothers Verse" (II. 19-20). 

The political panegyric is a third type of occasional poera that 

contrîbutes a number of poems to Philips' canon. Sorae of these pane-

gyrics are poems #2, #3, #4, and #136, in praise of King Charles II; 

poeras #5 and #76, in praise of Charles' queen, Catherine of Braganza; 

poem #6, in praise of Henrietta Narie, the Oueen Nother; poem #7, in 

praise of Nary, the Princess Royal and the Princess of Orange; poera 

#9, in praise of the Duchess of York; and poera #116, in praise of the 

Archbishop of Canterbury. Although raany of these poeras tend to be 
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fulsome and artificial, sorae of them are quite interesting. For ex-

ample, poem #2 is one of the few poems in which Philips employs humor. 

While complimenting Charles, who is currently in exile in Flanders, she 

also humorously pleads with him to hurry home to Britain because if he 

stays much longer, all the English will be in Belgium since it appears 

that all his subjects (perhaps influenced by the king's imrainent re-

turn) are flocking to Belgium to declare their loyalty to hira: "Hasten 

(great prince) unto thy British Isles,/ Or all thy subiects will becorae 

exiles./ To thee they flock . . . to expresse their ioy and reuerence" 

(II. 1-6). In fact, she jokes, if Charles does stay his "gasping land/ 

Will it selfe empty on the Belgîque strand" (II. 9-10) in such numbers 

that the frightened Dutch populace will think "it an inuasion not ad-

dresse" (I. 12 ). Poem #3, written upon the occasion of the return of 

King Charles II to England in 1660, provides a graceful compliraent to 

Charles while proraoting Philips' own interests. In the poem, in which 

she repeatedly praises the king as a peace-loving and merciful raan, she 

pleads with the seas that carry hira horae to England to be peaceful and 

to grant him safety; thus, the seas will prophesy the "splendid smooth-

nesse of his reigne" (1. 8). She also notes that the king is not a 

vengeful raan: "Reuenge to hira no pleasure is/ He spar'd their bloud 

who gap'd for his" (11. 37-38), and that he is better than other kings 

because he is merciful: "Assistant Kings could but subdue,/ Those 

foes, which he can pardon too" (II. 51-52). Charles II is then de-

scribed as a raan who "thinkes no slaughter trophyes good,/ Nor law-

rells dipt in subiects blood" (11. 53-54). As a king who "in your 
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nercy brighter shine/ Then in the gloryes of your line" (II. 61-62), 

he will receive love and veneration from his people. Clearly, Philips, 

married to a man who was an active Cromwellian supporter and who 

served in more than one official position in the Commonwealth, is wise 

to project a merciful nature onto the king. 

In addition to the numerous occasional poems, Philips' canon also 

includes a handful of irregular odes, a few pastoral dialogues, and 

several verse essays. Irregular odes include poems #77, #96, #100, 

and #106. Poem #96 is perhaps her best ode; this poem is memorable 

because in it Philips, a proponent of platonic love and friendship, 

strongly condemns erotic love as represented in the figure of Cupid. 

She accuses Cupid of creating real grief, painted joys, and pleasure 

which destroys, and asserts that men under his influence "in Feavers 

burn and rave,/ And only what will injure them do crave" (11. 4-5). 

Philips' pastoral dialogues are poems #19, #80, #97, and #133. AII 

of these have friendship themes. Poem #80 is a well-known friendship 

poem that features a twist on the pastoral motif: Anne Owen (Lucasia) 

is the shepherdess whom Nary Aubrey (Rosania) urges to leave her flocks 

and descend from the mountain to come into town with her. In their 

dialogue, they discuss friendship and deterraine that the only reason 

to leave the pastoral beauty of the raountain for the town is for the 

sake of friendship: "Nay I know there's nothing sweet below/ Unless 

it be a Friend" (11. 23-24). They also discuss the iraraortality of 

true friendship: "I trust, when crurabled into dust,/ We shall raeet 

and love for ever" (11. 27-28). Philips also wrote several raoral 
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verse essays, including poems #44, #48, #70, #71, #72, #73, #74, #75. 

These poems, philosophical analyses of the nature of religion, happi-

ness, and death, demonstrate a strong introspective dimension in 

Philips' poetry, a dimension that is often overshadowed by scholars' 

preoccupation with her friendship poeras. In poera #44, one of her best 

verse essays, Philips meditates on the contradictory nature of reli-

gion, created by God to uplift man, but used by Satan to deceive man: 

"Religion . . . Design'd by God to serve Nan's noblest ends,/ Is by 

that old deceiver*s subtile play/ Nade the chief party in it*s own 

decay" (11. 1-4). Thus, used by Satan, religion "*Tis not our Prac-

tise, but our Ouarrell now" (I. 18). She notes the folly of "gaining 

truth by loosing Peace" (I. 24) and of "Naking our weapon what was 

meant our meat" (1. 32). Poem #72, an examination of the human condi-

tion, is perhaps the most darkly pessiraistic and negative of all of 

Philips* poeras. Her bleak view of raan leads her to state, "He only 

dy*s untiraely who dy*s late" (1. 6). This idea is reiterated at the 

end of the poera: "Happy are they to whora god give's a Grave" (1. 87); 

better yet, "'Tis good not to be born, but if we must/ The next good 

is, soone to return to Dust" (II. 89-90). Throughout the poem, she 

lists the reasons for early death; a few of these are "Nen court that 

Guilded nothing being Great" (I. 10); "happiness they misse/ And [are] 

so farre even from agreeing what it is" (I. 18); "Nankind are mad; for 

none can live alone . . . yet they quarrell at Society" (11. 23-25); 

"The soule . . . Doth so much loose and from it's height so fall/ That 

sorae contend to have no Soule at all" (11. 37-40); and "Truth the most 
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suitable, and noble Prize/ Food of our spirits, yet neglected ly's" 

(II. 49-50). 

The translation (poems #117-#121) is another type of poem found 

in Philips' canon. Poems #117 and #120, translated from French, have 

pastoral themes; poera #118, translated from French, has a love theme; 

poem #119, translated from Italian, also has a love theme. Poem #121, 

translated from French, is a prayer. Although these poems comprise 

only a small part of Philips' canon, they are important because much 

of Philips' reputation during her own lifetime was based upon her 

skill at translation. Roger Boyle, Lord Orrery, was so irapressed with 

a single scene she had translated from Corneille's Pompev that he 

encouraged her to coraplete the whole work, and upon her completion of 

it, he paid 100 pounds to have her translation produced on stage. Sir 

Charles Cotterell was so irapressed with her translating abilities that 

in his 1667 edition of her poetry, he juxtaposed her version of poera 

#117 to the French so readers fluent in French could adraire her com-

raand of the language; he explains his reasoning in "The Preface": 

they who have a raind to corapare thera, raay by that pattern 

find how just she has been in all the rest to both lan-

guages, exactly rendring the full sence of the one without 

tying her self strictly to the words, and clearly evincing 

the capaciousness of the other, by coraprising it fully in 

the sarae number of lines. 

Critic Williara Roberts agrees with Cotterell's assessraent of Philips' 
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translating skills. Roberts is particularly interested in poera #117, 

which he says, 

is a close, accurate and yet free translation! A comparison 

with Saint-Amant's octosyllabic ten-Iine stanza (the dizain 

isometrique) shows that she was able to follow the same 

form except for a slight variation of the rime scheme in the 

first quatrain (abba vs. abab), that the respective lengths 

(200 verses) are the same, and that the English follows the 

model quite exactly, line by line. (57) 

A final type of poem that Philips wrote is the "act song," poems 

#123-#127. Act songs were lyrics, designed to be sung between acts in 

a play. In fact, most English plays produced from 1660 to 1705 had 

incidental music played between acts; when this music consisted of 

short instrumental works, the pieces were called "act tunes"; when 

words were added, "act songs." Generally, act tunes and songs provid-

ed incidental, atmospheric music that had little if any relationship 

to the play itself (Price 61-62). However, the songs that Philips 

wrote to connect the acts of her translation of Pompey effectively 

linked the acts by reflecting the action of the acts they followed 

and, in sorae cases, by being integral to the plot. Philips' best act 

song is poem #125, the lyric linking Acts III and IV. At the end of 

Act III, Caesar has been making conciliatory overtures to Cornelia, 

praising her dead husband and her personal courage. After the last 

line of the act, Philips adds a stage direction that has Cornelia fall 

asleep; her slumber then sets the scene for her dream of Pompey's 
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ghost who enters and sings the song. In the song, Pompey says that he 

is a martyr for the "Liberty of Rome" (1. 12), pledges vengeance 

against Caesar and foretells that he "shall fall by Treason too" (I. 

21), and offers Cornelia the comfort that "Fate shall waft thee soon a 

shoar,/ And to thy Pompev thee restore" (11. 26-27). At the end of 

the song, Philips adds another stage direction to Pompev. directing 

Cornelia to awaken from her dream, and she also adds a spoken line to 

her translation (in which Cornelia comments on her dreara vision) that 

is not in Corneille's original. Clearly the stage directions, the use 

of a dramatic character within the play to perforra the song, and the 

addition of a line show that Philips designed her act songs to be in-

tegral to the play and to help weld the acts together (Price 62-64). 

In fact, Philips herself believed that it was Lord Orrery's delight in 

her songs that compelled hira to have her translation produced: [The 

songs are the] "chief reason that has raade ray Lord Orrery resolve 

to have Porapev acted here . . . and [he] has advanced a hundred Pounds 

towards the Expence of buying Roraan and Egyptian Habits" (Letters 

119). 

A survey of Philips' poetry reveals that over half of her poems 

have the therae of friendship. Philips' view of friendship was an 

idealized one, steeped in Platonisra. The love one had for a friend 

was based on that person's goodness, virtue, and intellect. Through 

interaction and mutual regard, two friends could create a union of 

mind and spirit, leading to the mingling of souls. Thus, for Philips 

friendship was a means of attaîning the spiritual, a kind of religîon. 
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Nany of Philips' poems either focus or touch upon her ethics of 

friendship, including poems #17, #19, #29, #57, and #64. Of these, 

poem #64 is perhaps the best at defining Philips' idealistic vision 

of friendship. In this poem, Philips explains that although love is 

"this great creations soule" (1. 1), friendship is the refined, con-

centrated essence of love: "Friendship is abstract of this noble 

flame,/ 'Tis love refin'd and purg'd from all its drosse . . . 

stronger then passion is, though not so grosse" (II. 7-10). She also 

notes that friendship is superior and nobler than the "marriage band" 

(I. 13) because it is "more free" (1. 14): one may be married because 

of "Force or design . . . But Friendship doth from love and honour 

spring" (II. 17-18). In this poem Philips also delineates the kind of 

person that inspires the pure love found in friendship. A friend raust 

be virtuous and honourable: "Essentiall honour raust be in a friend 

. . . For none can be a friend that is not good" (II. 31-36). A friend 

raust also have a sound intellect: "Wisdora, and knowledge, friendship 

dos' require" (1. 50), for "He cannot be a friend, that is a foole" 

(I. 54). In addition, friends raust be willing to "observe, and chide 

each others fault" (1. 67), and be willing to forgive because "Who 

cannot pardon here, can never Love" (1. 60). But, to Philips, the 

"chiefest thing in Friends is Sympathy" (I. 25) because that sympathy 

or mutual regard is the secret of friendship that leads to the min-

gling of souls: "2: Souls before they know agree,/ Who by a thousand 

mixtures are ally'd . . . so that it is not known/ Within which Brest 

doth now reside their own" (11. 27-30). And finally Philips reacts 
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with sorae anger against the prevailing belief of her tirae that women, 

being inferior to men, were not intellectually or emotionally capable 

of forming friendships within their own sex: "for raen t'exclude/ 

Women from friendships vast capacity/ Is a design injurious and rude,/ 

Onely raaintain'd by partiall tyrranny" (11. 19-22). 

Nany of Philips' poeras, addressed to specific friends, reflect 

the joy, contentment, and ecstasy that her friendships brought her. 

One of the best of these is poem #18, addressed to Anne Owen. In 

this poem, Philips explores the various means people use to find con-

tentment: power of the throne, riches, mirth, freedom, victory in 

battle, knowledge, and religious contemplation. Yet, all these ave-

nues to contentment are found lacking because "Content her self best 

comprehends/ Betwixt two souls and they two friends/ Whose eithers 

loys in both are fixd/ And raultiply'd by being mix'd" (11. 49-52). 

Thus, she and Anne Owen enjoy contentment in their friendship because 

their "thoughts and persons chang'd and mixt are one" (I. 71). Poem 

#36 is another poera addressed to Owen that celebrates the happiness 

Philips finds in their friendship. She corapares her life before her 

friendship with Owen to a watch; raechanically, she went through the 

raotions; she breathed, walked, and slept, convincing the world "There 

was a soule the raotions kept" (I. 7), but the world was deceived be-

cause "never had Orinda found/ A Soule till she found thine" (11. 11-

12). Once becoming friends with Owen, Philips states that she counts 

her happiness greater than kings who have "but pieces of this Earth" 

(1. 19) while she has "all the world in thee" (11. 20). She ends the 
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poem with this desire: "Then let our flame still light and shine, 

. . . Immortall as our Soule" (II. 21-24). Poem #50, addressed to 

Nary Aubrey, is an ecstatic poem in which Philips revels in the min-

gling and unity of their souls. In her view, they each clearly under-

stand the thoughts, desires, and secrets of the other because their 

"souls are grown/ By an incomparable mixture One" (11. 3-4) and their 

"well acquainted Ninds are now as neare/ As love, or vows, or secrets 

can endeare" (11. 5-6). It is that "sacred union" (I. 21) that leads 

Philips to address Aubrey as "Soule of my soul! my loy, my crown, my 

friend" (I. 1). 

Although many of Philips' poems reflect the joys of her friend-

ships, several poems in her canon reflect the agonies. All too fre-

quently, Philips discovered that her friends were not as consumed as 

she by her idealistic vision of friendship; eventually, sorae began to 

feel overwhelraed by her obsessive devotion and distanced theraselves 

frora her through marriage or other interests. Philips often reacted 

to this intrusion of reality in her idealistic world by writing poems 

that reflected her unhappiness and despair. One of the best of these 

is poem #38, probably written in the period imraediately following Nary 

Aubrey's private wedding. This poem of unrestrained emotion makes it 

clear that Philips has been deeply hurt by Aubrey. Aubrey is addressed 

as "Lovely apostate" (1. 1), one who has forsaken the principles of 

friendship. Philips coraplains that she is being punished for her devo-

tion: "frora ray passion your last rigours grew/ And you kill me, be-

cause I worshipp'd you" (11. 45-46). She sees her only offense to be 
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her demonstrations of love: "obligation here is injury,/ Constancy 

crime, friendship a heresy" (II. 15-16). She accuses Aubrey of be-

trayal, and she corapares her destruction at the hands of Aubrey to 

Rome's destruction by Nero: "(with Nero) your uncurb'd desire/ Be 

to survey the Rome you set on fire" (11. 9-10). Philips also accuses 

Aubrey of murder and suicide since in friendship the two friends are 

one: "Your own destruction give's you now content./ For our twin-

spirits did so long agree/ You must undoe your self to ruine me" (11. 

18-20). Yet aching with the despair of betrayal and abandonment, she 

ends the poem with refusal to seek revenge and with self-abnegation: 

"Yet I'le adore the Authour of my death,/ And kiss the hand that robb's 

me of my breath" (11. 51-52). Poem #93, addressed to Anne Owen, is 

another poem about unrestrained unhappiness caused by friendship. In 

this poem, Philips seems to blame herself for the difficulties in the 

friendship. When she calls Owen the "dear object of my Love's excess" 

(1. 1), she seeras to realize that perhaps her devotion is excessive. 

She agrees to give up their "dear Converse" (1. 7), not only because 

she is unable to keep it, but also because she feels that she does not 

raerit it. She expresses the hope that Owens will be free "From all 

ills else as from ray company" (1. 36) and free from the "torments 

thou hast had from it" (1. 37). She also alludes to sorae unnaraed 

problems she caused (perhaps Philips' interference, on the behalf of 

Cotterell, when Narcus Trevor was courting Owen): "I raeant not all 

the troubles that I brought" (1. 52). Contrite, discouraged, unhappy, 
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Philips says, "Adieu . . . And with thee all ray hopes of happiness" 

(II. 1-2). 

In her poetry, Philips also deraonstrates an affinity for the 

pastoral motif. Typically, the pastoral raotif is raanifested in the 

conventional sense: the rural life is depicted as a solution to the 

destructive, irrational forces of the city and the world. The coun-

try life is conducive to love and harraony; the natural setting pro-

vides a place of regeneration and enlightenraent. She also sometimes 

employs such pastoral conventions as sheep, shepherds, singing-

raatches, and references to the Golden Age. Philips wrote several 

poeras using the pastoral motif, and further demonstrated her affinity 

for the pastoral by translating two long French pastorals into English. 

Three of her best pastorals are poems #22, #61, and #66. Poem #22 

presents an invitation to Philips' friend Ardelia (Lady Dering) to 

visit her bower. In her leafy recess, they will not have to deal with 

"quarrelling for Crowns" (1. 5), "disguise nor treachery" (1. 9), or 

"blood and plots" (I. 11). In their idyllic countryside, they will be 

free to enjoy the simple pleasures of their pastoral life: "Let's 

mark how soone Apollo's beams/ Command the flocks to quit their meat 

. . . To quench their thirst" (II. 25-28). She contrasts pastoral 

pleasures to the "noise of warres" (1. 15) and the "scorching Age" 

(1. 29); removed to her country retreat, she and Ardelia will reap the 

quiet pleasures of friendship: "With quiet Souls and unconfin'd/ 

Enjoy, what princes wish in vain" (11. 35-36). Poem #61 is another 

encoraiura in praise of the country life. In the first stanza, Philips 
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praises country life as sacred and innocent, free from tumult, discon-

tent, flattery, and fear. She praises rural living because it harkens 

back to the Golden Age that "did entertaine/ No passion but of loue" 

(II. 13-14); the Golden Age was a tirae when envy and lust were non-

existent; there was no need for law or medicine because "Nature was 

all their witt" (I. 22). For Philips the simplicity of rural pleas-

ures far outweigh the "blessings" of the world which are "fire and 

sword" (1. 27). Content to let others "study wayes of state" (I. 72), 

she is committed to the privacy of her rural retreat: "In this retir'd 

integritie/ Free from both warre and noise/ I liue not by necessitie/ 

But wholly by my choice" (11. 85-88). Poem #66 also has an obvious 

pastoral focus. Addressed to Anne Owen, the poem is an invitation 

for Owen to visit Philips in Wales, and it extolls the virtues of the 

country. The country offers her "a retireraent from the noise of 

Towns . . . for which some Kings have left their crowns" (II. 11-12). 

In much of the poem Philips focuses on kings, who seemingly have it 

all, but soon enough discover that "all the glittering world is but 

a cheat" (1. 31). Even though kings comraand others, they "raay be 

slaves by their own passions hurld" (1. 39), but he who lives in the 

country is able, without distractions, to "search nature, and it's 

authour too" (1. 44) for enlightenment, and from thls study he learns 

self-control. And he who has self-control is the real king—king of 

himself: "Ihe] who coraraand's hira self, coraraand's the World./ A 

countrey=life assist's this Study best/ Where no distractions doth the 

soule arrest" (II. 40-42). 
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Several of Katherine Philips' poems demonstrate characteristics 

that indicate that she was influenced by the seventeenth-century Neta-

physical Poets, particularly John Donne. Like the Netaphysicals, 

Philips was interested in the philosophical and psychological analyses 

of enotions (particularly those eraotions related to friendship); used 

the poera as argument; saw the individual as a microcosra of the raacro-

cosm; and made use of paradox and conceit. There are numerous echoes 

of and allusions to various Donne poems. For example, poera #38 eraploys 

the argument forra and echoes the conceit that Donne used in "The Flea." 

Central to the speaker's argunent in "The Flea" is that the lady, when 

she kills the flea, is coraraitting three raurders ("three sinnes in kill-
1 

ing three"—I. 18), including self-murder, because the flea con-

tains the blood of the flea, the speaker, and the lady. In her argu-

raent poem, Philips, who had recently been rejected by Nary Aubrey, 

coraplains with a conceit that echoes the speaker's logic in "The Flea": 

because she and Aubrey are "twin-Spirits" (1. 19) or one in friendship, 

when Aubrey cruelly wounds and kills Philips, she is in essence wound-

ing and murdering herself ("Doubled and study'd murders are design'd"— 

1. 28). Other poems echo lines from "The Extasie," a Donne poem which 

explores both sensual ecstasy and spiritual "extasis" or going out of 

the soul. In "The Extasie," the lovers' souls walk or go out of their 

bodies and comraune in a language refined by love; in fact, the lovers' 

1 
Herbert J. C. Grierson, ed. The- Poems of John Donne. London: 

Oxford UP, 1912. All quotations frora Donne's poeras corae from this 
source. 
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are so spiritually harmonious that "both meant, both spake the sarae" 

(1. 26). Donne explains that unity: "all severall soules containe/ 

Nixture of things, they know not what,/ Love, these mixt soules, doth 

mixe again,/ And makes both one, each this and that" (II. 33-36). 

Furthermore, he explains, as the two souls mix, "(All which before was 

poore, and scant,)/ Redoubles still, and raultiplies" (II. 39-40). 

Donne's explanation of "extasis" in this poera expresses Philips' belief 

in friendship as a Platonic raingling of souls. For example, in poem 

#17 Philips, in a nuraber of paradoxes, echoes the idea expressed in 

"The Extasie"—that two souls can become one, but that the mixture 

means not the loss of one soul but the increase of the worth of both; 

consequently, she states, 

Our hearts are doubled by their loss, 

Here mixture is addition grown 

We both diffuse, and both engrosse 

And we whose rainds are so much one 

Never, yet ever are alone. (11. 11-15) 

In poera #18, Philips reiterates the idea expressed in "The Extasie" 

that the raixture of two souls represents not the loss of one soul 

but the raultiplication of the worth of both: "two souls and they 

two friends . . . eithers loys in both are fixd/ And raultiply'd by 

being mix'd" (11. 50-2). Poem #64 also echoes lines from "The 

Extasie," particularly when Philips writes of the Platonic union to 

be found in friendship: "2: Souls before they know agree/ Who by a 
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thousand mixtures are ally'd/ And chang'd and lost so that it is not 

known/ Within which Brest doth now reside their own" (II. 27-30). 

Donne's influence also is evident in some of Philips' poems which 

draw on "A Valediction: forbidding mourning." Foremost of these is 

poem #29 in which Philips describes the emblem that she used in her 

society of friendship. An important part of this emblem is a geomet-

ric compass, a conceit used by Donne in his poem to show that though 

separated physically, the two lovers are yet one: 

Thy soule the fixed foot, makes no show 

To move, but doth, if the'other doe. 

And though it in the center sit, 

Yet when the other far doth rome, 

It leanes, and hearkens after it, 

And growes erect, as that comes home. (11. 27-32) 

The compass conceit that Philips uses to describe friendship in her 

poera closely parallels the one in Donne's poera. She paradoxically ex-

plains that two friends, like the corapass, "are, and yet they are not, 

two" (1. 24). Philips' explanation of that paradox and of the other 

paradox that separation is not separation lies in Donne's corapass con-

ceit; friends separate in the same way as do the legs of the compass: 

"points like bodys separate/ But head like soules know's no such fate" 

(11. 51-52). She again echoes Donne, noting that the two friends (legs 

of the compass), 

Each follow's where the other leane's 

And what each doe's, the other raeane's. 
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And as when one foot doe's stand fast, 

And t'other circles seeks to cast, 

The steddy part doe's regulate 

And make the wanderers motion streight. (11. 27-32) 

In addition to the corapass conceit, poera #29 contains other echoes of 

"A Valediction: forbidding raourning." Donne's speaker says to his 

beloved, "we by a love, so rauch refin'd . . . our selves know not what 

it is" (II. 17-18); Philips says, "friendship hearts so rauch refine's/ 

It nothing but it self design's" (II. 9-10). In addition, the speakers 

in both poeras show a similar disdain for those unable to love as com-

pletely as they; Donne's speaker speaks of "DuII sublunary lovers" (1. 

13) while Philips, although feeling that her emblem of friendship is 

self-explanatory, notes that she will include the motto "Friendship" 

for those with a "dull ey" (1. 59). Poem #19 also seeras to have been 

influenced by "A Valediction: forbidding raourning." Like Donne's 

poem, Philips' poem addresses the issue of separation. Philips (as 

Orinda) notes that although her absence from Owen (Lucasia) necessi-

tates the parting of their bodies, they still have a union of souls: 

"Our soules without the helpe of sense/ By wayes raore noble and raore 

free/ Can meet and hold intelligence" (11. 6-8). These lines reflect 

Donne's coraparison of lovers who depend on each others' physical pre-

sence ("sense") for their love to hiraself and his beloved who share a 

raore spiritual love: 

Dull sublunary lovers love 

(Whose soule is sense) cannot admit 
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Absence, because it doth remove 

Those things which elemented it. 

But we by a love, so much refin'd . . . 

Inter-assured of the mind, 

Care lesse, eyes, lips, and hands to misse. (II. 13-20) 

Sorae of Philips' poems also demonstrate the metaphysical belief 

that the universe consists of a system of correspondences in which 

man is a microcosm of the raacrocosm. Again, Philips seeras to echo 

certain Donne poems when she writes of man as a raicrocosra of the uni-

verse. In poem #15, Philips praises her friend Henry Lawes by noting, 

"If then each raan a little world must be/ How many worlds are coppy'd 

out in Thee?/ Who art so richly formed so corapleat/ T'epitomize all 

that is good or great" (II. 15-18); in her praise is the echo of a 

line from Donne's "Holy Sonnet 5": "I Am a little world raade cunning-

ly" (1. 1). In poem #17, Philips explains that friends have such com-

plete union in love that they become a raicrocosm of perfect govern-

ment: "We are our selves . . . And all our titles shuffled so/ Both 

Princes, and both subjects too" (11. 23-25). These lines echo line 

21 in Donne's "The Sun Rising" ("She'is all States, and all Princes, 

r'); however, Philips, in keeping with her belief in the superiority 

of Platonic friendship to Platonic love, defines her raicrocosra with 

raore equality. Donne's idea of the beloved person as a microcosm of 

the universe is once again seen in Philips' poem #36. Reveling in her 

friendship with Anne Owen, Philips compares her happiness to that of 

bridegrooms and conquerors, and finds that hers exceeds theirs because 
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"They have but pieces of this Earth/ I've all the world in thee" 

(II. 19-20). 

Another aspect of Philips' poetry that suggests the influence 

of Netaphysical poetry is the use in some of her poeras of a raethod of 

religious raeditation used by many Netaphysicals, including Donne. 

This method, as described by Louis R. Nartz in The Poetry of Nedita-

tion, divided a meditation into three parts which correspond to the 

three powers of the soul: meraory, understanding, and will. The three 

parts of the meditation then translate into three parts of the poem. 

Thus, the power of the memory was used in the composition, the first 

part of the poera which established the topic or the raystery to be raed-

itated upon; the understanding was used in the analysis, the second 

part of the poem which examined the topic of meditation in order to 

reveal its truth; and the will was used in the colloquy or address, 

the third part of the poem in which the speaker talked to soraething or 

someone, often God or hiraself, in order to inspire actions that com-

plied with the truth as revealed to the will by the understanding. 

Although an arguraent raight be raade that many of Philips' raoral verses 

are raeditations, poem #71 raost clearly follows the pattern of religious 

meditation outlined above. The title and lines 1-10 coraprise the first 

part of the raeditation. The raystery or topic for meditation is first 

mentioned in the title, "2 Corinth. 5. 19. v. God was in Christ recon-

ciling the World to hiraself." The topic is then further delineated: 

God's willingness to "stand in Christ studying a way/ How to repaire 

the ruin'd worlds decay" (11. 5-6) in order both "mercy to advance, 
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lustice secure" (I. 8). Lines 11-26 are used in the second part of 

the poem to analyze the miracle of salvation. The truth revealed is 

two-fold. One truth is that man suffers under a "desperate lump of 

sins" (1. 11) because he places God in the position of a supplicant 

who "must beg us that he raay forgive" (I. 13); moreover, often God 

"in vain/ Beg's his lost Rebells to be friends again" (11. 15-16). 

The second truth is that "flouds of love proceed from heavens smile/ 

At once to pardon, and to reconcile" (11. 17-18) because God cannot 

hate man, His creation, "For it's one act to love and to Create" (1. 

28). In the final part of the meditation, lines 27-40, the speaker 

aims the gist of his colloquy at his own soul. He pleads for it to be 

different frora other silent, narrow souls and instead to iraitate 

Christ, the nobler precedent: "As he was crucify'd for and by thee,/ 

Crucify thou what caus'd his Agony./ And like to him be raortify'd 

to raen,/ Dy to the world, as he dy'd for it then" (II. 45-48). 

Another significant influence on Katherine Philips' poetry was 

the precieux literary moveraent in France. French precieux poets 

wrote between the years 1588 and 1665 (De Nourgues 103). With her 

fluency in French, attested to by her skill in translating the French 

works of Corneille, Scudery, and St. Amant, Philips easily read the 

literature of the precieux writers. In fact, Philips' poem #120, her 

longest poem at 368 lines, was a translation of a poem by Scudery, 

whom critic Odette De Nourgues labels as one of the best writers of 

French precieux literature (109-10). Although it was her love of the 

French language that first drew Philips to French literature, it was 
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the political upheaval in England that focused her attention upon the 

precieux movement because the purpose of precieux literature was to 

oppose the threatening forces of disharmony in civilization by forming 

a polite society where culture could be enjoyed without the probleras 

of the tirae. This polite society usually took the form of small co-

teries which carae into existence to offer refuge to their raembers and 

to present to the disharraonious world the highest degree of civiliza-

tion possible (De Nourgues 115-16). The turraoil, destruction, and 

bloodshed caused by England's Civil War (ironically connected to reli-

gious ideals) provided Philips with reason to fear that society was 

in danger of imminent collapse; consequently, it is not surprising 

that Philips was attracted to and influenced by the civilized alterna-

tives offered by precieux literature. 

Several characteristics of precieux literature were influential 

in the life and poetry of Katherine Philips. French precieux litera-

ture was created in small coteries that were organized, closed groups 

whose members focused on topics that served not only to unite thera 

with a coramon interest, but also to make them unique when compared to 

other members of society. Nuch of the poetry of these coteries was 

occasional; focused on the theme of Platonic love and on the positive 

qualities of the pastoral setting; and served to pay compliraents to 

definite persons within the group. Noreover, any metaphor used in the 

poetry had to reflect the ethics of the group so that all raembers be-

longing to the group could easily understand the significance of the 
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raetaphor, sometimes resulting in a certain raonotony in the figurative 

language of the poems (De Nourgues 108-14). 

These characteristics of precieux literature can easily be ap-

plied to Philips' society of friendship and to her poetry. Philips 

formed her own precieux coterie; although there is no evidence that 

this group held regular meetings, it was organized to the extent that 

an individual chosen for merabership was initiated in sorae sort of ce-

reraony, and at that tirae the initiate usually chose a pseudonyra that 

was then used in correspondence with other raembers and in the litera-

ture of the group. Other evidence of the organization of the society 

is that it had its own erablera (this and other evidence of the society 

of friendship will be discussed more fully later in this chapter). 

Friendship was the topic that both united the raerabers and set thera 

apart from the comraon masses. This topic was unique because in the 

seventeenth century it was a fairly unusual idea to believe that women 

had the intelligence and emotional depth to be friends with one anoth-

er and to be friends with raen who were not their husbands. Philips and 

the other raembers of her society adopted the Platonisra of the French 

precieux writers, but modified it by applying it to the relationship of 

friends. Frora the precieux writers, Philips also adopted the pastoral 

raotif. She used the pastoral setting as a raeans of escaping from the 

ills of the world and the destructive, irrational powers of the city. 

This raotif reflects the central purpose of a precieux coterie: to 

provide safety and refuge from the disharmony of civilization. Philips 

also shows her connection to the French precieux raoveraent in her 
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fondness for the occasional poem (as discussed earlier in this chap-

ter). Like the French, moreover, Philips wrote a great raany poeras de-

signed to corapliraent members of her group, including poems #14 (Francis 

Finch), #15 (Henry Lawes), #21 (Henry Vaughan), #25 (Anne Owen), #34 

(Nary Aubrey), #69 (Elizabeth Boyle), and #95 (Nary Cavendish). 

A final characteristic of French precieux poetry seen in the 

poetry of Katherine Philips is a certain raonotony in the figurative 

language. Any reader of Philips' friendship poems is sure to be able 

to identify the one raetaphor, fire and flaraes, that was understood by 

the members of her society to figuratively reflect their ethics of 

friendship. This raetaphor is reiterated in raany of Philips' poeras, 

including #18, #29, #34, #36, #38, #53, #57, #58, #64, #68, and #97. 

Philips and her society saw the flaraes (often associated in other 

poetry with physical passion) to be erablematic of the pure, Platonic 

love of friendship, which flaraed with fires pure and purifying, sraoke-

less, without dross, never consumed but self-perpetuating. Sorae par-

ticularly good exaraples of Philips' use of the flame metaphor are in 

poeras #64: "Friendship is abstract of this noble flarae [Love]/ 

'Tis love refin'd and purg'd frora all its drosse/ The next to Angells 

Love, if not the sarae./ Stronger then passion is, though not so grosse" 

(11. 7-10) and #29: "Frora sraoak or hurt those flames [of friendshipl 

are free/ Frora grosseness or mortallity./ The hearts (like Noses bush 

presum'd)/ Warm'd and enlighten'd not consura'd" (11. 17-20). 

Having established Philips' debt to precieux literature, one can 

explore raore fully the nature of Philips' society of friendship. 
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Philips' coterie was not a literary salon in the traditional sense; 

rather, it was a group of friends who kept in touch priraarily by let-
1 

ter and by the circulation of Philips' poeras. Her society was 

likely fluid, with not all the members active at the same tirae. The 

existence of this society is corroborated in a letter that Sir Edward 

Dering wrote to Anne Owen several raonths after Philips' death: 

Orinda had conceived the nost generous designe, that in ny 

opinion ever entred into any breast, which was to unite all 

those of her acquaintance, which she found worthy, or de-

sired to raake so, (among which later nuraber she was pleased 

to give me a place) into one societie, and by the bands of 

friendship to make an alliance more firrae then what nature, 

our countrey or equall education can produce. (f. 65) 

This society to which Dering referred in his letter apparently had an 

initiation ceremony that allowed the initiate to chose a pseudonym by 

which he or she would then be known to the other members. Two of 

Philips' poems, in the titles, refer to the choice of a pseudonym as 
rs 

part of the induction: poem #25 is entitled, "To the excellent N 

1 
The following is a list of the nale and fenale nenbers of 

Philips' society of friendship and of their pseudonyms: Nary Aubrey 
(Rosania), John Berkenhead (Cratander), Anne Boyle (Valeria), Eliza-
beth Boyle (Celimena), Nary Cavendish (Policrite), Nary Carne (Cimena), 
Regina Collier (no pseudonym), Sir Charles Cotterell (Poliarchus), Sir 
Edward Dering (Silvander), Lady Nary Dering (Ardelia), Francis Finch 
(Palemon), John Jeffreys (Philaster), Henry Lawes (no pseudonym), Anne 
Owen (Calanthe/ Lucasia), John Owen (Charistus), Cecily Philips (Cas-
sandra), Jaraes Philips (Antenor), Katherine Philips (Orinda), Nargaret 
Stedman (Philoclea), James Tyrell (Nusidorus), and Henry Vaughan (no 
pseudonym). Five pseudonyms in the poetry remain unidentified: Ama-
ranta, Argalus, Juliana, Pastora, and Phillis. 
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A. 0. upon her receiving the name of Lucasia, and adoption into our 

society. 29 Decem. 1651" and poem #95 is entitled, "To rav Ladv N. 

Cavendish, chusing the narae of Policrite." These poeras, priraarily 

elaborate praise for the new initiates, give no other particulars of 

the induction cereraony, but poem #95 does contain the following vague 

references to vows and rites: "You must endure my vows and find the 

way/ To entertain such Rites as I can pay" (11. 15-16). In addition 

to an initiation cereraony, Philips' society of friendship apparently 

had its own seal or emblem which Philips described in poem #29. The 

seal seeras to be circular, featuring interlocking hearts against a 

background of flaraes. The hearts are also connected by the two legs 

of a georaetrical corapass; the head of the corapass is above the hearts, 

and the two legs then extend down to join the two hearts. Across the 

bottom of the seal is the motto "Friendship." Philips' society was 

not unusual in having a seal; there was sorae precedence for it araong 

her contemporaries. For example, it is known that a woman named Nary 

North was the head of an organized society that wore embleras. The 

emblem of her society was circular, was made of silver and enarael, 

featured a sun, and bore a Greek raotto. According to Roger North, 

the seal was "dlspersed to those ladies who were willing to corae into 

the order; and for a while they were formally worn, till the found-

ress fell under the governraent of another and then it was left off" 

(46). Although there is no actual proof that the raerabers of Philips' 

friendship society wore their embleras as a patch or button, it is 

quite possible that they did so. Another possibility, since much of 
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the communication of the members was done through the mail, is that 

they used the emblem as a stamp to seal their correspondence with one 

another. 

In brief, Katherine Philips was influenced by the literary move-

raents, theraes, and raotifs of the seventeenth century. She absorbed 

many of the characteristics of the French precieux raovement and of 

English Netaphysical poetry, and she was attracted to popular themes 

and motifs, including the idealism of Platonic love and the value 

system of the pastoral setting. But what makes Philips unique is 

her adaptation of these raoveraents, theraes, and raotifs to reflect her 

personal interests. Thus, in her poetry, the coraraon therae of Platonic 

love becoraes the uncoramon theme of Platonic friendship, a startlingly 

original idea in a society that saw woraen as intellectually and 

eraotionally incapable of forraing friendships with raerabers of their own 

sex. The pastoral raotif and characteristics of Netaphysical poetry 

are then adapted and used to express her central theme of friendship. 

In addition to demonstrating her originality as a poet, Philips' 

poetry reveals that she is a skilled poet. She shows her skill in 

successfully employing a variety of genres; she uses a variety of oc-

casional poems, including the epithalaraion, epitaph, elegy, and polit-

ical panegyric. She writes odes, pastoral dialogues, and verse essays. 

She takes the act song, a genre that was used primarily as incidental 

music between acts of a play, and converts it to an integral part of 

the play, effectively linking the acts. And she demonstrates skill as 

a translator by translating works frora French and Italian. 
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Philips' poetry also reveals her perceptions, depth of thought, 

and emotion. Her political panegyrics demonstrate her political acui-

ty: she can write a graceful compliraent while proraoting her own in-

terests. Her verse essays and poems of religious meditation reveal a 

woraan of thoughtful introspection. Her epitaphs and elegies on faraily 

merabers express intense feelings of love and loss. Her friendship 

poems deraonstrate a wide range of feeling and eraotion, frora ecstastic 

joy to profound despair. As skillfully reflected in her poetry, 

Katherine Philips' powerful intellect and eraotion inspired the admira-

tion and comraanded the respect of her conteraporaries. She opened the 

rainds of people in the seventeenth century to the capabilities of woraen, 

and she opened the door of opportunity for later woraen writers. 

Katherine Philips has indeed proven that she deserves to be known as 

the Natchless Orinda, England's first woraan of letters. 
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CHAPTER III 

GENERAL TEXTUAL INTRODUCTION 

During her brief lifetirae, Katherine Philips became one of the 

first women in England to publish poetry on secular topics, one of the 

first to be accepted socially in spite of the publication of her works, 

and one of England's first women of letters. Yet, despite her lit-

erary significance, there is still no reliable edition of her poetry 

that presents her coraplete canon and that presents her poeras with texts 

as near as possible to the author's originals. Philips never super-

vised the publication of any edition of her poetry. The first edi-

tion, published in 1664 shortly before her death, was unauthorized. 

The 1667 edition, the one used by most scholars, prepared by Sir 

Charles Cotterell, Philips' literary executor, shows significant ed-

itorial intrusion: Cotterell extensively revised Philips' texts and 

presented a significantly incomplete collection. The editions follow-

ing, 1669 and 1678, were simply reprints of the 1667 edition. The 

purpose of this edition, then, is to provide the coraplete canon of 

Katherine Philips' poetry in a reliable text that is as near as pos-

sible to what the author originally wrote. 

The artifacts containing textual data for this edition corae frora 

three sources: holographs, seventeenth-century raanuscripts not de-

rived frora the printed editions of Philips' poetry, and printed texts 

liraited to the seventeenth century. The raost important holograph col-

lection is NS 775 B, a collection of 55 of her poems, found at the 

National Library of Wales. Also at the National Library of Wales, in 
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the Orielton Estate NSS Parcel 24 are two other holograph poems, both 

juvenalia, of Philips. At the British Library are two additional hol-

ographs: a single poem in NS Loan 37/6 and a single poem in Harley NS 

6947. Of the other manuscripts not written in the hand of Philips, 

the University of Texas NS 151 is the raost important because this col-

lection of 74 poems was corapiled by her close friend Sir Edward Dering 

the year she was in Ireland (1662-1663) and only a year before her 

death. Another important though small collection of Philips' poetry 

is found at the Cardiff City Library. This manuscript, NS 2.1073, 

contains 14 poems in an unknown hand. The National Library of Wales 

features a second large collection (NS 776 B) of 101 of her poems, 

these poeras written, too, in an unknown hand. The National Library of 

Wales hold yet another raanuscript, NS 21867 B, containing versions of 

the songs Philips wrote for her translation of Corneille's Poranev. 

Other useful raanuscripts include Huntington Library NS 183 with one 

poera, Balliol College Library NS 336 with two poems, British Library 

Harley NS 6900 with two poems, University of Nottingham Library Port-

land Collection NS PwV 338 with one poem, Yale University Library 

Osborn Collection NS b.207 with one poera, Bodleian Library MS Locke 

e.l7 with three poems, Bodleian Library NS Tanner 306/Vol. 2 with two 

poems, and Bodleian Library Pr. Bk. Firth b.20 with two poems (dubia). 

In addition to the raanuscript sources are the printed editions of 1664, 

1667, 1669, and 1678. The pirated 1664 edition contained 75 of her 

poeras. Cotterell expanded the 1664 edition, adding 52 poeras. A full 
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bibliographical description of these textual artifacts and the rela-

tionships araong them is provided later in this chapter. 

To the end of providing a reliable edition of the poetry of 

Katherine Philips, I have determined the copytext of each of her 138 

poems (two of those dubia) by comparing the artifacts for each poem. 

To do so I have entered the texts of all manuscripts and printed texts 

for each poera into coraputer files and corapared the files for each poem 

by raeans of the Vinton Dearing Textual Collation prograra, and in raost 

cases I have been able to verify the data files used in the preparation 

of these texts against original sources. Then on the basis of these 

collations, I have exarained the relationships among the various arti-

facts and determined how many versions or states of each poera were 

circulated. For each poem, the copytext chosen is the earliest, 

least-corrupted state of the text as preserved in the best witness 

among the artifacts in which it appears. Thus, in most cases when a 

holograph exists, it is chosen as copytext. If there is no holograph, 

the copytext chosen is usually the artifact that is closest to MS 775 B 

(Philips' main holograph) in poeras extant in MS 775 B. 

In order to represent the copytext for each poera accurately, I 

have made very few emendations of accidentals. Unlike sorae editors 

who have chosen one artifact as copytext but followed the accidentals 

of another, I have not conflated readings from raultiple sources. My 

adhering to the accidentals of the copytext, especially when a Philips' 

holograph is used as copytext, raay be problematic to some readers be-

cause Philips used punctuation somewhat erratically, and her use is 
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frequently interpretive, especially in long complex phrases and 

clauses. Noreover, she often ends third-person, singular, present 

tense verbs with an apostrophe "s" and uses "it's" for the possessive 

of "it." Yet, in spite of some possible confusion on the part of the 

twentieth-century reader who is used to the conventions of standard 

usage, for the sake of accuracy and to avoid the possibility of edito-

rial interpretation, I have emended accidentals in the copytext very 

conservatively. Adhering to this principle may result in what seems 

to be an inconsistency in this edition: the poems that use, for exam-

ple, the 1667 edition as the copytext will have a degree of punctua-

tion markedly different from those that use NS 775 B as the copytext. 

But it is better to present copytexts that are bibliographically de-

fensible than to impose consistency of punctuation and risk unneces-

sary editorial intrusion. 

The textual apparatus for each poem includes a brief textual in-

troduction, and groups of related poeras are introduced collectively 

when it is useful to do so. Each introduction provides the poera nura-

ber, the copytext title, and the sigla of copies collated, specifying 

the page or folio numbers on which the poem appears in each artifact. 

Sigla are ordered nuraerically, with raanuscripts appearing first, fol-

lowed by printed texts. Following the list of artifacts is the ra-

tionale for the copytext chosen for that particular poem; this discus-

sion analyzes the relationships among the artifacts, concluding with a 

statement of the probable nuraber of versions or states that circulated 

for that poera. 
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Next in the apparatus will be the copytext of the poera which will 

give all eraendations to the copytext except for the silent changes that 

are specified below. I have reduced the long "í" to "s" and separated 

ligatured consonants and vowels such as "st," "ct," "ae," and "oe." 

e ch t 
In addition "y " has been expanded to "the," "w " to "which," "y " to 

th r r 
"that," "w " to "with," "yo " to "your," "o " to "our," and "&" to 

t 
"and." Also words ending with "ra " have been expanded to "raent," 

with "coft" to "cion," and with "K" to "nn." The "frô" has been writ-

ten as "from." 

In the textual apparatus, following the copytext of the poem, is 

the historical collation. The preliminaries of this section include 

the poera nuraber and copytext title; the list of artifacts collated, 

in numerical order, with manuscripts first, followed by printed texts; 

the sigla of artifact chosen as the copytext; and the variant headings. 

The variant headings list all headings, again in numerical order of 

sigla. Following the prelirainaries is the line-by-line collation which 

lists all substantive variants as well as oraissions of words or lines. 

Variant spellings are included only if they raay be read as different 

words in context. Variants in punctuation that do not affect meaning, 

such as comraas following the first eleraent in a siraple compound con-

struction, are not reported; however, differences in punctuation that 

materially affect meaning are considered nonverbal substantive vari-

ants. 

The format for entries in the historical collation is that used 

in standard bibliographical notation. Each itera in this edition for 
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which variant readings are reported is presented as a leraraa to the 

left of a right bracket (]) and followed by the variant and a list of 

sigla for the sources in which the variant appears; the sigla appear 

nuraerically, manuscripts first, followed by printed texts. Nultiple 

variants and sigla for a given item are separated by semicolons. When 

the lemma is a single word and punctuation only is the focus of the 

variant, a wavy dash C^) is used after the bracket to stand for the 

word in the leraraa. When the leraraa consists of raultiple words for 

which variants of punctuation are reported, verbal variations are 

written out in full. A caret C ) following a word or wavy dash to 

the right of the bracket indicates oraitted punctuation. 

It should be noted that the wavy dash does not iraply exact iden-

tity of spelling and capitalization between the word it represents 

and the corresponding word in the lerama, but only that the two are 

variant forms of the sarae word. For exaraple the final word of line 4 

in poera #55 reads as follows in the artifacts: "Storie" in 107; 

"story," in 151; "story." in 775; "Story;" in 776, 64, 67, 69, and 78. 

Since differences of spelling and capitalization are not substantive 

in this case and are thus not reported, these variants are collapsed 

into the following entry in the historical collation: 

story.] '^^ 107; ̂ , 151, ""; 776 64-78. 

Exaraples of the format used for certain anomalies are as follows. 

When a scribe has written one word over another as in line 12 of poem 

#13 where "pay't" has been written over "part", it appears as foUows 

in the collation: 
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pay't] -pftrt -> pay't 775. 

In the 1664 edition of poen #20, line 6, the compositor has used a 

series of asterisks to show either that he knew the line was missing 

fron his source or that the line was illegible in his source; the en-

try in the historical collation reproduces the asterisks in the 1664 

text: 

Doe but disturb, and not adorn our] ON 776; ******** 64; 
Are but a troublesome, and empty 67-78. loys] ̂ . 151; 
ON 776; *** 64; noise. 67-78. 

The "ON" in the entry above signals an artifact's oraission (in this 

instance NS 776's) of a line without any indication in the artifact 

that the line is missing. If the scribe simply leaves a blank space 

to show that he knows a word is missing, that space is reproduced as 

follows in the exanple taken fron line 7 of poem #78: 

Heroick beast] (missing)beast 776. 

Similarly if an artifact has been danaged as in the case of poems such 

as poem #48 (line 58) that is missing portions of lines and words, I 

have used the following forraat: 

And most capacious] (missing)apacious 775. 

Bibliographical Description of Artifacts 

National Librarv of Wales NS 775 B 

National Library of Wales NS 775 B (hereafter referred to as MS 

775) is a holograph of 111 leaves that contains 55 poems or fragments 

of poems, and titles of two other poems, by Katherine Philips; this 

volume appears to be a manuscript book used by Philips for her fair 

copies. All of her poems in this manuscript predate 1660. 
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The binding of the volume is not contemporaneous with the contents. 
1 

The manuscript has been rebound in blue goatskin, and the paper 

attached to the inside of the front and back covers is marbled. Much 

of the original binding, a dark brown calf skin, has been lacquered 

onto the goatskin. Gold lettering at the top of the spine identifies 

the volurae as "POENS/ 'ORINDA'". At the bottom of the spine are the 

gold letters, "NAT./ LIB./ WALES". Narks of identification on the 

spine are not contemporaneous; lettering was added by the library. 

However, some of the marks of identification on the cover are contera-

poraneous. A sraall figure of two branches of leaves encircling a cross 

on top of a circle is stamped on the front and back: one in each out-

side corner, two on each inside corner. In additíon, on the back cover 

are the initials "K P" stamped into the center. With the spine as pre-

sented, the letters are upside down. With the spine inverted, with 

the back cover becoming the front, the letters are seen properly as is 

the bookplate underneath the initials. In black print the plate reads, 

"lohn R. Tutin". Penciled on the sarae plate in pencil is "COTTINGHAN" 

raarked through in orange; underneath in pencil is "HULL". 

Nost of the paper in NS 775 is conteraporaneous with the contents. 

The paper leaves are 17.8 cra. high by 10-7 cra. wide with horizontal 

chain lines. The waterraark is a shield with a bell on of top a heart 

which is connected to a horn; underneath the shield appear the letters 

"PLANY". The waterraark appears coraplete on a page, turned sideways. 

1 
Inforraation frora discussion with head binder at National Library 

of Wales in Nay 1987. 
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either in the center or close to the spine. This watermark, similar 

to #314 in ChurchiU (except that in the Churchill figure the horn 

faces the opposite direction and lacks the letters "PLANY"), appears 

throughout the manuscript with the exception of the four preliminary 

and four final leaves, the inserted and unnurabered leaf, and pp. 1 and 

[2]. The prelirainary and final leaves are on heavier paper than the 

rest of the raanuscript and have a different watermark: standing on 

top of a ball on a pedestal is a female figure with arms outstretched 

holding a banner over her head—like #193 in ChurchiII, but the figure 

faces the opposite direction. 

The pagination and ruling of the contents are not contemporaneous 

with the contents. Three sets of penciled numbers appear. The first 

set, page numbers 1-221, starts with the first leaf: odd numbers only 

appear on the recto side of each leaf in the upper right hand corner. 

This pagination, with even numbers supplied in brackets, is the one I 

have used in this edition. A second set, folio numbers 109-1, appears 

upside down on the verso of each leaf in the upper right hand corner 

(beginning on p. [4]—f. 109, ending p. [222]—f. 1). When the spine 

is inverted and the book reversed, these folio numbers are right side 

up in the lower left corner, and read from 1-109. The third set, folio 

numbers 110-190, read with the spine again in normal position, appears 

only on the recto side of each leaf in the bottora left-hand corner. 

Folio number 110 is found on p. 3; folio number 190 is on p. 163. In 

addition to the pagination, the ruling does not appear to be 
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contemporaneous with the contents. All margins are ruled in pencil on 

the recto side only on pp. 3-221, after trimming. 

Although most of NS 775 is written in the hand of Katherine 

Philips, four other people wrote in it over a period of tirae. The 

first leaf imraediately preceding the leaf paginated "1" is not an orig-

inal leaf but has the reranants of two other leaves glued to it. The 

larger of the reranants is alraost the sarae size as the original leaves 

(17.2 cra. high by 10.1 cra. wide) and appears to be an original leaf. 

Over the larger reranant is glued the sraaller one which bears the hand 

of Thomas George Kidd (1770-1850), a scholar of Greek (DNB). On it 

in faded black ink he has written his name in Hebrew and also "This NS. 
r 

contains 119 leaves./ 29. Nov 1824". He also signs his narae at the 

end of the manuscript on p. [222]. On the same reconstructed leaf 

also appears in an unidentified hand, "These poems were written by/ a 

person of the name of Philipps/ as appears by the ode on the death/ 

of his or her firstborn child,/ contained in this volurae" and then 

in pencil at the bottora of the page an identification of Kidd: "Thomas 

George Kidd/ Norfolk Lyme Regis". This hand again appears on pp. 1 

and [2], giving a series of quotations that provide biographical infor-

raation on Katherine Philips. This unidentified scribe apparently lists 

his source at the top of p. 1: "Extract frora 'Poems on Several 
r 

Occasions by/ M Thompson M. A. of Oueen's College,/ Oxford." This 

same hand appears once raore on p. [222], underneath Kidd's narae, writ-

ing in pencil, "Counts naught his own but what lives in his sp'rit." 

A third hand, that of Williara Hall (1748-1825), an antiquarian 
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bookseller (DNB) appears at several points throughout the raanuscript: 

on pp. [4], [6], 209rev, 211rev, 213rev, and 215rev, he writes doggerel 

about "Lincolnshire Pye" and signs his name on p. 215rev; on pp. [8], 

[10], and [12] is a list of "Books in the Letter'd Box"; on pp. [112] 

and 113 is the poem "An answer attenpted"; and on p. 207rev is 

"Anagraras". A prayer written in a fourth hand (unidentified) appears 

on p. 117. 

Katherine Philips' holograph, which begins on p. 3 and ends on p. 

[222], usually appears on only one side of each leaf. She writes on 

the recto on pp. 3-89, 90, 91-99, 100, 101-111, 119-135, and 219rev. 

But Philips has also written on the verso of pp. [110rev-102rev] and 
1 

pp. [222rev-126rev]. Philips also left space in and between sorae of 

her poens so that she could add stanzas or whole poeras later. On p. 

111, poera #101 is incomplete, with only two stanzas, but the numbers 

"3" and "4" appear on the page with blank space. Then at the top of 

p. 113 appear "5" and blank space; in the center of the page is the 

title for poem #92, "To ray dearest friend on her greatest loss, which 
th 

she suffer'd the 27 Decemb. 1655.", and the rest of the page is 

blank; however, Hall has completely written over p. 113. In addition, 
t 

at the top of p. 135 appears only the title of poem #45: "To the R: 
ble 

Hono: the Lady E. C." 

1 
The odd arrangement of the holograph contents in MS 775 is a 

further indication that the raanuscript was rebound. It would be unusual 
for an author to write on the recto side of a raanuscript for 67 leaves, 
leave 43 blank recto leaves, then reverse the manuscript and write on 
49 leaves, skip seven, and then write on five more before leaving the 
the rest of the reverse leaves blank. 
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Nanuscript 775 is a quarto volume that consists of twelve quires 
1 

with an average of twelve leaves per gathering. Leaves are missing 

from all but one of the quires. The following table gives the inclu-

sive page numbers for each quire, the total number of leaves originally 

in each quire, and the specific leaves missing from each quire. 

Collation by Ouires 

Quire (pagination) Leaves (total/missing) 

1 pp. 1-118] 

2 pp. 19-138] 

3 pp. 39-[60] 

4 pp. 61-178] 

5 pp. 79-[88] 

6 pp. 89-[106] 

12 raissing leaves 1, 2 

12 raissing leaf 1 

12 missing leaves 3, 5, 7 

12 missing leaves 1, 2, 3, 
7, 10, 11, 12 

16 nissing leaves 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 16 

7 pp. 107-1128] 12 missi 

8 pp. 129-1142] 8 miss 

9 pp. 143-1164] 12 miss 

10 pp. 165-1186] 12 miss 

11 pp. 187-1206] 12 miss 

12 pp. 207-1222] 10 missing leaves 7, 9 

Stubs in the raanuscript reveal that a total of 28 leaves have been torn 

out: two between pp. [18] and 19, one between pp. [38] and 39; one 

ng leaf 3 

ng leaf 5 

ng leaf 10 

ng leaf 12 

ng leaves 2, 5 

1 
Philip Gaskell in A New Introduction to Bibliographv, p.l06 

states that quarto voluraes were occasionally quired in 12s. 
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between [64] and 65; one between [66] and 67; one between [68] and 69; 

three between [78] and 79; one between [84] and 85; three between [88] 

and 89; six between [94] and 95; one between [106] and 107; one between 

[110] and 111; one between [136] and 137; one between [160] and 161; 

one between [186] and 187; one between [188] and 189; one between [192] 

and 193; one between [218] and 219; and one between [220] and 221. Two 

of the raissing leaves probably contained holograph raaterial. Two stan-

zas of poera #13 appear on p. 67 followed by the catchword "Then", the 

first word of the third and last stanza; the raissing leaf between [68] 

and 69 probably contained that stanza. Poem #60 is on pp. [142rev-

138rev], but wants the last 14 lines found in other artifacts; the 

raissing leaf between [136] and 137 probably contained those lines. The 

last four leaves, pp. 215-221, in NS 775 have been torn diagonally so 

that the lower right corner of each leaf is missing; these four leaves 

affect poeras #44 and #48, causing thera to have incomplete lines that 

are raissing from one to eight words. 

An analysis of the different hands entering the manuscript, as 

well as the raarks of identification on the back cover, reveals sorae-

thing of the provenance of NS 775. Not much is known of the manuscript 

after Philips used it until it carae into the possession of Williara 

Hall. An antiquarian bookseller, Hall probably purchased the volurae. 

After Hall, Thoraas George Kidd apparently acquired the raanuscript. 

Although two more hands appear in the manuscript, these are unidenti-

fied and nothing else is known about the raanuscript until it carae into 
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1 

the possession of publisher John Ransden Tutin in 1904. After Tutin, 

the manuscript went to booksellers P. J. and A. E. Dobell. The 

National Library of Wales purchased the volume from the Dobell firm in 
2 

1920. 

Universitv of Texas. Henrv Ransom Center pre-1700 NS 151 

University of Texas HRC pre-1700 MS 151 is one of the most impor-

tant manuscript collections of the poetry of Katherine Philips because 

it provides the copytext of many of her poems that are not in NS 775. 

The binding, paper, ink, and pagination are all contemporaneous 

with the contents. The binding is blonde calf; the front cover of 

the manuscript bears the following identification: "Poetry of Sir 

Edward/ Dering the Second Baronet;/ of that narae./ obiit 1685". The 

number "1654", a lot nuraber fron an auction, appears on a sticker at 

the top of the spine. The unruled paper pages measure 30.7 cm. high 

by 19.3 cm. wide, with vertical chain lines. The watermark, a court 

fool with a seven-point collar on top of the nuraber "4" and connected 

to a pyraraid of three balls, appears complete on a page, turned upside 

down, in the center of the leaf. This foolscap watermark, sirailar to 

#190 in Heywood (rainus the counterraark), appears throughout the 

1 
J. R. Tutin, ed., Katherine Philips, Selected Poeras, The 

Orinda Booklets, extra ser., No. 1 (Hull, England: privately printed, 
1905), p. 5. Tutin, whose name appears on the bookplate on the back 
cover of NLW NS 775, states that he obtained the manuscript in 1904. 

2 
Information supplied by the staff at the NLW in Nay 1987. The 

date of purchase is the same as that written in the inside cover of NLW 
NS 776: September 9, 1920. 
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manuscript. This folio volume has 62 leaves (including the two pre-

liminary leaves) and eight quires, alternating six and ten leaves per 

quire. The last quire, which should have ten leaves, is incomplete, 

lacking the last two leaves. NS 151, with the exception of the first 

prelirainary leaf, is written in brown ink with a single iraplement. 

The pagination, which appears in the upper right-hand corner, is con-

temporaneous with the manuscript. The raanuscript is paged from 1-120, 

with the exception of pp. 5, 10, 11, 21, 29, 106, 107, and 119. 

The contents of NS 151 are written in the hand of Katherine 

Philips' friend Sir Edward Dering. The only exception is the first 

preliminary leaf on which an unidentified scribe has written, "Poetry 
d t 

by Sir Edward Dering 2: B: — / He died Anno Domini 1685—/ 
rs 

M Phillips' Poems (? Orinda)". Dering, known as Silvander, was a 

raeraber of Philips' literary circle and husband of Mary Harvey, a close 

friend of Orinda from her school days at Hackney. Dering's letter-

book in the University of Cincinnati Library attests to their friend-

ship; it holds several letters that Dering wrote to Philips between 

September 1662, and February 1664, along with a tribute he wrote to 

her at her death. Dering's raanuscript of her poems takes on particu-

lar importance because Dering, serving as a Comraissioner for the 

Settleraent of Ireland, was in Dublin at the same tirae as was Philips. 

Personal contact between Philips and Dering frora July 1662 through 

July 1663 is corroborated by her letters to Cotterell. Thus, it is 

likely that Dering had access to Philips' personal copies of her poems 

during her stay in Dublin. 
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Nanuscript 151 contains 74 original poeras by Katherine Philips 

on pp. 1-105, 108-113, and 116-120. In addition the title of poem #78 

is on p. 114, and the titíe and only one line of poem #79 is on p. 115. 

Prelirainary pp. [i]-[iv] and pp. [106] and [107] are blank. Poera #131 

is not included in any of the printed editions although it does also 

appear in MS 776. 

MS 151 was first known to be in the possession of Sir Thoraas 

PhiUipps (1792-1872), a well-known collector. According to library 

personnel, Phillips then sold the manuscript at a Sotheby auction on 

June 8, 1858, to EI Dieff for $4,760, and from hira, it passed into the 

collection at the University of Texas. 

National Library of Wales MS 776 B 

National Library of Wales MS 776 B (hereafter referred to as MS 

776) is the largest raanuscript collection of the works of Katherine 

Philips. 

The binding, paper, ink, and rulings are all contemporaneous with 

the contents. The binding is dark brown calf, extensively blind-tooled 

on both front and back covers with daisies, tulips, leaves, curlicues, 

and intersecting lines. Gold tooling on the spine identifies the manu-

script as "POEMS/ PLAYS/ &c". The paper pages raeasure 19.1 cm. high 

by 14.1 cra. wide, with horizontal chain lines. The horn-on-shield 

waterraark, similar to watermark #194 in Heawood, appears throughout 

the manuscript; it is located in the center of the spine, turned side-

ways, so that half of the waterraark is on one leaf, half on another. 

This quarto volume has 203 leaves, four leaves per gathering, and 51 
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quires; the last quire is missing one leaf. The manuscript is written 

in dark brown ink, probably with a single impleraent, although it is 

possible that pp. [358] and 359 were written with a different imple-

ment. The same brown ink was used to rule all raargins, before binding 

and after triraraing. 

The pagination of MS 776 is not contemporaneous with the contents. 

The numbers, penciled in by a librarian after the acquisition of the 

volurae by the National Library of Wales, appear in the upper right-hand 

corner. The manuscript is paged from 1-403, odd numbers only, on the 

recto side. However, the person numbering the manuscript skipped a 

leaf. The leaf that should have been nurabered p. 313 has no nuraber on 

it; the next leaf is then inaccurately nurabered p. 313. Thus, the nura-

bering for the rest of the volurae is inaccurate. I have used the nura-

bers in the raanuscript, supplying even nurabers in brackets. Although 

the pages are nurabered only on the recto side, the scribe wrote on 

both recto and verso. 

The contents of MS 776 are written in a single unidentified hand, 

probably by a professional araanuensis; however, it is possible to raake 

a reasonable hypothesis as to the identity of the editor, based on the 

letter of dedication to Mary Aubrey Montagu (Rosania) that prefaces 

the volurae. This letter, "To the Excellent Rosania", recalls the 

friendship between Orinda and Rosania, rerainds Rosania of Philips' 

devotion to her, and praises Rosania for risking her own life to at-

tend Philips in her fatal illness: "You, whose passionate concern so 

frankely exposed your admirable Beauty to that spitefull Disease, 
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(whence all our grief,) led by the generous dictates of as inimitable 

Friendship." The letter, which also indicates that the volume has been 

designed to offer solace to Rosania who was to "Enjoy these dear 
ps 

Remains", is signed "your Ladysh: / Nost humble, and most/ deuoted 
r r e 

seruant/ Polex: ". Nambretti raisreads "Polex: " as "Poleae: " and 

then mistakenly speculates that the signature is a reference to Sir 

Charles Cotterell (Philips' friend, known to her by the pseudonym, 

Poliarchus) and thus that the meraorial edition of MS 776 derives frora 

hira (Edition 31-32). Further proof that NS 776 is not edited by 

Cotterell is that the version of raany poeras in NS 776 varies signifi-

cantly frora the versions in the 1667 edition that Cotterell personally 

edited, and that NS 776 is the only source, besides NS 151, for poera 

#131. So, it is unlikely that Cotterell would include a poera in MS 

776 that he would exclude frora his own edition, and that he would pre-

sent Nary Nontagu a raanuscript so widely variant frora the text that 
would appear in his 1667 edition. Instead, the signature that clearly 

r 
reads "Polex: " is probably an abbreviation for Polexander, a charac-

ter in Narin le Roy de Gomberville's romance Polexander. This pseudo-

nym is believed to be the one given by Orinda to Sir William Temple. 

Moreover, the Temples were in London when Philips died, and Sir William 

Temple hiraself is known to have written a raemorial poem on Philips' 

death: "Upon the Death of Mrs. Catherine Philips (Limbert, "Another 

Step-Father" 4-5). Thus, it is not unreasonable to speculate that 

Temple was the editorial force behind MS 776. 
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The contents show that MS 776 is the raost coraplete manuscript 

collection of Philips' works. In addition to the letter of dedication 

on pp. 5-7, the manuscript contains Philips' translation of Corneille's 

Porapev on pp. 11, [14]-[104], with her original songs on pp. [38], 

51-152], 67-69, 85-[86], 101-[102], Roscommon's prologue on pp. 15-

[16], and Dering's epilogue on pp. 103-1104]; five verse translations 

of French and Italian verse on pp. 105, 107-137; her incomplete trans-

lation of Horace on pp. 139-1204]; and 91 original poems on pp. [232]-

395. Pages l-[4], [8]-[10], [12]-13, [106], [138], 205-231, and [396]-

[404] are blank. 

Little is known about the provenance of the manuscript except that 

it was purchased by the National Library of Wales on September 9, 1920, 

at the cost of ten pounds from the London booksellers P. J. and A. E. 
1 

Dobell. 

Cardiff Central Librarv MS 2.1073 

Cardiff Central Library MS 2.1073 (hereafter referred to as MS 

107) contains fourteen poems by Katherine Philips along with poeras by 

several others. Three of the poeras by Philips do not appear in any 

other manuscript nor in any of the printed editions. 

1 
This information was written on the inside of the front cover. 

P. J. and A. E. Dobell operated their firm at 77 Charing Cross Road, 
W. C. 2 and at 8 Bruton Street, E. 1, cited in Alex J. Philip, ed. "The 
Librarian International Dictionary of Booksellers, Publishers, Paper 
Makers, Printers, Agents, etc. (New York: R. R. Bowker Company, 1927), 
p. 61. 
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The binding and pagination are not contemporaneous with the con-

tents. The volume is bound in dark brown calf; the four sides of the 

covers are edged by three lines that intersect at the corners. The 

following appears written in pencil on the back of the front cover: 
rs 

"Poetical NS 29 leaves Poems by N Katherine/ PhiIIips and others 

NS. 2.1073 21.27." Library personnel indicate that the raanuscript was 

likely originally part of a larger raanuscript (f. 5v is nurabered "p. 

71"), and that it has been rebound. There is no lettering on the spine 

although on the botton left on the front cover is a white sticker with 

the shelfraark "2.1073/ SR". The nurabers, penciled in by the librarian, 

appear in the upper right-hand corner, recto side only. The raanuscript 

is foliated numbers 1-31. The only nuraber that appears to be contera-

poraneous with the contents is the "p. 71" raentioned above. 

With the exception of the prelirainary and final leaves, the paper 

leaves are conteraporaneous with the contents. The unruled pages meas-

ure 17.3 cm. high by 13.3 cra. wide, with horizontal chain lines. The 

watermark is a shield with a bell on top a heart which is connected to 

a horn; underneath the shield appear the letters "PLANY". The water-

mark, sirailar to #314 in Churchill (except that the horn faces the op-

posite direction and lack the letters "PLAMY") is found in the center 

of the spine, turned sideways, so that the waterraark is halved on two 

leaves. The waterraark appears throughout the raanuscript with the ex-

ception of eight prelirainary and eight final leaves. These leaves 

have no chain lines or watermarks. This quarto volurae has 31 leaves, 

an average of six leaves per gathering, and five quires. The first 
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quire (ff. 1-5) is missing what would have been the third leaf. Ouire 

five (ff. 18-26) is lacking what would have been the last (and tenth) 

leaf of the quire. Ouire six (ff. 27-31) also lacks its last (or 

sixth) leaf; however, the stub of the sixth leaf remains, running the 

length of the spine. 

There is little variation in the ink of the raanuscript, and the 

contents are raostly written in a single unidentified hand. Black ink 

is used throughout the raanuscript with the exception of the penciled 

inscription on the back of the front cover and the penciled raarginalia 

found on the bottora of f. 8r following poera #56, "On the Death of 

little Regina Collier.": "X This varies a good deal from the printed 

text". The "X" then appears at the end of "Parting From Rosania", poem 

#53, and then to the side of the fifteenth stanza of poera #61, "On the 

Country life." None of the penciled raaterial is in the sarae penman-

ship as the scribal hand of the manuscript. 

MS 107 contains poeras and corapositions of several authors. The 

fourteen poeras by Katherine Philips are on ff. 3v-12v. Iraraediately 

above the title of the first poem by Philips on f. 3v is the phrase, 

"Verses of Madam Orinda's". Then, ten of the fourteen poems are fol-

lowed by the subscription "Orinda". The subscription of the final 

poem by Philips in NS 107 is followed by the phrase, "thus Farr Nadam 
r 

Orinda". Poems #132, "To S: Amorous La Foole." (f. 4r); #133, 

"luliana and Amaranta a Dialogue" (ff. 4v-5r), and #134, "On Argalus 

his vindication to Rosania" (f. 8v) do not appear in any other source. 

In addition, several anonymous pieces appear in this volume as well as 
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works by Thomas WiIIim Glover, H. F., Dr. Hughes, Dr. GiU, and Zouch 

Townley. Folios 28r and 29v are blank. 

This raanuscript was purchased by Cardiff Central Library in Narch 

1927 for fifteen pounds from the firm of P. J. and A. E. Dobell. In-

cluded by the library as a loose insert with the manuscript is a print-

ed statement taken from Dobell's Catalogue of Poetical Manuscripts. 

which states that the manuscript is seventeenth century, has 29 leaves, 

and includes poeras by Philips, sorae of which vary frora the printed text 

versions of those poeras. 

National Librarv of Wales MS 21867 B 

National Library of Wales NS 21867 B (hereafter referred to as MS 

218) is a copy of Katherine Philips' translation of Pierre Corneille's 

La Mort de Porapee and the original songs (poems #123-#127) she wrote 

to complement it. This manuscript is not collated in any other edition. 

The binding and pagination of the contents are not contemporaneous 

with the contents although the paper and ink are. The volurae was re-

bound at the library in 1982. When the library acquired the raanu-

script, it appeared to be a section of a deliberately broken up volurae 

as evidenced by the reranants of raised bands and gold-tooled calf along 
1 

the spine. The new binding is a yellow-green cloth with no raarks or 

decoration on the cover. The shelfraark appears on the length of the 

spine: "N. L. W. MS. 21867 B KATHERINE PHILIPS: POMPEY". Folio 

1 
This information was supplied by the N. L. W. in a xerox copy 

of the description that will be included in the next published handlist 
of the library. 
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numbers, penciled in by the keeper of the manuscripts, appear in the 

upper right-hand corner of each leaf on the recto side; the raanuscript 

is foliated 1-41. 

The paper and ink of NS 218 are contemporaneous with the con-

tents. The unruled paper pages measure 20.2 cm. high by 14.2 cm. wide, 

with horizontal chain lines. The watermark is a shield, topped by an 

encircled cross, connected to a crown of three crosses; the shield 

rests on a circle bearing the initials "F P". This watermark, sirailar 
A 

to #133 in Heawood (except that the Heawood watermark substitutes 

another circle for the shield), is found in the center of the spine, 

turned sideways so that the watermark is halved on two leaves. The 

watermark appears throughout the manuscript with the exception of the 

two preliminary and two final leaves which were added by N. L. W. when 

the volurae was rebound. This quarto volurae has 41 leaves, four leaves 

per gathering and ten quires; the first nurabered leaf is separate. The 

ink is contemporaneous with the contents although there is sorae varia-

tion in color. Most of the manuscript is in light brown ink, and in 

the upper right-hand corner of the prologue page (Ir) appears, in light 

ink, "E: Roscommon"; in the upper right-hand corner of the epilogue 
r d 

(41r) appears "S. E Deering". However, the actual prologue 

and epilogue appear in dark brown ink. Also character naraes and scene 

nurabers in light ink are written over in darker ink. All of the writ-

ing is in the sarae hand, using the sarae irapleraent. Thus, the variation 

in ink suggests that the source used by the scribe of MS 218 was lack-

ing the prologue and epilogue, either because these sections had not 
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yet been written or because the source did not have access to thera. 

However, the scribe of MS 218 knew the names of the men who were to 

write or who had already written the prologue and epilogue. Thus, he 

wrote in their respective names, left the appropriate space, and later 

filled in the missing sections. At the same time he filled in the 

missing sections, he seems also to have copied over the character naraes 

and scene numbers, perhaps for emphasis. 

The content, written in a single unidentified hand, is one of two 

raanuscript collections of Philips' translation of Corneille's Porapev 

(the other is NS 776). The translation appears on ff. 2r-35v; her 

original songs, on ff. 36r-40r. The grouping of her songs at the end 

of the translation indicates that NS 218 may have been copied from an 

early manuscript of the translation, one that predates her coraposition 

of the songs. In a letter to Cotterell, dated Jan. 10, 1662/3, Philips 

writes that she wrote the songs sorae tirae after she corapleted the 

translation, encouraged by the positive reception of the translation: 

"I was so puff'd up. . . that I have ventur'd to lengthen the Play by 

adding Songs in the Intervals of each Act". The Earl of Roscoramon's 

prologue is on f. Ir, and Sir Edward Dering's epilogue is on 41r. 

Folios 40v and 41v are blank. 

Little is known about the provenance of MS 218 other than it was 

purchased by N. L. W. in 1982 frora Pickering and Chatto Ltd. 

Balliol College. Oxford, MS 336 

Balliol College MS 336 is a seventeenth-century notebook in the 

hand of Nicholas Crouch, containing two poeras by Katherine Philips. 
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The binding, paper, ink, and rulings are all contemporaneous with 

the contents. The binding is brown calf. The four sides of the cov-

ers are edged with five lines that intersect at the corners. In the 

raiddle of each cover is a sraall gilt centerpiece about 2.3 cra. square. 

Lettering on the spine is "Ar. 0./ 4.4." The ruled paper pages raeasure 

18.5 cm. high by 13.5 cra. wide with horizontal chain lines. The two-

handled vase, topped with hearts, circles, a clover, and a half-raoon, 

is sirailar to #138 in Heawood (except the watermark in Heawood has only 

one handle) and appears throughout the manuscript with the exception of 

ff. 5 and 6 on which appears the "PLANY" waterraark (with shield, bell, 

heart, and horn) like #314 in Churchill. Waterraarks appear sideways 

in the center of the spine, with the top half of the waterraark on one 

leaf and with the bottora half on the conjugal leaf. This quarto volurae 

has 36 leaves, with an average of four leaves per gathering, and nine 

quires. Both the first and ninth quires have only three leaves because 

in each of these quires a fourth leaf was used to back the front and 

back covers. The second quire has six leaves. 

Sorae of the pagination of the raanuscript is conteraporaneous with 

the contents. R. A. B. Nynors, who partially describes the raanuscript 

in Catalogue of the Manuscripts of Balliol College, Oxford (342), 

foliates in pencil the verse part of the raanuscript, with spine in-

verted and written in reverse, 1-21, 35; he does not number the first 

leaf or ff. 22-34. The second set of numbers, with spine rightside 

up, was written in ink by Crouch. Beginning with the fifth leaf, he 
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paginates the manuscript 1-19, leaving the first four leaves and the 

last 22 leaves without numbers. 

The contents of NS 336 are contemporaneous with the volume. 

Written in the hand of Nicholas Crouch, a fellow of Balliol College, 

NS 336 is a notebook of mathematical rules, a catalogue of medical 

books, and, in reverse, several verses in English and Latin, including 

two poeras by Philips. Poem #13 appears on f. lOr (reverse) and poera 

#52 on ff. lOv-llr (reverse). In addition, on f. 6v (reverse) is a 

short list of sorae of the pseudonyms used by Philips to identify her 

friends. 

Bodleian Librarv. NS Locke e.l7 

Bodleian Library MS Locke e.l7 (hereafter referred to as MS 017) 

is a raiscellany of seventeenth-century poetry and prose, partially in 

the hand of John Locke, that contains three poeras by Katherine Philips, 

one of which appears in no other source. 

The binding, paper, rulings, and pagination are conteraporaneous 

with the contents. The binding is dark brown calf; the four sides of 

the covers are edged with four lines that intersect at the corners. 

The paper leaves are 18 cra. high by 14.3 cra. wide, with horizontal 

chain lines. The waterraark is a left-handled urn, with a five-pronged 

lid, topped with a four-leaf clover and a half-raoon; the urn rests on 

a fleur-de-lis base. A half-raoon, "D", and "IV" appear on the body of 

the urn. This waterraark, sirailar to #138 in Heawood (except that the 

Heawood lacks the fleur-de-lis on the base and the half raoon on the 

body), appears throughout the manuscript with the exception of the 
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preliminary and final leaves which have a watermark of three circles 
A 

topped by a crown with three cross-shaped prongs (#133 in Heawood). 

The urn watermark is located in the center of the spine, turned side-

ways so that the top half of the waterraark appears on one leaf and the 

bottom on another. This quarto volume has 193 leaves, including the 

one prelirainary leaf and one final leaf; eight leaves per gathering; 

and 24 quires. The first quire of eight, which includes the single 

prelirainary leaf, would have had nine leaves; however, the second leaf 

was torn out. The last gathering has nine leaves, including the final 

leaf. The sarae brown ink was used to rule all inside raargins next to 

the spine and across the tops of pages. There are two sets of page 

numbers that appear to be contemporaneous with the contents. The first 

set of page numbers starts with the preliminary leaf, with odd numbers 

appearing only on the recto side of each leaf in the upper right-hand 

corner: i-xxvii and 1-357. The second set of page nurabers, appearing 

on the verso side, provides sorae of the even nurabers where they would 

naturally fall: 24-72, 78-160, 358. 

The contents show MS 017 to be a coraraonplace book, partially in 

in the hand of John Locke, containing poeras, geographical descriptions, 

scientific notes, and reflections on the Bible. The three poeras by 

Philips are written in an unidentified hand: poera #4, "The faire 

weather at the Coronation betwixt 2 great storraes which preceded and 

followed it" (pp. 93-94); poera #136, "On the Coronation" (pp. 94-96); 

and poera #9, "To her Royall Highness the Dutchess of York, who 

comraanded mee to send her what 1 had writen" (pp. 96-97). Each poem 
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rs 
is followed by the subscription "N Philips". NS 017 is an impor-

tant manuscript because it is the only source for poem #136. Blank 

pages are [ii]-[xviii], even pages only; [2]-[20], even only; 43, 72, 

and [224]-[350]. 

British Librarv MS Loan 37/6 

British Library MS Loan 37/6 (hereafter referred to as MS 376) 

contains a single poem written in the hand of Katherine Philips. 

The binding and pagination are not conteraporaneous with the con-

tents. The raanuscript, a collection of poems and letters the Duke of 

Ormonde received over a period of tirae, is bound in brown calf. The 

four sides of the covers are edged with parallel lines that intersect 

at the corners; this decoration is repeated twice raore, at the middle 

and center of the volume. Gold lettering on the spine identifies the 

volume as "VERSES/ AND/ ADDRESSES." Nany of the paper pages vary in 

size, and there is a variety of different watermarks. The two pages 

of Philips' poem, pp. 127 and 129, are 30 cra. high by 20.8 cra. wide 

with vertical chain lines. A watermark, similar to #133 in Heawood 

(except the letters in the raiddle circle vary), appears on p. 129 in 

the raiddle of the leaf: a cross on top of three stacked circles with 

the letters "GP" appearing in the raiddle circle. This volume has 119 

leaves. The pagination is not contemporaneous with the contents: page 

numbers appear in the lower left-hand corner. The manuscript is paged 

1-237, odd numbers only, on the recto side. 

MS 376 is a composite comprised of three letters and 67 poeras, 

including poera #103 by Katherine Philips, addressed to the Duke of 
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Ornonde. The poems, in English, Latin, and French, are occasional 
1 

poems, elegies, epigraras, satires, epitaphs, and panegyrics. The 

poem by Philips is in her own hand and is followed by her characteris-

tic whirlwind flourish as seen in NS 775. The poem appears on p. 127 

while p. 129 is the cover to the poem. On the verso of p. 129 is an 
rs 

inscription, written sideways: "Verses N / Phillips/ 10 July 1663/ 
d d 

L Dunganon/ To the Duke of/ Ormonde after the/ Plot". Since "L 

Dunganon" is the only part of the inscription written in Philips' hand, 

it seems likely that Philips first gave the poem to Viscount Dungannon, 

Anne Owen's husband, who then presented the poem to the duke on 

Philips* behalf. 

National Librarv of Wales Orielton Estate NSS. Parcel 24 

National Library of Wales Orielton Estate NSS, Parcel 24 (here-

after referred to as NS 024) contains two poems, juvenalia, written in 

the hand of Katherine Philips. These poems do not appear in any other 

raanuscript nor in any of the printed editions. 

NS 024 of the Orielton Estate NSS is a box of loose papers, la-

beled "DEEDS AND DOCUNENTS/ OF THE ESTATE OF/ THE OWENS OF ORIELTON". 

Philips' two poeras are found in a sraall raanila envelope on which is 

written two inscriptions: one, "Eraraa Owen/ Ode to her dog Sancho" and 

two, underneath the first in different ink, "Also verses by C. Fowler" 

1 
A description and listing of the 70 items of the manuscript 

are included in Reports of Historical MSS Coraraission 14th Report. 
Appendix VII (1895), v, vi, 1-5-120. The list includes the first and 
last lines of each itera. Philips' poera is itera #37. 
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(Philips' maiden name). Folded with the envelope are two sheets of 

paper, one with the ode, and the other with Philips' poems #128 and 

#129. The paper leaf with Orinda's poeras is 24 cra. high by 19 cm. 

wide. The watermark, a crown sitting on top a circle, is sirailar to 

#93 in Churchill (except the Churchill has a lion inside the circle 

and has a countermark) and appears in the center of the leaf; chain 

lines are vertical. 

On the sheet appear two poems and a paragraph of prose, written 

in the hand of Philips. On one side appears poera #129, an untitled 

poera beginning, "No blooraing youth shall ever raake rae err". Underneath 
rs 

the poera is a dedication, "Hurably Dedicated too M Anne Barlow", and 

it is signed with Orinda's maiden name, "C. Fowler". On the verso is 
d 

another untitled poera (#128) beginning "A marry state afford butt 

little Ease", followed by a prose paragraph entitled "A Recipt to cure 

a Love sick Person who cant obtain the Party desired". 

British Museum Librarv Harlev NS 6947 

The British Museura Library Harley MS 6947 (hereafter referred to 

as MS 694) contains a holograph of Katherine Philips' poera #98 on fo-

lio 270. 

I have been able to examine only a photograph of the single poera, 

but the Catalogue of the Harleian Manuscripts in the British Museura 

states that the raanuscript consists of 45 poeras in Latin and English, 

gathered by raany different people and written in raany different hands 

(3:102). 
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Huntington Librarv NS 18^ 

The Huntington Library NS 183 is the only source for poem #138. 

Written in a single, unidentified hand, the poera appears on folio 17. 

I have been able to exaraine only a photograph of the single poem, 

but according to Nambretti, NS 183 is a scrapbook entitled "NSS Poetry 

Ancient and Nodern". It contains 60 items of poetry, composed between 

the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries. The poetry was collected and 

displayed in the scrapbook by Joseph H. Haslewood. After his death, 

the manuscript, bound in paper boards with a leather spine, was sold 

to a bookdealer who sold it to Sir Thomas PhiIIips. Next the dealer 

Quaritch bought it. Robert Hoe of New York was the next known owner. 

Finally, the raanuscript was purchased in 1912 by G. D. Smith, an agent 

for Nr. Huntington (Edition 39). 

Bodleian Librarv, NS Tanner 306/ volurae 2 

Bodleian Library NS Tanner 306/ volurae 2 (hereafter referred to 

as NS 306) contains two poeras by Katherine Philips: poeras #2 and #7. 

NS 306 is bound in gold cloth; gold lettering on the spine iden-

tifies the volurae as "NS. TANNER/ 306/ 2". The raanuscript is a col-

lection of seventeenth and eighteenth-century raanuscripts, a raiscel-

lany of poeras and letters, in English, French, and Latin. The raanu-

scripts, sorae in pieces, sorae in sheets of various sizes, are taped to 

stubs of raodern paper that run the length of the spine. NS 306 has 

493 leaves and is foliated 1-493. 

Poeras by Philips appear on ff. 367 and 368. Both leaves are raade 

of the sarae paper, raeasuring, 31.5 cra. high by 20.8 cm. wide, with 
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vertical chain lines. The watermark is a horse pierced by a cross. 

Similar to #456 in Churchill (except that the horse in Churchill is 

pierced with a standard), this watermark appears only on f. 368. Writ-

ten in an unidentified hand, poem #2 is found on f. 367 (refoliated: 

originally, f. 583) and poem #7 on f. 368 (originally f. 584). Both 
rs 

poeras are preceded by the ascription, "M K. P." 

The Bodleian received the Tanner collection frora the Tanner es-

tate in 1736, a year after the death of Thoraas Tanner, Bishop of St. 

Asaph (Dec. 14, 1738), a well-known antiquary (Nacray 209). 

British Nuseura Librarv Harlev NS 6900 

The British Nuseum Library Harley NS 6900 (hereafter referred to 

as MS 690) contains two poems by Katherine Philips: poem #10 on folio 

68 and poera #9 on folio 69. 

I have been able to exaraine only photographs of the poems; how-

ever, the Catalogue of the Harleian Manuscripts in the British Nuseum 

shows that NS 690 is a small folio that contains 16 French and three 

English poeras, and states, "The book probably belonged to K. Phillips, 

called Oriana." However, the catalogue gives no evidence of her own-

ership, and the raanuscript is not a holograph. 

Yale Universitv Librarv Osborn Collection NS b.207 

The Yale University Library Osborn Collection MS b.207 (hereafter 

referred to as MS 207) contains one poera by Katherine Philips. 

Poem #3, written in an unidentified hand, appears on pp. 17-19. 

I have been able to exaraine the manuscript only on microfilm, but the 
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microfilmed notecard preceding the manuscript provides the following 

information: the manuscript is entitled "CONCEITS, &c: anonymous 

raanuscript collection of verses in English and Latin, by various au-

thors, in several hands." In addition, the notecard explains that the 

quarto volurae is bound in calf, conteraporaneous with the contents and 

bears the bookplate of the Earl of Grey at Wrest Park, and that the 

volurae contains 46 pages and is dated ca. 1660-1670. 

University of Nottinghara Librarv Portland Collection MS PwV 338 

The University of Nottingham Library Portland Collection MS PwV 

338 (hereafter referred to as NS 338) is a single leaf of manuscript 

containing one poem by Katherine Philips. 

Poera #76 is in an unknown hand and is followed by the subscrip-

tion "Kath: Philips". I have been able to exaraine only a photograph 

of the single leaf. 

Bodleian Librarv. Pr. bk. Firth b.20 

Bodleian Library Pr. bk. Firth b.20 (hereafter referred to as MS 

020), largely a collection of seventeenth-century printed material, 

contains two hand-written poeras sometimes ascribed to Katherine 

Philips. 

MS 020 is a large volume, 49 cm. high by 32.5 cm. wide, bound in 

the late nineteenth or early twentieth century. The maroon volume has 

calf on the spine and the four corners of the covers. Gold lettering 

on the spine reads, "POEMS/ AND BALLADS/ 1647-1688". Poems ascribed 

to Philips appear on folio 140, a single sheet of paper, measuring 28.3 
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cm. high by 17.8 cra. wide, with vertical chain lines and no watermark; 

f. 140 is pasted into the volurae. Although rauch of the volurae con-

sists of printed works, the two poems appearing on this single sheet 

are written in an unidentified hand in black ink. 

The contents of the volume present a collection of seventeenth-

century material, including poems, plays, ballads, broadsides, 

newsbooks, newspapers, portraits, and caricatures. According to the 

Bodleian Quarterlv Review, materials that can be dated range from 

1603 to 1830, with most falling into the seventeenth century (208-9). 

The verso of the first preliminary leaf states, "For a Table of Con-

tents, see fol. 153 et. seq." Beginning on f. 153 is the five page 

table of contents written in blue ink which lists titles, date, and 

authors when known. The table was written by library personnel March 

31, 1936, after receiving the volume frora Sir Charles Firth's widow 

following Firth's death in Feb. 1936. 

Philips is given credit for the two poeras on f. 140 by the in-

scription following the second poera: "Cecinit Doraina Phillips agro/ 

Perabrokiae." The two poeras are "Upon his Majesties raost happy 

restauration to his Royall Throne in Brittaine" (poem #137) and "Upon 
ch itie 

the Hollow Tree unto w his M escaped after the unfortunate 

Battell at Worcester" (poera #138). However, since evidence is insuf-

ficient to ascribe these poeras to Philips, this edition treats them as 

her dubia. 
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Porapey 1663 (Dublin) 

Bodleian Library Mal.52(2) is a copy of the 1663 Dublin edition 

of Katherine Philips' translation of Porapev. I have exarained only 

photographs of the original songs (poeras #123-#127) that Philips wrote 

for the interludes between acts. 

Porapev 1663 (London) 

Bodleian Library C3 Art B. S. is a copy of the 1663 London edi-

tion of Philips' translation of Porapev. I have exarained only photo-

graphs of the original songs (poeras #123-#127) that Philips wrote for 

the interludes between acts. 

Poeras 1664 

Bibliographical description of 1664 edition (Houghton Library, 

Harvard University, shelfmark: *EC65.P5397.664pA). 

Title: POEMS. j [double rule] I Bv the Incomparable, [swash B] | Mrs. 

K. P. [swash M, K, P] I [double rule] I [ornament, laurel 

leaves tied at top and bottom, 4.5 x 5.2 rara] I [double rule] I 

LONDON, I Printed by J. G. for Rich. Marriott, at his Shop | 

under S. Dutiftans Church in Fleet—Ttreet. 1664. 

0 8 4 
Collation: 8 . A-Q R ($4: Al, blank, unsigned; A2, title, un-

signed; R3, unsigned; R4, blank, unsigned), 132 leaves; 

[16] 1-236 [4] 237-242 [2]. 

Contents: [Alr: blank]. Alv: [ornaraental rule] I Irapriraatur. I 

Nov. 25. 1663. | Roger L'Estrange. I [ornaraental rule]. 
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A2 title [verso blank]. A3-A6r: two commendatory poems, 

by Abraham Cowley and H. A. A6v-A8r: THE TABLE. [A8v: 

blank]. Bl-Q6v: POEMS. Q7r: Errata. [Q7v-Q8v: blank]. 

Rl-R3v: poem #75. [R4r-v: blank]. 

Note: "Finis." appears on Q6v at the end of poera #74. On Q7r is the 

"Errata.": "For Rosannia read Rosania throughout. Pag. 81. for 

Bodi-| scist read Bodidrist." After three blank pages, poera #75 is 

added; it is not included in the table of contents. "Finis." is 

printed at the end of the poem. This evidence suggests poem #75 was 

added after the volume had already been set in type. 

On November 25, 1663, Richard Narriott entered his edition of 

Philips' poems in the Stationer's Register (Eyre and Rivington 2: 

373). He then advertised her poems in the London Intelligencer on 

January 14, 1664, but within four days the edition had been suppressed 

(Souers 234). In a letter (Philips, Letters 219) sent to Sir Charles 

Cotterell, reprinted in the preface to the 1667 edition, Philips pro-

fessed her lack of knowledge about and consent to the 1664 edition and 

hypothesized how the printer might have obtained her poems: 

some of my dearest and best Friends having found ray Ballads 

(for they deserve no better Narae) they raade me so much 

believe they did not dislike them, that I was betrayed to 

permit sorae Copies to be taken for their Diversion, but this 

with so little Concern for thera, that I have lost most of the 

Originals, which I suppose to be the cause of my present 

misfortune. . . . 
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Copies examined: Harvard University, Folger Shakespeare, Princeton 

University, University of Washington, Yale. 

Poems 1667 

Bibliographical description of the 1667 edition (Houghton Library, 

Harvard University, shelfmark: *EC65.P5397.667p). 

rs. 
Title: POENS | By the rao-Tt deí'ervedly Adraired I N KATHERINE 

PHILIPS [swash K. R. N. P. Pl j The raatchle-Ts j ORINDA. | To 

which is added I NONSIEUR CORNEILLE'S | 

PONPEY 
& TRAGEDIES. j With -Teveral other Tran-flations out 

HORACE 

of I FRENCH. I [double rule] | LONDON [swash N. D, N] | Printed 

by J. N. for H. Herringraan. at the Sign of I the Blew Anchor 

in the Lower Walk of the I New Exchange. 1667. 

0 2 2 2 2 
Collation: 2 . It' A a-g B-4M ($1: N2, signed), 178 leaves; [36] 

1-168 [1] 170-198 [9] (2)- (65) [3] (69)-(112) [2]. (Var-

iants: 57 misnurabered as 37; (8) as (280); (9) as (290). 

Contents: [1í\r: blank]. lílv: engraved plate portrait of Katherine 

Philips]. íí'̂ r: title (verso blank). Al-a2v: THE I 

PREFACE. bl-glr: seven coraraendatory poeras, by the Earl of 

Orrery, the Earl of Roscoraraon, Abraham Cowley (two), "Philo-

PhiUippa," James Tyrell, and Thoraas Flatraan. glv-g2v: The 

Table. Bl-2U2v: POEMS. 2Xlr: Tranflations. I [rule] I BY 

K. PHILIPS. I [rule]. 2Xlv-3Elv: five translations. 3E2r: 
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PONPEY. I A I Tragedy. | [rule] j [device, interlocking 

hands with snakes and winged horse, 4.2 x 2.6 rara] I [rule] I 

LONDON, [swash N. D. Nl | Printed for H. Herringman. and are 

to be -fold at his I Shop, at the Blew-Anchor in the lower 

walk of I the new Exchange. 1667. [3E2v: blank]. 3Flr-v: 

poem #122, dedication to the Countess of Cork. 3F2r: The 

Printer to the Reader. 3F2v: The Persons of the Play. 

3Glr-v: PROLOGUE, I For the Theatre at Dublin. written by 

the Earl of | Roscoraon. 3G2-3Zlv: PONPEY. 3Z2r: EPl-

LOGUE I Written by Sir Edward Dering Baronet. [verso 

blank]. 4Alr: HORACE. j A j Tragedy. | Tran-riated from | 

NONSIEUR CORNEILLE. [swash N, R, C. R. Nl. j [rule] [device, 

same as above] I [rule] LONDON, [swash N. D. Nl I printed 

for H. Herringman. and are to be -Told at his I Shop, at the 

Blew-Anchor in the lower walk of I the new Exchange, 1667. 

4Alv: The Actors. 4A2-4Nlv: HORACE. [4N2r-v: blank]. 

Copies examined: Harvard University, Boston Public Library, Duke 

University, University of Texas. 

Notes: Philips died before she completed her translation of Horace. 

The text of the play ends on 4Nlv after the second speech in Act IV, 

Scene vi. 

Poem #118 (2Xlv-3A2r) has the French facing the English transla-

tion. 
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The engraved portrait of Philips on Iv by William Faithorne is 

not considered to be a good likeness of her; in the preface on a2r, 

the portrait is described as "only a poor paper shadow of a Statue 

made after a Picture not very like her." 

Katherine Philips' friend, Sir Charles Cotterell, known to her as 

Poliarchus, is very likely the editor of the 1667 edition. Her let-

ters show that she often sent him copies of her poems and asked hira 

for literary advice, so armed with her trust and some of her holo-

graphs, Cotterell no doubt felt competent to serve as editor of her 

works. Noreover, he had expressed an interest in publishing a relia-

ble edition of her poems (Philips, Letters 220) after he helped 

suppress the unauthorized edition of her poetry published in 1664. 

And, finally, although the preface to the 1667 edition is anonymous, 

a letter Philips sent to Cotterell on January 29, 1664, is printed in 

the preface. 

The 1667 edition adds a considerable number of poeras to the 1664 

edition: five translations, five songs from Porapev, the dedication 

to the Countess of Cork, and 41 other poeras. 

The Stationer's Register shows that Narriott, the publisher of 

the 1664 unauthorized edition, resigned all rights to Philips' poeras 

to Herringman on January 21, 1666 (Eyre and Rivington 2: 373). 

Poeras 1669 

Bibliographical description of the 1669 edition (Houghton Library, 

Harvard University, shelfmark: *EC65,P5397.667pba). 
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rs 
Title: POENS | By the mo-Tt de-Tservedly Admired I N KATHERINE PHILIPS 

[swash K, R. N. P. Pl | The Natchleís | ORINDA. I To which is 

added I NONSIEUR CORNEILLE'S | 

PONPEY 
& TRAGEDIES. j With -(everal other Tran-Tlations out of I 

HORACE, 

FRENCH. I [double rule] | LONDON, [swash N, D, N] j Printed by 

J. N. for H. Herringraan, at the Sign of I the Blew Anchor in 

the Lower Walk of the I New Exchange. 1669. 

0 2 4 4 4 2 
Collation: 2 . ir A a-c B-2T 2U , ($2: 2U2, blank, unsigned), 184 

leaves; [36] 1-168 [1] 170-198 [8] (l)-(65) [3] (69)-(124) 

[2]. (Variants: (102) misnumbered as (106); (103) as 

(99)). 

Contents: [1Tlr: blank]. ITlv: engraved plate portrait of Philips. 

tí2r: title (verso blank). Al-A4v: THE I PREFACE. al-c3r: 

seven commendatory poeras. c3v-c4v: The Table. Bl-Y4v: 

POENS. Zlr: Tran-Tlations. | [rule] I BY K. PHILIPS. | 

[rule]. Zlv-2C3v: five translations. 2C4r: POMPEY. | A | 

Tragedy. I [rule] I [device, interlocking hands with snakes 

and winged horse, 4.2 x 2.6 ram] I [double rule] I LONDON, 

[swash N, D, N] t Printed for H. Herringraan, and are to be 

-Ibld at his I Shop, at the Blew-Anchor in the Lower Walk | 

of the New Exchange, 1669. [2C4v: blank]. 2Dlr-v: dedi-

cation to the Countess of Cork. 2D2r: The Printer to the 

Reader. 2D2v: The Persons of the Play. 2D3r-v: 
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Roscommon's prologue. 2D4-2N3v: PONPEY. 2N4r: Dering's 

epilogue [verso blank]. 2Nlr: HORACE. I A I Tragedy. j 

Tran-flated from I NONSIEUR CORNEILLE. [swash N, N. C. R. 

N] I [rule] I The Fifth ACT Tranflated by I Sir JOHN 

DENHAN. I [rule] j [device: same as above.] I [rule] I 

LONDON, [swash N, D, N] j Printed by J. N. for H_. 

Herringman, at the Sign of I the Blew Anchor in the Lower 

Walk of the I New Exchange. 1669. 2Nlv: The Actors. 2N2-

2Ulv: HORACE. [2U2r-v: blank]. 

Copies examined: Harvard University, Henry E. Huntington, Princeton 

University, University of Texas. 

Notes: The 1669 edition adds the fifth act of Horace, translated by 

Sir John Denham, to the four acts translated by Philips. Other than 

this last act of Horace, the 1669 edition is a reprint of Cotterell's 

1667 edition: the 1669 edition is paginated the sarae as the 1667 edi-

tion and uses the sarae catchwords (except where the 1669 edition uses 

"Act" for "Act 5" and "CA" for "CAMILLA"). 

Poeras 1678 

Bibliographical description of the 1678 edition (Houghton Library, 

Harvard University, shelfmark *EC65.P5397.667pc). 

rs 
Title: POENS I By the mo/t dfrTervedly Admired I M Katherine 

Philips, I The Matchleís I ORINDA. I To which is added I 

MONSIEUR CORNEILLE'S [swash N, R, R. NI | 
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PONPEY 
& TRAGEDIES. I With -(̂ everal other Tran-riations out of I 

HORACE, 

FRENCH. I [double rule] | LONDON. [swash N. D. Nl I Printed by 

T. N. for Henrv Herringraan at the Sign of I the Blew Anchor in 

the Lower Walk of the I New Exchange. 1678. 

0 2 4 4 4 2 
Collation: 2 . lí A a-c B-2T 2U ($2: 2N1, unsigned; 2U2, blank, 

unsigned), 184 leaves, [36] (1) 2-168 [1] 170-198 [8] (1)-

(65) [3] (69)-124) [2]. (Variants: 102 raisnumbered 201). 

Contents: [iYlr: blank]. lYlv: engraved plate portrait of Katherine 

Philips. 1 '2r: title (verso blank). Al-A4v: THE | 

PREFACE. al-c2v: seven comraendatory poeras. c3-c4v: The 

Table. Bl-Y4v: POENS. Zlr: Tranflations. j [rule] | BY 

K. PHILIPS. [swash K. P. P] j [rule]. Zlv-2C3v: five 

translations. 2C4r: PONPEY. I A I Tragedy. I [rule] | 

[device, crown with crossed laurel branches, 3.9 x 4.3 rara] I 

[double rule] I LONDON: I Printed for H. Herringraan, and 

are to be -fold at his I Shop, at the Blew-Anchor in the 

Lower Walk I of the New Exchange. 1678. [2C4v: blank]. 

2Dlr-v: dedication to Countess of Cork. 2D2r: The Printer 

to the Reader. 2D2v: The Persons of the Play. 2D3r-v: 

Roscoraraon's prologue. 2D4-2M3v: POMPEY. 2M4r: Dering's 

epilogue. [2M4v: blank]. 2Nlr: HORACE. I A I Tragedy. I 

Tran/lated frora | MONSIEUR CORNEILLE. [swash M. N, R, N] | 
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[rule] I [device: sarae as above] j In the SAVOY: I Printed 

by T. N. for Henry Herringraan at the sign of I the Blew 

Anchor in the Lower Walk of the | New Exchange. 1678. 

2Nlv: The Actors. 2N2-2Ulv: HORACE. j [rule]. [2U2r-v: 

blank]. 

Copies exarained: Harvard University, Duke University, University of 

Kentucky, University of Virginia. 

Notes: The 1678 edition is a reprint of the 1669 edition; however, 

the new printer, probably Thoraas Newcombe of the King's press in the 

Savoy (Plomer 136-37), does not follow the 1669 edition as carefuUy 

as the printer of the 1669 edition followed 1667. The accidentals and 

spacing occasionally differ between 1669 and 1678 as do the number of 

lines on each page and the catchwords. The contents are the same as 

in the 1669 edition, and the poeras occupy the sarae number of pages. 

Circulation of the Poems 

The textual history of each poem has been treated separately in 

this edition because, generally, Katherine Philips' poems circulated 

in small groups and as singles. Philips did not circulate a bound 

manuscript, but rather copied a few poems at a time to send to her 

friends. Such a circulation method raight explain why most of the ex-

tant manuscripts contain only one to three poems: MSS 017, 020, 024, 

183, 207, 306, 336, 338, 376, 690, 694. This method of circulation 

could also explain the pecularity of MS 776, a raanuscript which clear-

ly does not derive frora any one source (see discussion of NS 776 in 
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Relationships Among the Artifacts). It would explain how in poera #28, 

NSS 775 and 776 display only one very rainor variant, while in poera 

#27, the two raanuscripts vary significantly—because the two poeras 

circulated singly. 

The circulation of Philips' poeras would begin with her copying 

a few poems upon their completion; she then would send thera to her 

various friends for their pleasure and coraraents. Philips confirras 

this in "The Preface" to the 1667 edition of her poetry where she 

writes to Cotterell, "sorae of my dearest friends having found my 

Ballads . . . raade rae so rauch believe they did not dislike thera, that 

I was betray'd to perrait sorae Copies for their divertiseraent." Sorae 

of Philips' letters in Letters frora Orinda to Poliarchus docuraent that 

Philips frequently sent a poera or two to Sir Charles for his pleasure 

and input. For example, Katherine, following up on the letter she re-

ceived from hira dated Nov. 2 in which he described the illness of 

Charles II's queen, wrote poera #76, "To the Oueen's Majesty on her 

late sickness, and recouery" and then sent that single poera to hira in 

her letter of Noveraber 28, 1663. In a letter to Dorothy Teraple, 

January 22, 1664, Philips discusses the sarae poera and offers to send 

her a copy for her perusal: "since you think thera [the verses—poera 

#76] worthy of so favourable a raention I will subrait ray judgement to 

you" (Longe 38-42). 

No doubt Philips subraitted her poetry to many other friends, who 

in response to her solicitation offered her suggestions for revisions. 

Or perhaps, as was coraraon in the seventeenth century, some raerely took 
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the license to do their own revisions before copying one of Philips' 

poeras to pass on to yet another friend. Such a circulation method and 

the resulting revisions—soraetiraes solicited, soraetiraes not—would 

explain sorae of the disparity in the number of variants frora poera to 

poera. Thus, poems with few variants may have been well-received by 

Orinda's friends, who would then offer little in the way of suggested 

revisions; those poems, consequently, were passed around with few and 

rainor revisions. Poeras that vary significantly in their verbals raay 

have undergone fairly regular revision, either because of her friends' 

input or because of Philips' own dissatisfaction with the poera. An-

other possible explanation for poeras with a significant nuraber of var-

iants may simply be popularity: as poems were copied and passed from 

friend to friend to friend, each copyist raade sorae errors and perhaps 

revisions as well. 

Of the artifacts collated in this edition, MS 151 is the excep-

tion to the rule of Philips' poeras being collected in groups and sin-

gles. MS 151, written by Edward Dering, was probably copied from 

Philips' holographs during the tirae they were both in Ireland in 1662-

63. However, Dering did not actually copy MS 775 but a set of loose 

sheets that were either copied by Philips frora MS 775 or frora her re-

visions of MS 775 (or perhaps she revised as she copied). The order 

of the poeras in MSS 151 and 775 supports this assertion. Although 

there are 22 poems and the titles of two more in MS 151 that are not 

in MS 775 and three poems in MS 775 that are not in MS 151, if those 

poeras are oraitted, the order of the poems in MS 151 closely follows 
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that of MS 775 (see chart). Further evidence that NS 151 was not 

copying NS 775 directly is that sorae of the poeras that lack words or 

lines in MS 775 are complete in NS 151. 

Copying from loose sheets will also explain some of the differ-

ences in the order of the two raanuscripts. Poem #54 is the last poem 

in NS 775 but the first in MS 151. This raovement is easily explained 

if the poem on the bottora of the stack was reshuffled to the top. In 

the same way, poem #59, which is the next to the last poem in MS 775 

but is in the middle of NS 151, could have also been reshuffled. Copy-

ing a stack of loose sheets would also explain why poeras #31, #46, #47, 

and #48, grouped together in NS 775, are still grouped together in NS 

151 but moved to a different location within that manuscript. Loose 

sheets would account too for shifts in NS 775 of poeras #52 and #50 to 

#50 and #52 in NS 151, or frora poeras #32 and #36 in MS 775 to #36 and 

#32 in MS 775. 

If indeed Katherine Philips copied poems frora MS 775 onto loose 

sheets to take with her to Ireland, perhaps revising as she copied, it 

would be a siraple task for her to insert sorae poems that were not in 

MS 775 and to delete some that were. Such an action would account for 

some of the differences in order between the two manuscripts. For 

example, in MS 775 poems #22 and #14 appear in that order, but in MS 

151 the order is poems #22, #1, and #14; poem #1 is the insertion of a 

poem that is not in MS 775. Likewise, poeras #17 and #18 appear to-

gether in MS 775, but in MS 151 the order is poeras #17, #19, and #18; 

poera #19 is not in MS 775. Lpose sheet insertion also accounts for a 
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Order of Poems in MSS 151 and 775 

^ ^ - ^ MS 151 MS 775 MS 151 

101 

130, 44 

55 
56 
51 
52 
50 
49 
34 
37 
42 
38 
41 
40 
26 
25 
32 
36 
23 
21 
22 
14 
13 
24 
27 
17 
18 
20 
15 
12 
28 
29 

^43 
•^31 
46 
47 

>»8 
^74 
75 

54 
55 
56 
51 
50 
52 
49-53 
34^^ "̂  
37 
42-3 9 

38 

35 33 
26^ » 
25 
36 
32 
23 
21 
22\, 
14-^^ 
13 
24 
27 

17-19 

20-"^^ 
15 
12 
28 
29 
43 
59 
^58, 2, 6, 3, 7, 
/4, 8, 30, 9, 10 

/ 

74 
75 

72 
73 
65 
66 
67 
11 
64 
70 
71 
62 
60 
63 
57 
59 
54 

72 
73 
65 
66 
67 
11 
64 
70 
71 
62 
60V., 
63^^^ 
57 

31 
46 
47 

^Vs, 
79, 
77 

5, 
131 

78, 
> 

To the left of the column with the poem nurabers for MS 775 appear poem 
nurabers for poeras in MS 775 not in MS 151. To the right of the MS 151 
column appear poem numbers of poems in MS 151 not in MS 775. 
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large contiguous number of poems in MS 151 not in MS 775: poems #58, 

#2, #6, #3, #7, #4, #8, #30, #9, #10. All of these poems, with the 

possible exception of poem #58, were written in 1660 or after, and NS 

775 was completed before 1660. Furthermore, of the eight places in NS 

151 where poems appear that are not in NS 775, only three could be 

attributed to leaves being torn from NS 775. Poem #53 appears in NS 

151 between poems #49 and #34. Poems #49 and #34 appear together in 

NS 775 but are separated by two paper stubs; since Philips usually 

wrote 25 to 30 lines to a page, and #53 is a 60-1ine poem, it is pos-

sible that this poem was originally in NS 775. Poera #16 is a second 

poera that raay once have been in NS 775. It appears between poeras #18 

and #20 in NS 151, whereas poeras #18 and #20 are contiguous in NS 775. 

However, between poems #18 and #20 in NS 775 are three stubs, allowing 

three pages for a 58-1ine poem. The third poera that raay once have 

been in NS 775 is poem #61. Poem #61 appears between poems #60 and 

#63 in NS 151; poem #60 and #63 are contiguous in NS 775 but separated 

by one stub. However, poem #61 is 88 lines; a poem of that length 

would normally cover a rainiraura of three leaves in NS 775; in other 

words, poera #61 was probably never in NS 775. So while two of the 

poeras in NS 151 that are not in NS 775 may have originally been in NS 

775, the evidence shows that the majority of them never appeared in NS 

775, but were single sheet copies made by Philips of poems not in MS 

775. 

When copying NS 775, Philips apparently decided to orait sorae 

of the poeras: poeras #44, #101, and #130 appear in MS 775 but not 
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in NS 151. It is interesting that two of these three are incomplete 

in NS 775. Two of the three leaves on which poera #44 appears in NS 

775 have been torn diagonally so that the corners and thus end portions 

of lines are raissing. Seventeen of the 74 lines in the poera are af-

fected. It is possible that at the tirae she was copying the poera frora 

NS 775 she had no complete copy to refer to. Poem #101 is also incom-

plete. Only two of the five stanzas are coraplete; however, appropri-

ate blank spaces with the nurabers "3", "4", and "5" are left on the 

next two leaves. Again, Philips probably had no complete copy of the 

poem at hand, so she chose not to copy the fragment. Poem #130 is the 

final poem in NS 775 that is not in MS 151. Philips may have thought 

that this poem, an epitaph on Nr. John Lloyd, husband to her sister-in-

law Cecily Philips Lloyd, was inappropriate to copy. In this poera 

she assumes the voice of Cecily Lloyd, mourning her dead husband, and 

the poem was inscribed on his tombstone (Limbert, "Step-father" 3). 

That NS 775 is the only artifact with poem #130 (it was not circulated) 

supports that assumption. 

Two poems not in MS 775 appear in MS 151 as title (poem #78) or 

as title and first line only (poem #79). These poems raay have been 

works that were in progress; Dering raay have learned frora Philips that 

she was working on them, and she then provided him with the titles. 

Wanting to include them in his collection, he left space for thera with 

the intention of going back and filling in the spaces once Philips gave 

him the corapleted poeras. 
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If indeed Dering copied a stack of loose leaf poems provided by 

Philips, the question remains why MS 151 generally is not chosen as 

the copytext for poems both in MSS 151 and 775. The answer lies in 

the closeness of the two artifacts. If the variants clearly showed 

that MS 151 represented Philips' own revision of her poeras, MS 151 

would be chosen as copytext. But because so raany of the poeras have 

such few and rainor variants, such as in poera #38 (NS 151 has "and the 

sins" for "and sins", "Both frora" for "From both", "not" for "nere"), 

it cannot clearly be established that the changes were made by Philips 

and not by Dering. Thus for poems both in MSS 151 and in 775, NS 775, 

Philips' holograph, is generally chosen as copytext. 

Having established that Philips' poems circulated in singles and 

sraall groups, and that NS 151 is the one exception to that rule, it 

reraains to ascertain what sorae of those groups raight have been. A 

coraparison of the order of the poeras within the various artifacts 

gives some clues. The poems #15 and #20 probably circulated together. 

In NSS 151 and 775 they appear in reversed order: poem #20 and then 

poem #15. In MS 776, poera #15 precedes #20. An interesting fact sup-

ports the idea that these two poeras circulated together. Although MS 

776 clearly copies text 64 for these two poems, text 64 places poems 

#15 and #20 in chronological order with poeras #16-#19 intervening. 

But the scribe of MS 776 must have somehow known that these two poeras 

were generally presented together, and when he copied thera frora text 

64, he placed these two poems together. 
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Another group that likely circulated among Philips' friends were 

poems #17, #18, and, possibly, #19, all poeras focusing on Anne Owen. 

Poems #17 and #18 appear, in that order, in MS 775; following poem #18 

in MS 775 are three paper stubs, so it is possible that poem #19 may 

have once been in MS 775. In NS 151 these three poeras appear as #17, 

#19, and #18. In NS 776 (which does not copy text 64) the poeras are 

ordered #17, #18, and #19. 

Other groups that probably circulated together are poems #25 and 

#26, poeras #40 and #41, and poems #46 and #47. In NSS 151, 775, and 

776, poems #25 and #26 appear in the same reverse order; both deal 

with Lucasia, Anne Owen. Poem #26 treats Philips' meeting of Owen and 

#25 Owen's adoption into Philips' literary society. Again, it is in-

teresting that although NS 776 copies text 64 for these two poems, it 

does not copy the order of the two poems. In text 64, poem #25 is poem 

#35; poem #26 is poera #32. However, the scribe of NS 776, even though 

copying text 64, seems to have known the usual circulation order of 

these two poems. Poeras #40 and #41 also traveled together. In MS 775 

the poeras appear in reverse order; in MS 151, poera #40 precedes #41, 

but the two are separated by #38. However, that separation does not 

discount the circulation of poeras #40 and #41: in MS 775 poem #38 

precedes #41, and as MS 151 was probably copied frora loose sheets, 

the separation was raost likely the result of paper shuffling. In MS 

776 the order of the poems is #40 and #41, but since MS 776 copies 

text 64 for these two poems, it is really text 64 that preserves the 

circulation order of these two poeras. The evidence indicates that 
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MS 776 when copying 64 preserves the order of the poems in 64 if that 

order reflects the circulation group; if not, NS 776 reorders the cop-

ied poems to reflect the usual circulation order. And since text 64 

is a pirated edition, the editor could have easily changed the order of 

the copies he was given. Poems #40 and #41 in NS 107 may also reflect 

that circulation order; however, the evidence is not as certain because 

the two poems are separated by nine other poeras. Yet, in spite of 

that separation, the fact that poems #40 and #41 both appear in a 

raanuscript of only 14 poems argues that they may have circulated to-

gether. Poems #46 and #47 may also have circulated together. These 

two poems appear in the order given in NSS 151, 775, and 776. However, 

in NS 776, poem #60 comes between the two. 

Another group of poems that often circulated together is poems 

#51, #52, #55, and #56. In NS 775 the poems are ordered #55, #56, 

#51, and #52; in NS 151, they appear in the same order with poera #50 

between #51 and #52 (again because of the shifting of the loose 

sheets). In NS 776 this set of poeras appears as #51, #52, #55, and 

#56. Since NS 776 copies text 64 for these four poeras, text 64 also 

reflects this circulation order. Poems #51, #55, and #56 also appear 

in NS 107 with two poems between #51 and #56. Again, the simple 

appearance of these poems in a small manuscript of 14 poems suggests 

that they circulated together. The absence of poem #52 can be ac-

counted for because #52 was not written at the time of the construc-

tion of NS 107 (see discussion of MS 107 in Relationships Among the 
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Artifacts). Thus, this group of four poems raay have initially circu-

lated as a group of three with poera #52 later added to the group. 

Other groups that probably circulated together are poeras #49 and 

#53 and poeras #74 and #75. Although only poem #49 appears in NS 775, 

following that poem are two paper stubs, perhaps an indication that 

NS 775 once contained poera #53 following #49. Then in NS 151, poems 

#49 and #53 appear together. Although this order is not reflected in 

NS 776, it is in NS 107 where poems #49 and #53 appear together. Cer-

tainly the titles indicate that they raight have been passed around to-

gether; both deal with separation from Nary Aubrey. Poems #74 and #75 

also likely circulated together. The poems appear in the order given 

in NSS 151, 775, and 776. NS 776 copies text 64 for these two poems, 

but does not copy the order in text 64, poems #72 and #73, respective-

ly. Again, even while copying the poeras in text 64, the scribe of NS 

776 seems to be aware of the usual circulation order. These two phil-

osophical poems on death and happiness would likely be sent together. 

Some poems present in other artifacts but not in NS 775 may also 

have circulated as groups. One such group appears in NS 151 as 

follows: poems #2, #6, #3, #7, #4, #8, #30, #9, #10. In NS 776 the 

order is #2, #3, #8, #7, #6, #4, #9, #10, #5, #30. All of these 

poems, with the exception of poem #30, deal with the royal family. 

Poem #30, an elegy on Philips' step-daughter Frances, may be included 

in this group because the girl died the day before the return of 

Charles II to England, and several of these poems have Restoration 

themes. Poem #5, which is separated from the rest of this group in 
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NS 151, may have been inadvertently reshuffled in the loose stack of 

poems Philips gave Dering to copy. Or its presence as one of the 

last five poeras in the raanuscript raay indicate that it was a poem 

Philips only lately had written or perhaps revised. Within this 

larger group is a smaller group of poems that may have circulated: 

poems #9 and #10. These two poems appear together in the sarae order 

in three raanuscripts: 151, 690, 776. 

A final group of poeras that perhaps usually circulated together 

is poeras #77, #79, and #131. These poems appear in NS 151 in the fol-

lowing order: #79 (title and first line only), #131, and #77. In MS 

776 the order is #131, #77, and #79. Although poem #79 exists only 

as a title and first line, Dering probably got that information from 

Philips. Perhaps the poem was in progress—either being written or 

revised as the partial one-word title in MS 151 suggests; at any 

rate, Dering left space for it in his manuscript. Unfortunately, 

for whatever reason, the poem was not completed in MS 151. But the 

appearance of these three poeras in MS 776, in a slightly different 

order, suggests that they circulated together. 

Relationships Araong the Artifacts 

NS 775 

Manuscript 775, which contains 55 poeras or fragraents of poeras, 

and titles of two other poeras, is an early artifact. All of Philips' 

poeras in this raanuscript predate 1660; the latest date attributed to 

a poem by Philips is 1658, and none of the poems with Restoration 

themes appear in it. The clear, legible writing with very few 
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markouts indicates that Philips used this volume for her fair copies; 

she signals the end of a poem with a whirlwind flourish. Being a hol-

ograph, MS 775 is used as the sole copytext for 49 poems and as par-

tial copytext for four others (#13, #14, #44, #48). In two special 

instances, poems #60 and #101, NS 775 has not been chosen as copytext 

even though these two poems appear partially in NS 775. 

Poems #13 and #14 use NS 775 for lines present in that volume; NS 

151 is used for lines lacking in NS 775. For poem #13, a 30-1ine 

poera, NS 775 has only lines 1-20. NS 151 is then the copytext for 

lines 21-30, raissing from NS 775, because NS 151 is the most reliable 

artifact after NS 775 (see discussion of NS 151 in this section, and 

the textual introduction to poem #13). For poem #14, NS 775 is copy-

text for lines 9-44; lines 1-8, missing frora NS 775, have NS 151 as 

copytext, again because NS 151 is the raost consistently reliable arti-

fact after NS 775. (See the textual introduction to poem #14 for a 

complete analysis of copytext). 

Poems #44 and #48 also use NS 775 as a partial copytext. These 

two poems are incomplete in NS 775 because four leaves have been torn 

diagonally so that the corners and thus end portions of lines (one to 

eight words) are missing. For poem #44, printed text 64 has been cho-

sen as copytext where NS 775 is incomplete (11. 1-7, 31-40) because 

text 64 is the raost reliable of the artifacts present for this poem. 

Text 64 agrees with NS 775 more than does NS 776 or texts 67-78 (see 

textual introduction to poem #44). In poera #48, MS 151 has been 
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chosen as copytext where MS 775 is incomplete (heading and 11. 1-6, 

19-31, 53-61). Also see poem #48 for further discussion. 

Poera #60 is unusual in that MS 151 is chosen as the lone copytext 

even though the majority of the poem is present in MS 775. MS 775 

contains lines 1-82, but is raissing lines 83-86, present in all other 

artifacts. A torn paper stub and lack of the ending whirlwind flour-

ish indicate that a page with the raissing lines was removed frora the 

volurae. But NS 775 is not chosen as copytext for lines 1-82 because 

analysis of verbal variants deraonstrates that all other artifacts are 

revised versions of NS 775. Thus, to use NS 775 and one of the other 

artifacts for lines raissing in 775 would be tacking a revised version 

onto an earlier one. Instead, NS 151, closest to MS 775, is chosen as 

copytext because it presents the poera as a single entity. (For further 

inforraation, see the textual introduction for poera #60 and the discus-

sion of the reliability of MS 151, found later in this section). 

In poera #101, text 67 has been chosen as the copytext because it 

is the earliest coraplete version of the poera. In the 20-line poera, 

only two stanzas (eight lines) appear in MS 775 although textual evi-

dence reveals that the poem was intended to have five stanzas. The 

only other artifacts containing this poem are printed texts 67, 69, 

and 78 (with 69 and 78 being direct descendants of 67). The eight 

lines present in all artifacts show that the printed texts represent 

revised versions of MS 775. Once again, to avoid tacking on a revised 

version to an earlier one and to present the poera as a single entity, 

text 67 is chosen as copytext (see poera #101 for fuller discussion). 
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MS 775 also gives the titles of two poeras (#45 and #92); those 

titles are listed as variant headings for those poems. 

MS 151 

MS 151, which contains 74 original poems by Katherine Philips and 

the titles of two others, is the sole copytext for 23 poeras and partial 

copytext for four others (#13, #14, #44, #48). The general reliability 

of MS 151 is found, first, in the identity of its scribe. MS 151 is 

written in the hand of Philips' friend Sir Edward Dering. He was hus-

band to Nary Harvey, a close friend from Philips' school days, and he 

himself was one of her circle of friends, known by the pseudonym of 

Silvander. Dering's manuscript of Philips' poems becoraes particularly 

important because it is likely that Dering had access to Philips' per-

sonal copies of her poeras: Dering was in Dublin at the sarae tirae as 

Philips, and his personal contact with her frora July 1662 through July 

1663 is confirraed in her letters to Cotterell. 

Other evidence for the reliability of MS 151 is found in the lists 

of verbal variants. In poeras that appear both in MSS 775 and 151, and 

in at least one other artifact, MS 151 is generally closer to MS 775 

than any other artifact. For exaraple, there are no verbal variants in 

three of the poeras that appear in both MSS 151 and 775: #22, #40, #46. 

Moreover, in many of the poeras that appear in both raanuscripts, verbal 

variants show that MS 151 often agrees with MS 775 against all other 

artifacts. For exaraple, in poera #20, line 6 in MSS 151 and 775 reads, 

"Doe but disturb, and not adorn our loys." MS 776 oraits the line; text 

64 uses asterisks; and texts 67-78 read, "Are but a troublesome, and 
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empty noise." Line 24 of the same poem reads, "Friendship, duty, 

gratitude and love" in NSS 151 and 775. NS 776 and printed texts 64-

78 have "Friendship, Gratitude and stricktest Loue." Poera #24 also 

demonstrates the agreement of NSS 151 and 775 against all other arti-

facts: "betraying", 151 775; "becoming", 776 64-78 (1.3). Line 19 has 

"pierces", 151 775; "cleareth", 776 64-78. Line 25 reads "learning" 

in NSS 151 and 775 but "Ignorance" in 776 64-78. Another interesting 

example is in poera #31, line 39: "Her house rul'd by her hand, awM 

by her Ey", 151 775 versus "Her house rul'd by her hand, and by her 

Ey", 776 64-78 (underlining is raine). Further exaraples are in poera 

#32. NSS 151 and 775 read "blind"; 776 64-78, "dull" (I. 10). NSS 

151 and 775 read "Is the result"; 776 "The bright result"; 64-78 "The 

fair result" (1. 28). In line 54, the verbal in NSS 151 and 775 is 

"wound"; in 776, "interrupt"; in 67-78, "wrong." In poera #62, NSS 151 

and 775 agree against 776 and 64-78 in lines 25 and 36. The variant 

in line 25 reads "at first is hid in", 151 775; "is hid in mortal", 

776 64-78. The verbal in line 36 reads "captivity" in 151 and 775; 

"capacity", 776 64-78. 

The textual reliability of NS 151 is further evidenced by its 

closeness to NS 775 as seen in the relatively few and minor variants 

found in poeras both in NSS 151 and 775. For exaraple, in poera #25, MS 

151 varies only twice in its verbals from MS 775 in the 24-1ine poem: 

"be", 151; "are" 775 (1. 11) and "the", 151; "our", 775 (1. 14). An 

analysis of variants in poem #29, a 64-1ine poera, also shows that the 

differences between MSS 151 and 775 are minor. In lines 8, 28, 29, 
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and 31, NS 151 uses "doth" for "doe's." Other minor variants are 

"each" for "the" (1. 28); "'tother" for "t'other" (1. 30); "To 

reclaime" for "T'reclaime" (I. 34); "number" for "numbers" (1. 46), 

and "are" for "is" (I. 61). Another characteristic example of the mi-

nor differences between the two manuscripts is seen in poem #43, a 36-

line poem. NS 151 varies from MS 775 in the verbal variants in only 

three lines. In line 2, MS 151 has "to' explore" for "t'explore"; in 

line 24, NS 151 has "the attempt" for "th' attempt"; and in line 26, 

NS 151 has "And" for "But" and "too" for "now." In a final example, 

NS 151 varies from NS 775 in the verbal variants in poem #54 (38-line 

poem) only three times. In line 3, NS 151 has "an" for "a"; in line 

27, "And" for "But"; and in line 28, "When" for "while." 

NS 776 

Nanuscript 776, which contains 91 original poems, the five songs 

from Pompey, and the five translations from French and Italian, is 

a very unusual artifact. It is a meraorial edition, prefaced with a 

a letter of dedication to Rosania, Nary Aubrey: "To the Excellent 

Rosania." This letter praises the friendship the two woraen shared, 

rerainds Rosania of Philips' devotion to her, and offers consolation 

through the poeras, "these dear Remains." The letter also comraends 

Aubrey for exposing herself to sraallpox in order to attend her friend 

in her fatal illness: "You, whose passionate concern so frankely ex-

posed your adrairable Beauty to that spitefull Disease, (whence all our 

grief,) led by the generous dictates of as iniraitable Friendship." 
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Thus, designed to reward and corafort, this raanuscript was likely writ-

ten and presented to Nary Aubrey in 1664, shortly after Philips' death. 

The letter of dedication to NS 776 is also noteworthy because 
r 

of the signature: "Polex: ." This signature is an abbreviation 

for Polexander, the pseudonym assigned to Sir William Temple. It is 

not unlikely that Temple would undertake a raeraorial edition for 

Philips; he and his wife admired Philips and comraunicated with her, 

both in Ireland and in London. They were in London when she died, and 

at the request of his wife, Temple wrote the memorial poem "Upon the 

Death of Nrs. Catherine Philips" (Limbert, "Step-Father" 4-5). This 

edition, compiled by Sir William Temple, is very different from the 

volurae Sir Charles Cotterell edited in 1667; NS 776 even includes one 

poera not in 1667 (#131). 

NS 776 is also unusual in that it is very different from all oth-

er artifacts—at least for sorae poeras. NS 776 lacks 168 lines found 
1 

in other artifacts, but very few of those are attributable to 
2 

error. Noreover, lines are not expurgated because of objectionable 

1 
The following poeras lack lines: #12 (U. 27-28), #14 (II. 23-

24), #16 (11. 13-16), #18 (11. 55-60), #23 (II. 7-8, 11-12, 23-24), 
#30 (11. 61-62), #31 (11. 3-8, 69-70), #32 (11. 15-18, 41-44), #33 
(11. 3-6, 13-18), #34 (11. 13-14, 21-22, 25-28, 31-34, 53-56, 59-60, 
67-72), (II. 21-24), #45 (11. 5-6, 11-20, 25-26, 49-50, 57-58, 69-70, 
111-112, 123-124, 135-136), #53 (11. 43-48), #54 (11. 17-18), #60 (11. 
67-68, 75-76), #61 (11.53-56, 65-72, 81-84), #71 (11. 7-8, 29-30, 43-
44), #72 (11.67-68, 83-84), #73 (11. 17-20, 25-36, 45-52, 65-68). 

2 
Omissions possible because of eye skip include poera #34 (11. 

25-28, 31-34), #45 (11. 5-6, 123-124, 135-136), #60 (11. 67-68), #71 
(11. 43-44). 
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1 

content. And the line oraissions do not destroy the sense of the 

poera, perhaps because Philips practiced her literary theory that the 

"Sence ought always to be confin'd to the Couplet" (Letters 180). 

The raost interesting feature of MS 776, however, is the numerous unique 

variants it provides (discussed later in this chapter). 

MS 776 clearly is not corapiled from any one source. One group of 

poeras in MS 776 on pages 351-395 seeras to have been copied frora print-
2 

ed text 64. Of the 28 poeras appearing on these pages, 16 have no 

verbal variants when MS 776 is corapared to text 64: #11, #13, #20, 

#21, #26, #29, #40, #41, #44, #51, #55, #56, #57, #62, #70, #75. The 

reraaining poeras have such few and rainor variants that it is quite 

likely they, too, directly descend frora printed text 64. For exaraple, 

in poera #15, a 40-1ine poem, there is only one verbal variant: 

"Nature", 776; "Nature's", 64 (1. 20). In poem #43, a 36-line poem, 

MS 776 and text 64 have only one variant: MS 776 has "least" for 

"lest" (1. 25). The two artifacts also have only one verbal differ-

ence in poem #75: "Whither", 776; "Whether", 64 (1. 8). 

Another group of poems in MS 776 can be traced to a specific 

source. Poems #123-#127, the songs Katherine Philips wrote for her 

translation of Porapey, directly descend frora printed text 63D (the 

1 
One possible exception is in poera #16, lines 13-16, which may 

have been omitted because of the reference in them to Presbyterians. 
2 
The poems are listed here in the order they appear in MS 776: 

#51, #52, #55, #56, #39, #40, #41, #24, #37, #26, #25, #29, #11, #43, 
#57, #13, #15, #20, #21, #62, #63, #67, #44, #48, #65, #70, #74, #75. 
Poera #35 also directly descends from text 64, but does not appear with-
in the inclusive page numbers of this group; it appears on p. [232]. 
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1663 Dublin edition of Pompey and the accompanying songs). When 

MS 776 is compared to text 63D, there is only one minor verbal variant 

in all five poems: "w'attain", 63D; "we attain", 776 (poera #126, I. 

23). 

MS 776 also contains 21 poems found only in MS 776 and printed 

texts 67, 69, and 78. Within this group of 21 poems are two smaller 

groupings of poems that in NS 776 reflect the order in text 67, lead-

ing one to assume, perhaps, that one artifact had been copied from the 

other. However, NS 776 could not have copied text 67 because MS 776 

was completed sorae three years earlier: NS 776 was the raeraorial edi-

tion presented to Nary Aubrey in 1664, shortly after Philips' death. 

Text 67 could have copied NS 776 although it seeras odd that Cotterell, 

editor of the 1667 edition and Philips' literary executor, would have 

need to refer to NS 776, a unique artifact both in its oraissions of 

lines and in its variants. 

The first group of poeras in both NS 776 and text 67 is the follow-

ing: #118, #119, #117, #120, #121 (order in MS 776). In poem #118, 

MS 776 and text 67 have no verbal variants, and in poera #119 there is 

only one verbal variant, indicating that text 67 descends directly from 

MS 776. But poems #117 and #120 display numerous, significant variants, 

indicating that they descend from different sources. In poera #121, MS 

776 agrees with text 67 in the error of "heat" for "heart" in line 23, 

but there is a significant variant in line 55 where MS 776 has "In the 

barke sticks all they can talk" and text 67 has "I'th ear alone sticks 

all they talk". Thus, it appears in poera #121 that MS 776 and text 67 
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have an ancestor in coraraon, but that they do not descend frora the sarae 

source. 

The other grouping in both MS 776 and text 67 is poeras #82, #83, 

#85, #84, #86, #87, #88, #89, #90, #91 (order in MS 776). Poems #84 

#85, and #87 display no verbal variants. The others in this group, 

with the exception of poem #82, have few and rainor variants. Thus, 

for these poems it is possible that text 67 copies MS 776. However, 

poera #82 is a soraewhat different case: NS 776 includes two lines not 

in text 67. Clearly NS 776 did not copy text 67, but text 67 might 

have copied NS 776 and have omitted those two lines when copying the 

manuscript. In the remaining lines of the poem, there are two verbal 

variants: "honourable", 776; "Honour'd", 67 (1. 5) and "ruin'd", 776; 

"own ruin'd", 67 (1. 38). These verbals do not clearly indicate 

whether text 67 copies NS 776. 

The rest of the poems only in MS 776 and texts 67-78 are scattered 

throughout MS 776 (poems #81, #80, #69, #78, #77). In poem #81 there 

are no verbal variants; text 67 raay directly descend frora MS 776. In 

poera #80, MS 776 oraits the last half of line 21, but it is present in 

text 67. Since text 67 could not have copied MS 776, it must have 

copied another source no longer extant, a source perhaps a coramon 

ancestor to both artifacts (in the rest of the 28-1ine poem there are 

only two verbals: in I. 2 MS 776 has "come" for "go" and in 1. 19 MS 

776 has "thy" for "thine"). The several verbal variants in poem #69 

show that the two artifacts do not come frora the sarae source. There is 

an important verbal in line 7 of poem #78 where MS 776 leaves a blank 
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space before the word "beast" indicating either that the scribe could 

not read the manuscript he was copying or that he knew a word was 

missing from his source. Text 67 supplies the raissing word "Heroick"; 

hence, text 67 could not have copied MS 776. The two artifacts had 

separate sources, or perhaps they copied a coramon source, but the cora-

positor of text 67 was better able to raake out the work "Heroick" in 

the source. The two poeras are close in the rest of the 30-1ine poera 

with only two verbal variants: MS 776 has "But when" for "When" in 

line 21 and has "would now" for "he would" in line 25. Poem #79 has 

only two minor variants, indicating either that 67 copied MS 776 or 

that they descend from the same source. 

Thus, the analysis of verbal variants for poems only in MS 776 

and texts 67-78 reveals that these 21 poeras as a whole were not copied 

directly from MS 776 into text 67. While text 67 raay directly descend 

from MS 776 in poems that have no or few verbal variants, it may also 

be that both artifacts directly descend from another source. Poems 

such as #78 and #80, which have words missing in MS 776 that are sup-

plied in text 67, show that text 67 could not have copied MS 776. 

Poems such as #69, #117, and #120, with numerous verbal variants, show 

that MS 776 and text 67 have different sources. Poera #121, with a 

significant variant in line 55 but an agreeraent in error in line 23, 

shows that the two artifacts descend from different sources but with a 

comraon ancestor. 

Scattered throughout MS 776 are some poems that descend either 

from MS 775 or from minor revisions of MS 775. In poem #17, a 30-1ine 
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poem, MS 776 varies only once from NS 775: "dull, angry", 775; 

"enraged", 776 (1. 4). In poem #28, a 22-1ine poera, NS 776 varies 

from NS 775 only in line 2: "distinction", 775; "distinctions", 776). 

NS 776 varies twice from NS 775 in poera #36, a 24-line poem: "Nor", 

775; "No", 776 (1. 17) and "bold", 775; "darap", 776 (1. 22). Poera #42 

is an interesting case. Although MS 776 oraits lines 21-24, present in 

all other artifacts, MS 776 varies only once frora MS 775 in the re-

raaining 36 lines of the poera: "last", 775; "length", 776 (1. 38). In 

poera #46, a 24-1ine poem, MS 776 varies twice from MS 775: "hath", 

776; "has", 775 (1. 3) and "Passion", 775; "passions", 776 (1. 23). 

Finally, in poem #50, a 22-1ine poem, MS 776 varies from MS 775 only 

once: "incomparable", 775, "indissoluble", 776 (1. 4). 

Nanuscript 151 seems to be the source for only a few poems in MS 

776. In poem #4, MS 776 agrees with MS 151 against all other arti-

facts in line 12. MSS 151 and 776 have "The interraitted storraes 

return'd as fast" while text 64 omits the line; texts 67-78 have "The 

storra return'd with an irapetuous hast"; and MS 017 has "The storm 

returnd with its accustomed hast." Moreover, in poem #4, MSS 151 and 

776 disagree only in line 7 where MS 776 has "th'inuading" for "the 

inuading" and in line 17 where MS 776 has "once" for "once on". MS 

151 may also be the source for MS 776 for poem #7. The two manu-

scripts vary only four times in the 34-1ine poera, and the verbal var-

iants are rainor. MS 776 has "Deathlesse Fathers" for "father 

deathlesse (1. 19); "does" for "doth" (1. 22); "whither" for "whether" 

(1. 25); and "or now we doe" for "then now when we" (1. 26). 
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Poeras #4 and #7 belong to a group of poeras found in both MSS 151 

and 776. In MS 151 the poeras appear in the following order: #2, #6, 

#3, #7, #4, #8, #30, #9, #10. In MS 776 the order is #2, #3, #8, #7, 

#6, #4, #9, #10, #5, #30. Although the order of these poeras varies 

in the two manuscripts, the sarae poems appear with the exception of 

poera #5 which appears only in MS 776 (within this grouping; poera #5 

does appear elsewhere in MS 776). Although it is reasonable to assume 

that this group of poems was copied into MS 776 from MS 151, the list 

of verbal variants for each poem in this group, excluding poeras #4 and 

#7, does not support such an assuraption (see textual introductions for 

individual poems). Rather the variants suggest that MSS 151 and 776 

may have a common ancestor. 

For the rest of the poems in MS 776, it is impossible to deter-

raine the source of the poems. As mentioned previously, raany of the 

poeras in MS 776 contain unique readings. For exaraple, in poera #27, 

lines 65-67, MS 775, the copytext, vary significantly from the unique 

reading of those lines in NS 776: "So to acknowledge such vast erai-

nence/ Imperfect wonder's all our eloquence./ No pen Lucasia's glorys 

can relate", 775; "So to a worth, which does such beara's display,/ 

Imperfect wonder's that we can pay./ None can Lucasia's rairacles 

relate", 776. NS 776 again varies against all artifacts in poera #32. 

In lines 61-62, MS 775, the copytext reads "So this gave rae an oppor-

tunity/ To feed upon my own integrity"; MS 776, "And till this malice 

taught me, I ne'er try'd/ How rich a banquet, Conscience can prouide." 

MS 776 again varies from all other artifacts in poem #38. In line 23, 
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the copytext, NS 775, reads "And (what's the rairacle of Cruelty!)"; NS 

776, "And to be furious to the last degree". Another unique variant 

is seen in the sarae poera in line 46: "And you kill rae, because I 

worshipp'd you", NS 775; "And you slight me, because I courted you", 

NS 776. In poem #47 NS 776 varies significantly from all other arti-

facts in lines 23-24: "Nay were our 'state as we could choose it/ 

'Twould be consum'd by feare to loose it", MS 775 (copytext); "Nay 

were our wishes all engross'd/ By feare of loss they would be lost", 

MS 776. 

Several other obvious exaraples deraonstrate the uniqueness of MS 

776. In line 118 in poem #45, MS 776 reads "Does kindness, and respect 

at once create" while MS 151, the copytext, and all other artifacts 

read "Do loue and reuerence at once create". In line 27 in poem #54, 

MS 775, the copytext reads "But besides this thou shalt in me survey" 

while MS 776, alone of all the artifacts, reads "And that Deare Spy 

shall in my heart". Poera #63 deraonstrates another unique variant in 

lines 23-24: "Love is allow'd to us and Innocence/ And noblest friend-

ships doe proceed frora thence", MS 775 (copytext); "Which they assume 

here by a slight pretence./ Since they allow us Loue, and Innocence", 

MS 776. The copytext of poem #72, MS 775, and all other artifacts 

vary from MS 776 in lines 31-32: "Compar'd to our boystrous incon-

stancy/ Terapests are calme, and discords harmony", MS 775; "To the 

wild changes discorapose our Brain,/ Shrieks are harraonious, there's 

delight in Pain", MS 776. In poem #117, line 71, MS 776 substitutes 
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"How pleasant's the declining state" for the reading in text 67 (copy-

text), "What beauty is there in the sight". 

Although MS 776 is often the raost unreliable of the artifacts, it 

has been selected as the copytext for three poems: #82, #88, #89. MS 

776 is chosen as copytext for poem #82 because it contains two lines 

not found in texts 67-78 (the only other artifacts). The precedence 

for the reliability of MS 776 in this poera is seen in the exaraination 

of other poeras which are found both in artifacts that usually function 

as copytext, MSS 775 and 151, and in MS 776 and texts 67-78: #12, 

#24, #31, #34, #48, #74. All of these poeras want lines in text 67 

that are supplied by MSS 151, 775, and 776. Thus, it can be reasona-

bly concluded that when a poera appears only in MS 776 and texts 67-78, 

and when MS 776 supplies lines wanting in texts 67-78, that MS 776 

raust be the raost reliable artifact. In poeras #88 and #89, MS 776 has 

been chosen as copytext over texts 67-78 because NS 776 provides a 

raore consistent rhythmic pattern. In both poems the verbal variants 

are very few and rainor; the artifacts likely descend from the same 

source. But the verbal variants in poem #88 show that MS 776 raain-

tains the dorainant trochaic rhythm of the poem, and in poem #89, MS 

776 maintains the iambic pentaraeter of the poem. 

MS 107 

Manuscript 107, which contains fourteen poeras by Katherine 

Philips, may be the earliest artifact for each of those poems. These 

poeras deal with incidents early in her life, such as the death of 

William Cartwright (poem #51), or address early friends, including 
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Regina Collier, John Jeffreys, Nary Stedman, and Nary Aubrey. What is 

missing are any of the Restoration poems and any mention of Anne Owen, 

the object of Philips' most consuraing friendship. Since Owen was in-

ducted into Philips' society in Deceraber 1651 (poera #25) and the latest 

date of any of the fourteen poeras is February 25, 1650 (poem #41), it 

is reasonable to assurae that NS 107 was corapiled soraetirae between those 

two dates. 

Even raore corapelling evidence that NS 107 is an early artifact is 

seen in the textual histories of the poeras which show that NS 107 often 

presents unique variants. For exaraple in poem #41, MS 107 is the only 

artifact to insert an extra couplet after line 10. Since all the other 

artifacts are raissing these lines, including MS 775—the earliest of 

the reraaining artifacts for this poera—and since NS 107 is very close 

to NS 775 with the exception of the extra couplet, it is likely that 

NS 107 represents the earliest version of the poera and that MS 775 re-

presents Philips' revision of MS 107. Poem #51 also provides proof 

that MS 107 is earlier than MS 775. MSS 107 and 775 are quite close 

in the poem until the last two lines. In lines 13-14, MS 107 varies 

from MS 775 and all other artifacts. The final couplet in MS 775 

reads, "Till when let no bold hand profane thy shrine/ 'Tis high wit-

Treason to debase thy coyn." However, MS 107 reverses and revises the 

couplet: "Till then tis Treason to debase thy Coyne/ And with vnhal-

lowed hands to touch thy shrine." Thus the variants in those last two 

lines indicate that Philips, dissatisfied with the final couplet in 
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MS 107, reversed the lines and reworked the wording before recording 

the poem in MS 775. 

Two raore exaraples show that MS 107 raay be one of the earliest 

artifacts: poems #1 and #61 (not in MS 775). In poem #1, MS 107 

lacks lines 27-28. Since this poem is not present in MS 775, the next 

earliest and raost reliable artifact for this poem is MS 151. MS 151 

supplies the lines lacking in MS 107; otherwise, MS 107 is very close 

to MS 151 with only three minor verbal variants. Thus, the evidence 

indicates that MS 107 represents the earliest version of poem #1 and 

that Philips later added the couplet that appears in MS 151. A final 

exaraple is poem #61. MS 107 is the only artifact with four additional 

lines following line 56. Again, the next earliest and most reliable 

artifact is MS 151 which deletes these lines, indicating that MS 107, 

the earliest version, was written with the additional lines, which 

Philips, in revising the poem, deleted. A look at the lines might in-

deed indicate that they were early lines that Philips later wisely 

edited out: "Let some in finding fashions out/ Become fantastîque 

Asses—/ And others beat their Brains about/ New Teeth or painted 

faces". 

Although MS 107 is often unique in its variants, it provides the 

copytext for poems #132-#134 because it is the only source for these 
r 

poems. There is no reason to doubt that poera #132, "To S: Araorous La 

Foole", is Orinda's. The meter is typîcal—iambic tetraraeler; it is 

foUowed by the subscription "Orinda"; it follows a poem known to be 

hers; and the topic is a favorite one. Poem #132 deals with unrequited 
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love, as do many of her early poems. For example, two poems deal with 

the unsuccessful courtship by John Jeffreys, Philaster, of Mary Carne 

(poem #23) and Regina Collier (#40). Moreover, the first poem in MS 

107, poera #39, also deals with unrequited love, but is addressed to 

the woraan, Regina Collier, chastizing her for her cruelty in spurning 

Philaster. Since poera #132, the next poem in the manuscript, is ad-

dressed to a raale who is in turn chastized for his "prittie dotage" 

which makes him "weep and groan" because the woman he desires has 

scorned him, it is not unreasonable conjecture to associate the fool 

of poem #132 with Jeffreys. Furtherraore, as noted earlier in this 

edition, Philips' poeras often circulated in singles and sraall groups; 

the Juxtaposition of poem #39 to #132 in MS 107 may reflect circulation 

order and a relationship in content. 

Although poem #133 is extant only in MS 107, again, there is no 

reason to doubt that it is a Philips poem. The raeter is typical, 

iarabic tetraraeter couplets; it is followed by the "Orinda" subscrip-

tion; and it uses a genre she shows an affinity for in other poems, the 

pastoral dialogue. At least three other poems not in MS 107 use that 

form: poem #19, "A Dialogue between Lucasia and Orinda"; poem #80, 

"A Dialogue betwixt Lucasia and Rosania, iraitating that of gentle 

Thersis"; and poem #97, "A Dialogue of friendship multiplied". Poem 

#133, "luliana and Amaranta a Dialogue", has a similar title, and like 

the other dialogues, involves a discussion among friends about friend-

ship. Although the pseudonyras cannot at this time be linked to any of 

Philips' friends, the poem seems clearly to be hers. 
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Manuscript 107 is also the copytext of poera #134, "On Argalus his 

vindication to Rosania." Although the title with its reference to 

Rosania (Mary Aubrey) is perhaps enough to establish Philips as the 

author of this poem, the meter is a favorite used by Philips (heroic 

couplets), and again the topic is a common one in her poetry: the 

rejected suitor suffering from unrequited love. Although the Argalus 

of the title reraains unidentified, he seeras to have been an early 

failed suitor of Mary Aubrey, who reraained unraarried until 1652. 

MS 218 

Manuscript 218, which contains the five songs (poems #123-#127) 

that Katherine Philips wrote to compleraent her translation of 

Corneille's Porapey, is probably the earliest artifact for each of 

those poeras. The variation in ink color in the raanuscript is evidence 

that supports this assertion. Nost of the raanuscript is written in a 

light brown ink, including the ascriptions in the right-hand corner of 

the prologue, "E: Roscoramon", and in the upper right-hand corner of 
r d 

the epilogue page, "S. E Deering". However, the actual prologue and 

epilogue are written in dark brown ink, in the same hand, indicating 

that the source used by the scribe of MS 218 lacked the prologue and 

epilogue, either because these sections had not yet been written or 

because MS 218's source did not have access to them. Yet MS 218's 

scribe knew the names of the men who were to write or who had already 

written these sections. Thus, he wrote in their respective names, 

left the appropriate space, and later, after obtaining the prologue 

and epilogue, filled in the spaces. 
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Further evidence that MS 218 raay be the earliest artifact for 

poeras #123-127 is that MS 218 is the only artifact to group all the 

songs at the end of the translation. It is possible that the scribe 

corapiling MS 218 used as a source another raanuscript which had been 

compiled in two stages, translation first, songs second, reflecting 

the way Philips herself created Pompey and the songs. Philips' let-

ter to Cotterell of August 20, 1662, reveals that she had just cora-

pleted her translation. But she raakes no raention of the songs until 

her letter of January 10, 1663. Furtherraore, a letter to Cotterell, 

dated Deceraber 3, 1662, reveals that copies of her translation were 

being circulated before she had written the songs ("in spight of all I 

could do to prevent it, so raany copies are already abroad"), so it is 

not unlikely that an adrairer of Philips might have obtained a copy of 

the translation first and then later have added the songs to the end 

of that copy once they too became available. 

A final letter also confirms what the variation of ink suggests, 

that MS 218, like its source, was also compiled in two stages: stage 

one, the translation and songs; stage two, the prologue and epilogue. 

This letter to Cotterell, written on January 31, 1663, states that she 

is greatly coraplimented that Roscoramon has just written the prologue 

and Dering the epilogue to her translation. Thus, the first stage of 

MS 218 was probably compiled shortly after January 10, when the songs 

were completed, and the second stage after January 31, when the pro-

logue and epilogue were completed. Since the 1663 Dublin edition was 

not published until April, MS 218 would be the earliest artifact. 
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In addition, the nuraber of unique variants in the five songs in 

MS 218 suggests that MS 218 represents an earlier version of the songs. 

When corapared to 63D, MS 218 varies a total of 20 tiraes in the five 

poems. Although these variants are generally minor (poem #123, 1. 13: 

"angry", 63D; "so angry", 218), the disagreeraent between MS 218 and 63D 

and all other artifacts is significant when the variants between 63D 

and all other artifacts are analyzed. Text 63L (London edition) varies 

from 63D only five times, all errors because of compositor error: 

"Virtue", 63D; "Virture", 63L (poem #124). MS 776 varies only once in 

all five poems, and texts 67-78 display no verbal variants. Thus, the 

verbal variants for poeras #123-#127 indicate that MS 218 was the earli-

est artifact; the nuraber of verbal differences between MS 218 and text 

63D can be attributed to one of two possibilities. Philips complained 

to Cotterell that many copies of her translation were circulating; 

therefore, friends copying the work of friends could explain the dif-

ferences. A second possibility is that Philips did some slight revi-

sion of her poems before allowing them to be published with the trans-

lation. Then, once the 63D edition was published with Philips' super-

vision, all other artifacts drew on the printed text. 

Even though MS 218 raay be the earliest artifact for poems #123-

#127, it is not chosen as copytext; text 63D is the chosen copytext be-

cause Philips personally supervised its publication. 

MS 336 

Manuscript 336, which contains poems #52 and #13, is perhaps the 

earliest artifact for these two poems. It is written in the hand of 
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Nicholas Crouch, a fellow of Balliol College; his source may have been 

another student at Balliol, Francis Finch, the Paleraon of poem #52. 

Verbal variants in the historical collation of poems #52 and #13 

provide the evidence that shows that NS 336 raay be the earliest arti-

fact for these poems. MS 336 displays several unique variants. For 

example, in poem #52, line 23, MS 336 has "Seruant"; all other arti-

facts have "errour". In line 49, NS 336 has "sacred"; all other, 

"gasping". Moreover, MS 336 is the only artifact to include an extra 

couplet after line 50. Since MS 775, Philips' holograph and the next 

earliest artifact, agrees with all other artifacts in omitting the 

couplet, and since MSS 336 and 775 agree against all other artifacts 

in lines 30 and 37, it is likely that MS 336 represents an earlier 

version of poem #52 that Philips may have sent to her friend Francis 

Finch soon after corapletion but then later revised. Another eccentric-

ity of poera #52 in MS 336 seeras to confirm that MS 336 is the earliest 

version: in three lines, the reader is offered a choice of words. In 

line 61 the choices are "which" and "whom"; line 63, "pretend" and 

"contend"; and line 64, "should" and "would". These choices seem to 

indicate that the source of MS 336 raay have even been a rough draft of 

the poem. MS 775, the later, completed version of the poera, liraits 

itself to only one of the choices in those lines. That MS 336 descends 

frora a rough copy of the poera may also explain why "&c" is substituted 

for the last line and half of the poem; perhaps in the rough draft 

those last lines were not corapleted. 
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Although the evidence that MS 336 precedes MS 775 is not as strong 

for poera #13, the verbal variants do show that MS 336 is an early 

artifact with close ties to MS 775. In lines 5, 12, and 13, MSS 151 

(which varies only twice frora MS 775 in this poem), 336, and 775 agree 

against all other artifacts. And when MS 336 disagrees with MSS 775 

and 151, the variants are rainor: MS 336 oraits the salutation and has 

"raore" for "raost" in line 11 and has "or" for "and" in line 13. MS 336 

is clearly very close to MSS 775 and 151, but there are not enough 

variants to determine whether NS 336 is closer to NS 151 than MS 775: 

MS 336 varies three times from MS 775 but four tiraes frora MS 151; all 

variants are rainor. Thus, the evidence shows that MS 336, if not the 

earliest, is an early artifact that is very close to MS 775. 

MS 336 is not chosen as the copytext for either of the two poeras 

that appear in it. Even though the version of poera #52 that appears 

in MS 336 raay be the earliest, MS 775, the holograph, represents the 

author's revision, and the version that was raost often circulated. And 

for poera #13, in which it is uncertain whether MS 336 predates MS 775, 

the author's holograph raust be the copytext. 

MS 017 

Manuscript 017, a miscellany partially in the hand of John Locke, 

contains three poeras (#4, #9, #36) by Philips, one of which (#136) ap-

pears in no other source. MS 017 raay be the earliest artifact for 

poems in it. 

The textual evidence for poem #4 indicates that MS 017 may repre-

sent an early draft of the poera. MS 017 has a nuraber of unique 
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variants: in line 6, MS 017 has "eye" for "he"; in line 7, "stopt" for 

"checkd"; and in line 14, "Bonefires" for "fire workes". In addition, 

MS 017 is the only artifact to add an additional couplet to the poera 

(following line 16). Since MS 151, the raanuscript closest to Philips' 

holograph MS 775, agrees with all other artifacts in oraitting the 

couplet, it is possible that MS 017 represents an earlier version of 

the poem, one that Philips later revised (as seen in MS 151). However, 

this assertion cannot be stated unequivocally since the variants reveal 

no clear relationship between MS 017 and MS 151, and in lines 12 and 18 

NS 017 agrees with texts 67-78 against NS 151. Consequently, MS 151 is 

chosen as the copytext for this poem. 

While there is no strong evidence that MS 017 predates MS 151 for 

poem #9, the variants show that MS 017 is closely related to MS 151. 

When MS 017 varies from MS 151, the variants are few and rainor. MS 

017 has "does" for "doe" (1. 10), "can" for "will" (1. 15), "Worth 

do's first" for "first doth worth" (I. 18), and "who" for "that" (1. 

23). Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that MS 017, if not the ear-

liest artifact, represents an early version of the poera. However, 

since MS 151 is a proven, reliable text, it is chosen as the copytext. 

MS 017 provides the copytext for poem #136, "On the Coronation", 

because it is the only source for it. There is no reason to doubt that 

poem #136 is a Philips poera. In the manuscript, it appears between 

poems that are clearly Philips'; like the other two, it is followed 
rs 

by the subscription "M Philips"; and it is written in heroic cou-

plets, a verse forra favored by Philips. In addition, like raany other 
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of Philips' poeras, poera #136 has a Restoration therae, and like poera #4, 

it deals with Charles II's coronation. Since raany of Philips' poems 

circulated in sraall groups of two or three, it is likely that these two 

poeras, #4 and #136, circulated together. Marabretti also offers proof 

of the legitiraacy of poem #136: Locke may well have had sorae manu-

script copies of Philips' poems because he and Philips shared a number 

of rautual acquaintances, including Jaraes Tyrell, who was both a member 

of Philips' circle and a close friend and collaborator of Locke 

("Fugitive" 449). 

MS 376 

Manuscript 376 is the copytext for poem #103 because it contains 

a holograph of that poem. Katherine Philips wrote and sent poem #103 

to the Duke of Orraonde in order to congratulate him on his overthrow of 

a conspiracy against him. The cover sheet of the poem is dated July 

10, 1663. Texts 67-78, which are the only other artifacts for the 

poera, vary considerably frora MS 376. Texts 67-78 transpose three cou-

plets, orait one couplet, and provide several unique variants. Clearly, 

text 67 represents a later version and a significant revision of MS 

376. Thus, since MS 376 is in the hand of Philips, and since there is 

no evidence to suggest that text 67 represents Philips' revision (text 

67 may well represent the editorial work of Sir Charles Cotterell), MS 

376 is the chosen copytext. 
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MS 024 

Manuscript 024, another holograph, is the copytext for poems #128 

and #129. Several clues deraonstrate that these two poeras are Philips' 

juvenalia and help to date the raanuscript. First, underneath poera #129 

is the signature, "C. Fowler", which is Philips' raaiden name. Second-

ly, the content of both poems shows that Philips was still single when 

they were composed: poera #128 explains how it is more advantageous to 

be single than married, and poem #129 lists what her prerequisites for 

a husband are—if and when she decides to marry. Third, the dedication 
rs 

of the two poems to "M Anne Barlow" also helps date the poems. 

Anne Barlow lived less than two miles from Picton Castle. Thus, 

Limbert hypothesizes that MS 024 would have had to be written after 

Philips raoved to Wales with her mother; this would have been after 

Philips' mother's raarriage to Sir Richard Phillips of Picton Castle 

(Deceraber 1646) and Philips' raove shortly thereafter to her new horae 

in Wales ("Juvenalia" 385-86). The poeras were also no doubt written 

before Philips' own raarriage to Jaraes Philips in August 1648. Thus, 

MS 024 was written soraetime between December 1646 and August 1648. 

MS 694 

Manuscript 694, a collection of 45 poeras in Latin and English, 

contains one poera by Katherine Philips: a holograph of poem #98. 

Texts 67-78, the only other artifacts for the poem, vary frora MS 694. 

For exaraple, MS 694 has "with this checquer'd usage": text 67, "in this 

checquer'd mixture" (I. 3). And MS 694 has "Interest in land"; text 

67, "title to rich land" (1. 11). It seems that text 67 represents a 
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revision of MS 694. However, since MS 694 is in the hand of Philips 

and since there is no evidence to suggest that text 67 is Philips' re-

vision of poem #98 (in fact, text 67 may well represent the editorial 

work of Sir Cotterell), MS 694 has been chosen as the copytext. 

MS 183 

Manuscript 183 contains one poera by Katherine Philips, poem #135, 

and is the only source and copytext for that poem. Even though MS 183 

is written in an unidentified hand and the authorship is not confirmed 

by any other artifact, poera #135 is clearly a Philips poera. The title 

names her two closest friends, Mary Aubrey and Anne Owen, and identi-

fies them by their pseudonyras (Rosania and Lucasia, respectively) that 

are well docuraented in raany other poeras: "To Rosania and Lucasia 

Articles of Friendship." Moreover, in the poem, written in a favorite 

meter of iambic tetraraeter couplets, Philips addresses the topic of 

friendship. Orinda identifies herself as the priestess of friendship, 

"I be friendships Flamen", and proposes to "perform the rite" of de-

lineating the articles of friendship. 

MS 306 

Manuscript 306, a miscellany of poeras and letters, contains two 

poems by Katherine Philips: poems #2 and #7. MS 306, written in an 

unidentified hand, is clearly a unique artifact. In line 3, MS 306 

has "throng"; all other artifacts have "flock". In line 5, MS 306 has 

"home" for "hence". In addition, MS 306 is the only artifact lacking 

the last eight lines of the poem. Since there is room for 20 more 
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lines on the leaf the poem appears on in MS 306, it is clear that the 

scribe of MS 306 saw the poem as complete with only 18 lines. In addi-

tion, the forraat of poera #2 on the leaves in the other artifacts shows 

that the scribe of MS 306 did not raistakenly copy only one page of his 

source thinking that the poem was coraplete on that page and thus orait-

ting the second: all the other artifacts, except MS 776 and text 64, 

have the poera coraplete on one page. MS 776 and text 64 have the poem 

on two pages, but the second page contains many raore lines than eight. 

Manuscript 306 is also unique for poem #7; it varies against all 

other artifacts. In line 1, MS 306 has "rich" for "sure"; line 3, 

"strong" for "bright"; line 12, "wealth" for "worth"; line 16, "trou-

bles" for "sufferings"; and line 23, "you from hence" for "us from 

you". Although MS 306 is clearly a unique artifact for poeras #2 and 

#7, there is not enough textual evidence to deterraine with surety 

whether MS 306 represents an early draft or a later revision. Thus, 

for these two poeras, MS 151, the most reliable artifact, is chosen as 

copytext. 

MS 690 

MS 690, a volume of 19 poeras, contains Philips* poems #9 and #10. 

Of all the other artifacts present for poem #9, MS 017 is closest to 

MS 690; they both agree against all other artifacts in line 18 where 

they have "Worth do's first create" for "first doth worth create". 

However, MS 690 does not directly descend from MS 017: in line 6, MS 

690 has "breath", whereas all other artifacts have "word"; in line 9, 
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MS 690 has "resist", whereas all other artifacts have "dispute". Since 

MS 690 is related to MS 017, an early artifact, MS 690 may also repre-

sent an early version of the poera. However, MS 151 is chosen as copy-

text for poem #9 because it, too, is an early artifact but one with a 

proven reliability relative to MS 775, Philips' holograph. 

MS 690 may also be an early artifact for poem #10. Verbal vari-

ants indicate that MS 690 is close to MS 151. When MSS 151 and 690 

vary, the variants are few and rainor. For exaraple, in line 8, MS 151 

has "to that"; MS 690 has "that". In line 17, MS 151 has "foot"; MS 

690, "feet". In line 40, MS 151 has "condescensions"; MS 690, "conde-

scension". With these variants, it is difficult to deterraine whether 

MS 151 or MS 690 represents the earlier version of the poera. However, 

MS 151 is chosen as copytext because of its proven reliability relative 

to Philips' holograph, MS 775. 

MS 207 

MS 207 contains one poera (#3) by Katherine Philips, written in an 

unidentified hand. MS 207 is clearly unique; it displays numerous sig-

nificant verbal variants when corapared to all other artifacts of the 

poera. For exaraple, MS 207 has "Courted" for "glorious" in line 2, 

"force" for "foes" in line 22, "blood" for "birth" in line 60, "Kings" 

for "world" in line 65, and "enforced" for "constrained" in line 69. 

However, there is not enough textual evidence to determine whether 

MS 207 represents an early version or a later revision of poem #3. 

Consequently, MS 151, the most reliable artifact, is chosen as copytext 
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NS 338 

Manuscript 338 is a single leaf of manuscript containing Philips' 

poera #76. MS 338 is difficult to analyze because of the absence of 

poem #76 in either MS 151 or MS 775, the two most reliable artifacts, 

and because of the few verbal variants. What variants do exist, indi-

cate that MS 338 is a unique artifact, varying against all other arti-

facts in several lines. MS 338 has "he cald you" for "call'd you" in 

line 18; "to soe" for "for so" in line 32; "could" for "durst" in line 

41. Although NSS 338 and 776 agree against all other sources in line 

36 ("so", 338 776; "fuH", 64-78), MS 338 is closer to text 64 than MS 

776 because text 64 and MS 338 agree three tiraes against MS 776. In 

line 1, MS 338 and texts 64-78 have "thafs to"; MS 776 has "is to". 

In line 30, MS 338 and texts 64-78 have "that"; MS 776, "as". In line 

39, MS 338 and text 64 agree against MS 776 and texts 67-78 in having 

"wee" for "he". Line 39 also shows that texts 67-78 may have a dif-

ferent source than text 64 and that MS 338 seems closer to text 64 

than to texts 67-78. And since MS 338 is closest to text 64, MS 338 

may be an early version of the poera. However, since only one poera 

exists in MS 338 and since most of the 75 poeras in text 64 are related 

to MSS 775 and 151~generally reliable artifacts (see discussion of 

text 64 later in this chapter), text 64 is chosen as the copytext for 

poem #76. 

MS 020 

Manuscript 020 is the only source for poems #137 and #138, poems 

treated in this edition as dubia of Katherine Philips. Margaret Crum 
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credits Philips with these poems in The First Line Index of English 

Poetry, 1500-1800, in Manuscripts of the Bodleian Librarv. Oxford, 

apparently basing her conclusion on a subscription which follows the 

two poems: "Cecinit Domina Phillips agro Perabrokiae". Philips did 

live in Pembrokeshire, Wales. Moreover, both poems are written in a 

forra and on a subject Philips favored: heroic couplets expressing a 

Restoration therae. Furtherraore, poera #138 "Upon the HoIIow Tree unto 
tie 

which his M escaped after the unfortunate Battell at Worcester" 

deraonstrates a similarity to another Philips poera, poem #136, "On the 

Coronation"; both poems praise the hollow tree Charles II was said to 

have used to hide in after the battle at Worcester. 

However, the authorship of these two poeras still remains uncer-

tain. There are no other Philips poems in MS 020 to give legitiraacy 

to the two poeras ascribed to her by Crum. Also, sorae of the stylistic 

devices used in these poems are uncharacteristic of Philips: classi-

cal imagery, extended conceits, and personification (Marabretti, 

"Fugitive" 451). Thus, although it is possible that poeras #137 and 

#138 were written by Katherine Philips, there is insufficient evidence 

to ascribe with certainty these two poeras to her. 

Poeras 1664 

Text 64, which contains 75 poems by Katherine Philips, is the 

first printed edition of her works and was corapiled by the publisher 

Richard Marriot. In a letter to Cotterell, dated January 29, 1664, 

Philips reveals that this edition was a pirated one. She hypothesizes 

that Marriot was able to corapile his edition by gathering copies of her 
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poems that she had given to her friends. Since Philips tended to cir-

culate her poems in sraall groups, Marriot likely had to gather poems 

frora several of her friends in order to corapile such a large collec-

tion. An analysis of the verbal variants in these 75 poeras reveals 

that text 64 is indeed corapiled frora raore than one source although al-

raost all of the poeras in text 64 are related to MS 151, to MS 775, or, 

as is usually the case, to both MS 151 and MS 775. 

In one group of poeras in text 64, MS 775 and text 64 display so 

few variants that text 64 appears to descend directly frora MS 775: 

#22, #25, #26, #36, #37, #43, #46, #54, #75. For exaraple, in poera 

#22, text 64 varies only three tiraes from MS 775 in the 36-1ine poera: 

in 1. 24, text 64 has "and" for "or"; 1. 27, "neighbouring Springs" 

for "neighbor-strearas"; 1. 30 "would not ever" for "ever would not". 

In poera #26, a 24-1ine poem, text 64 and MS 775 display no verbal var-

iants. In poem #75, a 28-1ine poera, text 64 varies frora MS 775 only 

in line 16: "Betwixt", 775; "Between", 64. 

Another group of poems in text 64 does not appear in MS 775 but is 

in MS 151: #5, #6, #8, #16, #19, #30, #33, #45, #58, #77. Of these 

10 poeras there are three that may have MS 151 as their source. Text 64 

and MS 151 have only four variants in poem #5, a 50-line poem. In line 

8, text 64 has "wealth" for "warmth"; line 25, "this" for "the"; line 

34, "his" for "her"; and line 45 "that" for "as". MS 151 and text 64 

vary three times in poem #19 (26-1ine poem). Text 64 has "doth" for 

"wiU" (1. 12); "captiv'd" for "captive" (1. 16), and "parts" for 

"part" (1. 21). In poem #33, a 30-1ine poem, text 64 varies from MS 
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151 in having "his" for "thy" (I. 1), "For" for "But" (1. 11), and 

"Virge" for "verse" (1. 14). The reraaining poems in this group have 

too many significant variants to claim NS 151 as their source, and 

their source cannot be determined. 

Nost of the poems in text 64 that are also in NSS 151 and 775 are 
1 

clearly related to both manuscripts. In these poems text 64 usually 

displays a number of unique variants, but also agrees with NS 775 

against NS 151, and with NS 151 against NS 775. For example, in poem 

#48, numerous verbal variants demonstrate that text 64 does not direct-

ly descend from NSS 151 and 775, including the variant in line 33 where 

text 64 has "change" for "chain"; in line 41, "daily" for "gladly"; in 

line 72 "his" for "gods". But in the sarae poem text 64 agrees with NS 

151 against NS 775: "dearly", 151 64; "clearly", 775 (1. 11); "calme-

ly", 151 64; "still", 775 (1. 18); "plac'd", 151 64; "fix'd", 775 (1. 

72). Text 64 also agrees several times with NS 775 against NS 151. 

Sample variants are in line 13 ("flit", 775 64; "flee", 151), line 16 

("comes", 775 64; "falls", 151), and line 18 ("his way", 775 64; 

"aways", 151). Within this group, poem #60 is another good example. 

Text 64 varies several tiraes from NSS 151 and 775, including line 18 

where text 64 has "meerly" for "meanely", line 26 where text 64 has 

"common" for "quiet", and line 70 where text 64 has "company" for 

"constancy". But text 64 is also related to NS 151 because they agree 

1 
These poems include the following: #11, #12, #15, #17, #18, 

#20, #21, #23, #24, #28, #29, #32, #34, #38, #47, #48, #50, #57, #59, 
#60, #62, #63, #66, #70, #71, #72, #73, #74. 
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against NS 775 several times, including line 4 ("repells", 151 64; 

"repulses", 775), line 63 ("conquerd", 151 64; "fallen", 775), and 

line 51 ("Falsehood and flattery doth", 151 64; "Treachery and Flattery 

doth", 775). MS 775 is also clearly related to text 64; text 64 agrees 

with MS 775 against MS 151 several tiraes, including line 36 ("were 

wanton", 775 64; "but sported", 151), line 38 ("lewells", 775 64; 

"Dyaraonds", 151), and line 77 ("truth", 775 64"; "wealth", 151). 

There are also several poems in text 64, MS 151, and MS 775, in 

which text 64 is related to both manuscripts but raore closely to MS 

775: #14, #31, #42, #64, #65, #67. In this group of poeras, #31 and 

#65 are good examples. In poem #31, text 64 disagrees nuraerous tiraes 

with both MSS 151 and 775, including line 41 ("Bounty", 151 775; 

"Beauty", 64), line 65 ("Yet she", 151 775; "She still", 64), line 70 

("Resigned", 151 775; "refined", 64), line 81 ("extract", 151 775; 

"attract", 64). And although MS 151 and text 64 agree against MS 775 

in two rainor verbal variants, text 64 agrees with MS 775 against MS 

151 more times in more significant variants, including line 2 ("to be 

silent were", 775 64; "silence now would be", 151) and line 93 ("Soe", 

775 64; "Acting", 151). In poera #65 nuraerous variants show that text 

64 does not directly descend frora either MS 151 or MS 775. Saraples 

are in line 38 ("self is", 151 775; "self's an", 64), line 58 ("whora", 

151 775; "thera", 64), and line 71 ("hiraself", 151 775; "God", 64). 

And although MS 151 and text 64 agree against MS 775 in four rainor 

verbal variants, text 64 agrees with MS 775 against MS 151 raore tiraes 

in raore significant verbals, including line 16 (onely struck", 775 64; 
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"struck alone", 151), line 20 ("angry with", 775 64; "all", 151), and 

line 28 ("Thought", 775 64; "Call'd", 151). 

Two poeras of special interest in text 64 are #27 and #44. Poem 

#27, which is in MSS 151 and 775, is the rare poem that is closer to 

MS 151 than MS 775. Several variants indicate that text 64 is not a 

direct descendant of either manuscript. In line 31, text 64 has 

"light" for "life", in line 60 "herself" for "itself", and in line 66 

"evidence" for "eloquence". Text 64 does agree with MS 775 against MS 

151, but the variants tend to be rainor ("to", 775 64; "so", 151 — 1. 6). 

However, text 64 agrees with MS 151 against MS 775 in several signifi-

cant verbals, including line 11 ("mortality", 151 64; "raorallity", 

775), line 27 ("faintly", 151 64; "faraily", 775), line 47 ("distiUed", 

151 64; "disliked", 775), and line 48 ("variety", 151 64; "vanity", 

775). Poem #44 is of interest because it is one of the few poems in 

MS 775 that are not in MS 151. In this poera, text 64 varies against MS 

775 only four tiraes in the 74-line poera, and those variants are rainor; 

for exaraple, in line 47 text 64 has "which"; MS 775, "that". Thus, 

for poera #44, text 64 seems to descend directly from MS 775 or a source 

very close to it. For this reason, text 64 is the copytext of poera #44 

where the poem is incomplete in MS 775: in MS 775, two of the three 

leaves on which the poera appears have been torn diagonally so that 

corners and thus end portions of lines (one to six words) are raissing. 

Lines affected are 1-7 and 31-40; text 64 is copytext for words missing 

from MS 775. 
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Although several poems in text 64 appear in raanuscripts other than 

MSS 151 and 775, text 64 is usually closer to MSS 151 and 775 than the 

other raanuscripts. MS 107 contains 11 poeras that are in text 64. Ver-

bal variants show that in four of the 11 poeras, MS 107 is not the 

source of these poeras in text 64: #49, #51, #53, #61. In poera #49, 

text 64 agrees with MSS 151 and 775 against MS 107 several times, in-

cluding line 2 ("Foure raoneths, and raore, yet", 151 775 64; "Above 

foure Months yet", 107), line 4 ("doubting", 151 775 64; "hoping", 

107), and line 23 ("Love me no", 151 775 64; "0 lett me", 107). Text 

64 always agrees with MS 151 and agrees with it in two minor instances 

against MS 775; in poem #39 text 64 must descend frora MS 151 or a 

source close to it. In poera #51, MS 107 varies against text 64 and 

against NSS 151 and 775 several tiraes. In addition to transposing and 

rewording the final couplet, MS 107 changes line 4: "Love wit and 

honour the only crimes", 107; "That wit and honour are become our 

crimes", 151 775 64. Although all the verbal variants are minor in 

poem #51 when text 64 is compared to MSS 151 and 775, text 64 agrees 

once with MS 151 against MS 775; it agrees four times with MS 775 

against MS 151. Poem #51 in text 64 coraes from a source close to MS 

775. In poem #53, text 64 and MS 151 agree several times against MS 

107 (MS 775 is not an artifact for this poem). For example, text 64 

and MS 151 have "soules" while MS 107 has "Hearts" (1. 13); text 64 

and MS 151 have "Then back againe", while MS 107 has "Then to thy 

breast" (1. 45); text 64 and MS 151 have "Orinda", while MS 107 has 

"Here lyes Orinda" (1. 60). However, MS 107 is distantly related to 
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text 64 because they agree against MS 151 in having "resume" for 

"assume" in line 15. But for poem #53, text 64 is closest to MS 151. 

In poera #61, in which NS 775 is not an artifact, MS 107 varies signif-

icantly against MS 151 and text 64. MS 107 has "Ignorance" for "Inno-

cence" (1. 49), "As all their wealth" for "As wealth or pompe" (1. 56), 

"love" for "peace" (1. 64), and "these" for "wild" (1. 78). Text 64 

varies from MS 151 a number of tiraes but the verbal differences tend 

to be minor (1. 35~"It is", 151; "Is it", 64). For poera #61, text 64 

probably drew on a source very sirailar to MS 151. 

Of the reraaining poems both in text 64 and MS 107 (#1, #35, #39, 

#40, #41, #55, #56), there are so few verbal differences that the rela-

tionships are difficult to establish. For poems #1, #35, and #39, 

where MS 775 is not an artifact, the variants suggest either that text 

64, MS 151, and MS 107 all had the same source or that text 64 derives 

from either MS 107 or MS 151. For exaraple, in poera #39, MS 107 varies 

against MS 151 only twice in the 20-line poera. In line 6, MS 107 has 

"your" for "his", and in line 12 the final word is illegible because of 

an ink blot ("dust" in MS 151). Text 64 varies against MS 107 in five 

very rainor verbals; for exaraple, text 64 has "shew" for "show" in line 

5 and "lest" for "least" in line 11. Text 64 varies frora MS 151 in 

four minor verbals, including having "shew" for "show" in line 5. 

Manuscript 336 contains two poems in text 64: #13 and #52. Ver-

bals show that text 64 does not descend directly from MS 336. Text 64 

agrees with MSS 151 and 775 against MS 336 in having "most" for "more" 

(1. 11), "these" for "the" and "such" for "does such" (I. 24), and 
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"growne" for "known" (1. 25). However, text 64 does not directly des-

cend from MSS 151 and 775; text 64 substitutes "your" for "our" (1. 5), 

"Perfection's misery tis" for "It is perfections raisery" (1. 13) and 

"all" for "our" (1. 21). But when text 64 disagrees with MSS 151, 336, 

and 775 (all early sources), the verbals are minor. Thus, poem #13 in 

text 64 coraes frora an early manuscript source close to MSS 151, 336, 

and 775. In poera #52, it is clear that text 64 does not directly de-

scend from MS 336. Text 64 agrees with all artifacts against MS 336 

in numerous lines, including line 23 where MS 336 has "Servant" for 

"errour", line 38 where MS 336 has "Cruelty" for "tyrranny", and line 

49 where MS 336 has "sacred" for "gasping". However, text 64 does not 

directly descend from MSS 151 and 775 for poem #52. In line 14, text 

64 has "in its" while NSS 151 and 775 have "in his"; in line 40, "iH" 

for "duH", and in line 56 "But's" for "Is". But the variants between 

MSS 151 and 775, and text 64 are few. And text 64 clearly shows it is 

related to MS 775 by agreeing with MS 775 against MS 151 in line 12 

where MS 775 and text 64 have "God" while MS 151 has "heaven", but text 

64 also shows it is related to MS 151 by agreeing with MS 151 against 

MS 775 in line 36 ("raen been", 151 64; "been like", 775). Thus, the 

verbal variants show that poera #52 in text 64 descends frora a manu-

script source close to both MSS 151 and 775. 

Poeras #4 and #9 in text 64 also appear in MS 017. Text 64 likely 

did not copy MS 017 for poem #4 because text 64 is missing line 12 

which is present in MS 017. In addition, text 64 also agrees with MS 

151 a nuraber of tiraes against MS 017; for example in line 7, MS 151 
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and text 64 have "checked", while NS 017 has "stopt". In line 14, MS 

151 and text 64 have "fire workes", while MS 017 has "Bonefires". 

Moreover, MS 017 is the only artifact with an extra couplet after line 

16. However, text 64 cannot have copied MS 151 because MS 151 has 

line 12, the line missing from text 64, and text 64 varies three more 

tiraes from MS 151, including an interesting variant in line 17 where 

MS 151 has "Came back", and text 64 agrees with MS 017 in having 

"Returned". Although poem #4 in text 64 is closer to MS 151 than MS 

017, its source is unclear. In poera #9, text 64 varies against all 

artifacts in having "hand" for "shot" (1. 24), "which" for "that" (1. 

23), and "ray" for "the" (1. 29). But text 64 agrees with MS 151 

against MS 017 in line 18 in having "first doth worth" for "Worth do's 

first" and in line 10 in having "confusions" for "confusion". The few 

and rainor variants show that poera #9 in text 64 is related to a manu-

script close to MS 151. 

Poeras #2 and #7 in text 64 are also in MS 306. Variants in poera 

#2 show that text 64 does not directly descend from either MS 151 or MS 

306, although all three artifacts seera to be related. MSS 151 and 306 

agree against text 64 in line 10: "strand", 151 306; "sand", 64. MS 

306 and text 64 agree against MS 151 in line 6 ("To testify", 306 64; 

"There to expresse", 151) and in line 7 ("those", 306 64; "they", 151). 

And MS 151 and text 64 agree nuraerous tiraes against MS 306, including 

line 33 ("flock", 151 64; "throng", 306) and line 5 ("hence", 151 64; 

"horae", 306), and they have the last eight lines omitted by MS 306. 

The variants show that text 64 descends frora a manuscript, no longer 
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extant, that although closest to NS 151, is distantly related to NS 

306. In poem #7, text 64 agrees numerous times with NS 151 against NS 

306, including line 1 ("sure", 151 64; "rich", 306), line 3 ("bright", 

151 64; "strong", 306), and line 12 ("worth", 151 64; "wealth", 306). 

Text 64 also varies sorae from NS 151. In line 14, text 64 has "suf-

fering" for "troubles", in line 22 "prodigy" for "progeny" and "Oracle" 

for "race". In three lines it is interesting that NS 151, NS 306, and 

text 64 all have different readings: (1. 11)—"curious", 151; "cour-

teous", 306; "gracious", 64; (I. 25)—"wrong", 151; "doe wrong", 306; 

"wrong'd", 64; (1. 26)—"then now when we", 151; "when wee would", 306; 

"or now we doe", 64. Although poem #7 does not directly descend from 

NS 151, it comes from a source closer to NS 151 than NS 306. 

Poems #9 and #10 in text 64 are in NS 690. In poem #9, text 64 

agrees with NS 151 against NS 690 in line 6 ("word", 151 64; "breath", 

690), line 9 ("dispute", 151 64; "resist", 690), line 16 ("This", 151 

64; "The", 690), and line 18 ("first doth worth", 151 64; "Worth do's 

first", 690). But text 64 also varies against NS 151 in five lines. 

Although text 64 does not use MS 151 as its source, the agreeraent of 

the two artifacts shows that the two are related. In poera #10, MS 151 

and text 64 agree several tiraes against NS 690. For exaraple, in line 

36, MS 151 and text 64 have "How great her" for "Who great". However, 

MS 151 is not the direct source of the poem in text 64 as the following 

verbals show: in line 3, text 64 has "hath so farr" for "so far hath"; 

in line 21, "suit" for "tribute"; in line 24 "bravely" for "greatly". 

Again, although text 64 is not directly descended frora MS 151, the 
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relationship of text 64 to MS 151 is established by the agreement of 

the two artifacts against MS 690. 

Poera #3 in text 64 is also in MS 207. Text 64 agrees with MS 151 

against NS 207 numerous times, including line 1 ("stately", 151 64; 

"glorious", 207), line 22 ("foes", 151 64; "force", 207), line 60 

("birth", 151 64; "blood", 207), line 65 ("world", 151 64; "Kings", 

207), and line 67 ("monarrchs", 151 64; "gladly", 207). Text 64 varies 

some from NS 151, but the variants tend to be minor, such as in line 30 

where text 64 has "writt" for "wrote". Thus, the variants in poem #3 

show that text 64 is related to NS 151. 

Poem #76 in text 64 also appears in NS 338. In this poem, NS 338 

is a unique artifact, varying against all other artifacts in several 

lines. NS 338 has "he cald you" for "call'd you" in line 18; "to soe" 

for "for so" in line 32; "could" for "durst" in line 41. And although 

NS 338 may be an early version of the poem (see discussion of MS 338), 

text 64, in absence of NSS 151 and 775, is a more reliable artifact 

than NS 338; hence, text 64 is the copytext for poem #76. 

Thus, for raost poeras in text 64, the agreeraent of text 64 with NS 

775 against NS 151, and the agreement of text 64 with MS 151 against 

MS 775 (even in poems that appear in other raanuscripts), show that 

text 64 is related to both artifacts. Since NS 775 is Philips' holo-

graph, and since NS 151 seeras to be based on holographs, text 64 may 

also, at least for some poeras, be based on holographs that are no long-

er extant. Indeed, in her letter to Cotterell, Philips stated that she 

believed Narriot had collected some of her holographs that she had sent 
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to her friends. However, the agreeraent within the same poems of text 

64 to both NSS 151 and 775, along with the unique variants within these 

poems, shows that text 64 does not directly descend from either raanu-

script. Rather, raost poems reflect that Philips' poems were in a state 

of flux, no doubt because of her revision habits, based upon input frora 

circulation. Poeras in text 64 were probably revised after MS 775 (thus 

reflecting sorae of the changes seen in MS 151) but before MS 151 (thus 

explaining why not all of the changes in MS 151 are in text 64). But 

since it is irapossible to deterraine which of the unique variants are 

Philips' and which were the result of her friends copying and perhaps 

revising their copies to give to Marriot, and since it is irapossible 

to deterraine which friends supplied poeras to Marriot, MS 775 and text 

151 remain the raore reliable texts. 

Poeras 1667 

Text 1667, which contains 127 poeras by Katherine Philips, is an 

important artifact, edited by Sir Charles Cotterell. Text 67 includes 

the 75 poems in text 64 and adds many more: five translations, five 

songs from Porapey, the dedicatory poera to the Countess of Cork, and 41 

other poeras. In addition, text 67 supplies the lines missing from 

1 
three poems in text 64 and deletes 36 lines in text 64. 

1 
The poems and line nurabers are as follows: #1 (11. 27-28), #5 

(11. 23-24), #12 (11. 35-36), #24 (II. 41-44), #30 (11. 65-66), #31 
(11. 41-42), #34 (II. 29-30, 43-46, 57-60), #45 (II. 9-10), #71 (11. 
19-26), #74 (11. 15-16). 
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Text 67 was probably set in type from an edited copy of text 64. 

Proof of this is that text 67 generally follows the order of text 64; 

there are only two exceptions. Text 67 follows text 64 through poem 

#24, but then skips down and copies text 64's poem #35 as its #25 and 

then text 64's poera #32 as its #26 before reverting to the regular 

order of text 64 (poera #25 becoraes #27 in text 67). Text 67 then fol-

lows text 64 through poera #67; however, at that point text 67 includes 

two poeras not in text 64 before resuraing the order in text 64. Further 

proof of text 67's use of text 64 is that in spite of a slight differ-

ence in format, text 67 uses catchwords and lines at bottoms of pages 

in text 64 when possible: Blv, B2, Plv, R2, V2, XI, 2B2, 2I2v. 

Several poems in text 67 descend directly frora text 64. There are 

no verbal variants when text 67 is corapared to text 64 in the following 

poeras: #11, #19, #26, #29, #35, #37, #40, #51, #55, #56, #75, #77. 

Other poeras have such rainor variants that they, too, were likely copied 

frora text 64. In poera #6, the only variant is in line 15 where text 67 

has "biUowes" for "bellows". Line 3 of poera #25 displays the only 

variant in that poera: "No", 64; "Nay", 67. Text 67 varies from text 

64 in poem #36 only in line 21: "Flame", 64; "Flames", 67. Text 67 

also varies slightly from text 64 in line 5: "ingenuous", 64; "ingen-

ious", 67. Text 67 also varies slightly from text 64 in poem #22, line 

27("Springs", 64; "streams", 67); in poem #53, line 33 ("thy", 64; 

"my", 67); and in poera #62, line 30 ("Day", 64; "clay", 67). 

In text 67 are a few poems that demonstrate that Cotterell, when 

revising text 64 to create his edition, used MSS 151 and 775 to correct 
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poems in text 64. In poem #17, text 67 agrees with MS 775 against text 

64 in line 3 ("wonder", 775 67; "wonders", 64), line 16 ("court", 775 

67; "count", 64), and line 17 ("Thrones raore great and", 775 67; 

"greatest thrones more", 64). However, text 67 sticks with text 64 in 

line 11 ("their", 775; "the", 64-78). In poem #46, text 67 agrees with 

MSS 151 and 775 (the raanuscripts display no substantive variants in 

this poem) against text 64 in line 7 ("gasp", 151 775 67; "grasp", 64), 

line 8 ("theyr conveyances they", 151 775 67; "they their Conveyances", 

64), and line 15 ("nobly", 151 775 67; "noblier", 64). However, text 

67 agrees with text 64 against MSS 151 and 775 in line 13: "I", 64-78; 

"since I", 151 775. In poera #58, text 67 agrees with MS 151 (MS 775 

is not an artifact for this poem) against text 64 in line 18 ("brave", 

151 67; "grave", 64), line 19 ("few", 151 67; "Crew", 64), line 28 

("differently", 151 67; "difficultly", 64), line 34 ("rest", 151 67; 

"most", 64), and line 45 ("been a stranger then", 151 67; "then a 

stranger been", 64). But text 67 still agrees with text 64 against MS 

151 in line 4 ("or", 64-78; "and", 151), line 31 ("bands", 64-78; 

"bonds", 151), line 35 ("light", 64-78; "slight", 151), and line 42 

("Is't the Intrigue", 64-78; "Is it th'intrigue", 151). Thus, for 

these poeras the agreement of text 67 with MSS 151 and 775 shows that 

text 67 is related to these manuscripts which were used to correct and 

revise text 64. The proof of the involvement of text 64 is that in 

all of these poems, text 67 still agrees sorae of the tirae with text 64. 

Poera #61 in text 67 is interesting because of its relationship 

with MS 776. In several lines, MS 776 and text 67 agree against all 
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other artifacts. Of special interest are lines 10-12: "Here taught 

the multitude/ The brave they here with honour fir'd/ And ciuiUiz'd 

the Rude", 776 67; "And sang their mysteries,/ And while the listning 

world admired/ Nens rainds did ciuilize", 107, 151, 64. But text 67 

still agrees with text 64 against MS 776 and the copytext, MS 151, in 

line 15 ("and", 64-78; "or", 151 776), line 44 ("could", 64-78; 

"would", 151 776), line 77 ("And", 64-78; "I", 151 776), and line 78 

("I", 64-78; "Do", 151 776). A particularly interesting variant in 

line 85 shows the relationship of both MS 776 ("seat") and text 64 

("retir'd") to text 67 for poera #61: "retird and humble seat", 67; 

"my safe and hidden seat", 776; "retir'd integritie", 64. In brief, 

while the poera in text 67 does not directly descend from MS 776, MS 

776 was used to edit the poera in text 64 for the 1667 edition. 

Other poeras deraonstrate possible relationships of text 67 with 

other artifacts. In poera #1, text 67 and MS 107 are the only artifacts 

lacking lines 27-28, and are close throughout the poera with only a few 

minor variants ("here is", 107; "this is", 67). Yet, text 67 still 

agrees with text 64 against MS 107 and the copytext, MS 151, in line 

11 ("has", 64-78; "hath", 107 151), and in line 13 ("there", 64-78; 

"here", 107 151). Thus, Cotterell probably used MS 107 or a revision 

of it in editing poem #1 in text 64 for the 67 edition. In poem #10, 

text 67 seems to be related to MSS 690 and 776. Although the variants 

reveal that text 67 did not descend directly frora MS 690 ("How great 

her", 67; "Who great", 690—1. 36) or MS 776 ("she gain'd", 67; 

"reraaind", 776—1. 5), text 67 agrees sorae with MSS 690 and 776 against 
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text 64, including line 21 ("t'have", 690 776 67; "to have", 64), line 

26 ("his", 690 776 67; "the", 64), and line 39 ("devotion", 690 776 67; 

"Direction", 64). There is not enough textual evidence to indicate 

which of the two raanuscripts raight have been the greater influence on 

poera #10 in text 67. In spite of the relationship between text 67 and 

MSS 690 and 776, text 67 still soraetiraes agrees with text 64 against 

all artifacts, including line 9 ("Heart and Birth", 64-78; "birth and 

heart", 151 690 776) and line 29 ("this", 64-78; "the", 151 690 776). 

To further coraplicate the raatter, MSS 690 and 776 and text 64-78 all 

agree against MS 151, including in line 17 ("feet", 690 776 64-78; 

"foot", 151) and line 40 ("condescension", 690 776 64-78; "condescen-

sions", 151). Cotterell appears to have used MSS 690 and 776 to edit 

poera #10 in text 64 for the 1667 edition. 

The three poeras in text 67 that have lines lacking in text 64 

(noted in text 64 by rows of asterisks) also reveal that Cotterell used 

other sources to edit poeras in text 64 for his edition. Poera #4 in 

text 64 lacks line 12. That line in text 67 reads, "The storra returnd 

with an irapetuous hast". MS 017 also contains line 12 which reads "The 

storra returnd with its accustomed hast"; the other artifacts, MSS 151 

and 776, read, "The intermitted stormes returnd as fast". Clearly, 

although text 67 varies sorae frora MS 017 in line 12, it is much closer 

to MS 017 than MSS 151 or 776. Of further interest is the variant in 

line 18 in which text 67, MS 017, and text 64 all agree against the 

copytext, MS 151, and MS 776. However, MS 017 also displays several 

unique verbal variants in the poem. Poem #12 is another poem that 
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lacks a line (1. 26) provided by text 67. Interestingly, line 26 in 

text 67 is line 25 in all other artifacts, and line 26, as it appears 

in text 67, varies against all other artifacts: "Nations and Armies 

would lay down their Arms", 67; "Nations and people would let fall 

their armes", 151, 775, 776. Although the line in text 67 is related 

to the other artifacts, the use of "Armies" for "people" and "lay down" 

for "let fall" indicates either that text 67 did not use any of the 

other sources to edit this line or that Cotterell engaged in sorae per-

sonal editing. Once again, the agreeraent of text 67 with text 64 in 

several variants shows that Cotterell edited the poera in text 64 when 

preparing the 1667 edition. Saraple variants are in line 11 ("great 

Physician", 64-78; "Politician", 775—copytext) and line 34 ("rais'd", 

64-78; "rear'd", 775). Moreover, Cotterell followed the order of the 

couplet as given in text 64 even though text 64 was raissing line 26. 

In poem #20, asterisks take the place of line 6 in text 64. Although 

this line is present in the poem in text 67, the source of the revision 

is unknown because text 67 varies against all other artifacts in line 

6: "Are but a troublesome and empty noise", 67; "Doe but disturb, and 

not adorn our loys", 775—copytext. Other than line 6, however, in 

poem #20 texts 64 and 67 have no verbal variants, once again indicating 

that Cotterell used text 64 as the basis from which to develop his 

edition. 

There are several poeras in text 67 for which it is irapossible to 

determine the source of Cotterell's revisions of text 64. For example, 

in poem #2, text 67 gives a unique reading of line 4: "Porapey's Carap 
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where ere it raov'd, was Rorae", 67; "Porapey's residence raade Afrique 

Rorae", 151 (copytext). In poera #5, text 67 gives a unique reading of 

lines 33-34: "For fortune in araends now courts hira raore/ Then ever she 

affronted hira before", 67; "For fortune would her wrongs to him re-

paire/ By courtships greater then her mischiefes were", 151 (copytext). 

Text 67 again varies frora all other artifacts in poem #14. This poem is 

comprised of two parts: lines 1-8 were written by Sir Edward Dering; 

lines 9-44 were written by Philips in response. Although in lines 1-8, 

text 67 clearly copies text 64, for there are no verbal variants for 

the two artifacts; in lines 9-44, text 67 displays a number of unique 

variants. The raost significant is line 22: "All actions she vouch-

safes but to regard", 67; "All actions study'd to be brave and hard", 

775 (copytext). Text 67 is also unique for poem #31. In addition to 

being the only artifact to lack lines 41-42, text 67 varies against all 

artifacts in lines 51-52: "She grew to love those wrongs she did re-

ceive/ For giving her the power to Forgive", 67; "She lost all sence of 

wrong glad to beleive/ That it was in her power to forgive", 775 (copy-

text). Another unique reading in the same poem is in line 90: "As a 

bright Lamp shut in sorae Roraan Urne", 67; "As Ancient Lamps in some 

Egiptian Urne", 775. In poera #34, in addition to lacking 10 lines of 

the poem, text 67 varies against all artifacts in line 41: "The Inno-

cence which in her heart does dwell", 67; "Such innocence within her 

Brest doth dwell", 775 (copytext). Another unique reading in the same 

poem is in lines 65-66: "Transcendent things her noble thoughts sub-

lime/ Above the faults and trifles of the Time", 67; "She scorn's the 
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suUen triffles of the time/ But things transcendent do her thoughts 

sublime", 775 (copytext). In this couplet, text 67 is unique in both 

transposing and significantly revising the lines. 

There are several other examples that deraonstrate that text 67 is 

unique for sorae poeras. In poem #43, text 67 gives a unique reading of 

line 33: "Unless sorae lucky drop of precious Gum", 67; "Unless sorae 

curious artist thither come", 775 (copytext). Poera #57 deraonstrates 

another unique reading in lines 55-56: "What shall 1 say? when we 

true friends are grown/ W'are like—Alas W'are like our selves alone", 

67; "Free as first agents; are true friends, and kind/ As but them-

selves I can no likeness find", 775 (copytext). Text 67 displays 

another unique verbal variant in poem #64, line 82: "As a far 

stretch'd out River's still the same", 67; "(As liquours, which asun-

der are the same)", 775 (copytext). In poem #71, in addition to being 

the only artifact to lack lines 19-26, text 67 varies against all arti-

facts in line 32: "Shews raore this Pow'r to save then to destroy", 67; 

"Tis equall pow'r to save, as to destroy", 775 (copytext). Although it 

is possible that these unique readings carae frora a source no longer 

extant, it is also possible that Cotterell, as editor, felt qualified 

to eraend lines hiraself. The Letters from Orinda to Poliarchus show 

that Philips frequently asked Cotterell to emend her poetry and that 

he just as frequently refused to do so; however, he may have felt more 

corafortable in editing her work after her death. 

There are a number of poems in text 67 for which the artifacts are 

few. Twenty-three poems in text 67 appear only in texts 67-78; there-
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fore, text 67 is the copytext for these poems: #68, #92-#97, #99-#100, 

#102, #104-#115, #122. Another group of poems appear only in text 67-

78 and MS 776: #69, #77-#78, #80, #91, #117-#121 (for discussion of 

these poeras see the analysis of MS 776). Poera #98 appears only in 

texts 67-78 and MS 694, and poera #103 only in texts 67-78 and MS 376 

(see MSS 376 and 694 for a discussion of the relationship of text 67 

to these manuscripts). The relationship of text 67 to the other arti-

facts for the songs frora Porapev. poeras #123-#127, is discussed in 

the section on MS 218. 

For the rest of the poeras in text 67, determining the relation-

ships is problematic because the verbal variants tend to be relatively 

few and generally rainor. There are just enough variants to raise the 

question as to whether the differences in text 64 and text 67 are 

because of compositor error, reference to another source, minor emenda-

tions by Cotterell, or some combination thereof. For exaraple in poera 

#3, text 67 varies verbally frora text 64 only in two lines: "Plots 

against Life", 67; "Had plots for life", 64 (1. 21) and "Discoverd", 

67; "Disgusted", 64. In poem #9, text 67 varies three times frora text 

64: text 67 has "can" for "did" (I. 18), "Hinde" for "Doe" (1. 23), 

and "shot" for "hand" (1. 24). Text 67 varies from text 64 three times 

in poem #16; text 67 has "Saburras" for "Saburna's" in line 11, 

"when't" for "that" in line 50, and "to a rocky Grove so close were" 

for "so close to a rocky grove was" in line 51. In poem #27, text 67 

varies three times from text 64; text 67 has "morallity" for "mortal-

ity" (I. 11), "family" for "faintly" (I. 24), and "eloquence" for 
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"evidence" (I. 66). In poem #70, text 67 again varies three times 

frora text 64: text 67 has "state for "seat" (1. 33), "For" for "But" 

(I. 37), and "revolution" for "resolution" (1. 48). 

Text 67 has been chosen as the copytext of poera #101 even though 

the poera partially exists in MS 775, Philips' holograph. The poera in 

MS 775 (the only other artifact), consists of only two four-line 

stanzas; however, the presence of stanza nurabers "3", "4", and "5", 

along with the appropriate amount of blank space in MS 775 indicates 

that Philips meant the poem to have five stanzas, as does the poem 

in text 67. MS 775 is not used as the copytext for the lines present 

in MS 775 because the verbal variants in lines 1-8 indicate that text 

67 represents a revised version of MS 775. To use MS 775 for lines 

1-8 and then text 67 for lines 9-20 would be tacking on a revised 

version to an earlier version. Text 67 is thus chosen as copytext for 

poem #101 because it presents the poera as a single entity. 

Order of the Poeras 

Of all the artifacts collated for this edition, the larger col-

lections of Philips' poeras, MSS 151, 775, and 776, and texts 64 and 67, 

are the ones most likely to reveal authorial intent about the order of 

the poems. 

Manuscript 775, Katherine Philips' holograph, is perhaps the raost 

likely source to reveal authorial intention for the order of the poems; 

however, it does not. The poems in MS 775 are not arranged chronologi-

cally nor by subject matter. Furthermore, since MS 775 has been rebound 

(as witnessed by the odd arrangement of contents which makes it appear 
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that Philips wrote on the recto side of 67 leaves, left 43 blank, re-

versed the raanuscript and wrote on 49 leaves, skipped seven, wrote on 

five more, and left the rest blank), it no longer is a reliable witness 

to her intended order. And finally, even if MS 775 did reflect 

Philips' intended order, it would reflect the order of only a sraall 

portion of her poeras: MS 775 contains only 55 of the poems in her much 

larger canon. 

Nanuscript 151, the next largest collection of Philips' poems, 

also provides no clear ordering of the poeras. The poeras are arranged 

neither by chronology or by subject raatter. And although MS 151 seems 

largely to follow the order of MS 775 (which as mentioned above does 

not reflect authorial intent), there is no clear reason for the inser-

tion in MS 151 of a large group of poems with Restoration topics be-

tween a poera about Lucasia and a poera about happiness. Moreover, even 

if MS 151 did reflect the authorial ordering of the poeras, it would 

reflect the order of only a little over half of Philips' poeras (MS 151 

contains 74 poeras and the titles of two others). 

Manuscript 776, which with 91 poems is the largest manuscript col-

lection of Philips poems, suggests no new information about the intend-

ed order of the poeras. Although some of the poems, such as sorae of the 

poeras on the royal family, are loosely grouped by subject matter, this 

grouping reflects circulation order, not Philips' specific ordering of 

her poems. Moreover, since MS 776 in general tends to be the most un-

reliable of the manuscripts (it lacks 168 lines found in other arti-

facts. displays numerous unique variants, and varies more against MSS 
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151 and 775—the most reliable of all the artifacts—than all other 

raajor artifacts), the order of the poems in MS 776 is, at best, sus-

pect. 

Neither can text 64, the first of the printed editions, be consi-

dered a reliable witness of authorial intent in ordering the poems be-

cause it is a pirated edition. Clearly, since Philips did not know 

about the publication of her works until informed by friends, she could 

not have offered any suggestions to the publisher about the order of 

her poems. And although sorae of the poeras in text 64 reflect the order 

of poems in MS 775, whose ordering is suspect anyway, these poems (such 

as #17 and #18, #41 and #40, and #74 and #75) merely reflect circula-

tion order. Moreover, the poems in text 64 are not arranged by chro-

nology or by subject matter with the exception of the large group of 

poems on the royal family (not in MS 775), which appear at the begin-

ning of the edition; however, this grouping probably reflects an edi-

torial decision, not authorial intent. Finally, with only 75 poems, 

text 64 contains little more than half of Philips' canon. 

Text 67 also cannot be considered to reflect authorial intent. 

Although text 67 contains 127 Philips poems, for the first 75 poems in 

it, text 67 merely copies the order of the poeras in text 64 (with only 

a few exceptions). Moreover, since Philips died in 1664, she had no 

input into the order of the 52 poems added to the 1664 edition to 

create the 1667 edition. The ordering of the added poems must be at-

tributed to Sir Charles Cotterell, who compiled the 1667 edition. And 
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those added poems, once again, reflect no clear pattern of subject raat-

ter or chronology. 

Since 1 could establish no clear authorial intent for the ordering 

of the poems, 1 have imposed an order of my own. I have followed the 

order and numbering of the 121 poems in text 67 for the sake of sim-

plicity and convenience: it contains the largest nuraber of Philips 

poems, and it is the artifact to which most scholars currently refer. 

In text 67, Philips' translation of Porapey follows the 121 poems; 

six additional poems, which are not assigned nurabers, appear in the 

translation. The translation begins with the dedicatory poera to the 

Countess of Cork; I have numbered that poem as #122. Between the acts 

of the play itself appear Philips' original songs; those poems I have 

numbered #123-#127. After nurabering all the poeras in text 67, I have 

turned to poems known to be holographs. The earliest of those, 

Philips' juvenalia in MS 024, are nurabered #128 and #129. Her epitaph 

on John Lloyd, which is found in MS 775, a later artifact, is poem 

#130. 

To order the rest of the poems, I have been guided by the princi-

ples of the size of an artifact and its reliability. The poem on the 

marriage of Lady Butler, found in MS 151, the large and reliable Dering 

manuscript, is poem #131. Three poeras unique to MS 107, which contains 

11 other poems known to be Philips poems, are numbered #132-#134. MS 

183, the only source of one poem that is clearly Philips', is poem 

#135. MS 017 contains three poems by Philips, one of which appears in 

no other source; that poem is nurabered #136. The final poems of this 
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edition, poems #137 and #138, are the dubia of Philips that appear in 

MS 020. 

Seventeenth-Century Uncollected Printings 

Coraedies, Tragi-coraedies. With other Poem.'»;, bv Mr. Williara Cartwright, 

London, 1651. 

[This work contains one poem (#51) by Katherine Philips.] 

The Second Book of Avres and Dialogues . . . bv Henrv Lawes. London, 

1655. 

[This work contains poems #15 and #17 by Philips. This book was 

reprinted as Select Avres and Dialogues in 1669.] 

Poems of Mr Cowlev and others. Coraposed into Songs and Ayres . . . 

by Williara King. Oxford, 1668. 

[This work contains Philips' poeras #91 and #118.] 

Choice songs and Avres for One Vovce to Sing to a Theorbo-Lute, or 

Bass-Viol . . . Coraposed bv several Gentleraen of His Majesties 

Musick. London, 1673. 

[This work contains Philips' poem #123. This edition was re-

printed in 1675 and 1676 under the title Choice Avres, Songs. 

and Dialogues To Sing to the Theorbo-Lute. or Bass-Viol.I 

Thalia Rediviva. London, 1678. 

[Philips' poem #21 appears in this volume of Henry Vaughan's 

poetry.] 

The Theater of Music. London, 1686. 

[This volurae contains Philips' poem #93.] 
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Comes Amoris. London, 1687. 

[This volurae contains Philips' poera #117.] 

The Theater of Music. London, 1687. 

[This work contains Philips' poera #117.] 

Orpheus Britannicus. London, 1698. 

[This volume contains Philips' poera #117.] 

The Banquet of Musick. London, 1691. 

[This volurae contains Philips' poera #61.] 

The New Treasurv of Music. London, 1695. 

[This volurae, which is a reprint of books I, II, and III of The 

Theater of Music (1687), contains Philips' poera #117.] 

Post Seventeenth Century Editions 

Four post seventeenth-century editions of the poetry of Katherine 

Philips have been published. The first of these, published in 1710, 

was siraply a reprint of the 1678 copy, a direct descendant of the 1667 

edition that was edited by Cotterell. The 1710 version contains no 

revisions or new poeras, and has not been collated in this edition 

which is liraited to artifacts of the seventeenth century. 

The next edition of Philips' poetry, published in 1905, was edit-

ed by George Saintsbury. In his Minor Poets of the Caroline Period, 

Vol. I, Saintsbury uses the 1678 edition as his source, reprinting 

Philips' original poeras, translated poeras, and songs frora Porapey. 

This edition contains no revisions or new poeras. 

Two other twentieth-century editions, written as dissertations, 

exist, but neither provides a reliable text. One of these, "An 
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contains 90 poeras when it has 91. Most of his descriptions of raanu-

scripts, however, are liraited to listing the poems by Philips that ap-

pear in that particular manuscript. Although his descriptions of the 

printed editions are better, they are difficult to read. In the col-

lation he oraits the reading of blank leaves, unsigned leaves, total 

nuraber of leaves, and pagination. Then in his "coraposition" section 

of his description, he lists the contents, but he does not do so ac-

cording to the signatures, nor does he reproduce the font. 

The Thomas dissertation is also weak in editorial procedure. 

Perhaps the raost daraaging weakness is that it makes no effort to es-

tablish relationships among the artifacts. Because Philips never 

supervised the publication of any of her works (other than the 1663 

Dublin edition of her translation of Porapev) and because her poeras 

circulated individually and in sraall groups instead of coraplete raanu-

scripts, establishing copytext for each poem is a thorny problem which 

can be resolved only by discussing the relationships among the arti-

facts for each poem. Thomas does not give a complete listing of the 

artifacts for each poera but instead lists only the manuscripts and the 

initial publication date; he then chooses one of the raanuscripts as 

the raost reliable without discussion of the printed editions or with-

out analysis of the relationships araong all the artifacts. Moreover, 

he refers to neither lines nor substantive variants in his discussion 

of copytext. A look at Thoraas' discussion of copytext for poem #13 

will demonstrate the inadequacy of his approach. This poera appears 

in the following artifacts: 151, 336, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, and 78. 
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contains 90 poems when it has 91. Most of his descriptions of raanu-

scripts, however, are liraited to listing the poeras by Philips that ap-

pear in that particular manuscript. Although his descriptions of the 

printed editions are better, they are difficult to read. In the col-

lation he omits the reading of blank leaves, unsigned leaves, total 

number of leaves, and pagination. Then in his "coraposition" section 

of his description, he lists the contents, but he does not do so ac-

cording to the signatures, nor does he reproduce the font. 

The Thomas dissertation is also weak in editorial procedure. 

Perhaps the raost damaging weakness is that it makes no effort to es-

tablish relationships araong the artifacts. Because Philips never 

supervised the publication of any of her works (other than the 1663 

Dublin edition of her translation of Porapey) and because her poeras 

circulated individually and in sraall groups instead of coraplete raanu-

scripts, establishing copytext for each poera is a thorny problera which 

can be resolved only by discussing the relationships araong the arti-

facts for each poera. Thoraas does not give a complete listing of the 

artifacts for each poem but instead lists only the raanuscripts and the 

initial publication date; he then chooses one of the raanuscripts as 

the raost reliable without discussion of the printed editions or with-

out analysis of the relationships among all the artifacts. Moreover, 

he refers to neither lines nor substantive variants in his discussion 

of copytext. A look at Thoraas' discussion of copytext for poera #13 

will deraonstrate the inadequacy of his approach. This poem appears 

in the following artifacts: 151, 336, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, and 78. 
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In his analysis of copytext, Thomas states, 

Orinda's autograph raanuscript (A) 1775] has been taken as 

copy-text for the first two verses of the poem. (D) [151] 

has been taken as copy-text for the final verse, which is 

missing from (A). (Ba) [336] tends to agree with (A) and 

(D) against the printed editions, and would therefore seem 

to be a fairly early version of the poera, derived from a 

manuscript source. (D) has, however, been preferred to it, 

as the more authoritative manuscript. 

This exerpt, compared to my explanation of copytext for poera #13, (see 

discussion of NS 336 in Relationships Among the Artifacts and the 

individual Textual Introduction for poem #13) demonstrates the 

inadequacies of an approach which fails to consider the relationships 

among the artifacts: Thomas offers no reason for choosing MS 151 as 

the copytext for lines missing from MS 775 or for choosing MSS 151 and 

775 for copytexts instead of NS 336 even though he states that MSS 151, 

336, and 776 are all closely related; he fails to note the agreement 

of MS 776 and printed texts 64, 67, 69, and 78; and he supports none 

of his assertions with citation of relevant verbal variants. 

Other problems with editorial procedure raar the Thoraas disserta-

tion. One of these problems is the ordering of the poems. Thomas or-

ders his first 122 poeras following the order of the 1667 edition with 

no other explanation than that he did it for the sake of convenience. 

He gives no explanation at all for the final eight poems that do not 

appear in the 1667 edition. Furtherraore, although he generally 
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retains the spelling of the artifacts he uses as copytext, he does not 

retain the punctuation of the copytext, but instead conflates read-

ings, iraposing the punctuation of the 1667 edition on the copytext, 

even when he uses a holograph. He also notes that sorae abbreviations 

have been expanded "wherever this has been thought desirable" (ci), but 

he gives no list of silent eraendations nor does he raark them in his 

copytext of the poems. And he does not consider punctuation as a var-

iant in his historical collation. 

In some poeras, his editorial procedure leaves the reader with in-

coraplete inforraation, and in some cases what seems to be inaccurate 

information. For example, Philips' holograph, MS 775, has three 

damaged leaves, torn diagonally so that corners and thus end portions 

of lines are missing from poeras #44 and #48. However, Thoraas shows 

neither in the text of the poems nor in the historical collation which 

words are affected (and in poem #44 he incorrectly identifies the 

lines affected); thus, the reader has no idea which part of the lines 

affected comes from the copytext and which from the supplemental copy-

text. Thomas also misleads his reader in his General Textual Intro-

duction when he states that MS 151 contains 76 poems because he fails 

to note that one of these (poem #78) appears as title only and one 

(poem #79) as title and first line only. The reader is again mislead 

when he turns to those poems in the text section. Thomas lists MS 151 

as one of the manuscript artifacts; not until he lists variants does 

he note that in MS 151 these poems are not complete. 
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Catherine Mambretti's dissertation, "An Edition of the Poetry 

of Katherine Philips" is another twentieth-century edition that is un-

reliable because Nambretti has failed to exaraine several raanuscripts 

not derived frora printed editions. Some of the results of this fail-

ure are that she provides the incorrect copytext for many poems and 

that she presents an incomplete canon for Katherine Philips. Perhaps 

the artifact omission that is most damaging to her dissertation is MS 

151, the manuscript written in the hand of Philips' close friend Sir 

Edward Dering. Nanuscript 151, the artifact that generally is second 

only to the Philips' holograph NS 775 in reliability, is the copytext 

for 22 complete poems and is supplemental copytext for three more in 

this edition. She also lacks British Library Loan 37/6 which is a 

holograph of poem #103; consequently, she incorrectly chooses printed 

text 67 as the copytext for that poera, and there is significant dif-

ference between NS 376 and text 67: MS 376 includes two lines oraitted 

in text 67 and changes the order of three couplets. Cardiff City 

Library MS 2.1073 is another iraportant raanuscript that she is miss-

ing; this collection, which contains 14 of Philips' poems, is an im-

portant witness in a number of poems and is the source for three 

poeras that appear in no other source: poeras #132, #133, and #134. 

Two other poeras that Marabretti omits from the canon of Philips, poems 

#128 and #129, are juvenalia of Philips found in National Library of 

Wales Orielton Estate MSS Parcel 24. Mambretti also fails to identify 

and analyze National Library of Wales MS 21867 B, Bodleian Library MS 

Tanner 306/Vol. 2, and University of Nottingham Library MS PwV 338. 
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And curiously, although she identifies Balliol College Library MS 336, 

she collates only one of the two Philips' poems in that manuscript. 

Marabretti's oraissions of these several raanuscripts render her 

analysis of the relationships araong the artifacts invalid. The stemma 

she constructs is inaccurate because it fails to consider several im-

portant artifacts, particularly MSS 107 and 151. Moreover, she devel-

oped her steraraa on the basis of the assuraption that the poetry of 

Philips circulated in coraplete raanuscripts. Missing raany of the arti-

facts, she did not have enough inforraation to see that Philips' poeras 

probably circulated individually or in sraall groups. Consequently, 

instead of deterraining copytext individually for each poem, she 

imposed an artificial schematic in her analysis and stemraa that over-

siraplified the textual probleras caused by Katherine Philips' poetry. 

Another problera that raakes Mambretti's dissertation unreliable 

is a number of inaccuracies in her bibliographical descriptions. 

Working only from microfilm without verifying her work against the 

original sources, Mambretti wrote descriptions with numerous inaccu-

racies. Manuscript 775 is one of these. For exaraple, she states 

that 22 leaves are raissing frora the manuscript when 28 have been torn 

out; consequently, her table on the coUation of gatherings and miss-

ing leaves is incorrect. She indicates that five leaves have been 

torn diagonally; although five pages are affected by missing corners, 

only four leaves are affected. She notes that the title for poem #92 

appears in the middle of p. 114 when it is really on p. 113. Although 

she states that Philips' writing appears only on the verso of each 
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leaf after p. 137, there is an exception on p. 219. Moreover, she in-

correctly states that pp. 139-205 are not numbered, that the second 

set of numbers is foliated frora 109 to 63, and from 58 to 12; and that 

the third set of folio numbers begins with 111 (see my bibliographical 

description of MS 775 for corrections). 

A final problera with Marabretti's dissertation is in her editori-

al procedure. Working only frora raicrofilra, she adraits that reproduc-

ing Philips' accidentals was probleraatic, and, consequently, there 

are raany inaccuracies in her reproduction of accidentals when using a 

manuscript as copytext. Another problem is that she does not report 

substantive punctuation variants. Moreover, in poems such as #44 and 

#48, poeras in which words and portions of words are raissing from the 

copytexts because the manuscript (MS 775) has been damaged, she fails 

to note which lines are affected, which words are missing, or which 

text she used as a supplement to MS 775. Also, for poem #48, she 

omits lines 1-18 even though these lines appear in MS 775, the artifact 

she uses as copytext. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #1: Vpon the double murther of K. Charles in answer to a 

libellous rine nade by V. P: 

Artifacts: 107 (f. llr-v), 151 (p. 27), 776 (pp. [266]-267), 64 (pp. 

1-3), 67 (pp. 1-2), 69 (pp. 1-2), 78 (pp. 1-2) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poen #1 because of all the artifacts 

that are not holographs, NS 151 is the nost reliable (see General 

Textual Introduction). Textual analysis reveals that NS 151 often 

agrees with NS 775 (Philips' holograph) against all other artifacts; 

in addition, in sone poens, NSS 151 and 775 display no verbal variants. 

In poen #1, NS 107 lacks lines 27 and 28; otherwise, NS 107 is very 

close to NS 151 with only three verbal variants (11. 2, 30, 34) in the 

34-Iine poen. Readings in lines 7, 9, 12, and 24 show that NS 776 

disagrees significantly fron all other artifacts. Texts 67, 69, and 

78 vary fron text 64 in line 5, and texts 67, 69, and 78 agree with NS 

107 against text 64 in wanting lines 27 and 28. In addition to both 

lacking lines 27 and 28, NS 107 and texts 67, 69, and 78 display rela-

tively few verbal variants, and nost of those are minor (11. 2, 5, 13, 

30, 34), indicating they may be copied from the same source. Although 

texts 67, 69, and 78 lack two lines found in NS 151, in the existing 

32 lines of the poem, texts 67, 69, and 78 are close to NS 151 with 

minor verbal variants found only in lines 5, 11, and 13. With rainor 

verbal differences only in lines 5, 11, and 13, text 64 is clearly 
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related to MS 151. Text 64. «hich íncludes the lines wanting in MS 

107. is close to NS 107, but verbal variants appear In lines 2. 5, 30 

and 34. Thus, the relationships ainong the artlfacts suggest that 

three versions of poem #1 circulated: one witnessed by MS 151 and 

text 64; one by MS 107 and texts 67, 69, and 78; and one by MS 776. 
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Vpon the double murther of K. Charles 

in answer to a libellous rime made by V. P: 

I thinke not on the state, nor am concernd 

Which way soeuer the great Helme is turnd. 

But as that sonne whose fathers danger nigh 

Did force his natiue dumbnesse, and untye 

The fettred organs, so here is a cause 5 

That will excuse the breach of natures lawes. 

Silence were now a Sin: Nay passion now 

Wise men thenselues for merit would allow. 

What noble eye could see, (and carelesse passe) 

The dying Lion kickd by euery asse. 10 

Hath Charles so broke Gods lawes, he must not haue 

A quiet crowne, nor yet a quiet graue? 

Tombes haue been sanctuaryes, Theeues lye here 

Secure from all their penaltie and feare. 

Great Charles his double misery was this, 15 

Vnfaithfull friends, ignoble enemies,: 

Had any heathen been this princes foe 

He would haue wept to see him iniurd soe. 

His title was his crime, they'd reason good 

To quarrell at the right they had withstood. 

14 feare.] "̂, 

15 this,] "-̂  
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He broke Gods lawes, and therefore he must dye, 

And what shall then become of thee and I? 

Slander must follow treason,: But yet stay, 

Take not our reason with our king away 

Though you haue seizd upon all our defence, 25 

Yet do not sequester our common sense. 

But I admire not at this new supply, 

No bounds will hold those who at scepters flye. 

Christ will be King, But I nere understood 

His subiects built his kingdome up with blood, 30 

(Except their owne) or that he would dispence 

With his commands, though for his owne defence. 

Oh! to what height of horrour are they come 

Who dare pull downe a crowne, teare up a Tombe! 

23 stay,] ""̂  

24 away.] ""̂  

28 flye.] "', 

32 defence,] 

34 Tombe!] ""̂  
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Historical Collation 

Poem #1: Vpon the double murther of K. Charles in answer to a 

libellous rime nade by V. P: 

Artifacts: 107, 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: Vpon the double Nurther of Charles the First In answeare to 

a libellous Copy of rimes made by V. P. 107; Vpon the double 

murther of K. Charles in answer to a libellous rime made by 

V. P: 151; On the double murther of the King. (In answer to 

a libellous paper written by V: Powell, at my house) These 

verses were those mention'd in the precedent coppy. 776; 

Upon the double Nurther of K. CHARLES I. in Answer to a 

Libellous Copv of Riraes raade bv Vavasor Powell 64-78. 

2 the] that 107 776. turnd.] '̂"̂  107; "". 776; '̂: 64-78. 

5 organs,] ""̂  107; '*'; 64-78. here is] this is 776 67-78; 
here's 64. cause] fair cause 64. 

6 lawes.] '"'̂  107; '*', 776; ". 64-78. 

7 now a] ON 776. Sin:] "'̂  107; crirainall 776; ^, 64-78. 
now] '". 776. 

8 would] will 776. allow.] '"'̂  107. 

9 noble] huraane 776. (and] ^'^ 776. passe)] '̂, 776. 

10 asse.] '^^ 107; '*'? 67-78. 

11 Hath] has 64-78. 

12 crowne] Scepter 776. yet] ON 776. graue?] '^^ 107; '̂. 
776. 

13 sanctuaryes,] '"'' 107; '"? 64-78. here] there 776 64-78. 
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14 feare.] '^'^ 107; "", 151. 

15 this,] '"'̂  107-151. 

16 enemies,:] '"'̂  107; '". 776 64-78. 

17 foe] '*'. 776; '*', 64-78. 

18 soe.] '"'̂  107. 

20 the] a 776. withstood.] '"'̂  107. 

21 dye,] '"'̂  107; '̂; 64-78. 

22 thee] you 776. 

23 treason,:] '"'̂'̂  107; '*','̂  776; '̂;'̂  64-78. stay,] '"'̂  107 151. 
away.] '"'̂  151 107; '", 776. 

24 reason] ludgment 776. 

26 common sense.] common=sence, 776. 

27 But I admire not at this new] ON 107 67-78. supply,] ON 107 
67-78; '̂: 64. 

28 No bounds will hold those who at scepters] ON 107 67-78. 
flye.] ON 107 67-78; '", 151. 

30 with] in 107. blood,] '"'̂  107; '^. 776. 

31 (Exceptl '"^ 776 64-78. owne)] '", 776; '"; 64-78. or] nor 
776. 

32 owne] ON 776. defence.] '^" 151. 

34 pull] teare 107. Tombe!] '"'̂  151; '*'. 776; ""? 67-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poen #2: On the nunerous accesse of the English, to waite upon the 

King in Holland 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 52), 306 (f. 367), 776 (pp. [290]-291), 64 (pp. 3-

4), 67 (p. 2), 69 (p. 2), 78 (p. 2) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been chosen as the copytext for poen #2 because it is the most reliable 

artifact (see General Textual Introduction). NS 306 cannot descend 

fron the same source as NS 151; in addition to the verbal variants in 

lines 3, 5, 6, and 16, NS 306 is the only artifact lacking the last 

eight lines of the poen. Readings in lines 9, 10, 13, 14, and 17 show 

that NS 776 significantly disagrees with all other artifacts in the 

26-1ine poen. Text 64 and texts 67, 69, and 78 denonstrate najor dif-

ferences in their verbals in lines 4, 10, and 22. Text 64 does not 

directly descend fron NS 151 (II. 6, 10, 22) nor from NS 306 (II. 3, 

9, 16). Verbal variants in lines 4, 6, and 10 show that texts 67, 69, 

and 78 do not coroe fron the same source as NS 151. Readings in lines 

3, 4, and 10 reveal that texts 67, 69, and 78 vary from NS 306. Con-

sequently, five versions of poem #2 seem to have circulated: witnessed 

by NS 151; NS 306; NS 776; text 64; and texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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On the nunerous accesse of the English, to waite 

upon the King in HoIIand 

Hasten (great prince) unto thy British Isles, 

Or all thy subiects will become exiles. 

To thee they flock, Thy presence is their home 

As Ponpeys residence nade Afrique Rone. 

They that asserted thy iust cause go hence 5 

There to expresse their ioy and reuerence, 

And they that did not, now by wonder taught 

Go to confesse and expiate their fault,: 

So that if thou dost stay, thy gasping land 

Will it selfe enpty on the Belgique strand, 10 

Where the affrighted Dutchman doth professe 

He thinkes it an inuasion not addresse: 

As we unmonarch'd were for want of thee 

So till thou conest we shall unpeopled be. 

None but the close Fanatique will renaine 15 

Who by our Loyaltie his ends will gaine. 

And he the exhausted land will quickly find 

As desolate a place as he designd. 

For England though growne old with woes, will see 

Her long denyd and Soueraigne remedy. 20 

So when old lacob could but credit giue 

2 exiles.] '", 
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That his prodigious loseph still did liue, 

(loseph that was preserued to restore 

Their liues, that would haue taken his before) 

It is enough (sayes he) to Egypt I 25 

Will go and see him once before I dye. 

26 dye.] '^' 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #2: On the numerous accesse of the English, to waite upon the 
King in HoIIand 

Artifacts: 151, 306, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: On the numerous accesse of the English, to waite upon the 

King in Holland 151; Vpon the Numerous accesse of the 

English Gentry to his Natie in Flanders. 306; On the 

numerous resort of the English to wait upon his Najesty in 

Flanders. 776; On the numerous Access of the English to 

wait upon the King in Flanders. 64-78. 

1 (greatl '"^ 776 64-78. prince)] '"'̂  776; "", 64-78. thy] 
the 306; your 776. 

2 thy] your 776. exiles.] '*', 151; ̂*"̂  306. 

3 thee] you 776. flock] throng 306. Thy] your 776. 

4 As] So 776. residence] Camp 67-78. made Afrique] where 
e're it mov'd, was 67-78. 

5 They] Those 306 776. thy] your 776. hence] home 306. 

6 There to expresse] To testifye 306 64-78. reuerence,] '". 
776; '"; 64-78. 

7 they] those 306 776 64-78. that] who 776. 

8 fault,:] '"̂  306 776; '". 64-78. 

9 if] while 306. thou dost] you should 776. thy] the 306; 
your 776. 

10 Will it selfe] Will its self 776; It self wiU 67-78. 
strand,] '". 306 776; sand: 64-78. 

11 doth] doe's 776 64-78. 
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12 addresse:] '", 306; '". 776 64-78. 

13 we unmonarch'd were for want of thee] in your absence we unNonarch'd 
were 776. 

14 So till thou conest we shall unpeopled] We till you cone, unpeopled 
shall 776. be.] '"'̂  306; appeare. 776. 

15 willl doth 306. 

16 our] their 306. gaine.] '"'̂  306; '", 776; '": 64 67; '"; 69 
78. 

17 he] ON 306; the 776. the exhausted] your exhausted 776; 
th'exhausted 64-78. will quickly] at length will 776. 

18 designd.I '"'̂  306. 

19 For England] ON 306. though] ON 306; now 776; C" 64-78. 
growne old with] ON 306. woes,] ON 306; '") 64-78. will 
see] ON 306. 

20 Her long denyd and Soueraigne renedy.] ON 306. 

21 So when old lacob could but credit giue] ON 306. 

22 That his] ON 306. prodigious] ON 306; so long lost 64. 
loseph] ON 306. stiU did] ON 306; did still 64. liue] 
ON 306. 

23 doseph] ON 306; '"*' 776. that was preserued to restore] ON 
306. 

24 Their liues,] ON 306. that] ON 306; who 776. would haue 
taken his] ON 306. before)] ON 306; "̂, 776. 

25 It is enough] ON 306. (sayes] ON 306; (said 64-78. 
he)] ON 306; '",) 776. to Egypt 1] ON 306. 

26 Will go and see hin once before 1] ON 306. dye.] '"'̂  151; ON 
306. 
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Textual Introduction 

tie 
Poem #3: Arion on a Dolphin to his Na in his passadge into England 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 54-55), 207 (pp. 17-19), 776 (pp. 291-[294]), 64 

(pp. 5-9), 67 (p. 35), 69 (p. 35), 78 (p. 35) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, is the 

copytext for poen #3 because it is the artifact that generally is the 

closest to Katherine Philips* holograph, NS 775 (see General Textual 

Introduction). NS 207 is clearly unique; it displays numerous signi-

ficant verbal variants when conpared to all other artifacts in the 74-

line poen: U . 2, 5, 22, 50, 60, 65, 69. While readings in lines 13, 

14, 20, and 45 show that NS 776 does not directly descend fron NS 151, 

the variants are ninor. The two nanuscripts may share a common source. 

Text 64 varies fron NS 151 (11. 30, 46, 65, 71) and NS 776 (11. 13, 20, 

59, 71), but the variants are nostly minor. Readings in lines 20, 21, 

26, and 42 show that the verbal differences between texts 67, 69, and 

78, and NSS 151 and 776 are relatively minor. Thus, the relationships 

anong the artifacts suggest that two versions of poen #3 circulated: 

one witnessed by NS 107; and one by NS 151, NS 776, and texts 64, 67, 

69, and 78. 
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tie 
Arion on a Dolphin to his Na 

in his passadge into England 

Whon doth this stately navy bring, 

0, 'tis great Britaines glorious King, 

Convey hin then you winds and seas 

Swift as desire, and calme as peace. 

In your respect let him survey, 5 

What all his other subiects pay, 

And prophecie to then againe 

The splendid snoothnesse of his reigne. 

Charles and his nighty hopes you beare 

A greater now then Caesar's heare. 10 

Whose veines a richer purple boast 

Then euer Hero's yet ingrosst, 

Sprung from a father so august 

He triumphs in his very dust. 

In him two rairacles we view 15 

His vertue and his safetie too. 

For when compelld by traitors crimes 

To breath and bow in foreigne climes 

Expos'd to all the rigid fate 

That doth on witherd greatnesse waite 20 

'VA 8 reigne.] 

14 dust.] '", 
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Had plots for life and conscience laid 

By foes pursu'd, by friends betraid, 

Then heauen his secret potent friend 

Did him froffl drugges and stabbs defend, 

And what's more yet, kept him upright 25 

Nidst flattering hope and bloudy fright. 

Cromwell his whole right neuer gaind 

Defender of the faith remaind. 

For which his predecessours fought 

And wrote, but none so dearly bought, 30 

Neuer was prince so nuch besieged 

At hone prouok'd, abroad oblig'd: 

Nor euer nan resisted thus 

No not great Athanasius, 

No helpe of friends could or foes spight 35 

To fierce inuasion hin inuite. 

Reuenge to hin no pleasure is 

He spar'd their bloud who gap'd for his: 

Blush'd any hands the English crowne 

Should fasten on hira but their owne, 40 

As peace and freedorae with hira went 

With him they come from banishment. 

'VA 26 fright.] 

36 inuite.] '"'̂  
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That he might his doninions win 

He with himselfe did first begin 

And that first victory obtaind 45 

His Kingdomes quickly he regaind. 

The illustrious sufferings of this Prince 

Did all reduce and all convince, 

He onely liu'd with such successe, 

That the whole world would fight with lesse, 50 

Assistant Kings could but subdue, 

Those foes, which he can pardon too, 

He thinkes no slaughter trophyes good, 

Nor lawrells dipt in subiects blood. 

But with a sweet resistlesse Art 55 

Disarmes the hand and wins the heart. 

And like a God doth rescue those 

Who did themselues and him oppose. 

Go, wondrous prince, adorne that throne 

Which birth and merit make your owne. 60 

And in your mercy brighter shine 

Then in the gloryes of your line. 

Find loue at home and abroade feare 

And veneration euery where. 

The united world will you allow 65 

Their Cheife to whom the English bow 

And monarrchs shall to yours resort 
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As Sheba's Oueen to ludahs court: 

Returning thence constrained more 

To wonder envy and adore. 70 

Discouerd Rome will hate your crowne 

But she shall trenble at your frowne 

For England shall rul'd and restor'd by you 

The suppliant world protect, or else subdue. 

74 subdue.I '"'̂  151 
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Historical Collation 

tie 
Poen #3: Arion on a Dolphin to his Na in his passadge into England 

Artifacts: 151, 207, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 
tie 

Heading: Arion on a Dolphin to his Na in his passadge into England 

151; Vppon his sacred Naiesties Charles the seconds happy 

passage to England Nay 29th 1660 by Nrs. Phillips 207; 

Arion on a Dolphin, beholding his Najesty, in his Passage to 

England 776; Arion to a Dolphin. On His Najestv's passage 

into England. 64; Arion on a Dolphin, To his Najesty at his 

passage into England. 67-78. 

1 Whon] Who 207. doth] does 207 776 64-78. stately] 
glorious 207. bring,] '̂ ? 207 776 64-78. 

2 0,] '"'̂  207; '"! 776 64-78. glorious] Courted 207. King,] 
•"; 776; '". 64-78. 

3 you] yee 207 776 64-78. 

5 respect] respects 207. 

6 pay,] '". 207; '"; 64-78. 

8 reigne.] '"'̂  151. 

9 beare] '", 776; '": 64-78. 

10 heare.] '*'; 207 64-78; '̂, 776. 

11 veines] vien 207. 

12 ingrosst,] '". 207; '̂; 64-78. 

13 Sprung] spring 207; Sprang 776. so august] Great, and lust 
776. 

14 Hel Who 776. dust.] '", 151. 
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16 vertue and his safetie] safety and vertue 207. too.] '*', 776; 
'̂: 64-78. 

18 clines] '*'. 207; '", 776 64-78. 

20 That] Which 776. doth] does 207 776 64-78. waite] "", 
776 64 67; '". 69 78. 

21 Had plots for life] Plots against Life 67-78. 

22 foes] force 207. betraid,] '*"' 207; '"; 64-78. 

24 Did hin fron drugges and stabbs] fron Druggs and Stabbs did him 
207. defend,] *"; 207 64-78. 

25 And what's] (Which's 207. yet,] *") 207. upright] aright 
207. 

26 fright.] ̂*"̂  151; '", 776; Fight. 64-78. 

27 whole] own 78. 

28 remaind.] '", 776 64-78. 

30 wrote] writt 207 776 64-78. bought,] '". 207 776 64-78. 

32 oblig'd:] '̂. 207 776; *"; 64-78. 

36 inuite.] '*"̂  151; '", 776. 

38 who] that 207. gap'd] gasp'd 776. his:] '̂. 207; *̂̂, 
776; '"; 64-78. 

40 owne,] '". 207 64-78; '", 776. 

42 come] came 207 64-78. 

44 begin] '*'. 207; '*', 776; ~: 64-78. 

45 first] blest 207; best 776 64-78. 

46 Kingdomes] kingdome 207 64-78. 

47 The illustrious] Th'IIlustrious 776 64-78. 

48 convince,] '". 207 64-78. 

50 the whole] all the 207. 

52 too,] '". 207 64-78. 
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53 slaughter trophyes] slaughter Trophy 207. 

54 lawrells] Laurell 207. blood.] *", 776; '*'; 64-78. 

55 heart.] '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

57 doth] does 776. 

59 that] a 207; the 776. 

60 Which] with 207. birth] blood 207. owne.] "", 776; "^; 
64-78. 

62 gloryes] glory 207. line.] '", 776; '": 64-78. 

65 The united] united 207; Th'united 776 64-78. world] Kings 
207. 

66 bow] -". 207; '", 776; '": 64-69; '"; 78. 

67 And] They 207. nonarrchs] gladly 207. yours] your 776 

68 court:] '". 207; '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

69 constrained] enforced 207. 

71 Discouerd] Disgusted 64. 

72 frowne] '*'. 207 64-78; "", 776. 

73 rul'd] C" 64-78. you] '", 207 776; '") 64-78. 

74 subdue.] '"'̂  151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poen #4: On the faire weather at the Coronacon. 

Artifacts: 017 (pp. 93-[94]), 151 (p. 57), 776 (p. [300]), 64 (pp. 9-

10), 67 (p. 5), 69 (p. 5), 78 (p. 5) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #4 because it is the most reli-

able artifact (see General Textual Introduction). Although readings 

in lines 12 and 18 indicate that NS 017 is distantly related to texts 

67, 69, and 78, verbal variants in lines 6, 7, 12, 14, and 17 demon-

strate that NS 017 varies significantly from texts 67, 69, and 78 and 

all other artifacts. In addition, NS 017 is the only artifact to add 

two lines to the poem (following 1. 16). NS 776 is clearly related to 

NS 151 in the 18-1ine poem. In lines 12 and 18, NSS 776 and 151 agree 

against all other artifacts; moreover, the two raanuscripts disagree 

only in lines 7 and 17, and those verbals are minor. Text 64 is the 

only artifact missing line 12; asterisks are used instead. Texts 67, 

69, and 78 are very close to text 64 (single variant in 1. 8), but the 

presence of line 12 suggests the source of texts 67, 69, and 78 must 

not be the same as that of text 64. Text 64 descends frora a source 

other than NS 151 (11. 7, 8, 18) or NS 776 (11. 8, 17, 18). Verbal 

differences in lines 7, 12, and 18 show that texts 67, 69, and 78 do 

not derive from NS 151. Texts 67, 69, and 78 vary from MS 776 in lines 

12, 17, and 18. Thus, the relationships among the artifacts suggest 
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that four versions of poen #4 circulated: one witnessed by MSS 151 

and 776, one by MS 017, one by text 64, and one by texts 67. 69, and 78 
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On the faire weather at 

the Coronacon. 

So cleare a season and so snatchd fron stormes 

Shewes heauen delights to see what man performes. 

Well knew the Sun, if such a day were dimme 

It would haue been an iniury to hin: 

For then a cloud had fron his eye conceald, 5 

The noblest sight that euer he beheld. 

He therefore checkd the inuading raines we fear'd, 

And in a bright parenthesis appeard, 

So that we knew not which lookd most content 

The King, the people or the firmament. 10 

But the solemnity once fully past 

The intermitted stormes returnd as fast, 

And heauen and earth each other to out do 

Vyed both in Cannon and in fire workes too. 

So Israel pas't through the diuided floud 15 

While in obedient heapes the Ocean stood, 

But the same sea the Hebrewes once on shore 

Came back in Torrents where it was before. 

2 performes.] 

8 appeard,] '*' 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #4: On the faire weather at the Coronacon. 

Artifacts: 017, 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: The faire weather at the Coronation betwixt 2 great storraes 

which preceded and followed it 017; On the faire weather at 

the Coronacon. 151; On the Fayre weather at the Coronation 

776; On the Fair Weather just at Coronation. 64; On the 

Fair Weather just at Coronation, it having rained immediately 

before and after. 67-78. 

2 perfornes.] '*', 151 776. 

4 him:] '"'̂  017; '*', 776. 

5 his] the 017. 

6 he] eye 017. 

7 checkd] stopt 017. the inuading] th'inuading 776 64-78. 
raines] Raine 017. 

8 in a bright] a more bright 64. appeard,] '": 017; '". 151. 

9 most] more 017. 

12 The] *** 64. intermitted stormes] storm 017 67-78; *** 64. 
returnd] *** 64. as] with its accustaomed 017; *** 64; with 
an impetuous 67-78. fast,] hast 017; *** 64; hast. 67-78. 

13 And] When 017. 

14 fire workes] Bonefires 017. 

16 stood,] '"/ On this side and on that the waves retreate/ Whils't 
not one dropp an Hebrews foot did wet 017; '*': 64-78. 
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^̂  Snî Lt.^'^ill' Hebrewes] Jews 017. once on] once set 
017; once 776. shore] ashoare 017 776; '*') 64-78. 

18 Came back] Returned 017 64-78. Torrents] Torrent 017. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #5: To the Queene on her arriuall at Portsmouth Nay. 1662. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 112-13), 776 (pp. [304]-305), 64 (pp. 10-13), 67 

(pp. 5-7), 69 (pp. 5-7), 78 (pp. 5-7) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #5 because it is the most 

reliable artifact (see General Textual Introduction). NS 776 is re-

lated to NS 151; relatively minor verbal variants in lines 1, 10, 25, 

and 36 indicate the manuscripts descend from a similar source. Read-

ings in lines 20, 22, 33, and 34 show that texts 67, 69, and 78 vary 

significantly fron all other artifacts in the 50-line poera; in addi-

tion, texts 67, 69, and 78 are the only artifacts lacking lines 23 and 

24. Text 64 is close to NS 776; their verbal differences are rainor 

and few: II. 1, 10, 34, 35. Text 64 is clearly related to NS 151; 

readings in lines 25, 34, 47, and 49 show that their variants are minor. 

Consequently, in poem #5, two versions seera to have circulated: one 

witnessed by NS 151, NS 776, and text 64; and one by texts 67, 69, and 

78. 
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To the Queene on her arriuall at Portsmouth 

Nay. 1662. 

Now that the seas and winds so kind are growne 

In our aduantage to resigne their owne, 

Now you haue quitted the triumphant fleet 

And sufferd English ground to kisse your feet, 

While your glad subiects with impatience throng 5 

To see a blessing they haue beggd so long, 

While Nature (who in complement to you 

Kept back tiU now her warmth and beauty too) 

Hath to attend the luster your eyes bring 

Sent forth her lou'd Embassadour, the Spring, 10 

While in your praise Fames eccho doth conspire 

With the soft touches of the sacred Lyre 

Let an obscurer Nuse upon her knees 

Present you with such offerings as these, 

And you as a diuinitie adore, 15 

That so your mercy may appeare the more, 

Who though of those you should the best receiue 

Can such imperfect ones as these forgiue. 

11 conspire] '*', 

12 Lyre,] '^^ 
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Hayle royall Beauty, virgin bright and great, 

Who do our hopes secure and ioyes conpleat. 20 

We can not reckon what to you, we owe, 

Who nake hin happy that makes us be so. 

We did enioy but halfe our king before. 

You, us our Prince, and him his peace restore. 

But heauen for us the desperate debt hath paid, 25 

Who such a monarch hath your trophy nade, 

A Prince whose vertue did alone subdue, 

Armyes of men and of offences too, 

So good, that from him all our blessings flow, 

Yet is a greater then he can bestow, 30 

So great that he dispences life and death 

And Europes fate depends upon his breath, 

(For fortune would her wrongs to him repaire 

By courtships greater then her mischiefes were, 

As louers, that of iealousie repent 35 

20 compleat.] '̂, 

22 so.] '", 

23 before.] '", 

28 too,] '*'. 

33 (For] '"'̂  

34 were,] '^" 
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Grow troublesome in kind acknowledgnent) 

Who greater courage shew'd in wooing you 

Then other princes in their battailes do. 

Neuer was Spaine so generously defied; 

Where they design'd a prey, he courts a bride. 40 

Hence they may guesse, what wiU his anger proue 

When he appeard so braue in making loue, 

And be more wise, then to prouoke his armes 

Who can submitt to nothing but your charmes, 

And till they giue him leisure to subdue, 45 

His enemies nust owe their peace to you. 

Whiles he and you nixing illustrious rayes 

As nuch aboue our wishes as our praise, 

Such Hero'es shall produce, as euen they 

Without regret or blushes shall obey. 50 

36 acknowledgment)] 

38 do] '", 

40 bride.] '", 

46 you.] '", 

'VA 
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Historical Collation 

Poen #5: To the Oueene on her arriuall at Portsnouth Nay. 1662. 

Artifacts: 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: To the Queene on her arriuall at portsmouth Nay. 1662. 

151; To the Queens Najesty At her arrivall at Portsnouth 

Nay 1662 776; To the Queen's Najestv on her Arrival at 

Portsnouth, Nay 14. 1662. 64-78. 

1 seas and winds] winds and Seas 776. 

2 Inl For 776 67-78. owne,] '"; 64-78. 

6 long,) '"; 64-78. 

8 warnth] wealth 776 64-78. too)] '",) 776. 

10 forthl out 776. Spring,] '"; 64-78. 

11 doth] does 776. conspire] '*', 151. 

12 Lyre,] '^^ 151; *"; 64-78. 

16 nore,] '"; 64-78. 

19 Beauty,] '̂! 776. great,] *̂̂! 776. 

20 and] our 67-78. conpleat.] '", 151-776. 

22 that] who 67-78. so.] '", 151. 

23 We did enioy but halfe our king] ON 67-78. before.] '", 151 
776 64; ON 67-78. 

24 You, us our Prince, and hin his peace restore.] ON 67-78. 

25 the] this 776 64. 

28 too,] '". 151 776 64-78. 

30 bestow,] '". 776 64-78. 
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32 breath,] '". 776 64-78. 

33 (Forl "'^ 151. would her wrongs to hin repairej in anends 
now courts hin nore 67-78. 

34 By courtships greater then] Than ever she 67-78. her] his 
64; affronted 67-78. mischiefes] him 67-78. were,] '*' 
151; -": 64; before: 67-78. 

35 that] who 776. 

36 kind] fond 776. acknowledgnent)] '*"' 151; '*'.) 64-78. 

38 do.] '", 151. 

39 defied:] '^ 151. 

40 bride.] '̂, 151. 

42 loue,] •". 776; '"; 64-78. 

44 charnes,] '". 776 64-78. 

46 you.] '*', 151. 

47 Whiles] Whilst 776 64-78. 

48 as] that 64. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #6: To the Queenes Naiestie lan 1. 1660/61. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 53), 776 (pp. [298]-299), 64 (pp. 13-16), 67 (pp. 

7-8), 69 (pp. 7-8), 78 (pp. 7-8) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #6 because it is the raost reli-

able artifact (see General Textual Introduction). NS 776 displays 

nuraerous verbal variants when compared to all other artifacts in the 

50-1ine poem: II. 20, 21, 22, 35, 43. Text 64 and texts 67, 69, and 

78 are clearly related; their only verbal difference is in line 15 

("bellows", 64; "billowes", 67-78). Texts 67, 69, and 78 vary infre-

quently from NS 151, but readings in lines 4 and 16 may suggest that 

MS 151 and texts 67, 69, and 78 do not come from the same source. 

Consequently, three versions of poem #6 seem to have circulated: one 

witnessed by NS 151, one by NS 776, and one by texts 64, 67, 69, 

and 78. 
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To the Queenes Naiestie lan 1. 1660/61. 

You iustly may forsake a land which you 

Haue found so guilty and so fatall too. 

Fortune iniurious to your innocence 

Shot all her arrowes either heare or hence. 

'Twas here bold Rebells once your life pursu'd 5 

To whom 'twas Treason only to be rude 

TiU you were forc'd by their unwearied spight 

0 glorious crininall! to take your flight. 

Whence after you all that was humane, fled 

For here, oh here, the Royall Nartyr bled, 10 

Whose cause and heart must be diuine and high 

That hauing you could be content to dye. 

Here they purloind what we to you did owe, 

And paid you in varietie of woe. 

Yet all those billowes in your breast did meet 15 

A heart so firme so royall and so sweet 

That ouer them you greater conquest made 

Then your immortall father euer had. 

For we may read in story of some few 

That fought like him, none that endur'd like you. 20 

TiU sorrow blushd to act what Traytors raeant 

And prouidence it selfe did first repent. 

2 too.] ""̂  
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But as our actiue so our passiue ill 

Hath made your share to be the sufferers still. 

As from our raischiefes all your troubles grew 25 

'Tis your sad right to suffer for them too. 

Else our great Charles had not been hence so long, 

Nor the Illustrious Gloucester died so young, 

Nor had we lost a princesse all confest 

To be the greatest wisest and the best 30 

Who leauing colder parts but lesse unkind, 

(For it was here she sett but there she shind) 

Did to a most ingratefull climate come 

To make a visit and to find a tombe. 

So that we should as much your smile despaire 35 

As of your stay in this unpurged aire, 

But that your mercy doth exceed our crimes, 

As much as your exaraple forraer tiraes. 

And will forgiue our offerings though the flarae 

Doth tremble still betwixt regret and sharae, 40 

For we haue iustly sufferd raore then you. 

28 young,] '". 

30 best] '". 

38 times] '". 

40 shame,] '". 
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By the sad guilt of all your sufferings too. 

As you the great Idea haue been seen 

Of either fortune and in both, a Queen, 

Liue still triumphant, by the noblest wars 45 

And iustify your reconciled starres. 

See your offenders for your mercy bow 

And your tryed vertue all mankind allow 

While you to such a race haue giuen birth 

As are contended for, by heauen and earth. 50 

42 too.] ̂*"̂  

44 Queen,] '". 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #6: To the Queenes Naiestie lan 1. 1660/61. 

Artifacts: 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: To the Queenes Naiestie lan 1. 16(60/61. 151; To the 
ry st 

Queen=Nother At her leaving England Jan. 1 1660/1 776; 

To the Queen=mother's NaJestv. Jan. 1. 1660/1. 64-78. 

2 too.] '̂"̂  151; '*', 776. 

4 arrowes either] poison'd arrows 64-78. 

6 To] C" 64-78. rude] '". 776; "",) 64-78. 

8 0] '"! 776; r 64-78. criminall!] '"!) 64-78. flight.] '", 
776. 

9 fled] '̂. 776; '̂; 64-78. 

10 oh] '"! 776 64-78. 

14 woe.] '", 776. 

15 those] these 776. billowes] bellows 64. 

16 royain loyal 64-78. 

19 For] r 776. 

20 That] Who 776. you.] '̂ ;) 776; '̂: 64-78. 

21 sorrow] fortune 776. 

22 repent.] relent 776. 

24 still.] '̂, 776. 

28 young,] '^. 151; '": 64-78. 

30 best] '̂. 151; '", 776; '"; 64-78. 
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32 (Forl «•>- 776. but] and 776 64-78. shind)] ~. 776; ~,) 
64—78. 

33 ingrateful] ungrateful 64-78. 

35 should] might 776. nuch] well 776. 

36 aire,] '". 776; '̂; 64-78. 

37 doth] does 776. 

38 times] '". 151; '̂, 776 64-78. 

39 will] can 776. 

40 Doth] Does 776 64-78. shame,] '". 151 64-78. 

42 too.] '̂"̂  151. 

43 As you] You, who 776. 

44 Oueen,] *". 151 776. 

45 by] in 776. 

46 starres.] '"'̂  776. 

48 allow] '̂. 776; '"; 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #7: The Princesse royall and Returne into England 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 56), 306 (f. 368), 776 (pp. [296]-297), 64 (pp. 

16-18), 67 (pp. 8-9), 69 (pp. 8-9), 78 (pp. 8-9) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been chosen as the copytext for poem #7 because it is the most relia-

ble artifact (see General Textual Introduction). NS 306 is clearly 

unique; it varies numerous times fron all other artifacts: II. 1, 3, 

5, 12, 16, 22, 23. NSS 151 and 776 seem to be directly related; they 

vary only four times in the 34-1ine poem, and those verbal variants are 

minor. Text 64 and texts 67, 69, and 78 vary only in lines 11 and 17, 

but those variants suggest that text 64 may not come frora the sarae 

source as texts 67, 69, and 78. Readings in lines 11, 14, 17, and 25 

show that text 64 does not descend from the same source as NSS 151 or 

776. Verbal differences in lines 14, 17, and 25 suggest that texts 67, 

69, and 78 do not come from the same source as NSS 151 and 776. Thus, 

the relationships among the artifacts reveal that four versions of poem 

#7 circulated: one witnessed by NSS 151 and 776, one by NS 306, one by 

text 64, and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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The Princesse royall and Returne into England 

Wellcome sure pledge of reconciled powers 

If Kingdones haue good Angels, you are ours, 

For th'ill ones checkt by your bright influence 

Could neuer strike till you were hurryed hence 

But then as streames withstood more rapid grow, 5 

Warre and confusion soon did ouerflow. 

Such and so many sorrowes did succeed 

As it would be a new one now to read, 

But whilst your luster was to us denyd 

You scatterd blessings euery where beside: 10 

Nature and fortune haue so curious been 

To giue you worth and scene to shew it in, 

But we do most admire that generous care 

Which did your glorious Brothers troubles share, 

So that he thought them in your presence none 15 

And yet your sufferings did increase his owne. 

0 wondrous progeny,! o race diuine! 

Who owe more to your actions then your line. 

Your liues exalt your fathers deathlesse name 

The blush of England and the boast of farae. 20 

Pardon, great Nadam, this unfitt addresse 

'̂ 'A 5 grow,] 

20 fame.] '", 
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Which doth profane the glory 'twould confesse. 

Our crimes haue banisht us from you and we 

Were more remou'd by them then by the sea. 

Nor is it knowne, whether we wrong you more 25 

When we rebelld, then now when we adore, 

But what guilt found, Deuotion can not misse 

And you who pardon'd that, will pardon this. 

Your blest returne, tells us our storraes are ceast 

Our faults forgiuen and our starres appeasd. 30 

Your nercy, which no nalice could destroy 

Shall first bestow, and then instruct our ioy. 

For bounteous heauen, hath in your highnesse sent 

Our great exanple, blisse and ornaraent. 

22 confesse.] '*', 

28 this.] '", 

29 ceast] pawt -> ceast 
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Historical CoIIation 

Poen #7: The Princesse royall and Returne into England 

Artifacts: 151, 306, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: The Princesse royall and Returne into England 151; Vpon the 

Comeing of the Princesse Royall Into England. 306; To the 

Princess Royall At her returne into England. 776; Upon the 

Princess Rovall her Return into England. 64; Upon the 

Princess Royall her Return into ENGLAND. 67-78. 

1 sure] rich 306. powers] '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

2 good] their 306. ours,] '"'̂  306; "̂! 776; '": 64-78. 

3 th'iin the, ill 306. bright] strong 306. 

4 hence] '", 776; "̂. 64-78. 

5 then] like 306. grow,] '". 151; '^^ 306; '̂; 64. 

6 soon] then 306. ouerflow.] '^^ 306; '": 64-78. 

8 read,] '". 306 64-78. 

9 whilst] when 306. 

10 You] It 306. beside:] '"'̂  306; '̂. 776 64-78. 

11 curious] courteous 306; gracious 64. 

12 worth] wealth 306. shew] show 306. in,] '". 306 776 64-
78. 

13 that] your 306. 

14 Which] That 306. troubles] sufferings 64-78. share,] '*"' 
306; '"; 64-78. 

16 sufferings] troubles 306. owne.] '*"' 306. 
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17 0] '"! 776. progeny,!) ""! 306 776; prodigy! 64-78. o) •"! 
776; ON 64. race) Oracle 64. 

18 line.) '"! 306. 

19 fathers deathlesse) Deathlesse Fathers 306 776. 

20 fame.) '", 151; ""; 306. 

21 great] C" 306. Nadam,] '*') 306; '^^ 776. 

22 doth) does 776 64-78. confesse.] '*', 151; express. 306. 

23 haue banisht) did banish 306. us from you) you from hence 
306. 

24 sea.) '*"' 306. 

25 is it) 'ist 306. whether) whither 776. wrong) doe wrong 
306; wrong'd 64-78. 

26 then now when we) or when wee would 306; or now we doe 776 64-
78. adore,) '*"' 306; '". 776 64-78. 

27 misse) '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

28 who) that 306. this.) '", 151. 

29 ceast) p««t -> ceast 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poera #8: On the death of the Duke of Gloucester 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 58-59), 776 (pp. [294]-[296]), 64 (pp. 18-22), 67 

(pp. 9-11), 69 (pp. 9-11), 78 (pp. 9-11) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #8 because it is the most reli-

able artifact (see General Textual Introduction). NS 776 varies nu-

merous times from NS 151 in the 64-1ine poem, but many of these verbal 

differences are relatively minor: II. 4, 7, 10, 23, 30, 54, 58. Texts 

67, 69, and 78 could come from the sarae source as text 64; their verbal 

variants are minor and few: II. 17, 24, 30, 60. Readings in lines 5, 

10, 21, 22, and 63 show that texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 vary from NS 151; 

although there are several variants, they tend to be rainor. Texts 64, 

67, 69, and 78 vary from NS 776 in lines 4, 5, 7, 21, and 30; again, 

the differences are relatively minor. Thus, the textual evidence indi-

cates that three similar versions of poem #8 circulated: one witnessed 

by NS 151, one by NS 776, and one by texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 (although 

text 64 may represent a fourth). 
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On the death of the Duke of Gloucester 

Great Gloucester's dead, and yet in this we must 

Confesse that angry heauen is wise and iust. 

We haue so long and yet so ill endurd 

The woes which our offences had procurd, 

That this new shock would all our strength destroy 5 

Had we not knowne an intervall of ioy. 

And yet perhaps this stroke had been excusd, 

If we this intervall had not abus'd. 

But our ingratitude and discontent, 

Deserud to know our mercies are but lent. 10 

And those complaints, heauen in this rigid fate 

Doth first chastise and then legitimate. 

By this it our diuisions doth reproue 

And raakes us ioine in griefe if not in loue. 

For (glorious youth) all parties do agree 15 

As in admiring so lamenting thee. 

The soueraigne, subiects, foreigners delight 

Thou wert the vniuersall favourite. 

Not Romes belou'd and braue Narcellus fell, 

So much a darling, or a rairacle: 20 

Built of the richest bloud, and finest earth 

2 iust.) '̂, 

12 legitimate.) '", 
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Yet hadst a heart nore noble then thy birth, 

Which by the afflictiue changes thou didst know, 

Thou hadst but too nuch cause and time to show, 

For when fate did thy infancie expose 25 

To the most barbarous and stupid foes 

Yet then thou didst so much expresse a prince, 

As did euen then anaze if not convince. 

Nay that loose Tyrant whon no bounds confind, 

Whom neither lawes, nor oathes, nor shame could bind, 30 

Although his soule was then his lookes, more grim, 

Yet thy braue Innocence halfe softned him, 

And he that worth, wherein thy soule was drest 

By his illfauourd clemencie confest, 

Lessning the ill which he could not repent 35 

He calld that trauaile which was banishment. 

Escap'd fron hin thy Trialls were increast 

The scene was chang'd, but not the danger ceas't. 

Thou from rough guardians to seducers gone, 

Those made thy temper, these thy iudgment knowne, 40 

Whiles thou the noblest champion wert for truth 

28 convince.) '*', 

36 banishment.) '*', 

39 gone,] ""̂  
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Whether we view thy courage or thy youth. 

If to foyle nature and ambition claimes 

Greater reward then to encounter flames, 

All that shall know thy story, must allow 45 

A martyrs crowne prepared for thy brow. 

But yet thou wert suspended from thy throne 

Till thy great brother had regaind his owne, 

Who though the brauest sufferer, yet euen he 

Could not at once haue miss'd his crowne and thee. 50 

But as commissiond Angels make no stay 

But hauing done their errand go their way, 

So thy part done, not thy restored state 

The future splendour that did for thee waite 

Nor that thy prince and countrey must mourne for 55 

Such a support and such a councellour, 

Could longer keepe thee from that Blisse whence thou 

Lookst down with pitty on earths Nonarchs now, 

Where thy capacious Soule may quench her thirst, 

And younger brothers may inherit first. 60 

While on our King heauen doth this care expresse, 

To raake his coraforts safe, it raakes them lesse 

42 youth.] '", 

52 way,] '^" 

60 first.) '"̂  
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For the successfull heathens us'd to say 

It is too much great Gods! send some allay, 

64 allay.] '"' 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #8: On the death of the Duke of Gloucester 

Artifacts: 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: On the death of the Duke of Gloucester 151 776; On the 

Death of the Illustrious Duke of Gloucester. 64; On the 

Death of the Illustrious DUKE gf GLOUCESTER. 67-78. 

2 iust.) '*', 151; '*'! 776. 

4 woes which) sorrow's 776. had) haue 776. 

5 shock) stroke 64-78. 

7 stroke) blow 776. 

8 this) that 776. 

10 are) were 776 64-78. lent.) '̂, 776; '": 64-78. 

12 Doth) Does 776 64-78. legitimate.) '"'̂  151. 

13 doth) does 776 64-78. 

14 loue.] '": 78. 

15 (glorious youth)] Glorious Youth! 776. 

16 thee.) '̂; 64-78. 

17 soueraigne] Sou'raign's 776 67-78. subiects] Subject 64. 
delight) '", 776; '": 64; '"; 67-78. 

20 miracle:] '". 776 64-78. 

21 Built of the) Though built of 64-78. earth) '". 776; '", 64-
78. 

22 Yet) Thou 64-78. heart] heat 776. birth,] "̂. 776; '": 
64-69; '̂; 78. 

23 the afflictiue) th'afflictive 776 64-78. 
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24 show,] shew. 776 64; '". 67-78. 

26 foes) '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

27 then thou didst) thou didst then 64-78. a) the 776 64-78. 

28 convince.) '̂, 151. 

30 Whom) Who 64. oathes) oath 776. 

31 lookes) look 776 64-78. 

32 him,] '". 776 64-69; '̂; 78. 

34 confest,) '"; 64-78. 

36 trauaile) Trauell 776 64-78. banishnent.) '̂, 151 

37 increast) '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

38 ceas't.) '", 776 64; '": 78. 

39 Thou) Now 64. gone,) 151 

40 knowne,) 'VA 151; 64-78. 

41 Whiles) Whilst 776 64-78. 
776; '̂, 64-78. 

noblest) Noble 776. truth) 

42 Whether) Whither 776. youth.) 151 776 

45 thy) the 64-78. 

48 owne,] '". 776; '": 64-78, 

52 way,] '"'̂  151; '": 64-78. 

54 that) which 776 64-78. 

58 earths Nonarchs) a Nonarch 776. now,] '"; 64-69; '"? 78. 

60 brothers) Brother 64. first.) 'VA 151. 

61 doth) does 776 64-78. 

62 it) he 64-78. lesse) 776 64-78. 

63 the) this 64-78. us'd) use 64-78. 

64 great) ( 
allay.) 

64-78. 
"̂  151. 

Gods!) 'VA 776; ",) 64; '̂ ) 67-78 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #9: To her royall highnesse the Dutchesse of Yorke on her 

command to send her some things I had wrote 

Artifacts: 017 (pp. 96-97), 151 (p. 63), 690 (f. 69), 776 (pp. 301-

[302]), 64 (pp. 22-24), 67 (pp. 11-12), 69 (pp. 11-12), 

78 (pp. 11-12) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #9 because it is the most reli-

able artifact (see General Textual Introduction). NS 776 is clearly 

and possibly directly related to NS 151; verbal differences are very 

rainor in the 30-Iine poem: II. 10, 13, 15, 18, 30. NS 017 varies from 

NS 151 in lines 10, 15, 18, and 23 and from NS 776 in lines 10, 13, 18, 

and 23; while these verbal variants show that NS 017 does not directly 

descend from NS 151 or NS 776, the differences are minor and indicate 

that NS 017 may descend from the same source as do NSS 151 and 776. NS 

690 descends from a source other than that of NSS 151 and 776 as shown 

by the readings in lines 6, 9, 16, and 18 and by the presence of a sal-

utation in NS 690. While NS 017 is distantly related to NS 690 (11. 

10, 18), verbal variants in lines 6, 9, 10, 15, and 23 (and the saluta-

tion) show that NSS 017 and 690 do not descend from the same source. 

Texts 67, 69, and 78 and text 64 may be related; their only verbal var-

iants in the poem appear in lines 18, 23, and 24. Texts 64, 67, 69, 

and 78 vary from NS 017 (11. 15, 18, 23), NS 151 (II. 23, 29), NS 690 

(11. 6, 9, 18), and NS 776 (II. 15, 23, 29). Thus, three versions of 
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poem #9 seem to have circulated: one witnessed by NSS 151, 776, and 

017; one by NS 690; and one by texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 (although text 

64 may represent a fourth version). 
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not your powerfull word bid them appeare. 

To her royall highnesse the Dutchesse of Yorke 

on her command to send her some things I had wrote 

To you whose dignitie strikes us with awe 

And whose far greater iudgment giues us law, 

Your mind being more transcendent then your state 

(For while but knees to this, hearts bow to that) 

These humble papers neuer durst corae neare 

Had 

In which such maiestie such sweetnesse dwells 

As in one Act obligeth and compells. 

None can dispute comraands vouchsafd by you: 

What shall my feares then and confusions do,? 10 

They must resigne, and by their iust pretence 

Some value set on my obedience: 

For in religious dutyes, 'tis confest 

The raost iraplicite are accepted best. 

If on that score your highnesse will excuse 15 

This blushing tribute of an artlesse rause, 

She raay encouragd by your least regard 

Which first doth worth create and then reward, 

At modest distance with improued straines 

That mercy celebrate which now she gaines. 20 

1 awe) '". 

9 vouchsafd) vouschafd 
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But should you that seuerer iustice use 

Which these too prompt approaches may produce, 

As the swift Doe that hath escaped long 

Belieues a vulgar shot would be a wrong 

But wounded by a prince falls without shame, 25 

And what in life she looseth gaines in fame, 

So if a ray fron you chance to be sent 

Which too consume and not to warrae is raeant, 

The trembling muse at least more nobly dyes 

And falls by that a truer sacrifice. 30 

'VA 26 fame,] 

28 raeant,] 

30 sacrifice.) '"'̂  

'VA 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #9: To her royall highnesse the Dutchesse of Yorke on her 

command to send her some things I had wrote 

Artifacts: 017, 151, 690, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: To her Royall Highness the Dutchess of York, who commanded 

mee to send her what I had writen. 017; To her royall 

highnesse the Dutchesse of Yorke on her coraraand to send her 

sorae things I had wrote 151; To Her Royall Highnes the 
rs 

Dutches of York Who coraraanded N Philips to send her what 

things she had written. 690; To her Royall Highness the 

Dutchess of York, with sorae papers of raine which She 

coraraanded. 776; To Her Roval Highness the Dutchess of York, 

on her coraraanding me to send her some things that I had 

written. 64-78. 

Salutation: ON) Nadam 690. 

1 awe) '̂, 017 776 64-78; '̂. 151. 

2 law,l '". 017; '"'̂  690. 

3 Your) C" 017 776 67-78. 

4 (For) ^'^ 017 690 776 64-78. that)] '^^ 017 690; '",) 776 67-
78; '*', 64. 

6 word] breath 690. appear,] '^" 017 690; '"; 64-78. 

8 obligeth] obliges 017 690 776 64-78. compells.] '^^ 690. 

9 dispute) resist 690. vouchsafd] vouschafd 151. you:] 
017 690; -", 776; '̂. 64-69. 
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10 confusions) confusion 776 64-78. doe,?) does 017; -? 690 
77o 64—78. 

11 resigne,] '^^ 690; '̂; 776; '̂, 64-78. 

12 obedience:] '". 017 776 64-78; '"̂  690. 

13 dutyes) duty 776. 

14 best.) '̂, 776. 

15 wiin can 017 776. 

16 This) The 690. 

17 encourag'd) r 776 64-78. 

18 first) Worth 017 690. doth] do's 017 690 776; did 64; can 
67-78. worth) first 017 690. reward,] '"'̂  690; "̂ ,) 776; 

20 gaines.) '"'̂  690. 

23 Doe] Hinde 67-78. that) who 017; which 776 64-78. hath] 
had 690. 

24 shot) hand 64. wrong) *", 017 776; '"; 64-78. 

26 looseth) looses 017 690 776 64-78. fame,] '". 017; '"'̂  151« 
'": 64-78. 

28 meant,] '^^ 151; '̂; 64-78. 

29 The) Ny 64-78. 

30 a) the 776. sacrifice.) '"'̂  151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #10: On the death of the Queen of Bohemia 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 64-65), 690 (f. 68), 776 (pp. [302]-303), 64 (pp. 

24-27), 67 (pp. 12-13), 69 (pp. 12-13), 78 (pp. 12-13) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #10 because it is the most reli-

able artifact (see General Textual Introduction). NS 151 varies some 

from NS 690 in the 46-1ine poem, but those verbal variants are general-

ly minor: II. 8, 17, 21, 26, 40. Readings in lines 5, 14, 16, 17, and 

27 show that NS 776 does not descend from NSS 151 and 690 or texts 64, 

67, 69, and 78. Verbal differences in lines 21, 24, 26, and 39 indi-

cate that text 64 does not come from the same source as texts 67, 69, 

and 78. Readings in lines 21, 24, 29, and 39 indicate that text 64 

does not come from the same source as NSS 151 and 690. Printed texts 

67, 69, and 78 may descend from the same source as do NSS 151 and 690: 

when texts 67, 69, and 78 are compared to NSS 151 and 690 in lines 3, 

8, 17, and 29, the verbal variants are minor and few. Thus, the rela-

tionships among the artifacts show that three versions of poem #10 cir-

culated: one witnessed by NSS 151 and 690 and texts 67, 69, and 78; one 

by NS 776; and one by text 64. 
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On the death of the Queen 

of Bohenia 

Allthough the nost do with officious heat 

Only adore the liuing and the great 

Yet this Queenes nerit fane so far hath spread 

That she rules still though dispossest and dead. 

For loosing one, two other crownes remaind 5 

Ouer all hearts and her owne griefes she reignd, 

Two thrones so splendid as to none are lesse 

But to that third which she doth now possesse. 

Her birth and heart fortune so well did know 

That seeking her owne fame in such a foe, 10 

She dressd the spacious theatre, for the fight 

And the admiring world calld to the sight; 

An army then of mighty sorrowes brought 

Who all against this single vertue fought, 

And sometimes stratagems and sometimes blowes 15 

To her heroique soule they did oppose, 

But at her foot their vaine attempts did fall 

And she discouerd and subdud thera all 

8 possesse.) '*', 

12 sight:] '̂, 

18 all) '̂. 
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Till fortune weary of her nalice grew, 

Becane her captiue and her trophy too 20 

And by too late a tribute, beg'd to haue been 

Adnitted subiect to so braue a Oueen. 

But as sone Hero who a field hath won 

Viewing the things he had so greatly done 

When by his spirits flight he finds that he 25 

With his owne life nust buy the victory, 

He nakes the slaughterd heape that next hin lyes 

His funerall pile and then in triunph dyes, 

So fell the royall dane, with conquering spent, 

And left in euery brest her nonunent 30 

Wherein so high an epitaph is writt 

As I nust neuer dare to coppy it,: 

But that bright angel which did on her waite 

In fifty yeares contention with her fate, 

And in that office did with wonder see 35 

Uow great her troubles, how nuch greater shee, 

How she naintaind her best prerogatiue 

In keeping still the power to forgiue. 

22 Oueen.) '^" 

28 dyes,) '". 

37 prerogatiue) 

38 forgiue,) '",: 
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How high she did in her deuotions go 

And how her condescensions stoopt as low, 40 

With how rauch glory she had euer been 

A daughter, sister, nother, wife and Queen, 

Will sure employ some deathlesse muse to tell 

Our children this instructiue miracle, 

Who may her sad illustrious life recite, 45 

And after all her wrongs may do her right. 

'VA 40 low,) 

41 been) '". 

42 Queen.) '"'̂  
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Historical Collation 

Poem #10: On the death of the Oueen of Bohemia 

Artifacts: 151, 690, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: On the death of the Oueen of Boheraia 151 776; On the death 

of the Queene of Boheraia. 690; On the Death of the Queen of 

Bohemia. 64-78. 

2 great) '̂, 776; "̂; 64-78. 

3 nerit) Nerits 64-78. so far hath) hath so far 64. 

4 dead.) '"'̂  690. 

5 remaind) she gain'd, 776; '*'; 64-78. 

6 reignd,] '"'̂  690; '". 776 64-78. 

8 to that) that 690. doth) doe's 690 776 64-78. possesse.] 
'", 151. 

9 birth and heart) Heart and Birth 64-78. 

11 fight] '*', 776 64-69; '": 78. 

12 sight;] -^, 151 776; '^: 64-78. 

14 Who) Which 776. fought,] '"'̂  690; '̂; 64-78. 

15 blowes) '". 776. 

16 soule) Brest 776. oppose,] '^^ 690; '": 64-78. 

17 foot) feet 690 776 64-78. their) the 776. did) doe 690 
776. 

18 ain '̂. 151 64-78; '", 776. 

20 too) '̂; 690; '̂, 776; '̂: 64-78. 

21 tribute) suit 64. to haue) t'have 690 776 67-78. 
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22 Queen.) ""̂  151. 

24 greatly) bravely 64. done) '", 776 64; '"; 67-78. 

26 the) his 690 776 67-78. 

27 next) near 776. 

28 then) there 690 776. dyes,] '". 151; '"'̂  690; '": 64-78. 

29 the) this 64-78. 

30 monument) '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

32 it,:] '"̂  690; '". 776 64-78. 

36 How great her) Who great 690. shee,) '*"' 690; '"; 64-78. 

37 prerogatiue) '", 151 776 64-78. 

38 forgiue,) '̂ ,: 151; '"'̂  690; '*'; 64; '": 67-78. 

39 devotions] devotion 690 776 67-78; Directions 64. 

40 condescensions) condescension 690 776 64-78. low,] '^" 151; 
'"; 64-78. 

41 been) '". 151. 

42 Queen,) '"'̂  151; '"; 64-78. 

44 miracle,) '"'̂  690; '". 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

d 
Poem #11: On the 3 September 1651. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 82), 775 (pp. [168rev, 166rev]), 776 (pp. [364]-

365), 64 (pp. 29-31), 67 (pp. 13-14), 69 (pp. 13-14), 78 

(pp. 13-14) 

Nanuscript 775, the earliest version of poen #11, is in the 

hand of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. NS 

151 is clearly related to NS 775 because it closely parallels NS 775 

throughout the 34-1ine poen, and in lines 5, 18, and 25 agrees with NS 

775 against the other artifacts. When NS 151 disagrees with NS 775, 

the variants are few and ninor: 11. 18, 20, 25, 32. NS 776 is con-

nected to NS 151 as shown by variants in lines 20, 31, and 32; however, 

lines 5 and 18 denonstrate that NS 776 cannot have the same source as 

NSS 151 and 775. Readings in lines 5, 18, and 25 show that printed 

text 64 is obviously related to NS 776 and that texts 67, 69, and 78 

derive directly fron text 64. AII the printed editions are also con-

nected to NS 151 as seen in lines 20, 31, 32, and to NS 775 as seen in 

line 18. Thus, the relationships anong the artifacts of the poem, 

along with the small number of verbal variants, show that Katherine 

Philips probably circulated slightly revised versions of NS 775 as 

witnessed by NS 151, and by NS 776 and the printed texts 64, 67, 69, 

and 78. 
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d 
On the 3 September 1651. 

As when the Glorious Nagazine of light 

Approache's to his Cannopy of night 

He with new splendour cloth's his dying rays 

And double brightness to his beams conveys. 

As if to brave and check his ending fate 5 

Put's on his highest, looks in's lowest State, 

Drest in such Terrour as to make us all 

Be Anti=persians and adore his fall. 

Then quit's the world depriving it of day 

While every herb and Plant does droop away 10 

So when our Gasping English Royalty 

Perceiv'd her period now was drawing nigh 

She sumraons her whole strength to give one blow 

To raise her self, or pull down others too. 

Big with revenge and hope she now spake raore 15 

Of Terrour then in raany raon'ths before 

And muster's her attendants or to save 

Her from, or wait upon her to the Grave. 

Yet but enjoy'd the raiserable fate 

Of sitting Najesty, to dy in State. 20 

Unhappy Kings! who cannot keep a throne 

Nor be so fortunate to fall alone. 

10 away,] '^^' 
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Their weight sink's others, Ponpey could not fly 

But half the world nust beare him company 

Thus Captive Sanpson could not life conclude 25 

Unless attended with a multitude. 

Who'd trust to Greatness now, whose food is ayre 

Whose ruine sudden, and whose end despaire? 

Who would presume upon his Glorious birth? 

Or quarrell for a spacious share of earth 30 

That see's such diadems become thus cheap 

And Hero's tumble in the common heap? 

0! give me vertue then which surara's up all 

And firraely stands when Crowns and Scepters fall. 

24 company,] '̂" 

25 Thus) Afté -> Thus 
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Historical CoIIation 

d 
Poen #11: On the 3 Septenber 1651. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
d d 

Heading: On the 3 of Septenber 1651. 151; On the 3 September 
r 

1651. 775; On the 3. of Sept. 1651. 776; On the 3. of 

September, 1651. 64-78. 

4 conveys.) '", 151; '"; 776 64-78. 

5 As if) And, as 776 64; And (as 67-78. fate) "̂, 151 776 
64; '") 67-78. 

6 in's] in 151. State,) '". 776. 

8 fall.) '̂; 776 64-78. 

10 does) doth 151. away,] '"̂  775; '": 776 64-78. 

14 too.) '", 151. 

16 before) *"; 776 64-78. 

18 wait upon) else attend 776 64-78. the) her 151. Grave.) 
"̂, 151; '*': 776 64-78. 

20 sitting) setting 151 776 64-78. 

21 Kings!] ", 776 64-78. 

22 alone.) "̂, 151; '"! 776 64-78. 

24 beare) keep 151. company,] '"̂  775; '̂; 776 64-78. 

25 Thus) And 151 776 64-78; Ané -> Thus 775. Captive) captiv'd 
776 64-78. 

28 despaire?) "",? 151. 

29 birth?) '̂, 776 64-78. 

30 earth) '"? 151; '", 776 64-78. 
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31 thus) so 151 776 64-78. 

32 the) a 151 776 64-78. heap?) '̂. I5i. 

33 0!) '-^ 776 64-78. 

34 fall.) '^^ 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #12: To the Noble Palaemon on his encomparable discourse of 

Friendship 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 42), 775 (pp. 95, 97), 776 (pp. [280)-[282]), 64 

(pp. 29-31), 67 (pp. 14-15), 69 (pp. 14-15), 78 (pp. 14-15) 

The earliest version of poem #12, NS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. NS 151 is 

clearly related to NS 775 in the 40-1ine poem: the verbal variants in 

the two manuscripts are ninor and few: II. 2, 12, 22, 27. Although 

NS 776 is distantly related to NSS 775 and 151 (II. 25, 26), readings 

in lines 19, 29, 34, 35, and 36 show that NS 776 nust come from a 

source other than NSS 775 and 151. Noreover, NS 776 is the only arti-

act to eliminate lines 27 and 28. Although printed text 64 sometimes 

agrees with NSS 775 and 151 against all other artifacts (U. 26, 35, 

36), text 64 varies against NSS 151 and 775 and all other artifacts in 

lines 14, 15, 19, and 26. Readings in lines 21, 25, 26, and 32 reveal 

that text 67 does not derive from the manuscript or text 67 and that 

texts 68 and 78 derived from text 67. In lines 25 and 26, texts 67, 

69, and 78 transpose the couplet and change the wording within the 

couplet. AIso, texts 67, 69, and 78 are the only artifacts to orait 

lines 35 and 36. Thus, in poera #12, four revisions of NS 775 seera to 

have circulated: one witnessed by NS 151, one by NS 776, one by text 

64, and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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To the Noble Palaemon on 

his encomparable discourse 

of Friendship. 

We had been still undone, wrapt in disguise, 

Secure not happy; cunning but not wise. 

War had been our design int'rest our trade, 

We had not dwelt in safety, but in shade 

Hadst thou not hung out light more welcome far 5 

Then wandring Seamen think the Northern Star, 

To shew, least we our happiness should misse 

'Tis plac'd in Friendship, Nen's (and Angells) bliss. 

Friendship! which had a scorn or mask been made 

And still had been derided or betrayd 10 

At which the Politician still had laugh'd 

The souldier stormed, and the gallant scoff'd, 

Or worn not as a passion but a plot 

At first pretended, or at last forgot 

Hadst thou not been her great deliverer, 15 

And first discover'd, and then rescu'd her; 

And raising what rude raalice had flung down 

2 Secure) Qafe but -> Secure 

4 shade] '". 

8 bliss.) ""̂  

14 forget) '̂. 
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Unvayld her face, and then restor'd her Crown. 

By so august an action to convince 

'Tis greater to support then be a Prince. 20 

0! for a voyce which big as Thunder were 

That all nankind thy conqu'ring truthe might heare! 

Sure the litigious as amaz'd would stand 

As Fairy Knights touch'd with Cambina's wand, 

Nations and people would let fall their armes 25 

Drawn by thy softer, and yet stronger charmes. 

And what more honour could on thee be hurld, 

Then to protect a vertue, save a world. 

But while Great Friendship thou hast coppyd out 

Th'hast drawn thy self so well, that we may doubt 30 

Which most appeare's thy Candour, or thy art 

Or we ow more unto thy braine, or heart; 

But this we know, without thy own consent 

Th'hast rear'd thy self a glorious monument. 

And that so lasting as all fate forbid's 35 

And will out-Iive Egyptian Pyramids. 

Temples, and Statues, time will eat away 

And Tombs (like theyr inhabitants) decay 

22 heare!) '"̂  

24 wand;] '^^ 
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But there Palaemon live's, and so he must 

When Narbles crumble to forgotten dust. 40 
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Historical CoIIation 

Poem #12: To the Noble Palaemon on his encomparable discourse of 

Friendship. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: To the noble Palaemon on his incomparable discourse of 

friendship 151; To the Noble Palaemon on his encoraparable 

discourse of Friendship. 775; To Paleraon on his discourse 

of friendship 776; To the Noble Palaeraon, on his incompara-

ble Discourse of Friendship. 64-78. 

2 Secure) Safe but -> Secure 775. happy;] happy been, 151; 
'", 776. but not) not 151; and not 64-78. wise.) '^^ 151; 
*", 776; '"; 64-78. 

3 trade,) '"'̂  151; '"; 64-78. 

4 shade) '^. 775; '̂, 64-78. 

5 thou) you 776. light) lights 151. 

6 Northern Star,] northerne star 151; Northern Star. 776; 
Northern-star; 64-78. 

7 least) lest 64-78. 

8 (and Angells)] and Angels 151 776 64-78. bliss.) '"'̂  775. 

9 Friendship!) '", 776 64-78. made) '". 776; '", 64-78. 

10 betrayd) '̂. 151 776; '̂, 64; ̂ ; 67-78. 

11 Politician) great Physician 64-78. 

12 The) These 151. scoff'd,) '̂. 776; '̂; 64-78. 

13 plot) '". 776; '", 64-78. 
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14 or) and 151 67-78. last) least 64. forgot) '". 775; '"; 
64-78. 

15 thou) you 776. her) our 64. 

16 And) At 151 776 64-78. her;) '", 151 64-78; '". 776. 

18 Crown.) '": 64-78. 

19 so august an) that transcendent 776; such august an 64. 

20 greater) better 776. Prince.) '*': 151. 

21 0!) '*"' 151 64-78. which) as 776. big) loud 67-78. 

22 thy) these 776. truthe) truths 151 776 64-78. heare!) '". 
151; '"'̂  775 776. 

24 with) by 151 776. Cambina's) Cabinas 151 64-78. wand,) '". 
151 776; '"'̂  775. 

25 Nations and people would let fall their armes) Drawn by thy softer, 
and yet stronger Charms, 64-78. 

26 Drawn by) *** 64; Nations and 67-78. thy) your 776; **• 
64; Armies 67-78. softer, and yet stronger) *** 64; would 
lay down their 67-78. charmes.) *** 64; Arms: 67 69; Arms: 
78. 

27 And what more honour) ON 776. could) can 151 64-78; ON 776. 
on thee be hurld,] ON 776. 

28 Then to protect a vertue, save a) ON 776. world.) ON 776; '"? 
67-78. 

29 thou hast) you have 776. 

30 Th'hast) Y'haue 776; Thou'st 64-78. thy) your 776. 

31 thy) your 776. thy) your 776. 

32 Or) Whether 67-78. unto) to 67-78. thy) your 776. 
heart;] '"'̂  151; '". 776 64-78. 

33 thy] your 776; thine 64-78. 

34 Th'hast) Y'have 776; Thou'st 64-78. rear'd) rais'd 776 64-
78. thy) your 776. monuraent.) '"; 64-69; '": 78. 
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35 And that so) ON 67-78. lasting) solid 776- ON 67-78 
all fate forbid's) ON 67-78. ' - ®' 

36 And wiin QN 67-78. out-live) outlast 776; ON 67-78 
Egyptian Pyramids.) ON 67-78. ~ 

38 inhabitants)] - ) , 151; - 776. decay) -. 151 776; -; 64-

39 there) here 776. 

as 
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Textual Introduction 

bl 
Poem #13: To the Right Hono: Alice Countess of Carberry, on her 

enriching Wales with her presence. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 30), 336 (f. lOr [reverse]), 775 (p.67), 776 (pp. 

369-Í370)), 64 (pp. 31-33), 67 (pp. 16-17), 69 (pp. 16-

17), 78 (pp. 16-17) 

In poem #13, manuscripts 151 and 775 have been chosen as copy-

texts. NS 775 is the copytext for lines 1-20 (stanzas 1 and 2) be-

cause NS 775 is a holograph of the poem. However, lines 21-30 (stanza 

3) of the poem are nissing fron NS 775 because a page has been torn 

out. Where NS 775 is nissing lines, NS 151 is used as the copytext 

because NS 151 closely parallels NS 775 in the first 20 lines of the 

poen, with only two very minor substantive variants (11. 6, 12). 

Noreover, of all the artifacts that are not holographs, NS 151 is the 

nost reliable because in nany poens that are both in NSS 151 and 775, 

NS 151 often agrees with NS 775 against all other artifacts, and in 

some poems, NSS 151 and 775 display no verbal variants (see General 

Textual Introduction). The verbal variants in lines 5, 12, and 13 

show that NS 336 is closely related to NSS 151 and 775 because in 

these lines, NSS 151, 336, and 775 agree against the other artifacts; 

moreover, when NS 336 disagrees with NSS 151 and 775 (in the saluta-

tion and in lines 11 and 13), the verbal differences are minor. NS 

776 descends from a source other than that of NSS 151, 336, and 775 as 

demonstrated by the verbal variants in lines 5, 12, and 13. Printed 
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text 64 is directly related to NS 776 because they always substan-

tively agree. In addition, NS 776 and text 64 are clearly related to 

texts 67, 69, and 78; their only variants in the poem are in lines 4 

and 5. Thus, the relationships among the artifacts of the poen show 

that two (conplete) versions of NS 775 circulated: one witnessed by 

NSS 151 and 336; and one by NS 776 and texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. 
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bl 
To the Right Hono: Alice 

Countess of Carberry, on 

her enriching Wales 

with her presence. 

Nadam 

As when the first day dawn'd, mans greedy ey, 

Was apt to dwell on the bright Prodigy, 

TiII he might careless of his Organ grow, 

And so his wonder prove his danger too 

So when our countrey (which was doom'd to be 5 

Close mourner to it's own obscurity 

And in neglected chaos so long lay) 

Was rescu'd by your beams into a day, 

Like men into a sudden lustre brought 

We lustly fear'd to gaze more then we ought. 10 

2. 

From hence it is you loose most of your right 

Since none can pay't or durst doe't if they might. 

It is perfections raisery, that art and wit 

While they would honour, doe but injure it 

4 too) '̂. 

6 obscurity) '*'. 

12 pay't) p«rt -> pay't doe't) pa -> doe't raight.) 
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But as the Deity slight's our expence 15 

And love's devotion nore than eloquence, 

So 'tis our confidence you are divine, 

Nake's us at distance thus approach your shrine, 

And thus secur'd to you who, need no art, 

I that speak least ny wit, nay speak ny heart. 20 

3. 

Then nuch aboue our zealous iniury 

Receiue this tribute of our shades fron ne, 

While your great splendours like eternall spring, 

To these sad groues such a refreshnent bring 

That the despised countrey nay be growne 25 

And iustly too the envy of the Towne, 

That so when all mankind at length haue lost 

The vertuous grandeur which they once did boast, 

Of you like pilgrims they nay heare obtaine, 

Worth to recruit the dying world againe. 30 

20 heart.) '"̂  

30 againe.) '"'̂  
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Historical Collation 

bl 
Poen #13: To the Right Hono: Alice Countess of Carberry, on her 

enriching Wales with her presence. 

Artifacts: 151, 336, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: II. 1-20, 775; II. 21-30, 151. 

Heading: To the right honourable Alice Countesse of Carbery on her 

enriching Wales with her presence 151; To Alicia Count: of 
bl 

Carbery Coning into Wales. 336; To the Right Hono: Alice 

Countess of Carberry, on her enriching Wales with her 

presence. 775; To the Rt H:ble Alce Counts of Carbury, on 

her enriching Wales with her Presence. 776; To the Right 

Honourable Alice Countess of Carbury, on her enriching Wales 

with her Presence. 64; To the Right Honourable Alice 

Countess of Carbury, at her coning into Wales. 67-78. 

Salutation Nadam) ON 336 776 64-78. 

4 so) let 67-78. too) '"' 775; '": 776 64-78. 

5 our) your 776 64. (which) ""^ 151 336. doora'd) deem'd 
776 64-78. 

6 to) in 151 776 64-78. obscurity) '". 775; ^, 776 64-78. 

7 lay)] '"'̂  151 336. 

8 day,] '". 151; '"'̂  336. 

10 ought.) '^^ 336. 

11 most] more 336. 

12 pay't] pfti^ -> pay't 775. or) nor 776 64 67-78. doe't) 
do it 151 336; pa -> doe't 775. raight.) '", 151; '"'̂  775. 
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^̂  Ííd]%?^^33r^°'^^ æisery,) Perfection's misery 'tis 776 64-78. 

14 it.) '*', 151; '^^ 336. 

16 eloquence,) '"'̂  151 336; '": 776 64-78. 

18 shrine,) '̂. 336 776 64-78. 

20 heart.) ̂*"̂  336(hand-drawn heart instead of "heart") 775. 

^̂  V ^ ^ L r ^^^' °"^^ ̂ ^̂  ^̂ ^ ̂ "̂'7®- i'̂ iury) '̂, 776 64-78; ) 336. 

24 these) the 336. such) does such 336. 

25 growne) known 336. 

26 Towne,] '"'̂  336; '̂. 776 64-78. 

30 againe.) '"'̂  151. 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poem #14: To the truly noble S Ed: Dering (the worthy Silvander,) 

on his dream, and navy. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 28-129)), 775 (pp. 63, 65), 776 (pp. 287-[288]), 

64 (pp. 34-36), 67 (pp. 17-18), 69 (pp. 17-18), 78 (pp. 

17-18) 

In poem #14, NSS 775 and 151 have been chosen as copytexts. NS 

775 is the copytext for lines 9-44 because NS 775 is the earliest arti-

fact and a holograph of the poera. Lines 1-8, raissing from NS 775, have 

use NS 151 as the copytext. Katherine Philips apparently chose to 

omit those eight lines from her personal copy of her poems because the 

lines were not hers but those of Sir Edward Dering; however, all other 

artifacts include those lines, indicating that Philips intended her 

poem to be read in conjunction with Dering's. NS 151, written in the 

hand of Dering, includes Dering's lines and is thus the copytext for 

those lines. In addition, NS 151 is closely related to NS 775 through-

out the rest of the poem (II. 9-44), displaying only four verbal vari-

ants: II. 17, 21, 40, 43. In lines 1-8, NS 776 varies significantly 

from NS 151 (II. 2, 3, 7.) but closely parallels texts 64, 67, 69, and 

78; they vary only in lines 1 and 6. Noreover, in NS 776 and all the 

printed texts a credit to Dering for lines 1-8 follows line 8. But in 

lines 9-44, NS 776 the printed texts seem to have a different source 

than they do in lines 1-8. NS 776 is close to NSS 775 and 151 with 

only minor verbal variants as seen in lines 14 and 39, but yet lack 
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lines 23 and 24. Readings in lines 18, 29, 36, and 40 show that text 

64 varies against all other artifacts in lines 9-44. The significant 

verbal variant in line 22 suggests that in lines 9-44, texts 67, 69, 

and 78 do not cone fron the sane source as any of the other artifacts. 

Thus, the relationships anong the artifacts of poen #14 show that four 

versions of NS 775 (with the addition of Dering's lines) circulated and 

that three of those four versions came from a combination of two sour-

ces. One version is witnessed by NS 151 which is consistently close 

to NS 775; NS 151 probably came fron one source. Another version is 

witnessed by NS 776 which cones from a conbination of two sources: 

lines 1-8 descend from a significantly revised version of NS 151; 

lines 9-44 derive from a minor revision of NSS 775 and 151. A third 

version is witnessed by text 64 which comes from a combination of two 

sources: lines 1-8 descend fron the same source as NS 776; lines 9-44 

derive from a unique revision of NSS 775 and 151. A final version is 

witnessed by texts 67, 69, and 78 which comes from a combination of 

two sources: lines 1-8 descend from the same source as MS 776 and 64; 

lines 9-44 derive from a unique revision of NSS 775 and 151. 
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To the truly noble S Ed: Dering (the 

worthy Silvander,) on his drean, and navy. 

(Then an I happier then the King; 

No doubtfull voyage doth ny treasure bring 

The fleet I traffique with doth dread no harnes, 

Sailes in ny sight and anchors in nine armes. 

Each new and unperceiued grace 5 

Discouer'd in thy mind or face 

Each notion word and smile from thee 

Brings pearls and Ophir gold to me.) 

r 
S To be noble when 'twas voted down 

To dare be good though a whole age should frown 10 

To live within, and from that even state 

See all the under=world stoop to it's fate 

To give the law of honour, and dispence 

All that is handsome great and worthy thence 

Are things at once your practice and your end 15 

1 King; ] '-^ 

2 bring.) '^" 

4 arraes.) '*'̂  

8 me.)] '"'̂ ) 

12 fate) '"'̂  
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And which I dare admire but not commend. 

But since t'obleige the world you so delight 

You must descend within our reach and sight 

(For so divinity must take disguise 

Least mortalls perish with the bright surprize) 20 

And thus your muse which can enough reward 

All actions study'd to be brave and hard 

And honours give's than kings more pernanent 

Above the reach of acts of Parliament 

Nay suffer an acknowledgement from me 25 

For having thence receiv'd eternity. 

Ny thoughts with such advantage you express 

I hardly know them in this charming dress. 

And had I more unkindness from my friend 

Then my demerits e're could apprehend 30 

Were the fleet courted with this gale of wind 

I might be sure a rich return to find. 

So when the Shepheard on his nimph complaind 

Apollo in his shape his Mistress gain'd; 

She might have scorn'd the swain and found excuse 35 

But could not his great Orator refuse. 

But for Rosania's intrest I should feare, 

16 commend.) '*"' 

34 gain'd;] '"'̂  
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'Twere harder to obtain your pardon here. 

But your first goodness will I know allow, 

That what was bounty then, is nercy now. 40 

Forgiveness is the noblest charity, 

And nothing can worthy your favour be. 

For you god=like are so nuch your own fate 

That what you will accept, you nust create. 
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Historical CoIIation 

r 
Poen #14: To the truly noble S Ed: Dering (the worthy Silvander,) 

on his drean, and navy. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytexts: II. 1-8, 151; II. 9-44, 775 

Heading: To the noble Silvander on his dreame and navy, personating 

Orinda preferring Rosania before Saloman's traffique to 

Ophir in these verses 151; To the truly noble Sr Ed: 

Dering (the worthy Silvander,) on his dream, and navy. 775; 
r 

To S Edward Dering the Noble Silvander who dream'd that I 

thus prefer'd Rosania's friendship, before Salomans traffick 

to Ophir. 1651. 776; To Sir Edw. Deering (the noble 

Silvander) on his Dream and Navv. personating Orinda's pre-

ferring Rosania before Soloman's Traffick to Ophir. 64-78. 

1 (Then) OM 775. am 1] ON 775; I ara 776. happier then) 
ON 775. the) ON 775; is the 64-78. King;) '^^ 151 776; 
ON 775. 

2 No doubtfull voyage doth my treasure) ON 775; Nv Merchandise does 
no such danger 776 64-78. bring) '^^ 151; OM 775; ^: 
64-78. 

3 The fleet I traffique with) OM 775. doth dread no) OM 775; 
feares no such 776 64-78. harmes,) OM 775. 

4 Sailes in my sight and anchors in) OM 775. mine) OM 775; my 
776 64-78. armes.) '", 151; OM 775. 

5 Each new and unperceived grace] OM 775. 

6 Discover'd in) thy) OM 775; that 64-78. mind] OM 775. 
or) OM 775; and 64-78. face) OM 775; '". 776; '̂, 64-
78. 
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7 Each motion) OM 775. word and smile) ON 775; smile, and look 
776 64-78. ~ 

8 Brings pearls and Opher gold to ] ON 775. me)) ON 775; '"./ 
thus far Sr E. D. 776; '"./ Thus far Sir. Edw. Deering. 

64-78. 

10 frown) '". 776; '"; 64-78. 

12 stoop) stoops 64. fate) '". 775; '̂; 64-78. 
14 great and worthy) worthy, great from 776. thence] '*', 151 776; 

'"; 64-78. 

15 end) '̂. 776; '", 64-78. 

16 connend.) '", 151; '"'̂  775. 

17 you so) is your 64-78. t'obleige) to oblige 151. 

18 reach) watch 64. sight) '", 151; '". 776; '": 64-78. 

19 (For) '"^ 776 64-78. 

20 Least) Lest 64-78. surprize)] "". 776 64-78. 

21 which) ('*' 67-78. enough) at once 151. 

22 study'd to be brave and) she vouchsafes but to 67-78. hard) 
"", 151; '̂. 776; regard, 64-78. 

23 And honours give's than kings more permanent) ON 776. 

24 Above the reach of acts of) ON 776. Parlianent) '", 151 64; 
ON 776; '^) 67-78. 

28 dress.) '", 151. 

29 fron) for 64. 

32 find.) '",: 151. 

33 on) of 64-78. 

34 gain'd;) '̂, 151; '"'̂  775; '*'. 776; '̂: 64-78. 

35 excuse) '", 151 776; '*'; 64-78. 

36 his) this 64. refuse.) "̂ ,: 151. 
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^® hl!!fî ! ̂ '""'?L'S,?"^'"' " " ° " " "« "ard fobtain 64-78. nere.j , 151 iio. 

39 know) hope 776. 

40 what) ON 151. bounty) Beauty 64. now.) '̂, 151. 

42 be.) -", 151. 

43 god=like] heauen like 151. fate) '". 776; '̂, 64-
7o. 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poem #15: To the truly noble N Henry Lawes 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 30), 775 (pp. [90), 91, 93), 776 (pp. [370]-371), 

64 (pp. 31-33), 67 (pp. 18-19), 69 (pp. 18-19), 78 (pp. 

18-19) 

Nanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #15, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. NS 151 is 

related to NS 775 because in the 40-1ine poem, NS 151 sometimes agrees 

with NS 775 against all other artifacts: 11. 11, 33, 37. When NS 151 

varies from NS 775, the verbal variants are minor and few: II. 2, 18, 

21. NS 776 comes fron a source other than either NSS 775 or 151 be-

cause NS 776 varies in lines 10, 11, 30, 33, and 37 fron NSS 775 and 

151. Text 64 is clearly related to NS 776; their only variant (1. 20) 

is a ninor one ("Nature", 776; "Nature's", 64). Text 64 is related to 

texts 67, 69, and 78; verbal differences appear only in lines 10 and 

12. Texts 67, 69, and 78 are close to NS 775 (II. 2, 10) and to NS 

151 (11. 10, 20, 34), but display minor verbal variants when compared 

to NSS 775 and 151: II. 11, 33, 37. Thus, in poem #15, three slightly 

different versions of NS 775 seem to have circulated: one witnessed by 

NS 151, one by printed text 64 and NS 776, and one by printed texts 67, 

69, and 78. 
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To the tnily noble 
r 

N Henry Lawes 

Nature which is the vast creations soule 

That steady curious agent in the whole 

The art of Heav'n the order of this frame 

Is onely number in another name. 

For as some King conqu'ring what was his own 5 

Hath choice of severall titles to his crown 

So harmony on this score now, that then 

Yet still is all that take's, and governs men. 

Beauty is but Conposure, and we find 

Content is but the Concord of the nind 10 

Friendship the Unison of well-tuned hearts 

Honours's the Chorus of the noblest parts 

And all the world on which we can reflect 

Nusique to th' Eare, or to the intellect. 

If then each man a little world must be 15 

How many worlds are coppy'd out in Thee? 

Who art so richly formed so compleat 

T'epitomize all that is good or great 

Whose stars this brave advantage did impart 

Thy nature's more harmonious then thy art. 20 

Thou doest above the Poets praises live 

3 frame) '". 
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Who fetch from thee th'eternity they give 

And as true reason triumph's over sence 

Yet is subjected to intelligence. 

So Poets on the lower world look down 25 

But Lawes on them his height is all his own. 

For like divinity it self his Lyre 

Reward's the wit it did at first inspire 

And thus by double right Poets allow 

His, and their laurells should adorn his brow. 30 

Live then (Great soule of nature!) to asswage 

The savage dullness of this sullen age, 

Charn us to sence, and though experience faile 

And reason too, thy numbers will prevaile. 

Then (like those Ancients) strike and so command 35 

AIl nature to obey thy generous hand. 

None can resist but such who needs will be 

More stupid then a Stone, a Fish a Tree. 

Be it thy care our age to new=create 

What built a world may sure repayre a state. 40 

32 age,] '"'̂  

34 prevaile.) '*"' 

36 hand.) '^^ 

38 Tree.) '^" 
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Historical Collation 

r 
Poem #15: To the truly noble N Henry Lawes 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
r r 

Heading: To N Henry Lawes. 151; To the truly noble N Henry Lawes 
r 

775; To the truly noble N Henrv Lawes 776; To the 

truly=nobIe Nr. Henry Lawes. 64; To Nr. Henry Lawes. 67-78. 

2 in) through 151. 

3 frane] '". 775; '", 776 64-78. 

6 crown) '", 151; '"; 776 64-78. 

10 Concord) accord 776 64. mind) '". 151; '", 776 64-78. 

11 Unison) union 776 64-78. 

12 Honour's) Honour 151 67-78. 

14 intellect.) '"'̂  151. 

16 Thee?) '", 776 64-78. 

18 or) and 151 776 64-78. great) '̂; 776 64-78. 

20 Nature's) Nature 776. more harmonious then) as harraonious as 
151 776 64-78. art.) '"? 776 64-78. 

21 doest) dost 151 776 64-78. 

22 give) '". 151 776 64-78. 

24 intelligence) '", 151; '̂; 776 64; '̂: 67-78. 

26 them) '̂, 151; ""; 776 64-78. 

28 inspire) '", 151; '". 776 64-78. 

30 laurells) Laurel 776 64-78. 

31 (Great) ^'^ 151 776 64-78. nature!)] '^," 151 64-78; '-̂ ^ 776. 
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32 age,] '-^ 775; -̂. 776 64-78. 

33 sence,] '-- 776; '-; 64-78. and) for 776 64-78. 

34 will) may 151 776 64-78. prevaile.) '^^ 775. 

35 (like) '̂'̂  151776 64-78. Ancients)] -- 15I;-, 776 64-78. 

36 hand.) ""̂  775. 

37 can) will 776 64-78. 

38 Tree.) '^^ 151 775. 

39 new=create) new create, 151; new create: 776 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poen #16: A sea Voyage fron Tenby to Bristoll 5 of Septenber 1652. 
th 

Sent to Lucasia 8 Septenbr. 1652. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 38-39), 776 (pp. 233-35), 64 (pp. 39-42), 67 (pp. 

19-21), 69 (pp. 19-21), 78 (pp. 19-21) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been chosen as the copytext for poen #16 because it is the most relia-

ble artifact (see General Textual Introduction). NS 776 does not de-

scend fron the sane source as NS 151 as shown by the verbal variants 

in lines 2, 30, 31, 49, and 57; in addition, NS 776 is the only arti-

fact lacking lines 13-16. Text 64 and texts 67, 69, and 78 clearly 

cone fron the same source; their only verbal differences in the 58-1ine 

poen are minor ones (11. 50, 51). Readings in lines 13, 14, 15, 30, 

and 50 denonstrate that texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 do not descend fron 

the same source as NS 151. NS 776 does not have the same source as 

texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 as the verbal variants in lines 2, 21, 49, 50, 

and 57 indicate. Thus, the textual evidence suggests that three ver-

sions of poem #16 circulated: one witnessed by NS 151, one by NS 776, 

and one by texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. 
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A sea voyage fron Tenby to Bristoll 

5 of September 1652. 
th 

Sent to Lucasia 8 Septenbr. 1652 

Hoise up the saile cry'd they who understand 

No word that carry's kindnesse for the land. 

Such sons of clamour that I wonder not 

They loue the sea, whon sure sone storne begot 

Had he who doubted notion these nen seen 5 

Or heard their toungues he had convinced been. 

For had our barke nou'd halfe as fast as they 

We had not need cast anchor by the way,: 

One of the rest pretending to nore wit 

Sone snall Italian spoke, but nurtherd it, 10 

For I (thankes to Saburras letters) knew 

How to distinguish twixt the false and true, 

But to oppose then there as nad would be 

As contradicting a presbyterie. 

Let it be Dutch quoth I, een what you please, 15 

For hin that spoke it night be bread and cheese. 

So softly noues the Barke which none controules, 

As are the neetings of agreeing soules. 

4 begot.) '", 

10 it,) '". 

11 I) It 
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And the noon beanes did on the water play 

As if at nidnight 'twould create a day. 20 

The anourous waue that shar'd in such dispence, 

Exprest at once delight and reuerence. 

Such trepidation we in louers spye, 

Vnder th'oppression of a Nistresse eye: 

But then the wind so high did rise and roare 25 

Sone vow'd theyd neuer trust the traytor nore. 

Behold the fate that doth all gloryes sweep 

Writt in the dangerous wonders of the deep. 

And yet behold nans easy folly nore 

How soon we curse what late we did adore. 30 

Sure he that first hinselfe did thus obey 

Had sone strong passion that he would conveigh. 

The barke wrought hard, but found it was in vaine 

To nake its partie good against the naine, 

Tost and retreated till at last we see 35 

She nust be fast, if ere she would be free. 

We grauely anchor cast, and patiently 

Lye prisoners to the weathers crueltie. 

We had nor wind nor tide, nor ought but griefe. 

30 adore.) '*', 

31 conveigh) obey 

38 crueltie.] '", 
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TiII a kind spring tide was our first reliefe, 40 

Then we float nerrily, forgetting quite 

The sad confinenent of the storny night. 

Ere we had lost those thoughts, we run aground, 

And then how vaine to be secure we found. 

Now they were all surpriz'd: Well if we nust 45 

Yet none shall say that dust is gone to dust. 

But wee are off now, and the ciuill tide 

Assisted us the Tenpest to out ride, 

But what nost pleasd ny nind, upon the way 

Was the ships posture which in harbour lay 50 

Which so close to a rocky groue were fixd, 

That the trees branches with the tackling nix'd. 

One would haue thought it was as then it stood, 

A growing navy or a floating wood. 

But I haue done at last and do confesse 55 

Ny voyage taught ne so nuch tediousnesse, 

In short the heauens nust needs propitious be, 

Because Lucasia was concernd for me. 

42 night.) 

50 lay) '". 
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Historical CoIIation 

Poem #16: A sea voyage from Tenby to Bristoll 5 of September 1652. 
th 

Sent to Lucasia 8 Septembr. 1652. 

Artifacts: 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: A sea voyage from Tenby to Bristoll 5 of Septeraber 1652. 
th 

Sent to Lucasia 8 Septembr. 1652. 151; A Sea Voyage from 

Tenby to Bristol. 1651. 776; A Seasvgyage from Tenby to 

BristoU begun Sept. 5. 1652. sent from BristoU to Lucasia 

Sept. 8. 1652. 64-78. 

2 No word) Nothing 776. land.) '": 64-78. 

4 begot.) '", 151 776. 

7 as) so 776 64-78. 

8 way,:] '". 776 64-78. 

10 it,] '̂. 151; "; 64-78. 

11 1] It 151. (thankes) '"^ 776. Saburras] Saburna's 64. 
letters)] '", 776. 

12 true,] '̂. 776 64-78. 

13 But) QN 776. to oppose) ON 776; t'oppose 64-78. then 
there) ON 776; these 64-78. as] ON 776. mad) ON 
776; mad a thing 64-78. would be) ON 776. 

14 As) ON 776. contradicting) OM 776; 'tis to contradict 64-
78. a presbyterie.) OM 776. 

15 Let it be Dutch) OM 776; 'Tis Spanish though, 64-78. quoth 
I.) OM 776; (quoth I) 64-78. een what you] OM 776. 
please,] OM 776; '": 64-78. 

16 For hira that spoke it] OM 776. raight) OM 776; 'traight 64-
78. be bread and) OM 776. cheese.] OM 776; '", 64. 
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18 soules,) '". 776; '": 64-78. 

21 such) this 776. 

23 spye,) '". 776; '"'̂  64-78. 

24 eye:] '". 776 64-78. 

27 doth) does 776; all 64-78. all) our 64-78. gloryes) 
Glory 776. sweep) '*'. 776; '", 64-78. 

28 deep.) '": 64-78. 

30 late) e'rst 776 64-78. adore.) '", 151. 

31 conveigh) obey 151. 

34 naine,) '*'. 776. 

36 would) should 64-78. 

38 crueltie.) *", 151. 

40 reliefe,) '". 776 64-78. 

42 night.) '", 151. 

43 those) these 776 64-78. run) ran 776 64-78. 

45 surpriz'd:) '", 776; '". 64-78. 

49 the) our 776. 

50 which) when't 64; that 67-78. lay) '*'. 151; "", 776; '*': 64-
78. 

51 so close to a rocky groue) to a rocky Grove so close 67-78. 
were) was 64. 

52 nix'd.) "", 776. 

56 tediousnesse,) '*'. 776 64-78. 

57 heauens) Star's 776. 

58 for) in 776 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poen #17: Friendships Mysterys to ny dearest Lucasia (set by N H. 

Lawes.) 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 34), 775 (pp. 79, 81), 776 (pp. 321-[322)), 64 

(pp. 43-45), 67 (pp. 21-22), 69 (pp. 21-22), 78 (pp. 21-

22) 

The earliest version of poen #17, NS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. NS 151 clearly 

descends fron NS 775 because in the 30-1ine poen, NSS 151 and 775 dis-

play only three ninor verbal variants: 11. 6, 16, 19. NS 776 is also 

very close to NSS 775 and 151, varying only once in line 4. The sig-

nificant variant in line 17 shows both that printed text 64 does not 

cone fron the sane source as printed texts 67, 69, and 78 and that 

text 64 does not cone fron the sane source as NSS 775 and 151. Print-

ed texts 67, 69, and 78 display only one ninor verbal variant (1. 11) 

when conpared to NSS 775, 151, and 776. The relationships among the 

artifacts indicate that, for the most part, Katherine Philips was sat-

isfied with poen #17 and did little revision on it. Thus, she probably 

circulated either the version found in NS 775 or slightly revised ver-

sions of NS 775 as witnessed by NS 151, NS 776, printed text 64, and 

printed texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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Friendships Nysterys to 

my dearest Lucasia. 
r 

(set by N H. Lawes.) 

Come ny Lucasia since we see 

That niracles mens faith do move 

By wonder, and by Prodigy 

To the dull, angry world let's prove 

There's a religion in our Love. 5 

2. 

For though we were design'd t'agree 

That fate no liberty destroys 

But our election is as free 

As Angells who with greedy choice 

Are yet determin'd to their loys. 10 

3. 

Our hearts are doubled by their loss 

Here mixture is addition grown 

We both diffuse, and both engrosse 

And we whose minds are so nuch one 

Never, yet ever are alone. 15 

4. 

We court our own captivity 

Then Thrones more great and innocent 
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'Twere banishment to be set free 

Since we weare fetters whose intent 

Not bondage is, but Ornanent. 20 

5. 

Divided loys are tedious found 

And griefs united easyer grow 

We are our selves but by rebound 

And all our titles shuffled so 

Both Princes, and both subjects too. 25 

6. 

Our hearts are nutual victins layd 

While they such power in friendship ly's 

Are Altars Priests, and offerings nade 

And each heart which thus kindly dy's 

Grow's deathless by the sacrifise. 30 

20 Ornament.] '̂" 

27 While) And -> While 
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Historical CoIIation 

r 
Poen #17: Friendships Nysterys to ny dearest Lucasia (set by N H. 

Lawes.) 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
r 

Heading: Freindships nystery to ny Dearest Lucasia: set by N H. 

Lawes 151; Friendships Nysterys to ny dearest Lucasia. (set 
r r 

by N H. Lawes.) 775; Friendships nystery set by N Lawes. 

776; Friendship's Nvsterv. To nv dearest Lucasia. Set bv 

Nr. Henry Lawes. 64; Friendship's Nvsterv. To mv dearest 

Lucasia. 67-78. 

3 wonder) wonders 64. 

4 dull, angry) enraged 776. 

5 Love.) '"'̂  151. 

6 t'agree) to' Agree 151. 

11 their) the 64-78. 

12 grown) '", 151 776; '̂; 64-78. 

13 engrosse) '̂, 776; '*': 64-78. 

15 alone.) *̂"̂  151. 

16 court) count 151 64. 

17 Then) ('*' 776. Thrones more great and) greatest thrones more 
64. innocent) '", 776; ^: 64-78. 

19 Since) while 151. 

20 Ornament.) '"'̂  775. 
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22 grow) '̂ , 776; '̂ : 64-78. 

25 too.) '̂ , 776. 

^̂  151^64-78* " ^ '^^ ^̂ *̂ ^"''''̂  '̂̂  ^̂ ^ ^̂ -"̂ ®- ly'^1 >̂ 

28 nade) '̂ , 776; '̂ : 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poen #18: Content to ny dearest Lucasia. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 36-37), 775 (pp. 83, 85, 87), 776 (pp. [322]-

325), 64 (pp. 45-50), 67 (pp. 22-25), 69 (pp. 22-25), 78 

(pp. 22-25) 

The earliest version of poem #18, NS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. NS 151 is 

clearly related to NS 775 in the 72-1ine poem: the verbal variants in 

the two nanuscripts are minor and few: 11. 32, 46, 51, 61. NS 776 

cannot descend from NSS 775 and 151, or from texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 

as shown by the variants in lines 18, 22, 30, and 32; moreover, NS 776 

is the only artifact to lack lines 55-60. Readings in lines 27, 28, 

53, 54, and 63 show that text 64 and texts 67, 69, and 78 do not de-

scend from the same source. Text 64 varies from NSS 151 and 775 in 

lines 46, 48, 53, 54, and 61. Readings in lines 27, 28, 46, 54, and 

63 reveal that texts 67, 69, and 78 do not directly descend from MSS 

775 and 151. Thus, in poem #18 four revised versions of NS 775 seera 

to have circulated: one witnessed by NS 151, one by NS 776, one by 

text 64, and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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Content 

to ny dearest Lucasia. 

Content the false worlds best disguise 

The search, and faction of the wise 

Is so abstruse, and hid in night 

That like that Fairy red=crosse Knight 

Who treacherous falshood for cleare truth had got 5 

Men think they have it, when they have it not. 

2. 

For courts content would gladly own 

But she ne're dwelt about a Throne 

And to be flatter'd rich or great 

Are things that doe raans sences cheat 10 

But grave experience long since this did see 

Ambition, and content could ne're agree. 

3. 

Some vainer would content expect 

From with their bright outsides reflect 

But sure content is more divine 15 

Then to be digg'd from Rock or Nine 

6 not.l '"' 

12 agree.) 'VA 
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And they that know her beautys will confess 

She needs no lustre fron a glittering dress. 

4. 

In nirth some place her but she scorns 

Th'assistance of such crackling thorns 20 

Nor ow's her self to such thin sport 

That is so sharp, and yet so short 

And Paynters tell us they the same stroaks place 

To nake a laughing and a weeping Face. 

5. 

Others there are that place content 25 

In liberty fron Governnent 

But who his passions doe deprave 

Though free fron shackles is a slave. 

Content, and bondage differ onely then 

When we are chain'd by vices, not by men. 30 

6. 

Sone think the camp content does know 

And that she sit's o'th'Victors brow 

But in his Laurell there is seen 

Often a cypress bough between 

24 Face.) '"'̂  

28 slave.) '"'̂  
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Nor will content her self in that place give 35 

Where noise, and tumult and destruction live. 

7. 

But the most discreet beleive 

The schooles this lewell doe receive 

And thus far true without dispute 

Knowledge is still the sweetest fruit. 40 

But while men seek for truth they loose theyr peace 

And who heap's knowledge sorrow doth increase. 

8. 

But now some sullen Hermit smile's 

And think's he all the world beguile's. 

And that his cell, and Dish containe 45 

What all mankind doe wish in Vaine 

But yet his pleasure's followd with a grone 

For man was never made to be alone. 

9. 

Content her self best comprehends 

Betwixt two souls and they two friends 50 

Whose eithers loys in both are fixd 

And multiply'd by being mix'd 

42 increase.) 'VA 
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Whose minds and interests are so the sane 

Theyr very griefs imparted loose that nane. 

10. 

These far removd fron all bold noise 55 

And what is worse all hollow loys 

Who never had a neane design 

Whose flame is serious and divine 

And calne, and even, nust contented be 

For they've both Union, and society. 60 

11. 

Then ny Lucasia we who have 

What ever love can give, or crave 

With scorn, or pitty can survey 

The triffles which the most betray 

With innocence and perfect friendship fir'd 65 

By vertue loynd, and by our choice retir'd 

12. 

Whose mirrours are the crystall brooks 

Or elce each others hearts, and looks 

Who cannot wish for other things 

Then Privacy, and friendship bring's 70 

54 name.) '*" 
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Whose thoughts and persons chang'd and mixt are one 

Enjoy content, or elce the world has none. 
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Historical CoIIation 

Poen #18: Content to ny dearest Lucasia. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: To Lucasia: of Content 151; Content to my dearest Lucasia. 

775; Content. 776; Content. To mv dearest Lucasia. 64-78. 

4 that) the 776. red=crosse) red-rose 151. 

6 not.) '"'̂  775. 

8 Throne) '". 776; '": 64-78. 

9 or) and 64-78. 

10 that) which 64-78. Cheat) '", 151; '". 776 64-78. 

12 could) would 64-78. agree.) '"'̂  775. 

14 reflect) '", 776; '": 64-78. 

16 Nine) '̂. 776; '^: 64-78. 

17 that) who 776. 

18 no) not borrow 776. dress.) '^" 151. 

20 thorns) '": 151; '", 776 64-78. 

21 sport] sprot 64. 

22 That is so sharp, and yet) Which is so empty, and 776. short) 

776; '̂: 64-78. 

24 make) draw 151. Face.) '"'̂  151 775. 

26 Governnent) '", 151 776; '": 64-78. 

27 who his passions doe ) whonsoe're Passions 67-78. 

28 is) he's 67-78. slave.) '"'̂  151 775. 

29 differ onely then) only differ, when 776. 
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30 When we are chain'd by) We are enslav'd to 776. by) to 776. 

32 sit's) crowns 776. o'th'Victors) on th'victors 151; the 
Conquerours 776. brow) '*', 776; '*': 64-78. 

34 cypress bough) Cypress-brow 78. between) '". 776 67-78; '*', 
64. 

37 the) yet the 776 64-78. 

39 far) far's 64-78. 

40 fruit.) '"'̂  151. 

41 while) whil'st 64-78. peace) '*', 776; '"; 64-78. 

42 doth) does 776. increase.) '"'̂  151 775. 

44 beguile's.) '"'̂  151; '", 776 64-78. 

46 do wish ) doth wish for 151; wish for 64-78. Vaine) "̂. 776 
64-78. 

48 For nan was never] It is not good for 776. nade) Nan 776; 
born 64-78. alone.) '"'̂  151. 

51 Whose) Either 151; Where 776. eithers) whose 151; either 
67-78. 

52 by) in 776. nix'd) '". 151 776; '": 64-78. 

53 so) still 64. sane) '"; 64-78. 

54 very griefs) Griefs 64-78. inparted) united 776; when once 
64-78. that) their 64. nane.) '"'̂  775 776. 

55 These far renovd fron all bold noise] ON 776. 

56 And) ON 776. what) ON 776; C" 64-78. is) ON 776. 
worse) ON 776; *") 64-78. all hollow loys) ON 776. 

57 Who never had a neane design) ON 776. 

58 Whose flane is serious and divine) ON 776. 

59 And calme, and even, must contented be) ON 776. 

60 For they've both Union, and) ON 776. society.) '"'̂  151; ON 
776. 
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61 who have) have 151 64. 

62 crave) '*', 776; '"; 64-78. 

63 With scorn, or pitty can) Who can with pittying Scorn 776 67-78 

64 betray) '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

66 retir'd) '". 776 64-78. 

68 looks) '", 151 776; '̂: 64-78. 

70 bring's) "̂. 776; '": 64-78. 

72 has) hath 151 67-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poem #19: set by N H. Lawes/ A Dialogue between Lucasia and Orinda. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 35), 776 (pp. 325-[326)), 64 (pp. 50-52), 67 (pp. 

25-26), 69 (pp. 25-26), 78 (pp. 25-26) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #19 because it is the most 

reliable artifact (see General Textual Introduction). The verbal dif-

ferences between NSS 151 and 776 are minor and few (II. 4, 8, 9, 10) 

in the 26-1ine poem. Texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 are directly related: 

the only variant is in line 12 ("Not", 67-78; "Nor", 78). Texts 64, 

67, 69, and 78 vary from NS 151 only in lines 2, 14, 16 and 21; the 

differences are slight. Readings in lines 2, 8, 10, 14, and 21 show 

that verbal variants between NS 776 and texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 are 

minor. Thus, for poem #19, the relationships among the artifacts in-

dicate that either one or three slightly different versions (witnessed 

by NS 151, by NS 776, and by texts 64, 67, 69, and 78) circulated. 
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r 
set by N H. Lawes/. A Dialogue between Lucasia and Orinda. 

"Luc'̂ . Say ny Orinda why so sad? 

'"Or". Absence fron thee will teare ny heart 

Which since with thine it vnion had 

Each parting splitts. ''Luc'') and can we part? 

"Or". Our bodyes nust, '^Luc") but neuer we, 5 

Our soules without the helpe of sense 

By wayes nore noble and more free 

Can meet and hold intelligence 

Ôr'̂ . And yet those soules when first they met 

Lookd out at windowes through the eyes, 10 

"Luc". But soon did such acquaintance get 

Not fate nor time can them surprize. 

"Or". Absence will robb us of that blisse 

To which this friendship title brings 

Loues fruits and ioyes are made by this 15 

Uselesse as crownes to captiue Kings. 

'̂ Luc". Friendships a science and we knowe 

There contemplation's most employ'd. 

10 eyes,) '". 

12 surprize.) '*', 

14 brings,) '"'̂  

18 employ'd.) '^^ 
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''Or'̂ . Religion's so, but practique too 

And both by niceties destroied. 20 

"Luc". But who nere part can neuer meet 

And so that happinesse were lost, 

'̂ Or". Thus paine and Death are sadly sweet 

Since health and heaven such price must cost. 

"Cho". But we shall come where no rude hand shall seuer 25 

And there wee'I meet and part no more for euer. 

26 euer.] 
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Historical CoIIation 

r 
Poem #19: set by N H. Lawes/ A Dialogue between Lucasia and Orinda. 

Artifacts: 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 
r 

Heading: set by N H. Lawes/ A Dialogue between Lucasia and Orinda. 

151; A Dialogue of Absence betwixt Lucasia and Orinda. set 

by Nr Lawes. 776; A Dialogue of Absence 'twixt Lucasia and 

Orinda. Set bv Nr. Hen. Lawes. 64-78. 

2 will) Doth 64-78. heart) '", 776; '̂; 64-78. 

4 splitts.) '"; 776. and) But 776. 

5 we) '"; 776; '": 64-78. 

8 Can) Will 776. intelligence) '". 776 64-78. 

9 And) But 776. first they) they first 776. 

10 windowes) window 776. eyes,] '". 151 64-78. 

12 Not) Nor 776 78. surprize.) '", 151. 

14 this) such 776. brings,] '"'̂  151; '*': 64-78. 

16 captiue) captiv'd 64-78. 

18 employ'd.) '"'̂  151. 

21 part) parts 64-78. 

22 lost,] '". 776 64-78. 

25 sever) '*'. 776; '", 64-78. 

26 euer.) '^" 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

rs 

Poen # 20: To ny deare Sister N C: P. on her nuptialls 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 40), 775 (p. 89), 776 (pp. 371-[372)), 64 (pp. 

52-53), 67 (pp. 26-27), 69 (pp. 26-27), 78 (pp. 26-27) 

Nanuscript 775, the earliest version of poen #20, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. NS 151 is 

clearly related to NS 775 because it closely parallels NS 775 through-

out the 24-Iine poen, and in lines 6, 21, and 24 agrees with NS 775 

against all the other artifacts. Noreover, NSS 151 and 775 display 

verbal variants only in lines 3 and 20. NS 776 cones fron a different 

source than NSS 151 and 775 as shown in the variants in lines 3, 20, 

21, and 24. NS 776 and printed text 64 nust be related because they 

always substantively agree, and they are the only artifacts to lack 

line 6. The only verbal difference between NS 776 and text 64, and 

texts 67, 69, and 78 is line 6; because texts 67, 69, and 78 include 

this line, they cannot descend fron the sane source as NS 776 and text 

64. Consequently, in poem #20, three versions of the poem in NS 775 

seem to have circulated: one witnessed by NS 151, one by NS 776 and 

text 64, and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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To ny deare Sister 
rs 

N C: P. on her nuptialls 

We will not like those nen our offerings pay 

Who crown the cup, then think they crown the day, 

Wee'l nake no garland nor an Altar build 

Which help not loy, but ostentation yield. 

Where nirth is lustly grounded, these wild toys 5 

Doe but disturb, and not adorn our loys. 

2. 

But these shall be ny great solennitys 

Orinda's wishes for Cassandra's bliss 

Nay her content be as unmixd and pure 

As ny affection, and like that endure. 10 

And that strong happiness nay she still find 

Not owing to her fortune but her nind. 

3. 

Nay her content and duty be the sane 

And nay she know no grief but in the nane, 

Nay his, and her pleasure and love be so 15 

4 yield.) '"'̂  

6 loys.) *̂"̂  

12 nind.) '"'̂  

14 nane,) '^" 
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Involv'd and growing that we nay not know 

Who nost affection or nost peace engrossd 

Whose love is strongest, or whose bliss is nost. 

4. 

Nay nothing accidentall e're appeare 

But what shall with new bands their souls endeare 20 

And nay they count the houres as they doe pass 

By their own loys and not by sun or glass 

While every day like this nay sacred prove 

Friendship duty, gratitude and love. 

18 nost.) 

24 love.) 
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Historical Collation 

rs 
Poen #20: To ny deare Sister N C: P. on her nuptialls 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
rs rs 

Heading: To N C. P. on her nuptialls 151; To ny deare Sister N 

C: P. on her nuptialls 775; To ny dear Sister C. P. on her 

Nuptial. 776; To nv dear Sister. Nrs. C. P. on her Nuotial. 

64; To nv dear Sister. Nrs. C. P. on her Narriage. 67-78. 

2 day,) '^" 151; '". 776 64-78. 

3 Wee'l) We 776 64-78. garland) garlands 151 776 64-78. 

4 yield.) '"'̂  775. 

6 Doe but disturb, and not adom our) ON 776; **** 64; Are but a 
troublesone, and enpty 67-78. loys.) '^" 775; ON 776; **** 
64; noise. 67-78. 

8 bliss) '". 776 64-78. 

10 endure.) '"; 776 64-78. 

12 nind.) '^" 775. 

14 nane,) '"̂  775; '". 776 64-78. 

16 know) '". 151. 

17 engrossd) '"; 776 64-78. 

18 nost.) '^" 775. 

20 new ) the new 151. bands) bonds 151 776 64-78. endeare) 
", 151; '*'; 776 64-78. 

21 do pass) pass 776 64-78. 

22 glass) '*': 776 64-78. 
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24 duty, gratitude) Gratitude 776 64-78. love 1 '̂'̂  151 77«;. 
stricktest Loue. 776 64-78. ' 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poen #21: To N Henry Vaughn Silurist on his Poems. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 25), 775 (pp. 55, 57), 776 (pp. [372]-373), 64 (pp. 

54-56), 67 (pp. 27-28), 69 (pp. 27-28), 78 (pp. 27-28) 

Nanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #21, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. Although 

NSS 151 and 775 agree against all other artifacts in lines 20 and 21, 

readings in lines 17, 21, 27, 31, and 32 show that the two manuscripts 

are not directly related. NS 776 cannot have the same source as NS 775 

(II. 17, 20, 21) or as NS 151 (II. 20, 21, 31). NS 776 is directly re-

lated to printed text 64 because they always substantively agree. 

Readings in lines 15, 17, and 29 reveal that texts 67, 69, and 78 do 

not corae from the same source as text 64. Ninor verbal variants in 

lines 15, 27, and 32 show that texts 67, 69, and 78 vary some from 

NS 775. Readings in lines 3, 17, 20, and 31 reveal that texts 67, 69, 

and 78 do not directly descend from NS 151. Thus, in poem #21, the 

relationships araong the artifacts show that three versions of NS 775 

seem to have circulated: one, as witnessed by NS 151; one as witnessed 

by NS 776 and text 64; and one as witnessed by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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r 
To N Henry Vaughan Silurist 

on his Poens. 

Had I ador'd the multitude and thence 

Got an antipathy to wit and sence, 

And hugg'd that fate, in hope the world would grant 

'Twas good-affection to be ignorant, 

Yet the least ray of thy bright fancy seen 5 

I had converted, or excuseless been. 

For each birth of thy nuse to after-tines, 

Shall expiate for all this ages crines. 

First shine's thy Anoret twice crown'd by thee 

Once by thy love, next by thy Poetry 10 

Where thou the best of Unions dos't dispence 

Truth cloth'd in wit, and love in inocence. 

So that the nuddyest lovers nay learn here 

No fountain's can be sweet that are not cleare. 

Then luvenall reviv'd by thee declare's 15 

How flat nans loys are, and how nean his cares 

And generously upbraid's the world that they 

Should such a value for their ruine pay. 

But when thy sacred nuse divert's her quill 

The lantschip to design of Zion-hill 20 

4 ignorant,) '̂. 

10 Poetry) '". 
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As nothing less was worthy her, or thee 

So we adnire almost t'ldolatry. 

What savage brest would not be rapt to find 

Such lewells in such Cabinets enshrin'd? 

Thou (fill'd with loys too great to see or count) 25 

Descendst fron thence like Noses fron the Nount. 

And with a candid and unquestion'd aw 

Restors't the golden age when verse was law. 

Instructing us, thou so securst thy fane, 

That nothing can disturb it but ny nane, 30 

Nay I have hopes that standing so neare thine 

WiII loose it's drosse, and by degrees refine. 

Live! till the disabused world consent 

All truths of use, or strength or ornanent 

Are with such hamony by thee displaid 35 

As the whole world was first by nunber nade 

And fron the charning rigour thy nuse brings 

Learn there's no pleasure but in serious things. 

24 enshrin'd) '*" 

34 ornanent) '*'. 
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Historical Collation 

r 
Poem #21: To N Henry Vaughan Silurist on his Poens. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
r r 

Heading: To N Henry Vaughan Silurist on his poens. 151; To N Henry 
r 

Vaughan Silurist on his Poens. 775; To n: Henrv Vaughan. 

Silurist, on his Poens. 776; To Nr. Henry Vaughan, Silurist, 

on his Poens. 64-78. 

3 hugg*d] hugg 151. 

4 ignorant.) '"'̂  151; "̂. 775; '̂; 776 64-78. 

6 been.) '"; 776 64-78. 

10 love,) '"; 151. Poetry) '". 775; '̂: 776 64-78. 

14 cleare.) '"'̂  151. 

15 Then) There 67-78. 

16 cares) '", 151; '*'; 776 64-78. 

17 generously) generally 151 776 64. 

18 pay.) '", 776. 

20 lantschip) landskhip 151 776 64-78. Zion-hill) Sion's hill, 
151; Leon's hill; 776 64-78. 

21 less) else 776 64-78. her) of her 151. 

23 rapt) rap'd 151 776 64-78. 

24 enshrin'd?) '"'̂  775. 

25 (fill'd) ""^ 151 776 64. count)] '*"' 151; '", 776 64. 

26 Nount.) ̂*"̂  151; '^, 776 64-78. 

27 and) yet 151 776 64-78. 
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28 law.) '", 776 64. 

29 so) who 776 64. 

30 nane,) '"; 776 64-78. 

31 so neare) neere to 151. 

32 Will) 'TwiII 151 776 64-78. refine.) '̂, 151. 

33 Live!) '"'̂  151 776 64-78. 

34 ornament) '". 775; '", 776 64-78. 

36 number) numbers 151. made) *". 776; '*'; 64-78 

37 rigour) vigour 151. 

38 things.) '"'̂  151. 
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Textual Introduction 

d 0 
Poen #22: A retir'd friendship to Ardelia. 23. Aug. 1651. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 26), 775 (pp. 59, 61), 776 (pp. [316)-317), 64 

(pp. 56-59), 67 (pp. 28-29), 69 (pp. 28-29), 78 (pp. 28-

29) 

The copytext of poem #22 is NS 775 because it is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and is the earliest version of the poem. NS 151 

directly derives from NS 775 because NSS 151 and 775 substantively 

agree in all 36 lines. NS 776 cannot possibly descend from NSS 775 

and 151 or from texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 as proven by significant 

variants in lines 20, 22, 35, and 36. Texts 67, 69, and 78 are close 

to NSS 775 and 151, varying verbally only three times (II. 24, 27, 30) 

from NSS 775 and 151. In line 27, text 64 displays its only verbal 

variant when compared to texts 67, 69, and 78: "Springs", 64; "strearas", 

67, 69, 78. Thus, two versions of poera #22 seem to have circulated: 

the version found in NS 775 and a major revision of NS 775 as witnessed 

by NS 776 (although texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 may represent a rainor re-

vision of NS 775). 
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A retir'd friendship 
d o 

to Ardelia. 23. Aug. 1651. 

Cone ny Ardelia to this bowre 

Where kindly mingling Souls a while 

Lets inocently spend an houre 

And at all serious follys smile. 

2. 

Here is no quarrelling for Crowns 5 

Nor feare of changes in our fate 

No trembling at the Great ones frowns 

Nor any Slavery of State. 

3. 

Here's no disguise nor treachery 

Nor any deep conceald design, 10 

From blood and plots this place is free 

And calme as are those looks of thine. 

4. 

Here let us sit, and bless our Starres 

Who did such happy quiet give 

9 treachery) ' 

10 design,] '"'̂  
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As that remov'd from noise of warres 15 

In one anothers hearts we live. 

5. 

Why should we entertain a feare? 

Love care's not how the world is turn'd 

If crouds of dangers should appeare 

Yet friendship can be unconcern'd. 20 

6. 

We weare about us such a charne 

No horrour can be our offence 

For nischief's self can doe no harne 

To friendship and to innocence. 

7. 

Let's nark how soone Apollo's beans 25 

Command the flocks to quit their meat 

And not intreat the neighbour-streams 

To quench their thirst but coole their heat. 

8. 

In such a scorching Age as this 

Who ever would not seek a shade 30 

17 feare?) '^' 
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Deserve their happiness to misse 

As having their own peace betray'd. 

9. 

But we (of one anothers mind 

Assur'd,) the boistrous world disdain 

With quiet Souls and unconfin'd 

Enjoy, what princes wish in vain. 

35 
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Historical CoUation 

d 0 
Poem #22: A retir'd friendship to Ardelia. 23. Aug. 1651. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: 23 Aug. 1651. A retired friendship to Ardelia. 151; A 
d o 

retir'd friendship to Ardelia. 23 Aug. 1651. 775; A 

retird friendship To Ardelia 1651. 776; A reUrld 

Eriendship, to Ardelia. 64-78. 

2 Souls) thoughts 776. 

4 at ain at 776. 

5 Crowns) '". 151; '", 776 64-78. 

6 fate) '", 151; ^; 64-78. 

7 frowns) frowne 776. 

8 State.) '"'̂  151. 

9 treachery) '". 775; '", 776 64-78. 

10 design,) '^^ 775; '"; 64-78. 

11 blood and) bloody 776. 

12 thine.) '"'̂  776. 

17 feare?) '"'̂  775; '", 776. 

18 turn'd) "", 151 776; '̂: 64-78. 

20 Yet friendship can be) Our harmless Souls are 776. 

22 be our) giue us 776. offence) '*'; 64-78. 

23 For mischief's) Nischief it 776. 

24 and) or 64-78. innocence.) '^" 151. 
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27 neighbour-streams) neighbouring Springs 64; neighbouring streams 
67-78. 

30 ever would not) would not ever 64-78. 

32 betray'd.) "'̂  151. 

33 (of) '"^ 151. 

34 Assur'd,)) '", 151; '"'̂) 64-78. disdain) '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

35 With quiet Souls and unconfin'd) And here can quiet be, and kind, 
776. 

36 Enjoy, what princes wish) Which Princes wish, but wish 776. 
vain.) '^^ 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

rs r 

Poem #23: To N N. Karne when I. leffreys Esq courted her. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 24), 775 (pp. 51, 53), 776 (pp. [276]-277), 64 (pp. 

59-61), 67 (pp. 30-31) 69 (pp. 30-31), 78 (pp. 30-31) 

Nanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #23, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. NS 151 is 

related to NS 775 because in the 42 lines of the poem, when compared 

to NS 775, NS 151 displays only five relatively slight verbal variants 

(11. 11, 13, 15, 17, 29), and because NS 151 agrees with NS 775 

against all other artifacts in line 23. NS 776 cannot have the sarae 

source as NSS 775 and 151 as shown by its very different readings in 

lines 3, 9, and 26. Neither can NS 776 be connected to printed text 

64 because in almost all of the lines in the poem that display vari-

ants, NS 776 and text 64 disagree. Text 64 is clearly related to 

texts 67, 69, and 78 (11. 13, 22, 23, and 27), and text 64 varies only 

twice from them (salutation and I. 31). Verbal variations in lines 13, 

22, 23, and 27 indicate that none of the printed texts directly 

descend from NSS 151 and 775. Thus, the relationships araong the arti-

facts show that three versions of poera #23 seera to have circulated: 

one revised version of NS 775 as witnessed by NS 151; one as witnessed 

by NS 776; and one as witnessed by texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. 
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rs r 
To N N. Karne when I. leffreys Esq 

courted her. 

Nadam, 

As some great Conquerour, who know's no bounds, 

But hunting honour in a thousand wounds 

Pursue's his rage and think's that triumph cheap, 

That's but attended with the common heap. 

TiII his more happy fortune doth afford 5 

Some royall Captive, that deserv'd his sword 

(And onely now is of his Laurell proud 

Thinking his dangerous valour well bestow'd.) 

But then retreat's and spending hate no more 

Thinks mercy now, what courage was before 10 

As cowardize in fight, so equally 

He doth abhorre a bloody Victory, 

So (Nadam) though perhaps you were allowd 

To be severe unto the yielding croud. 

That were subdu'd 'ere you an object knew 15 

Worthy your conquest, and your mercy too. 

4 heap) '". 

8 besto'd)] '*'.) 

12 Victory,] '". 

14 croud) '". 
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But now 'tis gain'd, your Victory's compleat, 

Onely your clemency should be as great. 

None will dispute the power of your eys. 

That understand Philaster is their prize. 20 

Hope not your glory can have new access 

For all your future trophys wiU go less. 

But with this homage be you satisfy'd 

From him that conquer's all the world beside. 

Nor let your rigour now the Triumph blot, 25 

And loose the honour which your beauty got. 

Be lust and kind to your own peace and fame 

In being so to him, for they're the same, 

And live and dy at once; if you would be 

Nobly transmitted to posterity, 30 

Take heed least in the Story they peruse, 

A murder which no language can excuse, 

But wisely spare the trouble of one frown, 

Give hira his happiness and know your own. 

Thus shall you be as honours self esteera'd 35 

Who have one sex oblig'd, your own redeem'd. 

17 compleat,] '*'. 

19 eys) '̂. 

26 got.) '"'̂  

36 redeem'd.) '"'̂  
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Thus the religion due unto your shrine 

Shall be as universall, as divine. 

And that devotion shall this blessing gaine 

Which Law, and reason doe attempt in vain. 40 

The world shall loyne, maintaining but one strife 

Who shall most thank you, for Philasters life. 

37 shrine) '". 
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Historical Collation 

rs r 
Poem #23: To N N. Karne when I. leffreys Esq courted her. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
rs rs 

Heading: To N N C: courted by philaster 151; To N N. Karne when 

I. leffreys Esqr courted her. 775; To Cimena when Philaster 

courted her. 776; To Nrs. Nary Carne, when Philaster 

courted her. 64-78. 

Salutation Nadam,] ON 776 67-78. 

3 rage) heat, 776. 

4 heap) '*'. 775; '", 64-78. 

5 doth) does 776. 

6 sword) '". 151 776; '", 64-78. 

7 (And) '"̂  151 64-78; ON 776. onely now is of his Laurell 
Proud) ON 776. 

8 Thinking his dangerous valour well) QN 776. bestow'd)] '^" 

151; '".) 775; ON 776; '̂;'̂  64-78. 

9 hate) rage 776. 

10 before) '̂. 151 776; '": 64-78. 

11 As cowardize) ON 776. in) he 151; ON 776. fight so 
equally) ON 776. 

12 He doth abhorre a bloody) ON 776. Victory.]'". 775; ON 776; 
^: 67-78. 

13 (Nadam)) '̂'", 151 776 64-78. perhaps you) before you 151 
776; your beauty 64-78. 

14 croud) '"'̂  775; '̂, 64-78. 
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15 That) who 776. knew) know 151. 

16 too.) '"; 64-78. 

17 But) Yet 151 776 64-78. compleat) '"'̂  151; '". 775. 

19 eys) '", 151 64-78; '". 775 776. 

20 understand) understands 64-78. prize.) '̂: 151; '*', 776. 

22 go) grow 64-78. less.) '": 64-78. 

23 But with this) ON 776; And with that 64-78. homage be you 
satisfy'd) ON 776. 

24 From him that conquer's all the world beside.) ON 776. 

26 honour) Garland 776. got.) '"'̂  775. 

27 to your own) unto your 64-78. 

28 him,] his 776. they're) th'are 776. same,) '"'̂  151; '" 
776; '": 64-78. 

29 once;) '"̂  151; '", 776 64-78. would) should 151. 

30 posterity,] *̂"̂  151; '". 776 64-78. 

31 least) lest 64-78. the) thy 64. 

32 excuse,) '*': 64-78. 

33 frown,) '̂. 151; ^; 64-78. 

34 own.) '"̂  151. 

36 redeem'd.) '̂, 151; '^^ 775. 

37 shrine) '". 775; "-, 776. 

38 divine.) '", 151; '*': 64-78. 

40 vain.) '", 151 776. 

42 life.) '"'̂  151. 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poem #24: To N I. B. the noble Cratander upon a composition of his 

which he was not willing to own publiquely. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 31), 775 (pp. 69, 71), 776 (pp. [356]-[358)), 64 

(pp. 62-64), 67 (pp. 31-32), 69 (pp. 31-32), 78 (pp. 31-

32) 

The earliest version of poem #24, NS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. NS 151 varies 

some fron NS 775 (11. 22, 35, 37) but is clearly related to NS 775 be-

cause at tines NS 151 agrees with NS 775 against all other artifacts 

(II. 3, 19, 25). NS 776 is distantly related to NSS 151 and 775; how-

ever, NS 776 cannot have the sane source as NSS 775 and 151 as shown 

in lines 3, 19, and 23. NS 776 is clearly related to text 64 because 

a conparison of the two reveals ninor verbal variants in only lines 

12 and 15. Noreover, texts 67, 69, and 78 frequently agree with NS 

776 and text 64 against NSS 151 and 775: II. 3, 19, and 25. How-

ever, texts 67, 69, and 78, which onit the last four lines of the 

poen, do not cone fron the sane source as NS 776 or as text 64 as 

denonstrated by verbal variants in line 39. Consequently, in poem 

#24, three versions seem to have circulated: one witnessed by NSS 

775 and 151, one by NS 776 and text 64, and one by texts 67, 69, and 

78. 
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r 
To N I. B. the noble Cratander 

upon a conposition of his which he 

was not willing to own publiquely. 

As when sone Injur'd-Prince assune's disguise 

And strive's to nake his carriage synpathize, 

Yet hath a great betraying neen, and aire, 

Which speak's hin royall, 'spight of all his care, 

So th'issues of thy soule can ne're be hid, 5 

And the Suns force nay be as soon forbid, 

As thine obscur'd; there is no shade so great, 

Through which it will not dart forth light and heat. 

Thus we discover thee by thy own day, 

Against thy will snatching the cloud away. 10 

Now the piece shines! and if we will not say 

Parents can souls, as tapers light convey, 

Yet we nust grant thy soule transnitted here, 

In beans alnost as lasting, and as cleare. 

And that's our highest praise, for but thy mind, 15 

Thy works could never a resemblance find. 

That mind, whose search can Natures secret hand 

At one great Stroke, discover, and command, 

12 convey,) '*'. 

18 connand,) '̂. 
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Which pierces tines, and things before whose eys 

Nor nen, nor notions, dare put on disguise. 20 

And were all Authors now as nuch forgot, 

As prosperous ignorance her Self could plot, 

Had we the rich supplys of thy one brest, 

The knowing world would never niss the rest. 

Nen did before fron learning take their fane, 25 

But learnings self is honour'd by thy nane. 

Thou study'st not, belief to introduce, 

Of Noveltys, nore fit for shew, then use. 

But think'st it nobler charity t'uphold, 

The credit, and the beauty of the old. 30 

And with one hand, canst easily support, 

Learning, and Law, a Tenple, and a Court. 

And this secure's ne for as we below 

Valleys fron Hills, houses fron Churches know, 

But to their sight who stand extreanily high, 35 

Those forns will have one flat equallity. 

So fron a lower soule I night well feare, 

A critique censure when survey'd too neare, 

But fron Cratander, (who above the best 

Live's in a height, which levell's all the rest,) 40 

I nay, that royalty of soul expect. 

26 name.) '*', 
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That can at once, both pardon, and neglect. 

Thus I approach, and want his wit and sence, 

Let trepidation be ny Reverence. 
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Historical Collation 

r 
Poen #24: To N I. B. the noble Cratander upon a conposition of his 

which he was not willing to own publiquely. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
r 

Heading: To N I. B. the noble Cratander upon a conposition of his 

which he was not willing to own publiquely. 775; To 

Cratander, upon a conposicon of his which he was not willing 

to owne publiquely 151; To the noble Cratander Upon a 

Conposition of his which he was not wiUing to own publickly. 

776; To Nr. J. B. the noble Cratander, upon a Conoosition of 

his which he was not willing to own publicklv. 64-78. 

3 betraying) beconing 776 64-78. 

4 care,] '"'̂  151; '": 776 64-78. 

7 obscur'd,) ^: 151; '"; 67-78. 

11 shines!) '", 151 776 64-78. if) though 776 64-78. 

12 light) lights 64-78. convey,) *̂"̂  151; '". 775; '̂; 64-78. 

15 but) « » * -> but 776; that 64-78. nind,) '"'̂  151 776 64. 

16 find.) '", 151. 

18 connand,) '". 775; '"; 776. 

19 pierces) cleareth 776 64-78. 

20 disguise.) '^^ 151. 

22 could) would 151 776 64-78. 

23 one) own 776 64-78. 
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24 rest.) '",: 151. 

25 learning) Ignorance 776 64-78. 

26 nane.) ̂*"̂  151; '*', 775. 

27 study'st) -̂, 776. not,) '^^ 151 776 64-78. introduce,) '^' 
151 776 64-78. 

28 use.)'"; 776 64-78. 

29 nobler) noble 776 64. t'uphold) to uphold 151. 

30 old.) '": 776 64-78. 

32 Court.] '", 151. 

33 ne) '̂, 151; '*'; 776; '*': 64-78. 

35 who) that 151. 

36 Those) These 776 64-78. equallity.) '"'̂  151; '": 776 64-78. 

37 night well) well night 151. 

38 neare,] '"; 776 64-78. 

39 fron Cratander) not fron hin 67-78. (who) '"^ 151 67-78. 
above the) plac'd above the 67-78. 

40 rest,)) '^," 151; -^^) 776 64; '̂'.'̂  67-78. 

41 I nay, that royalty of soul expect,) ON 67-78. 

42 That can at once, both pardon, and) ON 67-78. neglect.) '*"' 
151; ON 67-78. 

43 Thus I approach, and) ON 67-78. want his] wanting 151 776 
64; ON 67-78. wit and sence,] ON 67-78. 

44 Let trepidation be ny Reverence.) ON 67-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

rs 

Poem #25: To the excellent N A. 0. upon her receiving the narae of 

Lucasia, and adoption into our society. 29 Decemb. 1651 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 20), 775 (p. 41), 776 (p. 361), 64 (pp. 102-03), 67 

(pp. 32-33), 69 (pp. 32-33), 78 (pp. 32-33) 

Nanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #25, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. NS 151 

clearly descends from NS 775 because in the 24 line poem, NS 151 varies 

only twice in its verbals (11. 11, 14) from NS 775. In addition, 

MS 151 agrees with NS 775 against all other artifacts in lines 9 and 

12. NS 776 is also close to NS 775, agreeing with NS 775 against 

MS 151 in lines 11 and 14 and varying in its verbals from NS 775 only 

three times (11. 9, 12, 24). NS 776 is also related to printed text 

64: line 3 displays their only minor variant. Printed text 64 varies 

only once frora the texts of 67, 69, and 78 (1. 3). Thus, the relation-

ships among the artifacts indicate that Katherine Philips circulated 

slightly revised versions of NS 775 as witnessed by NS 151, by NS 776, 

and by the texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. 
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rs 
To the excellent N A. 0. upon her 

receiving the name of Lucasia, and 

adoption into our society. 29 Decemb. 1651 

We are conpleat; and fate hath now 

No greater blessing to bestow. 

Nay the dull world nust now confess 

We have all worth; all happiness. 

Annalls of State are triffles to our fane 5 

Now 'tis nade sacred by Lucasia's nane. 

But as though through a burning glasse 

The Sun nore vigorous doth passe, 

It still with generall freedom shine's 

For that contract's but not confine's 10 

So though by this, her beams are fixed here 

Yet she diffuse's glorys every where. 

Her mind is so entirely bright 

The splendour would but wound our sight 

And must to some disguise submit, 15 

Or we could never worship it 

And we by this relation, are allow'd 

Lustre enough to be Lucasia's cloud. 

Nations will own us now to be 

A Tenple of divinity. 20 
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And Pilgrims shall Ten ages hence 

Approach our Tombs with reverence. 

Nay then that time, which did such blisse convey, 

Be kept with us perpetuall Holy day! 

22 reverence.) '*"' 
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Historical Collation 

rs 
Poen #25: To the excellent N A. 0. upon her receiving the name 

Lucasia, and adoption into our society. 29 Decemb. 1651 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: To the excellent Lucasia on her taking that name and adoption 

into our societie 29 Decembr 1651. 151; To the excellent 

Nrs A. 0. upon her receiving the name of Lucasia, and 

adoption into our society. 29 Decemb. 1651 775; To the 
rs 

Excellent N Ann Owen, upon her receiving the name of 

Lucasia, and Adoption into our Society, Decr. 28. 1651. 

776; To the Excellent Nrs. Ann Owen, upon her receiving the 

nane of Lucasia, and Adoption into our Societv, Decenb. 28. 

1651. 64-78. 

1 conpleat;) '"'̂  151; '", 776 64-78. 

2 bestow.) '^" 151; '": 776 64-78. 

3 Nay) No, 64. 

4 worth;] '^" 151; '^, llb 64-78. happiness.) '"'̂  151. 

6 nane.) '"̂  151. 

9 It) Yet 776 64-78. shine's) ", 151; '"; 776 64-78. 

10 confine's) '̂, 151; "": 776 64-78. 

11 are) be 151. 

12 glorys) glory 776 64-78. 

14 our) the 151. 
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16 it) '̂. 151 776 64-78. 

20 divinity.) -'^ 151; '^; 776 64-78. 

22 reverence.) ̂*"̂  775; 

" Kî-day. "4-78. "*"̂  '̂*'"̂  ''°''"'*''- '̂ '̂ "°"*'^''- "*î 
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Textual Introduction 

rs 
Poen #26: To the truly noble, and obleiging N : Anne Owen. (on ny 

first approaches.) 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 19), 775 (p. 39), 776 (p. [360]), 64 (pp. 93-94), 

67 (pp. 33-34), 68 (pp. 33-34), 69 (pp. 33-34), 78 (pp. 

33-34) 

The earliest version of poen #26, NS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. NS 151 clear-

ly derives fron NS 775 because in the 24-1ine poen, NSS 151 and 775 

display only two very ninor verbal variants (II. 5, 13). NS 776 is 

related to NSS 775 and 151, varying only in that NS 776 omits the sal-

utation and has "Conquest" for "conquests" in line 6. Printed texts 

64, 67, 69, and 78 always agree with one another and vary from NSS 775 

and 151 only in line 6. Thus, the very few substantive variants in 

poem #26 show that Katherine Philips did very little revision on this 

poem: she seems to have circulated the version found in NS 775. 
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To the truly noble, and obleiging 
rs 

N : Anne Owen. 

(on ny first approaches.) 

Nadan, 

As in a triunph conquerours adnit 

Their neanest captives to attend on it, 

Who though unworthy have the power confest 

And Iustify*d the yielding of the rest. 

So when the busy world (in hope t'excuse 5 

Their own surprize) your conquests doe peruse, 

And find ny nane, they will be apt to say, 

Your charnes were blinded, or elce thrown away. 

There is no honour got in gaining me 

Who am a prize not worth your Victory. 10 

But this will cleare you, that 'tis generall 

The worst applaud, what is admir'd by all. 

But I have plots in't for the way to be 

Secure of fame to all posterity, 

Is to obtain the honour, I pursue, 15 

To tell the world I was subdu'd by you. 

And since in you all wonders comraon are 

2 it,] -. 

8 away.) '", 
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Your votarys may in your vertues share, 

While you by noble magique worth impart 

She that can conquer, can reclaime a heart. 20 

Of this Creatlon I shall not despaire, 

Since for your own sake it concerne's your care 

For *tis nore honour that the world should know 

You made a noble soule, then found it so. 

18 share,) 
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Historical CoIIation 

rs 
Poem #26: To the truly noble, and obleiging N : Anne Owen. (on my 

first approaches.) 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: To the truly noble Lucasia: on my first approach. 151; To 
rs 

the truly noble, and obleiging N : Anne Owen. (on my first 

approaches.) 775; To the truly noble Nrs. Anne Owen. on my 

first Approches. 776; To the trulv Noble Nrs. Anne Owen, gn 

mv first Approches. 64-78. 

Salutation Nadan,] ON 776. 

2 it,) '". 775. 

4 rest.) •": 776 64-78. 

5 (inl "'*' 151 776 64-78. t*excusel to excuse 151. 

6 surprize)) '*', 151 776 64-78. conquests) Conquest 776 64-78. 

8 away.) '", 775. 

12 all.) '": 151. 

13 in't) in it, 151; ^: 776 64-78. 

18 share,) '̂. 775. 

19 inpart) ^: 776 64-78. 

20 heart.) '^^ 151. 

22 care) '". 776 64-78. 

24 so.) '"'̂  151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poen #27: Lucasia. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp.32-33), 775 (pp. 73, 75, 77), 776 (pp [278]-[280]), 

64 (pp. 64-68), 67 (pp. 34-35), 69 (pp. 34-35), 78 (pp. 

34-35) 

The copytext of poen #27 is NS 775 because it is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and is the earliest version of the poem. NS 151 is 

related to NS 775 (II. 20, 31, 65, 66), but it appears to descend from 

a source other than NS 775 as shown by the readings in lines 11, 14, 

24, 47, and 48. NS 776 is also related to NS 775 (11. 11, 14, 31, 

60), but varies significantly from NS 775 in lines 24, 48, 50, 65, and 

67. While NS 776 has some interesting readings in comraon with NS 151 

(11. 47, 48), lines 14, 24, 50, and 65 show that NSS 776 and 151 do 

not derive from the same source. Printed text 64 descends from a 

source close to that of texts 67, 69, and 78 because they vary only 

three times (II. 11, 24, 66); however, those variants are significant 

and indicate that text 64 comes from a source other than that of texts 

67, 69, and 78. While the printed texts are related to NS 775 (II. 14, 

65), NS 151 (11. 28, 47), and NS 776 (11. 47, 48), lines 31, 39, 41, 

and 60 show that printed texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 do not descend from 

MSS 775, 151, or 776. Thus, the variants show that while MSS 151 and 

776 and the printed texts are distantly related to MS 775, none of 

these versions seem to derive ultiraately from MS 775. It appears that 
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Katherine Philips circulated extensively revised versions of poem #27 

as «itnessed by MS 151, MS 776, text 64, and texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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Lucasia. 

Not to obleige Lucasia by my voice 

To boast my fate, or lustify ny choice 

Is this design'd, but pltty does engage 

My pen to rescue the declining age. 

For since *tis grown in fashion to be bad 5 

And to be vain, or angry proud or nad 

(While in their vices onely men agree) 

Is thought the onely modern gallantry, 

How would some brave example check the Crimes 

And both reproach and yet reform the times? 10 

Nor can morallity it self reclaime 

Th'apostate world like my Lucasia's narae. 

Lucasia whose rich soule had it been known 

In that time th'ancients calld the golden One 

When inocence and greatness were the same 15 

And men no battells knew but in a game, 

Choosing with nature not with art prefer's 

Poets were ludges, Kings Philosophers, 

8 gallantry,) '"'̂  

10 times?) '*'. 

14 One) '̂. 

16 game,] '^^ 

18 Philosophers,] '*'. 
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Ev'n then from her the wise would coppys draw 

And she to'th infant=World had given Law. 20 

That souls were nade of nunber could not be 

An observation but a prophesy. 

It meant Lucasia whose harmonious State 

The spheares and muses family imitate 

But as then Nusique is best understood 25 

When every chord's examind and found good 

So what in others ludgement is and will 

In her the same even reason still. 

And as some collour various seem's but yet 

Tis but our difference in considering it 30 

So she now life, and then doth light dispence 

But is one shining orb of Excellence; 

And that so piercing when she ludgment takes 

She doth not seach but intuition make's 

And her discoverys more easy are 35 

Then Cesar's conquest in his Pontique war. 

As bright, and vigorous, her beams are pure 

And in their own rich candour so secure 

That had she liv'd when legends were devisd 

Rome had been lust, and she been cannonizd, 40 

Nay innocence it self less deare must be 

35 And) Henee -> And 
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If inocence be any thing but she, 

For vertue's so congeniall to her mind 

That liquid things or friends are less combin'd 

So that in her that Sage his wish had seen 45 

And Vertue's self had personated been. 

Now as disliked simples doe agree 

And in the Lembique loose varietie, 

So Vertue though in scatter'd pieces 'twas 

Is by her mind made one rich usefull masse. 50 

Nor doth discretion put religion down 

Nor hasty Zeale usurp the ludgments Crowne. 

Wisedom and friendship have one single throne 

And make another friendship of their own. 

Each severall piece dart's such fierce pleasing rays 55 

Poetique Lovers would but wrong in prayse. 

All hath proportion, all hath comelyness 

And her huraility alone excess. 

Her modesty doth wrong a worth so great 

Which calumny it self would nobler treat: 60 

While true to friendships and to natures trust 

48 varietie,] Vanity. 

52 Crowne.) îhrwte -> Crowne, 

58 excess.] '*"' 

60 treat:] '"̂  
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To her own merits onely shee's unjust. 

But as divinity we best declare 

By sounds as broken as our notions are 

So to acknowledge such vast eminence 65 

Imperfect wonder's all our eloquence. 

No pen Lucasia's glorys can relate 

But they adnire best who dare initate. 

68 imitate.) 'VA 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #27: Lucasia. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: Lucasia. 151 775 776; Lucasia 64-78. 

3 does) doth 151. 

4 age.) '^: 151. 

6 to) so 151. 

7 (While) ^'^ 151 776 64-78. agree)) '"'̂  151; '̂, 776. 

8 gallantry,) '̂. 151; '"̂  775; '*'; 64-78. 

9 example) examples 151. the) their 776. 

10 times?) '^, 151; '̂. 775 776. 

11 morallity) nortality 151 64. 

12 nane.) '̂: 64-78. 

14 tine) age 151. calld) call 151. One) '". 775; '", 64-
78. 

16 gane,) '"'̂  775; '̂. 776. 

17 prefer's) '*'. 776; '̂; 64-78. 

18 Philosophers,) '̂: 151; '^. 775; '"; 64-78. 

20 given) giv'n a 64-78. Law.) '"'̂  151. 

21 were) are 776. 

22 prophesy.) '"'̂  151. 

24 spheares) Spheere, 776. family) faintly 151 64; doe but 
776; only 67-78. imitate) '". 151 776 64-78. 

26 good) '", 151; '". 776; '": 64-78. 
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28 the) is the 151 776 64-78. still.) '^, 151. 

29 but) and 151; when 776. 

30 it) ", 151; '*'. 776; ^: 64-78. 

31 life,] light, 64-78. doth) does 776 64-78. 

32 But) Yet 776. Excellence;] '^, 151; '". 776; '": 64-78. 

34 doth) does 776. make's]'^. 776; '": 64-78. 

35 And) Henee -> And 775. 

36 war.) '"'̂  151. 

39 when) where 64-78. 

40 cannonized,) '". 151 776 64-78. 

41 it) her 64-78. deare) cleare 151 776 64-78. 

42 she,] '". 151 776 64-78. 

43 vertue's) Vertues 776. 

44 combin'd) '". 151 776 64-78. 

47 disliked) distilled 151 776 64-78. 

48 the Lembique) th'Alembeque 151 776 64-78. varietie,] '"'̂  151; 
Vanity. 775; '^; 64-78. 

49 scatter'd pieces) pieces scatter'd 64-78. 

50 mind) mix'd, 776. 

51 doth) does 776. put) fling 776. down) '", 151 64-78; 
'̂. 776. 

52 Crowne.) '", 151; Threne -> Crowne. 775. 

54 own.) '", 151. 

56 prayse.) '*', 776. 

58 her huraility alone) onely her huraillity, 776. excess.l '*', 
151; '"'̂  775. 

59 doth) does 776. 
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60 Which) As 776. it self) herself 64-78. treat:] '", 151 
776; '"̂  775. 

61 friendships) Friendship 64-78. 

62 unjust) iniust, 151. 

64 are) '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

65 acknowledge such vast eminence] a worth, which does such beam's 
display, 776. 

66 wonder's) Wonder is 64-78. all) ON 64-78. our) that 
776. eloquence.) '*', 151; we can pay. 776; evidence. 64. 

67 No pen) None can 776. glorys can relate) miracles relate, 
776. 

68 dare) can 776. imitate.) "^" 775. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #28: Wiston=VauIt 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 43), 775 (p. 99), 776 (pp. [326]-327), 64 (pp. 68-

70), 67 (p. 36), 69 (p. 36), 78 (p. 36) 

The earliest version of poem #28, NS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. NS 151 is re-

lated to NS 775, displaying only minor verbal variants (II. 2, 10, 

20). NS 776 clearly derives from NS 775 with only one minor verbal 

variant in line 2 ("distinction", NS 775; "distinctions", NS 776); 

moreover, in lines 19 and 20, NS 776 agrees with NS 775 against NS 

151. Printed text 64 may derive fron a source other than NSS 775, 

151, and 776, and that of printed texts 67, 69, and 78, as shown in 

lines 2 and 12. Texts 67, 69, and 78 also differ slightly fron NSS 

775, 151, and 776: II. 6, 11, 17. Consequently, in poem #28, three 

slightly different versions of NS 775 seem to have circulated: one 

witnessed by NSS 151 and 776; one by text 64; and one by texts 67, 69, 

and 78. 
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Wiston=Vault 

And why this Vault, and Tomb? alike we must 

Put off distinctions, and put on our dust. 

Nor can the statelyest Fabrique help to save 

Fron the corruptions of a connon Grave. 

Nor for the resurrection more prepare 5 

Then if the dust were scatter'd in the ayre. 

What then? th'ambition's lust say some that we 

Nay thus perpetuate our memory. 

Ah! false vaine task of art! ah! poore weak man 

Whose monument doe's more then's merit can, 10 

Who's by his friends best care and love abus'd 

And in his very epitaphs accus'd! 

For did they not suspect his name would fall 

There would not need an epitaph at all. 

But after death too, I would be alive, 15 

And shall if my Lucasia doe survive. 

I quit this pomp of death, and am content 

Having her heart to be my monument. 

Though ne're stone to me, 'twill stone for me prove 

By the peculiar miracle of Love. 20 

9 task) eaf^ -> task man] '*'. 

10 can,) '*'. 

19 prove) '*'. 
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There I'Ie inscription have, which no Tomb give's 

Not here Orinda lye's, but here she live's. 

21 I'le) Ile' 

22 live's.) '"'̂  
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Historical Collation 

Poen #28: Wiston=Vault 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: Wiston Vault. 151; Wiston=Vault 775; Wiston Vault 776; 

Wiston Vault. 64-78. 

2 off) of 151. distinctions,) distinction 151 776 64-78. 
our) ON 64. 

4 Grave.) '̂: 151; ""̂  776; '"; 64-78. 

6 in the) into 64-78. 

9 Ah!) '"'̂  151 64-78. task) eflffe -> task 775. art!]'", 776. 
ah!) '"'̂  151 64-78. nan) '". 775; '", 776; '"! 64-78. 

10 doe's) do's 151. can,] '": 151 64-78; '". 775. 

11 Who's) Who 64-78. love) love's 64-78. 

12 epitaphs) epitaph 151 64-78. accus'd!) '". 151 776; misused: 
64; '": 67-78. 

14 all.) '"̂  151. 

17 this) these 64-78. pomp) pomps 64-78. 

18 nonunent.) '*': 64-78. 

19 stone) so 151. prove) '̂, 151 64-78; '". 775 776. 

20 miracle) miracles 151 64-78. Love.) '", 151. 

22 live's.) '"'̂  775. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poen #29: Friendship in Enblen, or the Seale, to ny dearest Lucasia. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 44-45), 775 (pp. 100, 101, 103, 105), 776 (pp. 

[3621-1364]), 64 (pp. 70-75), 67 (pp. 36-39), 69 (pp. 36-

39), 78 (pp. 36-39) 

Nanuscript 775, the earliest version of poen #29, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. NS 151 

clearly descends fron NS 775 because in lines 19, 44, 54, 58, and 64, 

NSS 151 and 775 agree against all other artifacts. When NS 151 varies 

fron NS 775 (II. 8, 34, 61), the variants are ninor and few. NS 776, 

printed text 64, and printed texts 67, 69, and 78 always substantively 

agree with one another against NSS 151 and 775 (II. 44, 58) and there-

fore cannot descend fron NSS 151 and 775. Thus, two versions of the 

poen seen to have circulated: one witnessed by NSS 775 and 151, and 

one witnessed by NS 776 and texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. 
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Friendship in Enblem, 

or the Seale 

to ny dearest Lucasia. 

The hearts thus internixed speak 

A love that no bold shock can break 

For loyn'd and growing, both in one 

Neither can be disturbd alone. 

2. 

That neane*s a nutuall knowledge too, 5 

For what is*t either heart can doe, 

Which by it*s panting centinell 

It doe*s not to the other tell? 

3. 

That friendship hearts so nuch refine*s 

It nothing but it self design*s, 10 

The hearts are free fron lower ends 

For each point to the other tend*s. 

4. 

They flame *tis true, and severall ways 

But still those flanes doe so much raise 

5 knowledge) kindness -> knowledge 

10 design*s,] '*"' 
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That while to either they incline 15 

They yet are noble, and divine. 

5. 

Froffl smoak or hurt those flanes are free 

Fron grosseness or nortallity. 

The hearts (like Noses bush presun*d) 

Warn*d and enlighten'd not consun'd. 20 

6. 

The conpasses that stand above 

Express this great inmortall Love 

For friends like them can prove this true 

They are, and yet they are not two. 

7. 

And in their posture is expressd 25 

Friendships exalted interest 

Each follow's where the other leane's 

And what each doe's, the other meane's. 

8. 

And as when one foot doe's stand fast, 

And t'other circles seeks to cast, 30 

30 t'other) 'tother 
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The steady part doe's regulate 

And nake the wanderers motion streight. 

9. 

So friends are onely Two in this 

T*reclaime each other when they misse 

For who soe*re will grossely fall, 35 

Can never be a friend at all. 

10. 

And as that usefull instrunent 

For even lines was ever neant 

So friendship fron good=angelIs spring*s 

To teach the world heroique things. 40 

11. 

As these are found out in design 

To rule and neasure every line 

So friendship govem's actions best 

Prescribing Law to all the rest. 

12. 

And as in nature nothing's set 45 

So lust, as lines, and numbers mett 

32 streight.) 
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So conpasses for these being nade 

Doe friendships harmony perswade. 

13. 

And like to then so friends nay own 

Extension, not division. 50 

Their points like bodys separate 

But head like soules know's no such fate. 

14. 

And as each part so well is knitt 

That their enbraces even fit, 

So friends are such by destiny, 55 

And no Third can the place supply. 

15. 

There needs no notto to the Seale 

But that we nay the Nine reveale 

To the dull ey it was thought fit 

That friendship, onely should be writt, 60 

16. 

But as there is degrees of bliss 

So there's no friendship meant by this 

But such as will transnit to fame 

Lucasia's and Orinda's name. 
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Historical Collation 

Poen #29: Friendship in Emblem, or the Seale to my dearest Lucasia. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: To ny dearest Lucasia, friendship in Emblem or the seale 

151; Friendship in Emblem, or the Seale to my dearest 

Lucasia. 775; Friendship in Embleme Or the Seal, to my 

dearest Lucasia. 776; Friendship in Embleme. or the Seal. 

To ny dearest Lucasia. 64-78. 

2 break) *": 776 64; '"; 67-78. 

4 Neither) None 69-78. alone.) '^" 151. 

5 knowledge) kindness -> knowledge 775. too,) '*"' 151; '"; 776 
64-78. 

6 doe,] '",? 151. 

8 doe's) doth 151. tell?) '".? 151. 

10 design's,] '"'̂  775; '": 776 64-78. 

18 nortallity.) ̂*"̂  151; ^: 776 64-78. 

19 hearts) Heart 776 64-78. 

22 Love) '", 151; '^; 776 64-78. 

24 two.) '"'̂  151. 

26 interest) '": 776 64-78. 

28 doe's) doth 151. the) each 151 776 64-78. 

29 doe's) doth 151. 

30 t'other) 'tother 775. 
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31 doe's) doth 151. 

32 streight.) '̂'̂  775; '̂: 776 64-78. 

34 T'reclaine) To reclaine 151. nisse) '̂: 776 64-78. 

36 all.) "^^ 151. 

38 neant] ^; 776 64-78. 

42 line) '̂; 776 64-78. 

44 Law to) unto 776 64-78. 

46 fn^ljn 776 64-78. nunbers) nunber 151 776 64-78. nett) 
; 776 64-78. 

50 division.) '*', 151; '*': 776 64-78. 

51 separate) '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

52 fate.) '"'̂  776. 

54 even) euer 776 64-78. fit,] '^^ 151; '*': 776 64-78. 

56 supply.) '^^ 151. 

57 Seale) '*', 151; '*': 776 64-78. 

58 Nine) nind 776 64-78. 

60 writt,] '̂. 151 776 64-78. 

61 is) are 151 776 64-78. 

64 Lucasia'sl Lucasia 776 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

th 
Poem #30: In memory of F: P: who dyed at Acton 24 Nay. 1660. 13 

of her age. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 60-62), 776 (pp. [306]-309) , 64 (pp. 75-80), 67 

(pp. 39-42), 69 (pp. 39-42), 78 (pp. 39-42) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #30 because it is the raost reli-

able artifact (see General Textual Introduction). NS 776, which varies 

nuraerous times from NS 151 in the 90-1ine poem, cannot descend from the 

same source as NS 151 as shown by the verbal variants in lines 21, 32, 

50, 68, 69, and 80; moreover, NS 776 is the only artifact wanting 

lines 61 and 62. Text 64 varies from all other artifacts in lines 2, 

11, 56, and 70; although these variants are few, they suggest that 

text 64 came from a source other than NS 151, NS 776, or texts 67, 69, 

and 78. Numerous verbal variants, including those in lines 11, 20, 

50, 69, 72, and 76 show that texts 67, 69, and 78 do not come from the 

same source as NS 151; in addition, texts 67, 69, and 78 are the only 

artifacts lacking lines 65 and 66. Texts 67, 69, and 78 also vary 

frequently from NS 776: 11. 11, 20, 32, 67-69, 72, 80. Thus, four 

versions of poem #30 seera to have circulated: witnessed by NS 151; NS 

776; text 64; and texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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In memory of F: P: who dyed at Acton 
th 

24 Nay. 1660. 13 of her age. 

If I could euer write a lasting verse 

It should be laid deare Saint upon thy herse 

But Sorrow is no muse and doth confesse 

That it least can what raost it would expresse. 

Yet that I may some bounds to griefe allow 5 

I'Ie try if I can weepe in numbers now. 

Ah beauteous blossom! too untimely dead 

Whither ah whither! is thy sweetnesse fled? 

Where are the charmes that allwayes did arise 

From the preuailing languadge of thine eyes? 10 

Where is thy modest aire and louely meen 

And all the wonders that in these were seen? 

Alas in vaine! In vaine on thee I raue 

There is no pitty in the stupid graue. 

But so the bankrupt sitting on the brirara 15 

Of those fierce billowes which had ruind hira 

Beggs for his lost estate and doth coraplaine 

To the inexorable floods in vaine, 

As well we may enquire when roses dye 

To what retirement do their odours fly? 20 

Where do their vertues and their blushes hast 

When the short triumph of their life is past; 

Or call their perishd beauties back with teares, 
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As add one moment to their finishd yeares. 

No no th'art gone and thy presaging mind 25 

So thriftily thy early howers designd, 

That hasty death was baffled in his pride 

Since nothing of thee but thy body dyed. 

Thy soule was up betimes, and so concernd 

Too grasp all excellence that could be learnd, 30 

That finding nothing fill her thirsting heare 

To the springhead she went to quench it there, 

And so prepard that being free from sin 

She quickly raight become a cherubim. 

Thou wert all soule, and through thy eye it shind 35 

Asham'd and angry to be so confind. 

It longd to be uncag'd, and thither flown 

Where it might know as clearly as 'twas knowne. 

In these vast hopes we might thy chance haue found 

But that heauen blinds whom it decrees to wound. 40 

For parts so soon at so sublime a pitch, 

A iudgment so mature, fancy so rich 

Neuer appeares unto unthankfull men 

But as a vision to be hid againe. 

So glorious scenes in raasques spectators view 45 

With the short pleasure of an hower or two, 

But that once past the ornaraents are gone 

The light's extinguishd and the curtaines drawne. 
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But all these gifts were thy lesse noble part 

Nor was thy head so glorious as thy heart. 50 

Where the diuine impression shind so cleare 

As snatchd thee hence and yet indeard thee heare. 

For what in thee did most command our loue 

Was both the cause and signe of thy remoue. 

Such fooles are we, so fatally we choose 55 

That what we most would keepe, we soonest loose. 

The humble greatnesse of thy pious thought 

Sweetness unforcd and bashfullnesse untaught 

The natiue candour of thy open breast 

And all the beames wherein thy worth was drest, 60 

Thy wit so bright so piercing so immense, 

Adornd with wise and louely innocence, 

Night haue foretold, thou wert not so compleat 

But that our ioy might be as short as great. 

Tis so, and all our cares and hopes of thee 65 

Fled like a vanishd dreame, or withered tree, 

So the poor swaine beholds his ripened corne, 

By some rough wind without a sickle, torne. 

Neuer, ah neuer let glad parents guesse 

At one reraoue of future happinesse, 70 

But reckon children mong those passing ioyes 

Which one hower giues them and the next destroyes. 

Alas! we were secure of our content. 
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But find too late that it was onely lent, 

To be a mirror wherein we might see, 75 

How frail we are, how innocent should be. 

But if to thy blest soule my griefe appeares, 

Forgiue and pitty these iniurious teares, 

Impute them to affections sad excesse 

Which will not yield to natures tendernesse, 80 

Since 'twas through dearest tyes and highest trust 

Continu'd from thy cradle to thy dust. 

And so rewarded and confirmd by thine 

That (wo is me) I thought thee too much mine. 

But Ile resigne, and follow thee as fast 85 

As my vnhappy minuts will make hast. 

Till when the fresh remembrances of thee 

Shall be my emblem of mortalitie. 

For such a losse as thine, bright soule, is not 

Euer to be repaired or forgot. 90 
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Historical Collation 

th 
Poeffl #30: In meraory of F: P: who dyed at Acton 24 Nay. 1660. 13 of 

her age. 

Artifacts: 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 
th 

Heading: In memory of F: P: who dyed at Acton 24 Nay. 1660. 13 of 
0 

her age. 151; In memory of my Deare F: P: who dy'd the 24 

of Nay. 1660; at: 12: yeares and a half old 776; In Nemory 

gf T. P. who died at Acton the 24. Nay 1660. at 12. and 1/2 

of Age. 64; In Nemorv of F. P. who died at Acton the 24. 

Nay 1660. at 12. and 1/2 gf Age. 67 69; In Nemorv of F. P. 

who died at Acton the 24 of Nay, 1660. at Twelve and an Half 

of Age. 78. 

2 deare) C" 776. Saint) '̂ ) 776; heart, 64; '", 67-78. 
herse) '". 776 64-78. 

3 doth) does 776 64-78. 

4 most it would] it would most 64-78. 

7 Ah) '"! 776; '", 78. blossom!) '", 776 78; '"'̂  64-69. 
dead) '"! 776 64-78. 

8 Whither] "? 776 64-78. whither!) '"'̂  776 64-78. fled) '̂ ? 
776 64-78. 

10 thine) thy 776 64-78. 

11 modest) lovely 64; beauteous 67-78. aire) OM 67-78. 
meen] '̂ ? 776; '̂, 64-78. 

12 And) Where 776. these) thee 776 64-78. 

13 Alas) '̂! 776 64-78. vaine!) '", 64-78. raue) '̂! 776; ^; 
64-78. 
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14 graue) '", 776; ^. 64-78 

16 which) that 776. 

17 doth) does 776 64-78. 

18 vaine,] 776 64-78. 

19 when) why 151. 

20 do their) their sweet 64-78. fly?) '". 776; '̂; 64-78. 

21 Where do) Whither 776 64-78. hast) '". 776; 64-78. 

22 past;] 776. 

23 perishd) perishing 64-78. 

24 their) thy 776 64-78. 

25 No no th'art) No, thou art 64-78, 

28 dyed,) '" 

30 learnd,] 

776 64-78. 

776. 

32 went) flew 776. there,) '". 776; 64-78 

33 free) free'd 776 64-78. 

35 eye) eyes 776 64-78. shind) '": 64-78, 

36 confind.) 64-78. 

39 chance) change 776 64-78. 

43 appeares) appear 64-78. 

46 two,] '"; 64-78. 

49 But) Yet 64-78. 

50 glorious) worthy 776 64-78. heart.) '"; 64-78 

52 As snatchd) To snatch 776. heare.) '": 64-78. 

55 choose) '̂, 776 78; ^: 64-78. 

56 That) For 64. 
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59 thy) thine 64-78. 

61 Thy wit so bright so piercing) OM 776. so) OM 776; and 64-
78. immense,] ON 776. 

62 Adornd with wise and louely innocence,) ON 776. 

63 not) no 151. 

64 great) '". 776 64-78. 

65 Tis so, and all our cares and hopes of thee) ON 67-78. 

66 Fled like a vanishd dreane, or withered) ON 67-78. tree,] '̂. 
776 64; ON 67-78. 

67 ripened) ripening 776. 

68 some) the 776. rough) feirce 776. torne.) shorne. 776. 

69 Neuer,) ""! 776. ah) '"! 64-78. glad) poore 776; sad 64-
78. 

70 one) once 64. happinesse,) '"! 776; ": 64-78. 

72 them and) and 64-78. next) next hour 64-78. destroyes) 
'". 776 64-78. 

73 content,] '^" 776; '̂; 64-78. 

74 lent,) '". 776. 

75 might) may 64-78. 

76 innocent) spotless we 776 64-78. 

78 teares,] '*'. 776; '": 64-78. 

80 Which will not yield to) Too much oppressing 776. 
tendernesse,) '*'. 776. 

82 dust.) '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

84 me)] '"!) 776 64-78. 

86 As) But 776. 

88 emblem) Emblems 776 64-78. mortalitie.) '*"' 776. 

89 thine) this 64-78. bright soul.] (bright Soul!) 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

rs 
Poem #31: In nenory of that excellent person N Nary Lloyd of 

th 
Bodidrist in Denbighshire who dy'd the 13 of Novemb. 1656 

soon after she came thither from Penbrokeshire. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 98-100), 775 (pp. 119, 121, 123, 125), 776 (pp. 

[2701-273), 64 (pp. 81-87), 67 (pp. 42-44), 69 (pp. 42-

44), 78 (pp. 42-44) 

The copytext of poen #31 is NS 775 because it is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and is the earliest version of the poem. NS 151 is 

related to NS 775: in lines 4, 14, 39, and 83, NS 151 agrees with NS 

775 against all other artifacts. However, the large number of minor 

verbal variants in NSS 151 and 775 (II. 36, 44, 59, 60) shows that NS 

151 does not directly descend from NS 775. NS 776 is also related to 

NS 775 (11. 41, 51, 52, 90), but readings in lines 14, 28, 83, and 101 

show that NS 776 does not directly descend from either NS 775 or NS 

151. In addition, NS 776 is the only artifact to lack lines 3-8 and 

69-70. Readings in lines 13, 14, 28, 45, 63, and 70 show that text 

64 is not directly related to NSS 151, 775, 776, or texts 67, 69, and 

78. Texts 67, 69, and 78 are the only artifacts to lack lines 41-42; 

moreover, significant variants in lines 51, 52, and 90 reveal that 

texts 67, 69, and 78 do not descend from NSS 775, 151, 776, or text 64. 

Thus, four revised versions of poem #31 in MS 775 circulated: one 

witnessed by NS 151; one by NS 776; one by text 64; and one by texts 

67, 69, and 78. 
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In memory of that excellent person 
rs 

N Nary Lloyd of Bodidrist in 
th 

Denbighshire who dy'd the 13 of 

Novemb. 1656 soon after she came thither from 

Pembrokeshire. 

I cannot hold, for though to write be rude 

Yet to be silent were ingratitude 

And folly too, for if Posterity 

Should never heare of such an one as she 

And onely know this Ages brutish fame 5 

They would think vertue nothing but a narae, 

And though farre abler Pens must her define 

Yet her Adoption hath engaged mine 

And I must own where merit shine's so cleare 

'Tis hard to write, but harder to forbeare. 10 

Sprung from an Ancient, and an honourd Sterara 

Who lent her Lustre and she payd it thera, 

Who still in great, and noble things appear'd 

Whom both their Countrey lov'd, and yet they feard 

Natch'd to another good, and great as they 15 

Who did their Countrey both obleige and sway. 

Behold her self! who had without dispute 

6 name,] '*"' 

16 sway.) '^^ 
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Nore then both familys could contribute. 

What early Beauty, Grief, and Age, had broke 

Her lovely reliques, and her offspring spoke. 20 

She was by Nature, and her Parents care 

A woman long before most others are. 

But yet that antedated Season she 

Improv'd to Vertue, not to Liberty, 

For she was still in either state of Life 25 

Neek as a Virgin, prudent as a wife 

And she well knew, although so young and faire 

lustly to mix Obedience, Love, and Care. 

Whilst to her children she did still appeare 

Soe wisely kind, so tenderly severe 30 

That they from her Rule, and Example, brought 

A native honour, which she stampt, and taught. 

Nor can a single pen enough comraend 

Soe kind a Sister, and so cleare a friend. 

A wisedom from above did her secure 35 

Which though 'twas peaceable was ever pure. 

And if well order'd Coraraonwealths raust be 

Patterns for every private Faraily, 

Her house rul'd by her hand, aw'd by her Ey 

Might be a pattern for a Nonarchy. 40 

40 Nonarchy.] 'VA 
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Her noble Bounty, was her prudent care 

Who handson freedon gave, yet regular. 

Salonons wisest woman less could doe, 

She built her house, but this preservd hers too. 

She was so pious, that when she did Dye 45 

She scarce chang'd Place, I'me sure not company. 

Her zeale was primitive, and practick too, 

She did beleive, and pray and read and doe. 

Soe firm an Equall Soule she had engrossd 

lust even to those, that disobleig'd her most. 50 

She lost all sence of wrong glad to beleive 

That it was in her power to forgive. 

Her almes I may admire but nere relate 

But her own works, shall praise her in the Gate. 

Her life was chequer'd with afflictive yeares 55 

And even her comforts season'd in her teares. 

Scarce for a husbands loss her eys were dry'd 

And that loss by her children half supply'd 

When Heaven was pleas'd, not those deare props t'afford 

But tore most off, by sickness or a Sword. 60 

43 doe,] ""̂  

54 Gate.) '"'̂  

56 teares.) '"'' 

60 Sword.) '^^ 
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She was in thera, could still their father boast 

Was a fresh widdow, every Son, she lost. 

Litigious hands did her of Right deprive 

That after all 'twas pennance to survive 

Yet she these Griefs had nobly undergone 65 

Which few support at all, but better none. 

Such a submissive Greatness who can find? 

A Tender heart, with so resolv'd a mind? 

But she though sencible was still the same 

Of a Resigned Soule, untainted Farae. 70 

Nor were her Vertues coursly sett, for she 

Out=did Example in Civillity, 

To bestow blessings, to obleige, Relieve 

Was all for which she could endure to live 

And had a loy higher in doing good 75 

Then they to whom the benefit accrew'd. 

Though none of honour had a quicker sence 

Never had woman more of complacence, 

Yet lost it not, in empty forras, but still 

Her nature noble was, her Soule Gentile. 80 

And as in Youth she did extract for she 

The verdure had, without the vanity, 

Soe she in Age was grave, and railde to all 

76 acrew'd.] '"'̂  
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Was not norose, but was majesticall. 

Thus from all other wonen she had skill 85 

To draw their good, but nothing of their III 

And since she knew the nad Tunultuous world 

Saw Crowns revers'd, Tenples to ruine hurl'd, 

She in Retirement chose to shine and burne 

As Ancient Lamps in some Egiptian Urne. 90 

At last when spent with sickness, Grief, and Age, 

Her Guardian Angell did her death presage 

Soe that by strong impulse she chearfully 

Dispenc'ed blessings, and went home to dy 

That soe she might when to that place remov'd 95 

Narry his Ashes, whom she ever Lov'd. 

She dy'd gaind a reward, and payd a debt, 

The Sun himself, did never brighter set! 

Happy were they, that knew her, and her End, 

Nore happy they that did from her descend. 100 

•VA 88 hurl'd,] 

90 Urne.) '"'̂  

96 Lov'd.) '"'̂  

97 debt,] '"'̂  

99 End,] '^^ 

100 descend.) '^" 
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A double blessing they may hope to have 

One she convey'd to them, and one she gave. 

All that are hers, are therefore sure to be 

Bless'd by inheritance and Legacy. 

A Royall Birth, had less advantage been, 105 

'Tis more to dy a Saint, then Live a Oueen. 

'VA 102 gave.] 

104 Legacy.) '", 

105 been,] '*"' 
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Historical Collation 

rs 
Poeffl #31: In fflefflory of that excellent person N Mary Lloyd of 

th 
Bodidrist in Denbighshire who dy'd the 13 of Novemb. 1656 

soon after she came thither from Pembrokeshire. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
rs 

Heading: In memory of the excellent M Nary Lloyd of Denbighshire 

who dyed 13 Nouembr 1656. 151; In memory of that excellent 
rs 

person N Nary Lloyd of Bodidrist in Denbighshire who dy'd 
th 

the 13 of Novemb. 1656 soon after she carae thither from 
rs 

Pembrokeshire. 775; In meraory of that Excellent Person, M 

Floyd, of Bodidrist, in Denbigh-shire. 776; In memory of 

that excellent person Nrs. Nary Lloyd gf Bodidrist in 

Denbigh-shire, who died Nov. 13. 1656. after she came thither 

from Pembroke-shire. 64-78. 

1 be) were 64-78. 

2 to be silent were) silence now would be 151. ingratitude) '", 
151 64-78; "". 776. 

3 And folly) ON 776. too,] ON 776; '̂; 64-78. for if 
Posterity) OM 776. 

4 Should never heare of such an one as] OM 776. she] OM 776; 
thee 64-78. 

5 And onely know this Ages brutish fame) OM 776. 

6 They would think vertue nothing but a] OM 776. name,] 
775; OM 776; '̂. 64-78. 

7 And though farre abler Pens must her define) OM 776. 
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8 Yet her Adoption hath engaged) OM 776. mine) '", 151; OM 
776; ^: 64-78. ~ 

10 forbeare.] '", 151. 

12 them,) '". 776; '"; 64-78. 

13 Who) So 64. appear'd) '", 151 64-78; '". 776. 

14 Whom both) Whom all 776 67-78; Who yet 64; Who all 67-78. 
feard) '". 776 64-69; fear. 78. 

15 good) as good 64. 

16 sway.) ", 151; '^^ 775. 

17 her self!) her self, 776; herself, 64-78. dispute) '", 776 
78; '̂. 69. 

18 contribute.) '̂, 151. 

20 spoke.) '"'̂  151. 

21 Nature) Nature's 776. 

22 are.) '", 151. 

24 Liberty,] "-. 64-78. 

26 wife) '". 776 64-78. 

28 Obedience, Love) discretion, loue 776; Obedience 64. Care.) 
'", 151; '̂: 776; '̂; 64-78. 

32 taught.) ̂ , 151. 

34 cleare) dear 64. friend.) '", 151. 

36 though) as 151. pure.) '"'̂  151. 

37 if) as 776. must) should 776. 

38 Family,) *̂"̂  151; "". 64. 

39 aw'd] and 776 64-78. 

40 Nonarchy.) '*"' 151 775. 

41 Her noble) ON 67-78. Bounty) Beauty 64; OM 67-78. was 
her prudent care) OM 67-78. 
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42 Who) She 776; OM 67-78. handsom freedom gave) OM 67-78. 
yet) but 151; ON 67-78. regular.) '̂, 151; ON 67-78. 

43 doe,] '̂'̂  775; ^; 64-78. 

44 hers) it 151. too.) '", 151. 

45 that when) when that 64. 

46 cofflpany.) '", 151 776. 

47 too,] "'̂  151; ̂ ; 64-78. 

48 doe.) '", 151. 

49 Soe) A 67-78. an) and 64-78. 

50 lust even) 'Twas lust 776. that) who 776. most.) '", 
151 64. 

51 She lost all sence of wrong glad to beleive) She grew to love 
those wrongs she did receive 67-78. 

52 That it was in her) For giving 67-78. forgive.) '", 151. 

53 Her) For 151. nere) not 64-78. 

54 Gate.) '", 151; '"'̂  775. 

56 comforts) Comfort 64-78. teares.) '", 151; '^^ 775. 

58 supply'd) '", 151 64-78; '". 776. 

59 those) these 151 776 64-78. 

60 most off) of raost 151. a) the 151 776; by 64-78. 
Sword.) '*', 151; '"'̂  775. 

61 was) who 151 776 64-78. 

62 lost.) '̂, 151. 

63 Right] Light 64. deprive) '^, 151 64-78; '̂; 776. 

64 survive] '", 151; '". 776 64-78. 

65 Yet she) She still 64-78. 

67 find?) '̂, 776. 
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68 A) A -> So 151. mind?) '̂, 151; ̂ . 776; '"! 78. 

69 But she though sencible was still the same) ON 776. 

70 Of a) ON 776. Resigned) ON 776; refined 64. Soule, 
untainted) ON 776. Fame.) '", 151 64 67; ON 776; '"; 69 78 

72 Civillity,] '̂. 151 776 64-78. 

74 live) '̂, 151; ". 64-78. 

75 And) She 64-78. had) ON 151. loy higher) higher ioy 
151 776. 

76 accrew'd.) '", 151; '"'̂  775. 

78 complacence,) '". 776; '̂; 64-78. 

80 Gentile.) '^, 151. 

81 extract) attract 64-78. for] C" 151 64-78. 

82 vanity,] '^) 151 64-78. 

83 grave, and milde) Graue, yet mild 776; milde and grave 64-78. 

84 majesticall.) '̂, 151. 

86 111] '", 151; '̂. 776 64-78. 

88 hurl'd,] '"'̂  775; '*'; 64-78. 

90 As) Like 776; As a 67-78. Ancient Lamps) bright Lamp 67-
78. in sorae Egiptian) shut in sorae Roman 67-78. Urne.) 
'̂, 151; ̂ *"̂  775. 

92 presage) '̂, 151; '". 776; '": 64-78. 

93 Soe) Acting 151; C" 64-78. that] OM 151. 

94 dy) '", 151; '*'. 776; '̂; 64-78. 

95 remov'd) '̂. 776; '", 64-78. 

96 Lov'd.) '*', 151; '^^ IIS. 

97 debt,] '^^ 775; '̂. 64-78. 

98 set!) '", 151; '". 776 64-78. 
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99 knew) know 151. End) ̂ '̂  775. -. 775^ 

100 descend.) '^- 775; -̂. 776; ^: 64-78. 

101 fflay hope) are sure 776. 

102 gave.) '*', 151; '̂'̂  775. 

104 Legacy,) "-. 776 64-78. 

105 been) '̂, 151 776; '̂. 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poen #32: To (the truly conpetent ludge of Honour) Lucasia upon a 

scandalous libell nade by I. lones 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 22-23), 775 (pp. 43, 45,47), 776 (pp. 235-37), 64 

(pp.87-91), 67 (pp. 45-46), 69 (pp. 45-46), 78 (pp. 45-46) 

Nanuscript 775, the earliest version of poen #32, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. NS 151 

clearly descends fron NS 775 because in lines 10, 28, 42, and 54, NSS 

151 and 775 agree against all other artifacts. When NS 151 varies 

fron NS 775 (11. 22, 59, 66), the verbal variants are ninor and few. 

NS 776 and NSS 151 and 775 do not derive fron the sane source as shown 

by the readings in lines 4, 36, 54, 61, and 62. Verbal variants in 

lines 19, 28, 54, and 62 show that NS 776 and printed texts 64, 67, 

69, and 78 do not have the sane source. In addition, lines 28, 54, 

57, and 58 denonstrate that the printed texts cannot derive fron NSS 

151 and 775. Text 64 does vary fron texts 67, 69, and 78 three tines 

(II. 19, 52, 66), indicating that text 64 nay have developed independ-

ently of texts 67, 69, and 78. Thus, four versions of poen #32 seem 

to have circulated: one witnessed by NSS 775 and 151, one by NS 776, 

one by text 64, and one by texts 67, 69, and 78 (although texts 64-78 

may represent one version). 
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To (the truly competent ludge 

of Honour) Lucasia upon 

a scandalous libell made by I. lones 

Honour, which differ's man from man much more 

Then reason differd him from beasts before, 

Suffer's this common fate of all things good 

By the blind world to be misunderstood. 

For as some heathens did their gods confine 5 

While in a Bird, or Beast they made their shrine 

Depos'd their Deitys to Earth, and then, 

Offer'd them rites, that were too low for men, 

So those who most to honour sacrifise, 

Prescribe to her a dull, and weak disguise, 10 

Imprison her to others false applause, 

And from opinion doe receive their Laws. 

While that inconstant IdoII they implore 

Which in one breath can murder, and adore. 

From hence it is that those who honour court 15 

(And place her in a popular report) 

Doe prostitute themselves to sordid fate, 

And from their being oft degenerate. 

And thus their Tenents are as low, and bad 

2 before,] '"; 

8 men,) '". 
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20 As if 'twere honourable to be nad. 

Or that their Honour had concerned been 

But to conceale, not to forbeare the Sin. 

But honour is more great, and more sublime, 

Above the battery of fate, or time. 

We see in beauty certain Ayres are found 25 

Which no one grace can make, but all compound 

Honour to'th' mind as beauty to the sence 

Is the result of mixed excellence. 

As many Diamonds together ly 

And dart One lustre to amaze the ey 30 

So honour is that bright AEtheriall Ray, 

Which many Stars doe in one light display, 

But as that beauty were as truly sweet 

Were there no tongue to praise no ey to see't. 

And 'tis the priviledge of a native spark, 35 

To shed a constant splendour in the dark. 

So honour is it's own reward and end 

And satisfyed within, cannot descend 

To beg the suffrage of a Vulgar tongue 

26 compound.) '^' 

32 display,) '". 

34 seat,] '^. 

39 tongue) '". 
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Who by commending vertue doe's it wrong. 40 

It is the charter of a noble action, 

That the perfornance give*s it satisfaction. 

Other things are below it; from a Clown 

Would any Conquerour receive his Crown? 

*Tis restless cowardize to be a drudge 45 

To an uncertain, and unworthy ludge 

So the Camelion who live*s on Aire 

Is of all creatures most inclin*d to feare 

But peaceable reflections on the mind 

WiII in a silent Shade, contentment find. 50 

Honour keep*s court at home, and doth not feare 

To be condemnd abroad if quitted there. 

While I have this retreat *tis not the noise 

Of slander though believ*d can wound my loys. 

There is advantage in*t, for gold uncoyn*d 55 

Had been unusefull, nor with glory shin*d. 

This stamp'd my inocence which lay ith' Oare 

And was as much, but not so bright before. 

Till an Alembique wake's and outward draw's 

The strength of sweet's, ly sleeping in their cause 

So this gave rae an opportunity 

57 oare) "̂. 

61 opportunity) 

60 
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To feed upon ny own integrity. 

And though their ludgenent I nust still disclaime 

Who can, nor give, nor take away a fame 

Yet I'le appeale unto the knowing few, 55 

Who dare be lust, and rip my heart to you. 

65 I'le) Ile' 
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Historical CoUation 

Poeffl #32: To (the truly competent ludge of Honour) Lucasia upon a 

scandalous libell made by I. lones 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: To the truly competent iudge of honour Lucasia on a 

scandalous libell made by I. lones. 151; To (the truly 

competent ludge of Honour) Lucasia upon a scandalous libell 

made by I. lones 775; To Lucasia On a libellous Pasquill 

written on me, by that Person who had so much disoblig'd 

Antenor, (and is mention'd in a coppy in this book, beginning 

thus, Nust then mv follv's &ca) 776; To the trulv=competent 

Judge of Honour. Lucasia, upon a scandalous Libel made bv J. 

Jones. 64; To the trulv=competent Judge of Honour. Lucasia, 

upon a scandalous Libel raade bv J. J. 67-78. 

2 before,) '"; 775. 

4 blind) dull 776 64-78. misunderstood.) '", 776 64-78. 

6 made) plac'd 776 64-78. shrine) '", 151 776; ^; 64-78. 

8 rites,] rights, 776. men.) '"'̂  151; '̂. 775; ^: 64-78. 

10 dull,) mean, 776 64-78. disguise,] '". 776; '"; 64-78. 

14 Which) Who 776. 

15 From hence it is that those who honour court) ON 776. 

16 (And) '"^ 151; OM 776. place her in a popular) OM 776. 
report)] '^^ 151; OM 776. 

17 Doe prostitute themselves to sordid fate,] OM 776. 
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18 And fron their being oft degenerate.) OM 776. 

19 thus) hence, 776. are) too 67-78. as) too 64; are 67-
78. 

20 nad.) '": 64-78. 

22 the) a 151 776 64-78. Sin.) '"'̂  151. 

24 tine.) '"̂  151. 

26 no) not 64-78. conpound.) '*"' 775; '*': 67. 

27 Honour) Honor's 776 64-78. to'th' nind) to th'nind 151 64-78; 
to'th Nind 776. 

28 Is the) The bright 776; The fair 64-78. excellence.) '"'̂  151. 

30 ey) '". 776; '": 64-78. 

32 doe) doth 64-78. display.) '"'̂  151. 

34 see't,] sweet, 151; '". 775; '"; 64-78. 

36 a) the 776. constant) greater 776. dark.) '": 64-78. 

38 descend) '*'. 776 64-78. 

39 tongue) '^^ 151; '". 775; '*', 776 64-78. 

40 Who) Which 151 64-78. doe's) doth 151 64-78; doe 776. 
wrong.) '*', 776. 

41 It is the charter of a noble action,) ON 776. 

42 That the performance) ON 776. give's it) giveth 64-78; ON 
776. satisfaction.) ON 776. 

43 Other things are) ON 776. below it;] below it, 151; ON 776; 
below't; 64-78. from) ON 776; for 64-78. a Clown) ON 
776. 

44 Would any Conquerour receive his Crown?) ON 776. 

46 ludge) •". 776 64-78. 

48 feare) '̂, 151; "". 776 64-78. 

51 doth not) cannot 776. 
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52 quitted) quiet 64. 

54 though) C" 151; that 776. believ'd) '") 151; ON 
776; '̂, 64-78. wound) interrupt 776; wrong 64-78. loys.) 
*̂"̂  151. 

55 There is) Nay there's 776. in't,) '*"' 151; '̂: 64-78. 

56 shin'd.) '"'̂  151; '̂, 776; ^: 64-78. 

57 inocence) Innocency 64-78. which lay) in the 64-78. ith' 
Oare) in the oare 151; ith'Oare. 775; in th*Ore, 776; in the 
Ore, 64-78. 

58 And) which 64-78. before.) '"'̂  151. 

59 an) the 151. 

60 ly) lies 64-78. cause) '": 64-78. 

61 So this gave me an) And till this malice taught rae, I ne're 776. 
opportunity) '*'. 775; try'd 776. 

62 To feed upon my own) How rich a banquet, Conscience can 776. 
integrity.) '*', 151; prouide. 776. 

63 And) But 776. 

64 fame) '", 151 776; '̂: 64-78. 

65 I'Ie) Ile' 775. 

66 my) his 151 64. you. '"'̂  151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #33: To Antenor on a paper of mine which I. lones threatens to 

publish to his preiudice 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 18), 776 (p. 265), 64 (pp. 91-92), 67 (p. 47), 69 

(p. 47), 78 (p. 47) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #33 because it is the most re-

liable artifact (see General Textual Introduction). NS 776 varies 

against all other artifacts in lines 1, 9, 25, 26, and 27; in addi-

tion, it is the only artifact lacking lines 3-6 and 13-18. Texts 67, 

69, and 78 are related to text 64 although they vary in lines 1, 3, 

and 14. Texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 vary against NS 151 only once: 1. 

11. Thus, the relationships afflong the artifacts suggest two versions 

of poeffl #33 circulated: one witnessed by NS 151 and texts 64, 67, 69, 

and 78; and one witnessed by NS 776. 
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To Antenor 

on a paper of mine which I. lones threatens to publish 

to his preiudice 

Nust then ny crines becone thy scandall too? 

Why sure the DeuiII hath not nuch to do. 

The weaknesse of the other charge is cleare, 

When such a trifle nust bring up the reare, 

But this is nad designe, for who before 5 

Lost his repute upon anothers score? 

Ny loue and life I nust confesse are thine, 

But not ny errours, they are only nine. 

And if ny faults nust be for thine allowd 

It will be hard to dissipate the cloud. 10 

But Eues rebellion did not Adan blast 

UntiU hinselfe forbidden fruit did tast. 

'Tis possible this nagazine of hell 

Whose nane would turne a verse into a spell, 

Whose mischiefe is congeniall to his life 15 

Nay yet enioy an honourable wife. 

Nor let his ill be reckond as her blame 

Nor yet my follies blast Antenors name. 

But if those lines a punishment could call, 

Lasting and great, as this darke lanthornes gall, 20 
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Alone I'de court the torments with content, 

To testify that thou art Innocent. 

So if ny inke, through nalice, prou*d a staine, 

Ny bloud should iustly wash it off againe. 

But since that nint of slander could invent 25 

To nake so dull a rine his instrunent. 

Let verse reuenge the quarrell: but hee*s worse 

Then wishes, and below a poets curse. 

And nore then this wit knowes not how to giue, 

Let hin be still hinselfe and let him liue. 30 

21 I'de) Id'e 

26 instrument,) 
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Historical CoIIation 

Poem #33: To Antenor on a paper of mine which I. lones threatens to 

publish to his preiudice 

Artifacts: 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: To Antenor on a paper of ffline which I. lones threatens to 

publish to his preiudice 151; To Antenor On a Paper of 

nine, which an unworthy Aduers:ry of his, threatned to 

publish, to pregiudice hin, in Cronwels time. 776; To 

Antenor, on a Paper of mine which J. Jones threatens to 

publish to prejudice him. 64; To Antenor, on a Paper of 

mine which J. J. threatens to publish to prejudice him. 

67-78. 

1 crimes become) folly's, be 776. thy) his 64. 

3 The weaknesse of the other) ON 776. charge) ON 776; Charges 
64. is cleare,] ON 776. 

4 When such a trifle must bring up the) ON 776. reare,) ON 
776; '". 64-78. 

5 But this is mad designe, for who before) ON 776. 

6 Lost his repute upon anothers score?) ON 776. 

9 must) should 776. 

10 cloud.) '": 64-78. 

11 But) For 64-78. 

13 'Tis possible this magazine of hell) ON 776. 

14 Whose) ON 776; r 64-78. name would turn a) ON 776. 
verse) ON 776; Virge 64. into a spell,) ON 776. 
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15 Whose^nischiefe is congeniall to his) ON 776. life) ON 776; 

16 Nay yet enioy an honourable wife.) ON 776. 

17 Nor let his ill be reckond as her blane) ON 776. 

18 Nor yet ny follies blast Antenors nane.) ON 776. 

20 gall,] '*'; 64-78. 

25 that) the 776. 

26 so dull a) that triuiall 776. instrunent,) '*'. 151. 

27 Let verse) Verse should 776. quarrell:] '^, 776; '". 64-78. 

28 curse.) '*'; 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

rs 
Poem #34: 15 Septemb. 1651. Rosania shaddow'd whilest N N. 

Awbrey. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 9-[ll]), 775 (pp. 19, 21, 23), 776 (pp. [274]-

[276]), 64 (pp. 94-99), 67 (pp. 48-50), 69 (pp. 48-50), 78 

(pp. 48-50) 

Nanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #34, is in the 

hand of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. NS 

151 varies only seven times in its verbals from NS 775 in the 90 line 

poem, and NS 151 agrees with NS 775 against all other artifacts in 

lines 31, 47, 72, and 81. However, significant verbal variants in 

lines 15, 17, and 20 suggest that NS 151 descends frora a revised ver-

sion of NS 775. NS 776, which lacks 24 lines of the poera, cannot des-

cend from NSS 151 and 775 as shown by variants in lines 29, 73, and 86. 

Readings in lines 15, 65, and 86 demonstrate that printed text 64, 

which does not lack any lines, does not descend from MS 776. While 

text 64 shows it is related to NSS 775 and 151 in lines 21, 22, 29, 

and 65, variants in lines 31, 44, 55, and 72 show that text 64 does 

not come directly from NSS 775 or 151. Text 64 varies frequently from 

texts 67, 69, and 78: II. 41, 64-66. Texts 67, 69, and 78, which 

omit eight lines of the poera, vary from NSS 151, 775, 776 and from 

text 64 in the following lines: 16, 41, 64, 66. Thus, the relation-

ships araong the artifacts of the poera show that four versions of poem 

#34 circulated: one, a revised version of NS 775 as witnessed by NS 
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151; one as witnessed by NS 776; one as witnessed by text 64; and one 

as witnessed by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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rs 
15 Septemb. 1651. Rosania shaddow'd whilest N N. Awbrey. 

If any could ffly deare Rosania hate 

They onely should her character relate. 

Truth shine's so bright here that an enemy, 

Would be a better Oratour then I. 

Love stiffle's language, and I must confesse 5 

I had said more, if I had loved lesse. 

Yet the most criticall who that face see, 

Will ne're suspect me of partiallity. 

Others by time, and by degrees perswade 

But her first look, doth every heart invade. 10 

She hath a face so eminently bright 

Would make a lover of an Anchorite, 

A face, where conquest mixt with modesty, 

Are both compleated in Divinity. 

Not her least glance, but set's all hearts on fire 15 

And check's them if they should too much aspire. 

Such is the raagique of her looks, the same 

Bearae doth both kindle and refine our flarae. 

If she doth sraile no Painter e're would take 

Another rule, when he would raercy raake. 

•VA 10 unvade,] 

12 Anchorite,] '". 

20 make.) take. 
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And to her splendour heaven hath allow'd 

That not a posture can her beauty cloud. 

For if she frown none but would fancy then 

lustice descended here to punish fflen. 

Her common looks I know not how to call 25 

Any one grace, they are compos'd of all. 

And if we mortalls could the doctrin reach 

Her eys have language, and her looks doe teach. 

Such is her whole frame heaven does afford 

Her not to be desir'd but still ador'd. 30 

But as in Pallaces, the utmost worst 

Roomes entertain our wonder at the first 

But once within the presence chamber doore 

We doe despise what er'e we saw before. 

So when you with her mind acquaintance get 35 

You'l hardly think upon the Cabinnet. 

Her soule! that ray shot from the Deity 

Doth still preserve it's native purity. 

Which Earth can neither threaten, nor allure 

Nor by false loys, defile it, or obscure. 40 

Such innocence within her Brest doth dwell 

Angells themselves doe onely parrallell. 

And should her whole Sex to dissembling fall 

38 purity) '". 
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Here's one integrity redeem's them all. 

Transparent cleare and will no words admit 45 

And all comparisons but slubber it. 

More gentle soft then is an Evening showre 

And in that sweetness there is couch'd a power 

Which scorning pride, doth think it very hard 

If fflodesty should need so meane a guard. 50 

Her honour is protected by her eys 

As the old flaming sword kept paradise. 

Such constancy, such temper, truth, and law, 

Guide's all her actions, that the world may draw 

From her one Soule the noblest president 55 

Of the most safe wise vertuous government. 

She court's retirement is her self alone 

Above a Theatre, and beyond a Throne. 

So rich a Soule, none can say properly, 

She hath, but is each noble quality. 60 

And as the highest element is cleare 

From all the tempests which disturb the aire, 

So shee above the world, and it's rude noise, 

Within a storme, a quiet calme enjoy's. 

She scorn's the sullen triffles of the time 65 

But things transcendent do her thoughts sublime 

52 paradise.) '*"' 
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70 Glasse;] 

72 vanity) 

70 

Unlike those gallants which take far less care 

To have their souls, then make their bodys faire, 

Who sick with too much leisure time doe passe 

With these Two books, pride, and a looking Glasse, 

Plot to surprize mens hearts their pow'r to try 

And call that love which is dull vanity 

But she, although the greatest murtherer 

For every glance commit's a massacre, 

Yet glory's not that slaves her pow'r confess 75 

But wishe's that her monarchy were less. 

And if she love it is not thrown away, 

As many doe, onely to spend the day. 

But hers is serious, and enough alone, 

To raake all love become religion. 80 

But to her friendships she so faithfuU is 

That 'tis her onely blot, and prejudice 

For envy's self could never errour see 

Within that soule, bating her love to rae. 

Now as I raust confess the narae of friend 

To her that all the world doth coraprehend 

Is a raost wild ambition, so for me 

To draw her picture is flat lunacy. 

85 
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0! I must think the rest, for who can write 

Or into words confine what's infinite. 90 
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Historical Collation 

rs 
Poen #34: 15 Septenb. 1651. Rosania shaddow'd whilest N N. Awbrey 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: 15 Sept. 1651. Rosania Shadowed 151; 15 Septenb. 1651. 
rs 

Rosania shaddow'd whilest N N. Awbrey. 775; Rosania 

shaddowed. 776; Rosania shadowed whilest Nrs. Nary Awbrey. 

64-78. 

2 relate.) "̂, 151. 

3 here) there, 64-78. 

6 had said) could say 776. 

8 ne of) a 64-78. partiallity.) '": 151. 

10 doth) does 776. invade.) '^" 775. 

12 Anchorite,] '̂. 775; '"'̂  151 776; '̂: 64-78. 

13 A face,) ON 776. where] whose 64. conquest mixt with 
modesty,) ON 776. 

14 Are both compleated in Divinity.) ON 776. 

15 all hearts) them all 151 64; a heart 67-78. 

16 theffl) it 67-78. they) it 67-78. should) would 64. 
aspire.) '*', 151. 

17 magique) Nusique 151. 

18 doth) does 776. flame.) '", 151. 

19 doth) does 776. 

20 nercy) merry 64. make.) take. 775. 
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21 And) ON 776. to her splendour heaven) ON 776; Heav'n to her 
such splendour 67-78. hath allow'd) ON 776. 

22 That) ON 776. not a) ON 776; no one 67-78. posture can 
her beauty) ON 776. cloud.) '", 151; ON 776; '*': 64-78. 

23 For) And 776. 

24 men.) '", 151. 

25 Her common looks I know not how to call) ON 776. 

26 Any one grace, they are compos'd of) ON 776. all.) '̂, 151; 
ON 776. 

27 And if we fflortalls could the doctrin reach) ON 776. 

28 Her eys have language, and her looks doe teach.) ON 776. 

29 Such is her whole frame) ON 67-78. heaven) Nature 776; ON 
67-78. does) doth 151; did 776; ON 67-78. afford) ON 
67-78. 

30 Her not to be desir'd but) ON 67-78. still) ON 151 67-78. 
ador'd.) '", 151; ON 67-78. 

31 But) ON 776; And 67-78. as in Pallaces, the) ON 776. 
utmost) ON 776; outmost 64-78. worst) ON 776. 

32 Roomes entertain our wonder at the) ON 776. first) ON 776; 
'"; 64-78. 

33 But once within the presence chamber doore] ON 776. 

34 We doe despise what er'e we saw) ON 776. before.) '", 151; 
OM 776; '̂: 64-78. 

35 So) But 776. 

36 the) its 776. 

37 soule!) '*', 776 64-78. 

38 purity.) '"'̂  151; "; 64-78. 

39 nor] or 64. 

40 defile) deceiue 151. or] nor 151 776. obscure.] '̂, 151 
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41 Such innocence within her) The Innocence which in her 67-78. 
Brest) heart 64-78. doth) does 776. 

42 parrallell.) ""̂  151. 

43 And should her whole Sex to dissembling fall) OM 67-78. 

44 Here's one) Her own 64; OM 67-78. integrity redeems them) OM 
67-78. all.) ^, 151 64; OM 67-78. ~ 

45 Transparent cleare and will no words admit) OM 67-78. 

46 And all comparisons but slubber it.) OM 67-78. 

47 gentle) gently 776 64-78. Evening showre) euening shower, 
151 776; Evening-shower: 64-78. 

48 And) But 776. 

49 doth) does 776. 

50 If) That 67-78. need) want 776. guard.) '^" 151. 

51 paradise.) '", 151; '*"̂  775. 

53 Such constancy,) OM 776. such) OM 776; of 64-78. 
tefflper, truth, and law,] ON 776. 

54 Guide's all her actions, that the world may) ON 776. draw) '̂. 
151; ON 776. 

55 From her) ON 776. one Soule) ON 776; own self 64. 
the noblest) ON 776. president) OH 776; Precedent 64-78. 

56 Of the most safe wise vertuous) ON 776. government.) '*', 151; 
ON 776. 

57 She court's retirement is her self alone) ON 67-78. 

58 Above a Theatre, and beyond a) ON 67-78. throne.) '", 151; ON 
67-78. 

59 So rich a Soule, none can say properly,] ON 776 67-78. 

60 She hath, but is each noble) ON 776 67-78. quality.) '"'̂  151; 
ON 776 67-78. 

62 aire,) '"'̂  151; '": 64-78. 

64 Within a storffle,) Above our storms 67-78. enjoy's.) '^" 151. 
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65 She scorn's the) Transcendent things 67-78. sullen) solemne 
776; her noble 67-78. triffles of the time) thoughts sublime 
67-78. 

66 But things transcendent do her thoughts) Above the faults and 
trifles of the 67-78. sublime) *", 151; '". 776 64; Time. 67-
78. 

67 Unlike those gallants which take far less care] ON 776. 

68 To have their souls, then make their bodys) ON 776. faire,] 
'^" 151; ON 776; '"; 64-78. 

69 Who) ON 776. sick) ON 776; C" 64-78. with too much) 
ON 776. leisure) '̂, 151; ON 776; '")64-78. tirae 
doe passe) ON 776. 

70 With these Two books, pride, and a) ON 776. looking Glasse,] 
looking Glasse. 775; ON 776; Looking-glass: 64-78. 

71 Plot to surprize mens hearts their pow'r to try) ON 776. 

72 And call that love which is) ON 776. dull) OM 776; raere 64-
78. vanity.) '". 775; OM 776. 

73 But she, although) And though she be 776. 

74 For) (For 64-78. massacre,] Nassacre) 67-78. 

76 less.) '", 151. 

78 day.) '̂, 776; '̂; 64-78. 

80 religion.) '", 151. 

81 But) And 151 776 67-78; Yea 64. friendships] friendship, 
776 64-78. 

82 prejudice) '̂, 151; '^. 776; ^: 64-78. 

84 me.) '", 151. 

86 that all the world) who so much worth 776. doth] does 776. 

87 ambition,] '̂; 64-78. 

88 lunacy.) '"̂  151. 

89 rest,] '^^ 151; '̂; 64-78. 

90 infinite.) '̂! 776; '̂ ? 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #35: To the Queen of inconstancie Regina in Antwerp. 

Artifacts: 107 (f. llv), 151 (p. 17), 776 (p. [232]), 64 (100-01), 

67 (pp. 50-51), 69 (pp. 50-51), 78 (pp. 50-51) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #35 because it is the most re-

liable artifact (see General Textual Introduction). Poem #35 is a 24-

line poem with few substantive variants, and most of them are minor. 

Texts 64, 67, 69, and 78, and NS 776 always substantively agree. NS 

776 varies from NS 151 only three times: 11. 2, 8, 16. NS 107 varies 

from NS 151 in lines 1, 3, 9, 16, and 23. Readings in lines 1-3, 8, 9, 

and 13 show that NS 107 varies some from NS 776. Thus, the textual 

evidence suggests either that one version of poem #35 circulated or 

that three slightly revised versions circulated as witnessed by NS 

107; NS 151; and NS 776 and texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. 
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To the Queen of inconstancie 

Regina in Antwerp. 

1. 

Vnworthy since thou hast decreed 

Thy loue and honour both should bleed; 

Ny friendship could not chuse to dye 

In better time or company 

2. 

What thou hast got by this exchange 5 

Thou wilt perceiue when the reuenge 

Shall by those treacheries be made 

For which our faiths thou hast betraid. 

3. 

When thy Idolaters shall be 

True to them selues and false to thee 10 

Thou'lt see that in heart-merchandise 

Value not number makes the price. 

4. 

Liue to that day, my Innocence 

Shall be my friendships iust defence 

2 bleed;) 
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For this is all the world can find, 15 

While thou wert noble, I was kind. 

5. 

The desperate game that thou do'st play 

At priuate ruines can not stay; 

The horrid treachery of that face 

Will sure undo its natiue place. 20 

6. 

Then let the French men neuer feare 

The victory while thou art there, 

For if sins will call iudgments downe 

Thou hast enough to stock the towne. 

16 was] were 

18 stay;] '^^ 

20 place.) '"'̂  

24 towne.) '"'̂  
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Historical Collation 

Poeffl #35: To the Oueen of inconstancie Regina in Antwerp. 

Artifacts: 107, 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: For the Queen of Inconstancy in Antwerp. 107; To the Oueen 

of inconstancie Regina in Antwerp. 151; To the Queen of 

Inconstancy Regina CoIIier in Antwerp. 776; To the Queen 

of Inconstancy, Regina Collier, in Antwerp. 64-78. 

1 hast) hadst 107. 

2 should) shall 776 64-78. 

3 not) nor 107. 

4 company) '". 776 64-78. 

8 faiths) Faith 776 64-78. 

bleed;] '"'̂  107 151. 

betraid.) 'VA 107, 

9 be) see 107. 

12 price.) 107. 

14 defence) '": 776 64-78. 

kind.) '^^ 107. 16 was) were 151. 

18 stay;] "'̂  107 151. 

20 place.) '"'̂  151. 

22 there,] '"'̂  107; '": 776 64-78 

23 iudgments) ludgmentt 107. 

24 towne.] 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

th 
Poeffl #36: To Ny excellent Lucasia on our friendship. 17 July 1653 

Artifacts: 151 (p. [21]), 775 (p. 49), 776 (p. [302]), 64 (pp. 104-

05), 67 (pp.51-52), 69 (pp. 51-52), 78 (pp. 51-52) 

The earliest version of poen #36, NS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. NS 151 clearly 

descends fron NS 775 because in the 24 lines of the poen, NS 151 var-

ies only once in its verbals fron NS 775: 1. 22. NS 776 differs fron 

NSS 151 and 775 in lines 17 and 22. Printed text 64 is clearly relat-

ed to texts 67, 69, and 78 with only one minor variant in line 21 

("Flame", 64; "Flames", 67, 69, 78). Printed texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 

vary against NS 151 (1. 17), NS 775 (II. 17, 22), and NS 776 (II. 17, 

22). The very few substantive variants in the poem show that Katherine 

Philips did very little revision on poeffl #36. Although she fflay have 

circulated the version found in NS 775, she probably circulated slight-

ly revised versions of NS 775 as found in NS 151, in NS 776, and in 

texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. 
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To Ny excellent Lucasia 
th 

on our friendship. 17 July 1653 

1 did not live untill this time 

Crown'd ny felicity 

When I could say without a crine 

I an not Thine, but Thee. 

This Carkasse breath'd and walk*d and slept 5 

So that the world believ*d 

There was a soule the notions kept 

But they were all deceiv*d 

For as a watch by art is wound 

To notion, such was nine 10 

But never had Orinda found 

A Soule till she found thine. 

Which now inspire*s cure*s and supply's 

And guide's ny darken'd brest 

For thou art all that I can prize 15 

Ny loy, ny life, ny rest. 

Nor Bridegroones, nor crown'd conq'urours nirth 

To nine conpar'd can be, 

They have but pieces of this Earth 

I've all the world in thee. 20 

Heading Ny ) the -> Hy 

18 be,) '^^ 
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Then let our flame still light, and shine, 

(And no bold feare cont'roule) 

As inocent as our design 

Innortall as our Soule. 

24 Inmortall) As deathless -> Imnortall 
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Historical Collation 

th 
Poen #36: To Ny excellent Lucasia on our frienship. 17 July 1653 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: 17 July 1652. To the excellent Lucasia on our Friendship. 
th 

151; To Ny excellent Lucasia on our Friendship. 17 July 

1653 775; To ny Excellent Lucasia on our nutuall friendship 

pronis*d. 17 July 1651. 776; To nv Excellent Lucasia, on 

our Friendship. 64-78. 

7 kept) '", 776; '̂; 64-78. 

8 deceiv*d] '". 776 64-78. 

10 nine) '", 776; *̂̂: 64-78. 

12 thine.) '"; 64-78. 

14 brest) '", 776; ^: 64-78. 

17 Nor) No 776 64-78. crown*d conq*urours) Crown-conquerors 64-
78. 

18 be,) '"'̂  775; '": 64-78. 

20 thee.) '": 151. 

21 Flane) Flames 67-78. 

22 (And) '̂ '"151 776 64-78. bold) false 151 64-78; danp 776. 
cont'roule)) '^, 151 64-78. 

24 Innortall) As deathless -> Immortall 775. Soule.) '"'̂  151. 
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Rosania's private narriage. 

It was a wise and kind design of fate, 

That none should this days glory celebrate. 

For *twere in vain to keep a tine which is 

Above the reach of all solennitys. 

The greatest actions passe without a noise 5 

And Tunults but profane diviner loys. 

Silence with things transcendent nearest suits 

For greatest Enperours, are serv*d by Nutes. 

And as in ancient tine the deitys 

To their own priests reveal*d no nysterys 10 

Untill they were fron all the world retir'd 

And in sone Cave nade fit to be inspir'd 

So when Rosania (who hath those outvyd, 

And with nore lustice night be deify'd, 

Who if she had their rites and altars wee 15 

Should hardly think it were Idolatry.) 

Had found a brest that did deserve to be 

Receptacle of her divinity 

It was not fit the gazing world should know 

When she convey'd her self to hin, or how. 20 

An Eagle safely nay behold the Sun, 

When weak eys are with too nuch light undone. 

22 undone.) '"'̂  
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Now as in oracles were understood 

Not the Priests onely but the connon good, 

So her great soule would not inparted be 25 

But in design of generall charity. 

She now is nore diffusive then before 

And what nen then adnir'd they now adore 

For this exchange nake's not her power less 

But only fitter for the worlds address. 30 

Nay then that nind, (which if we wiU adnit 

The universe one soule, nust sure be it) 

Inforn this All, (who till she shin'd out lay 

As drowzy nen doe in a cloudy day) 

And honour vertue reason so dispence 35 

That all nay ow then to her influence. 

And while this age is thus employ'd may she 

Scatter new blessings for Posterity. 

I dare not any other wish preferr 

For onely her bestowing add's to her. 40 

And to a soule so in it self compleat 

As 'twould be wrong'd by any epithete. 

Whose splendour's fix'd unto her chosen sphaere 

And fill'd with love and satisfaction there, 

What can increase the Triumph but to see 45 

The World her Convert and her history? 
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Historical CoUation 

Poen #37: Rosania's private marriage. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: Rosania*s priuate marriage 151; Rosania*s private marriage. 

775; Rosania*s private Narriage. 776; Rosania's private 

Narriage. 64-78. 

2 celebrate.) '"'̂  151; '*'; 776; '": 64-78. 

8 For) The 64-78. 

9 time) times 151. 

12 inspir'd] '"; 776; '". 64-78. 

13 (who) '"^ 151. those) them 151 776 64-78. 

14 deify'd,] ̂*"̂  151; '"; 776 64-78. 

15 Who) C" 151. 

16 Idolatry.)) '*',) 776; ̂ *"̂) 64-78. 

18 Receptacle) Receptacles 776. divinity) '^; 776 64-78. 

19 know) '". 64. 

20 or) and 151. how.) '^" 64. 

22 undone.) '*': 151; '"'̂  775 776. 

24 good,) '^^ 151; '̂: 776 64-78. 

26 charity.) '^^ 776. 

27 before) '*', 776; '*'; 64-78. 

28 adore) '". 151 776 64-78. 

30 address.) '": 776. 
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33 (who) ^'^ 151; (which 776 64-78. 

34 day)] '". 51. 

36 influence.) '^^ 151; '̂, 776; '̂: 64-78. 

38 Posterity.) '^" 151. 

40 her.) '^" 151. 

41 it) her 776 64-78. 

42 'twould) would 776 64-78. epithete.) '^^ 151; '̂, 776 64-78 

43 splendour's) Splendours 151 776. 

46 history?) '̂. 151 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #38: Injuria amici 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 15-16), 775 (pp. 33,35), 776 (pp. [318)-319), 64 

(pp. 109-12), 67 (pp. 53-55), 69 (pp. 53-55), 78 (pp. 

53-55) 

Nanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #38, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. NS 151 is 

related to NS 775 because it closely parallels NS 775 throughout the 

52-line poeffl. When NS 151 disagrees with NS 775, the verbal variants 

are fflinor (II. 7, 38, 41, 48). HS 776 is related to NSS 775 and 151 

because in lines 22, 30, 42, and 45, HS 776 agrees with HSS 151 and 

775 against all other artifacts. However, extensive verbal differ-

ences in lines 23, 37, 38, 46, and 51 show that HS 776 cannot descend 

from the same source as HSS 151 and 775 or as texts 64, 67, 69, and 

78. Printed text 64 varies sorae from texts 67, 69, and 78, but the 

variants are relatively minor (11. 32, 39, 40, 52). Thus, the rela-

tionships among the artifacts indicate that three versions of poem #38 

circulated: one a slightly revised version of HS 775 as witnessed by 

HS 151, one as witnessed by HS 776, and one as witnessed by texts 64, 

67, 69, and 78 (although a fourth revision may be witnessed by text 

64). 
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Injuria amici 

Lovely apostate! what was my offence? 

Or am I punish'd for obedience? 

Nust thy strange rigours find as strange a time 

The act and season are an equall crime. 

Of what thy most ingenious scorns could doe 5 

Hust I be subject, and Spectatour too? 

Or were the sufferings, and sins too few 

To be sustain'd by me, perform'd by you 

Unless (with Nero) your uncurb'd desire 

Be to survey the Rome you set on fire? 10 

While wounded for, and by your power, I 

At once your martyr, and your prospect dy. 

This is my doome, and such a riddling fate 

As all impossibles doth complicate. 

For obligation here is injury, 15 

Constancy crime, friendship a heresy. 

And you appeare so much on ruine bent 

Your own destruction give's you now content. 

For our twin-spirits did so long agree 

You raust undoe your self to ruine rae. 

And like sorae frantique Goddess you'r inclin'd 

18 now) now -> now 

20 
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To raze the Temple where you were enshrin'd 

And (what's the miracle of Cruelty!) 

Kill that which gave you imortallity, 

While Glorious Friendship whence your honour Spring's 25 

Ly's gasping in the croad of common things. 

And I'me so odious, that for being kind 

Doubled and study'd murders are design'd. 

Thy sin's all paradox! for shouldst thou be 

Thy self again, 'twould be severe to me. 30 

For thy repentance comming now so late, 

Would onely change, and not relieve the fate. 

So dangerous is the consequence of ill 

Thy least of crimes is to be Cruel Still. 

For of thy smiles I should yet more coraplain 35 

If I should live to be betray'd again. 

Live then (faire tyrant) in security 

From both my kindness and revenge be free. 

While I, who to the Swains had sung your farae 

And taught each Eccho to repeat your narae 

Will now my private sorrows entertain 

To Rocks, and Rivers, (not to you) complain. 

And though before our Union cherish'd me 

22 enshrin'd) '". 

24 imortallity,] 

40 
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'Tis now my pleasure that we disagree 

For fron ny passion your last rigours grew 45 

And you kill ne, because I worshipp'd you, 

But ny worst vows shall be your happiness 

And nere to be disturb'd by ny distress. 

And though it would my sacred flames pollute 

To make my Heart a scorned prostitute 50 

Yet I'le adore the Authour of my death 

And kiss the hand that robb's me of my breath. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #38: Injuria amici 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: Iniuria amicitiae. 151; Injuria amici 775; Inconstancy in 

Friendship. 776; Injuria Amicitiae 64; Injuria Araicitiae. 

67-78. 

1 offence? '"'̂  151. 

3 rigours) Rigour 64-78. time) '"? 776 64-78. 

4 crime.) '^" 151. 

5 scorns could) Scorn can 776. 

6 too?) '"! 776. 

7 and) and the 151. 

8 you) '̂ ? 151 64-78; '*'! 776. 

9 (with) '̂'̂  151 776. Nero)] '^^ 151; '̂, 776. 

10 fire?) '". 776 64-78. 

14 doth) does 776. complicate.) '"̂  151. 

16 friendship a) and friendship 151. 

18 now) ftew -> now 775; new 776. content.) ": 64-78. 

19 twin-spirits) twin spirits 151; two spirits 776. 

20 me.) '*', 151. 

21 you'r) be 776. inclin'd) '"; 64; '^, 67-78. 

22 were) are 64-78. enshrin'd) '"̂  151 775 776 67-78; ^; 64. 

23 (what's) to 776; '''*' 64-78. the miracle of) be furious to the 
last 776. Cruelty!)] '^^ 151; degree, 776; '"̂  64-78. 
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24 imortallity,) '". 775 776 64-78. 

25 While) For 776. 

26 things.) '", 151; '"; 64-78. 

28 design'd.) '"'̂  151. 

29 paradox!) '"'̂  151; '", 64-78. 

30 *twould] th*wouldst 64-78. ne.) '"'̂  151. 

32 the) thy 64; ny 67-78. fate.) '"'̂  151. 

34 Still.) '̂"̂  151. 

37 Live) Go 776. in security) and securely be 776. 

38 Fron both) Both fron 151 776. revenge be) ny anger 776. 
free.) '", 151; '"; 64-78. 

39 your) thy 151 67-78. 

40 your) thy 151 67-78. 

41 sorrows) sorrow 151 64-78. 

42 (not) '"^ 776 64-78. you)] '"'̂  776; thee, 64-78. 
conplain.) '*"' 151. 

44 disagree) '*'. 151 776 64-78. 

45 rigours) Rigour 64-78. 

46 kill) killd 151 64-78; slight 776. I worshipp*d] I courted 
776; that I worshipp*d 64-78. you,] '̂. 151 67-78; ""̂  776; 
'̂: 64. 

48 nere) not 151 64-78. 

50 prostitute) '", 151; '"; 64-78. 

51 adore) respect 776. 

52 the) your 64. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poen #39: For Regina. 

Artifacts: 107 (f. 3v), 151 (p. 14), 776 (pp. [354]-355), 64 (pp. 

112-13), 67 (p. 55), 69 (p. 55), 78 (p. 55) 

Hanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #39 because it is the most re-

liable artifact (see General Textual Introduction). HS 107 closely 

parallels HS 151; their only verbal variant is in line 6. HS 776 

varies from HS 151 only in lines 5 and 6, and varies from HS 107 only 

in line 5 in the 24-1 ine poem. Text 64 and texts 67, 69, and 78 come 

from the same source; their only verbal variant is in line 5. Verbal 

differences in lines 5 and 11 show that HS 151 varies slightly from 

texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. HS 776 varies from 64, 67, 69, and 78 in 

lines 6 and 11. Readings in lines 6, 5, and 11 show that HS 107 and 

texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 have only minor differences. Although the 

small number of verbal variants makes conclusions difficult to draw, 

the textual evidence available suggests that Philips did little, if 

any, revision on this poem. Thus, only one version of poem #39 seems 

to have circulated. 
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For Regina. 

Trlumphant Queen of scorne, how ill doth sit 

In all that sweetnesse such iniurious wit? 

Uniust and cruell, what can be your prize 

To make one heart a double sacrifise? 

Where such ingenious rigour you do show 5 

To breake his heart, you breake your image too. 

And by a tiranny thats strange and new 

You murther him because he worships you. 

No pride can raise you, or can make him start 

Since loue and honour do inrich his heart. 10 

Be wise and good, least when fate will be iust 

She should orethrow those gloryes in the dust, 

Rifle your beautyes and you thus forlorne 

Hake a cheape victim to anothers scorne, 

And in those fetters which you do upbraid 15 

Your selfe a wretched Captiue may be made. 

Redeeme the poisond age, let it be seen 

Theres no such freedome as to serue a Oueen 

But you I see are lately Roundhead growne 

And whom you vanquish you insult upon. 

6 your) his 

12 dust,) '". 

20 upon.) ""̂  
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Historical Collation 

Poem #39: For Regina. 

Artifacts: 107, 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: For the Queene of Hearts 107; For Regina. 151; To Regina 

Collier on her Cruelty to Philaster. 776; Tg Regina 

Collier, on her Crueltv to Philaster. 64-78. 

1 scorne,) '^" 107; '"! 776 64-78. 

2 wit?) '"'̂  107; '"; 776. 

3 cruell,) '"! 776 64-78. 

4 sacrifise?) '^" 107. 

5 Where) When 776 64-78. ingenious) ingenuous 64. show) 
shew 776 64-78. 

6 your) his 151 64-78. too.) '"'̂  107; '*'; 776 64-78. 

8 you.) '"'̂  107. 

10 heart.) ""̂  107. 

11 least) C" 107; lest 64-78. 

12 dust,] (missing) 107; '". 151. 

14 scorne,) '^^ 107; "-. 151; '"; 776 64-78. 

16 made.) '"'̂  107. 

18 Queen) '". 776 64-78. 

19 I see) (I see) 107. 

20 upon.) '"'̂  151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poen #40: To I. I. Esq: upon his nelancholly for Regina. 

Artifacts: 107 (f. 5r), 151 (p. 14), 775 (p. 37), 776 (p.355), 64 (p. 

113), 67 (p. 56), 69 (p. 56), 78 (p. 56) 

Poen #40 in HS 775 is in the hand of Katherine Philips and has 

been selected as the copytext. In the six-line poen, HSS 151 and 776 

as well as printed texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 always substantively agree 

with one another; they vary against HS 107 in lines 1 and 5 and 

against HS 75 in line 5. Readings in lines 1 and 5 denonstrate that 

HS 107 varies fron HS 775. Although the brevity of the poen and the 

small number of substantive variants make a conclusion difficult to 

draw, the evidence available suggests two revised versions of HS 775 

circulated: one witnessed by HSS 151 and 776 and the printed texts, 

and one by HS 107. 
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To I. I. Esq: upon his melancholly 

for Regina. 

Give over now thy teares thou vain 

And double murtherer 

For every minuite of thy paine 

Wound's both thy self and her. 

Ûuit, quit this dullness for 'tis our beleif 

Thy Oueen nust cure, or not deserve thy grief 
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Historical Collation 

Poen #40: To I. I. Esq: upon his nelancholly for Regina. 

Artifacts: 107, 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: Orinda to Philaster 107; To Philaster on his nelancholy for 

Regina 151; To I. I. Esq: upon his nelancholly for Regina. 

775; To Philaster 776; Tg Philaster, on his nelancholv for 

Regina. 74-78. 

1 now) ON 107. 

2 nurtherer) '"; 776 64-78. 

4 her.) '"'̂  151. 

5 Ouit, quit) Then leaue 151 776 64-78; Then hang 107. dull 
ness) •", 151 107; '"; 776 64-78. 
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. Textual Introduction 

rs 
Poem #41: Philoclea's parting H H. Stedman. Feb: 25 1650. 

Artifacts: 107 (f. 124), 151 (p. 16), 775 (p. 37), 776 (p. [356]), 64 

(p. 114), 67 (p. 56), 69 (p. 56), 78 (p. 56) 

Hanuscript 775 has been chosen as the copytext for poem #41 

because HS 775 is in the hand of Katherine Philips. In lines 4 and 9 

HS 107, which may represent the earliest version of poem #41 (see 

General Textual Introduction), varies slightly from HSS 151, 775, and 

776 and from printed texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. However, HS 107 is the 

only artifact to insert an extra couplet after line 10. The reading 

in line 8 shows HS 151 differs from HSS 107, 775, and 776, and the 

printed texts. HS 776 and text 64 always substantively agree; and 

in line 7, HS 776 and the printed texts disagree with HSS 107, 151, 

and 775. A verbal variant in line 9 shows texts 67, 69, and 78 vary 

slightly from text 64 as well as from all the raanuscripts. Thus the 

evidence suggests that several versions of poem #41 circulated. 

The earliest version is found in HS 107 (which is very close to HS 

775 with the exception of the extra couplet). Philips seems to have 

omitted the extra couplet in revising the poera for HS 775. Then three 

slightly different versions of HS 775 circulated: one witnessed by HS 

151, one by HS 776 and text 64, and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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rs 
Philoclea's parting H H. Stedman. Feb: 25 1650 

Kinder then a condemned mans reprieve 

Was your deare company, that bade me live 

When by Rosania's silence I had been 

The wretchedst martyr any age hath seen 

But as when Traytors faint upon the rack 5 

Tormentors strive to call their spirits back, 

Yet not in kindness to preserve their breath. 

But to increase the torments of their death. 

So was I raised to this glorious height 

To make my fall the more unfortunate. 10 

But this I know none ever dy'd before 

Upon a sadder, or a nobler score. 

Heading Philoclea's] Phioclea's 

6 back,] ^" 

7 breath) "". 

8 death) '". 
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Historical Collation 

rs 
Poem#41: Philoclea's parting H H. Stedman. Feb: 25 1650. 

Artifacts: 107, 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: To my Deare Philoclea on her Parting. 107; 25 Febr: 1660 
rs 

Philoclea parting 151; Phioclea's parting H M. Stedman 

Feb: 25 1650. 775; Philoclea's parting; Feb: 25 1650. 

776; Philoclea's parting. Feb. 25. 1650. 64; Philoclea's 

parting. 67-78. 

2 live) '̂, 776 64; '̂. 67-78. 

4 seen) '", 151; "̂. 776 64-78. wretchedst) wretched 107. 

6 back.],'*"^ 107; '̂. 775; '"; 776 64-78. 

7 Yet not in) Not out of 776 64-78. breath.] '^. 175; ^, 
lie 64-78. 

8 torments) tortures 151. death) '". 775; '": 776 64-78. 

9 was 1] I was 107. height) state 67-78. 

10 unfortunate.] '̂'̂/ And tis but lustice for the life you gave/ You 
may at pleasure throw away or save 107; '*', 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

rs th 
Poem #42: To Rosania (now H Hountague). being with her 25 

Septenber. 1652. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 13), 775 (p. 29, 31), 776 (pp. [2361-239), 64 (pp. 

115-18), 67 (pp. 56, 37, [57], 58), 69 (pp. 56-58), 78 (pp. 

56-58) 

Hanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #42, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. MS 151 

descends from HS 775 because in the 40-1 ine poem HS 151 displays only 

minor verbal variants (11. 4, 8, 11, 13). HS 776 lacks lines 21-24 

(stanza 6), lines present in all other artifacts; these lines raay have 

been deliberately edited out since the poem still makes sense without 

them, or they may have been simply overlooked. In the reraaining 36 

lines of the poem, HS 776 closely parallels HS 775, displaying only one 

verbal variant in line 38. Verbals show that printed texts 64, 67, 

69, and 78 derive from a source other than HS 775 (II. 4, 9, 16), HS 

151 (11. 8, 9, 11, 33), and HS 776 (11. 4, 9, 16, 38). Although text 

64 varies from texts 67, 69, and 78 in lines 13 and 28, the variants do 

not conclusively show that text 64 descends from a source separate to 

that of texts 67, 69, and 78. Variants in both lines could easily be 

attributed to compositor error. Thus, it appears that three versions 

of poem #42 circulated: one witnessed by HSS 775 and 151, one by HS 

776, and one by texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. 
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rs 
To Rosania (now H Hountague). 

th 
being with her 25 September. 1652. 

As men that are with Visions grac'd 

Must have all other thoughts displac'd 

And buy those short descents of light 

With losse of sence, and spirits flight 

2. 

So since thou wert ray happiness 5 

I could not hope the rate was less 

And thus the vision which I gaine 

Is short t'enjoy, and hard t'attain. 

3. 

Ah! what a triffle then is all 

That thing which here we pleasure call! 10 

Since what our verry souls hath cost 

Is hardly got, and quickly lost. 

4. 

Yet there is lustice in the fate 

For should we dwell in blest estate. 

4 flight) 

6 less) '". 
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Our loys thereby would so enflame 15 

We should forget from whence they cane. 

5. 

If this so sad a doone can quit 

Me for the foUys, I conmit 

Let no estrangement on thy part 

Add a new ruine to ffly heart. 20 

6. 

When on my self I doe reflect 

I can no smile fron thee expect 

But if thy kindness hath no plea, 

Sone freedone grant for Charity 

7. 

Elce the lust world must needs deny 25 

Our friendship an Eternity; 

This love will ne're that title hold 

For mine's too hot, and thine too cold. 

8. 

Devided Rivers loose their name 

And so our too unequall flame 30 

16 came.) ""̂  

24 Charity) ". 
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Parted, will passion be in me, 

And an indifference in thee. 

9. 

Thy absence I could easyer find 

Provided thou wert well, and kind, 

Then such a presence as is this 35 

Hade up of snatches of my blisse 

10. 

So when the Earth long gasp's for raine 

If she at last some few drops gaine 

She is more parched then at first 

That small recruit increast the Thirst. 40 

36 blisse] '^. 
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Historical Collation 

rs th 
Poem #42: To Rosania (now H Hountague). being with her 25 

Septenber. 1652. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
rs 

Heading: 25 Sept: 1662 To Rosania. 151; To Rosania (now M 
th 

Hountague). being with her 25 Septenber. 1652. 775; To 
r 

Rosania Dec. 25. 1652. 776; Tg Rosania, now Hrs. 

Hountague, being with her, Septenb. 25. 64; Tg Rosania, ngw 

Hrs. Hountague, being with her. 67-78. 

4 sence,) '"'̂  151; '"; 64-78. and) or 151 64-78. flight) 
'*'. 775; '̂: 64-78. 

6 less) ̂ . 775; "; 64-78. 

8 t'enjoy) to' enioy 151. t'attain.) to attaine 151. 

9 Ah!) '^" 116; Ah then! 64-78. triffle then is) poor trifle's 
64-78. 

10 call!) '", 776 64-78. 

11 hath) doth 151. 

12 lost.) '"? 64-78. 

13 there is) is there 151 67-78. fate) '̂, 776; '̂; 64-78. 

16 they) we 151 64-78. cane.) '"'' 151 775. 

18 commit) '", 776; '*'; 64-78. 

21 When on my self I doe reflect) OH 776. 

22 I can no smile from thee) OH 776. expect] OH 776; '^: 64-78. 

23 But if thy kindness hath no plea,] OH 776. 
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24 Sone freedone grant- for) OH 776. Charity) '^. 775; OH 776. 

26 Eternity) '"'̂  151; '^. 775; ", 776; ^: 64-78. 

27 hold) '", 776; ^; 64-78. 

28 mine's) thine's 64. thine) thine's 776; mine's 64. 
cold) '"'̂  151. 

29 name) '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

33 could) should 151. 

36 blisse] '". 151 775 776 64-78. 

38 last) length 776. 

39 first) "", 776; "; 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #43: To my Lucasia. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 46), 775 (pp. 107, 109), 776 (pp. 365-1366)), 64 

(pp. 118-20), 67 (pp. 58-59), 69 (pp. 58-59), 78 (pp. 58-59) 

The earliest version of poem #43, MS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. HS 151 descends 

froffl HS 775 because in the 36-1 ine poem, HS 151 displays only three 

minor verbal variants (II. 2, 24, 26), and it agrees with HS 775 

against all other artifacts in lines 2 and 5. HS 776 is clearly re-

lated to HSS 151 and 775 (11. 33, 34), but varies from them somewhat 

in lines 2 and 5. HS 776 and text 64 are directly related; the reading 

in line 25 reveals their only verbal variant ("least", 776; "lest", 

64). The significant variant in line 33 shows that texts 67, 69, and 

78 raust descend from a source other than HSS 775, 151, 776, and text 

64. Thus, two versions of HS 775 seem to have circulated: one wit-

nessed by HS 151, HS 776, and text 64; and one by texts 67, 69, 

and 78. 
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To my Lucasia. 

Let duU Philosophers enquire no more 

In natures womb, nor causes strive t'explore 

By what strange harmony, and course of things 

Each body to the whole a Tribute bring's 

What secret Unions neighbouring agents make 5 

And of each other how they doe partake. 

These are but low experiments; but he 

That nature's harmony entire would see, 

Nust search agreeing soules, sit down and view 

How sweet the mixture is! how full! how true! 10 

By what soft touches spirits greet and kiss 

And in each other can compleat their bliss 

A wonder so sublime it will admit 

No rude spectatour to contemplate it. 

The object will refine, and he that can 15 

Friendship revere must be a noble man. 

How much above the common rate of things 

Hust they then be from whom this Union springs, 

But what's all this to me,? who live to be 

Disprover of my own morallity. 

10 true!) '"'̂  

18 springs,] 
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And he that knew my unimproved Soule 

Would say I meant all friendship to controule, 

But bodys move in time, and so must minds. 

And though th'attempt no easy progress find's 

Yet quit me not least I should desperate grow 25 

But to such friendship add some patience now, 

Oh may good heaven but so much vertue lend 

To make me fit to be Lucasia's friend! 

But I'le forsake my self, and seek a new 

Self in her brest, that's far more rich and true. 30 

Thus the poore Bee, unmark'd doth humm and fly 

And dron'd with age would unregarded dy, 

Unless some curious artist thither come 

Will bless the insect, with an Amber Tomb. 

Then glorious in it's funerall, the Bee 35 

Get's eminence, and get's Eternity. 

23 minds) ""̂  

29 rie) « « ' -> rie 
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• Historical Collation 

Poen #43: To ny Lucasia. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: To my Lucasia. 151 775; To my Lucasia. 776; To my Lucasia 

64-78. 

2 nor) or 776 64-78. t'explore) to' explore 151. 

4 bring's) '". 151; ^; lie 64-78. 

5 neighbouring agents) secret Neighbourings 776 64-78. 

6 partake.) ""̂  775. 

7 experiments;] '*', 151; "̂: 776 64-78. 

10 is!) '*', 776 64-78. full!) '^, 116 64-78. true!) '^^ 775; 
;̂ 776 64-78. 

11 kiss) '". 151; ̂ , 776 64-78. 

12 bliss) '", 151; '*'. 776 64-78. 

14 it.) '̂, 151; '^^ 116 64-78. 

16 man.) '*', 151. 

18 springs,] '̂ ,? 151; '̂'̂  775; *-? 776 64-78. 

19 me,?] '̂'̂'̂  776; '^,^ 64-78. 

20 morallity.) '̂, 151; '̂ ? 776 64-78. 

22 controule,) "-. 776 64-78. 

23 minds) '̂. 775; '̂; 776 64-78. 

24 th'attempt) the attempt 151. 

25 least) lest 64-78. 

26 But) And 151 776 64-78. now,] too. 151; '". 776 64-78. 
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27 Oh) 0! 776. 

29 I'le) Ile' 775. 

30 true.) '̂, 151. 

33 curious artist thither come) lucky drop of precious Gum 67-78. 

34 Will) Do 67-78. 

36 Eternity.) '"'̂  151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #44: On Controversies in Religion. 

Artifacts: 775 (pp. 218, 216, 214rev), 776 (pp. 379-81), 64 (pp. 118-

20), 67 (pp. 58-59), 69 (pp. 58-59), 78 (pp. 58-59) 

Hanuscript 775 and printed text 64 have been chosen as copytexts 

for poem #44. HS 775 is the main copytext because it is the earliest 

version of the poem and is in the hand of Katherine Philips. Text 64 

is used as the copytext where HS 775 is incomplete. In HS 775, two of 

the three leaves on which poem #44 appears have been torn diagonally so 

that the corners and thus end portions of lines (one to six words) are 

raissing. Lines affected are 1-7 and 31-40. Text 64 is directly re-

lated to HS 776 because in the 74-1ine poera, text 64 and HS 776 display 

no substantive variants, but text 64 is chosen over HS 776 for words 

missing from HS 775 because HS 776 descends directly from text 64. 

Hinor verbal variants in lines 19, 27, 45, 47, 60 and 72 show that 

text 64 varies slightly from HS 775. Slight verbal differences in 

lines 27, 45, 47, and 72 demonstrate that texts 67, 69, and 78 vary 

from HS 775. Readings of minor variants in lines 19 and 22 show that 

texts 67, 69, and 78 vary from HS 776 and text 64. Text 64 is chosen 

as the copytext for words missing from HS 775 over texts 67, 69, and 

78 because generally text 64 more closely parallels HS 775 than does 

texts 67, 69, and 78 (see General Textual Introduction). However, the 

small number of minor variants in poem #44 suggests that Katherine 

Philips did very little revision on this poem. She seems to have 
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circulated tHo slightly revised, coaplete versions of MS 775 as 

Hitnessed by text 64 and MS 776; and by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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On Controversies in Religion. 

Religion which true Policy befriends, 

Design'd by God to serve Han's noblest ends, 

Is by that old deceiver's subtile play 

Hade the chief party in it's own decay, 

And meet's that Eagles destiny whose breast 5 

Felt the same shaft which his own feathers drest. 

For that great enemy of soules perceiv'd, 

The notion of a Deity was weav'd 

So closely in mans soule, to ruine that 

He must at once the world depopulate. 10 

But as those Tyrants who their wills pursue 

If they expound old Laws need make no new. 

So he advantage take's of nature's light 

And raise's that to a bare useless height 

Or while we seek for truth, he in the Ouest 15 

Heading: On Controversies in Religion.] On Con(missing) 

1 Policy befriends,] missing 

2 Han's noblest ends,] missing 

3 subtile play) su(missing) 

4 own decay,] o(missing) 

5 whose breast) who(missing) 

6 feathers drest.) missing 

7 perceiv'd,) perceiv(missing) 
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Mixes a passion, or an interest. 

To make us loose it that I know not how 

•Tis not our Practise, but our Ouarrell now. 

And as ith' Moone's Ecclipse some Pagans thought 

Their barb'rous clamours her deliverance wrought 20 

So we suppose that Truth oppressed lyes 

And needs a rescue from our Enmitys 

But tis injustice and the minds disease 

To think of gaining truth by loosing Peace; 

Knowledge and love if true doe still Unite 25 

Gods love and knowledge are both infinite. 

And though indeed Truth doth delight to ly 

At some remoteness from a Common ey. 

Yet 'tis not in a Thunder, or a Noise, 

But in soft whispers and the stiUer voice. 30 

Why should we then Knowledge so rudely treat, 

Naking our weapon what was raeant our meat? 

Tis ignorance that makes us quarrel so; 

The soule that's dark will be contracted too. 

31 we then Knowledge so rudely treat,] w(raissing) 

32 weapon what was raeant our raeat?] w(missing) 

33 that makes us quarrel so;] tha(raissing) 

34 will be contracted too.] w(missing) 
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Chymaera's nake a noise, swelling and vain, 35 

And soone resolve to their own snoak again. 

But a true light the spirit doth dilate, 

And rob's it of it's proud, and sullen state; 

Hake's love adnir'd because 'tis understood, 

And make's us wise, because it make's us good. 40 

'Tis to a right prospect of things that we 

Ow our uprightness, and our Charity. 

For who resist's a beam when shining bright 

Is not a sinner of a common height 

That state is forfeiture, and helps are spent 45 

Not nore a sin then 'tis a punishment. 

The soule that see's things in their native frame 

Without opinions mask, or customes name, 

Cannot be clogg'd to sence, or count that high 

Which hath it's estimation from a Ly. 50 

(Heane sordid things which by mistake we prize 

And absent covet, but enjoy'd despise) 

35 swelling and vain,] missing 

36 own smoak again.) o(missing) 

37 doth dilate,] do(missing) 

38 sullen state;] su(missing) 

39 understood,] unde(missing) 

40 good.) go(missing) 
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But scorning these hath robb'd them of their Art 

Either to swell or to subdue the heart. 

And learn't that generous frame to be above 55 

The world in hopes; below it all in love. 

Touch'd with divine, and inward life doth run 

Not resting till it hath it's Centre wonne 

Hove's steadily Untill it safe doth ly 

Ith' roote of all it's Immortallity. 60 

And resting here hath yet activity 

To grow more like unto the Deity. 

Good, Universal, wise, and lust as he 

(The same in kind though differing in degree.) 

Till at the last 'tis swallow'd up and grown 65 

With god, and with the whole Creation One. 

It's self so small a part, ith' whole is lost 

And generalls have particulars engross'd. 

That dark contracted Personallity, 

Like mists before the Sun will from it fly 70 

And then the soule one shining sphaere at length 

Fill'd with true love, wisdome and purged strength 

59 ly] '". 

66 With) Mté -> With 

68 engross'd.] ' V A 
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Beholds her highest good with open face 

And like him all the world she can enbrace. 

74 enbrace.) '^' 
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Historical Collation 

Poen #44: On Controversies in Religion. 

Artifacts: 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytexts: 775; 64 for nissing letters and words in heading and lines 

1-7 and 31-40 

Heading: On Con(missing) 775; On Controversies In Religion. 776; 

On Controversies in Religion. 64-78. 

1 Policy befriends,] missing 775. 

2 Han's noblest ends,] missing 775. 

3 subtile play) su(missing) 775. 

4 own decay,) o(missing) 775. 

5 whose breast) who(missing) 775. 

6 feathers drest.) missing 775. 

7 perceiv'd,] perceiv(missing) 775. 

9 soule,] '"; 776 64-78. 

12 new.) ^: 776 64-78. 

14 height) '̂; 776 64-78. 

16 interest.) '", 776 64-78. 

17 it) '̂; 776 64-78. 

19 And as) As 67-78. ith' Hoone's) in th'Hoons 776 64; in the 

Hoon's 67-78. 

20 wrought) '^: 776 64-78. 

22 from) by 67-78. Enmitys] '". 776 64-78. 

24 Peace;) "". 776 64-78. 

25 Unite] '"; 776 64-78. 
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27 doth) does 776 64-78. 

28 ey.) "; 776 64-78. 

31 we then Knowledge so rudely treat,] w(fflissing) 775. 

32 weapon what was meant our meat?) w(missing) 775. 

33 that makes us quarrel so;] tha(missing) 775. 

34 will be contracted too.) w(missing) 775. 

35 swelling and vain,] missing 775. 

36 own smoak again.) missing 775. 

37 doth dilate,) do(missing) 775. 

38 sullen state;] su(fflissing) 775. 

39 understood,] unde(fflissing) 775. 

40 good.) go(fflissing) 775. 

44 height) '". 776 64-78. 

45 state is) state's a 776 64-78. 

47 that) which 776 64-78. 

52 despise)) ^.) 776 64-78. 

54 heart.] '"; 64-78. 

56 hopes;] '", 776 64-78. love.) '": 776 64-78. 

58 wonne) '"; 776 64-78. 

59 ly) '". 775. 

60 Ith' roote) I'th'Root 776 64-78. Ifflfflortallity.) '^; 776 64-

78. 

62 Deity.) '̂; 776 64-78. 

64 (The) '"^ 776. degree.)] "'̂ ) 776 64-78. 

66 With) Aftd -> With 775. One.]'^; 776 64-78. 

67 It's self) It self 776 64-78. ith' whole) i'th'WhoIe 776 64-78, 
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68 engross'd.) '̂ ^ 775. 

70 fly) '-. 776 64-78. 

^' 776'64-?8!' """" ' ° ' ' ' "'"'""'"^ "'̂ *̂  ^̂ "̂  í̂ "̂̂ '̂  "is<ioffl f i l l ' d 

74 efflbrace.) '̂̂  775. 
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Textual Introduction 

ble 
Poem #45: On the right hon the Lady E. C: 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 108-11), 775 title only (p. 135), 776 (pp. 241-

45), 64 (pp. 124-33), 67 (pp. 61-65), 69 (pp. 61-65), 78 

(pp. 61-65) 

Hanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #45 because it is the most re-

liable artifact (see General Textual Introduction). HS 776 varies 

significantly from all other artifacts in the 154-line poem: II. 7, 

21, 55, 68, 79, 106, 118, 120, 125. In addition, HS 776 is the only 

artifact lacking lines 5-6, 11-20, 49-50, 57-58, 69-70, 111-12, 123-

24, and 135-36. Although text 64 varies only a few times from texts 

67, 69, and 78, verbal differences such as those in lines 12, 14, 65, 

and 112, suggest that text 64 does not develop from the same source as 

texts 67, 69, and 78; moreover, texts 67, 69, and 78 are the only ar-

tifacts wanting lines 9 and 10. Readings in lines 14, 47, 65, 105, 

107, 112, and 130 show that text 64 does not come from the same source 

as HS 151. Verbal variants in lines 12, 40, 47, 78, 107, and 132 re-

veal that texts 67, 69, and 78 do not descend from HS 151. Thus, the 

relationships among the artifacts show that four versions of poeffl #45 

circulated: one witnessed by HS 151, one by HS 776, one by text 64, 

and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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ble 
On the right hon the Lady E. C: 

Hadam 

I do not write to you that men may know 

How nuch I'n honourd that I may do so, 

Nor hope (though I your rich example giue) 

To write with more successe then you can liue, 

To cure the age, nor thinke I can be iust 5 

Who only dare to write, because I must. 

I'n full of you, and something must expresse 

To vent my wonder and your power confesse. 

Let me then breath in verse, which though undue, 

The best would seeme so, when it shaddowes you. 10 

Had I nere heard of your illustrious name 

Nor knowne the Scotch or English honours fame, 

Yet if your glorious frame did but appeare, 

I could haue soon read all your grandeur there. 

I could haue seen in each maiestick ray 15 

What greatest Auncestors could ere convey, 

And in the lustre of your eyes alone 

How neere you were allied unto a throne, 

Which yet doth lessen you, who can not need 

Those bright aduantages which you exceed, 20 

For you are such that your descent from Kings 
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Receiued more honour from you then it brings, 

As nuch aboue their gloryes as our toile, 

A court to you were but a handsone foile, 

And if we nane the stock on which you grew 25 

Tis rather to do right to it then you, 

For those that would your greatest splendour see 

Hust read your soule more then your pedigree. 

For as the sacred temple had without 

Beauty to feed those eyes that gaz'd about, 30 

And yet had riches, state and wonder nore, 

For those that stood within the shining doore, 

But in the holy place, the admitted few, 

Lustre receiued and inspiracion too, 

So though your gloryes in your face be seen, 35 

And so much bright instruction in your meen, 

You are not known but where you will impart, 

The treasures of your more illustrious heart. 

Religion all her odours sheds on you 

Who by obliging vindicate her too, 40 

For that rich beame of heauen was allmost 

22 brings,] '". 

28 pedigree.) '*', 

34 too,) '^. 

38 heart.] '", 
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In nice disputes and false pretences lost, 

So doubly iniurd she could scarse subsist 

Betwixt the hypocrite and casuist, 

Till you by great example did convince 45 

Vs of her nature and her residence, 

And chose to shew her face, and ease her strife 

Lesse by your arguments then by your life,: 

Which if it could be coppied out, would be 

A solid body of diuinitie. 50 

Your principles and practise light would giue 

What we should do and what we shouid belieue, 

For the extensive knowledge you possesse 

You do acquire with more ease then confesse, 

And as by you knowledge hath thus obteind 55 

To be refined and then to be explained, 

So in returne she usefull is to you 

In practise and in contenplation too,: 

For by the various succour she hath lent 

You act with iudgnent and thinke with content, 60 

Yet these vast parts with such a tenper meet. 

42 lost,] ". 

44 casuist,) '̂. 

46 residence,) '*'. 

50 diuinitie.) '*', 
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That you can lay them at religions feet, 

Nor is it halfe so bold as it is true 

That vertue is herselfe oblig'd to you, 

For being dressd by your subduing charmes 65 

She conquers more then did the Roman armes. 

We see in you how much that malice lyed 

That stuck on goodnesse any sullen pride 

And that the harshnesse sorae professors weare 

Fall's to their owne, and not religions share. 70 

But your bright sweetnesse if it once appeare 

Reclaimes the bad and softens the austere. 

Hen talkd of honour too, but could not tell 

What was the secret of that actiue spell 

That beauteous mantle they to diuers lent 75 

And wonderd what the mighty nothing meant. 

Some did confine her to a worthy fame, 

And some to royall pattents gaue her narae. 

You hauing claime unto her either way 

By what a King could giue, a world could pay, 

Haue a more liuing honour in your breast 

66 armes.) '*', 

72 austere.) '*', 

76 meant.) ̂ , 

78 narae.) '*', 
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Which iustifyes and yet obscures the rest, 

A principle from fane and pompe untyed 

So truly high that it despises pride, 

Buying good actions at the dearest rate, 85 

Lookes downe on ill, with as much scorne as hate, 

Acts things so generous and brauely hard 

And in obliging finds so much reward, 

So selfe denying great, so firmly iust 

Apt to conferre, strict to preserue a trust, 90 

That all whose honour would be iustified, 

Hust by your standard haue it stampt and tryed, 

But your perfections heightens others crimes 

And you reproach, while you informe the tiraes 

Which sad aduantage you will scarce belieue 95 

Or if you must, you do conceale and greiue. 

You scorne so poore a foyle as others ill 

And are protector to the unhappy still, 

Yet are so tender when you see a spot 

You blush for those, who for themselues could not. 100 

You are so much aboue your sex that we 

Belieue your life your greatest courtesie, 

For women boast they haue, while you will liue 

A patterne and a representatiue. 

•VA 96 greiue.) 
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And future mothers who in child birth groane 105 

Shall wish for daughters, knowing you are one. 

The world hath Kings whose thrones are cemented 

Or by that bloud they boast, or that they shed, 

Yet these great IdoIIs of the stooping crew 

Haue neither pleasure sound, nor honour true. 110 

They either fight or play, and power court 

In triuiall anger, or in cruell sport. 

You who a nobler priuiledge enioy 

(For you can saue whom they can but destroy) 

An empire haue where different mixtures kisse. 115 

You are graue, not soure, and kind but not remisse. 

Such sweetned maiestie, such humble state 

Do loue and reuerence at once create. 

Pardon, deare Hadam, these untaught essayes; 

I can admire more fitly then I praise. 120 

Things so sublirae are diraly understood. 

106 one.) '", 

110 true]. '", 

112 sport.) '", 

115 kisse.) '^, 

118 create.) '^ 

119 essayes;] 

120 praise.) '", 
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And you were borne so great, and are so good, 

So much aboue the honour of your name 

And by neglect do so secure your fame; 

Whose beautie's such as captiuates the wise 125 

Yet only you of all the world despise; 

That haue so vast a knowledge, so subdued 

Religion so adorned and so pursued; 

A wit so strong, that who would it define, 

Will need ten times one more acute then mine, 130 

Yet rul'd so that its vigour managed thus, 

Becomes at once gratefull and generous; 

Whose honour hath so delicate a sense, 

Who allwayes pardon, neuer giue offence, 

Who needing nothing, yet to all are kind, 135 

Who haue so large a heart, so rich a mind; 

Whose friendship still is on th'obliging side, 

And yet so free from tyranny and pride, 

Who do in loue (like lonathan) descend 

124 fame;) '", 

126 despise;] ' 

128 pursued;] 

132 generous;] 

136 mind;) '", 
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And strip your selfe to cloth your happy friend; 140 

Whose kindnesse and whose modestie is such, 

To expect so little and deserue so much, 

Who haue such candid worth, such deare concerne 

Where we so much may loue, so much may learne; 

Whose euery wonder though it fills and shines, 145 

It neuer to an ill excesse declines. 

But all are found so sweetly opposite 

As are in Titians pieces shade and light, 

That he that would your great description trye 

Though he write well, would be as lost as I 150 

Who of iniurious zeale convicted stand 

To draw you with so bold and bad a hand, 

But that like other gloryes, I presume 

You will enlighten, where you raight consurae. 

140 friend;] 

144 learne;) 
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Historical CoIIation 

ble 
Poem #45: On the right hon the Lady E. C: 

Artifacts: 151, 775 title only, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

^^^ t ble 
Heading: On the right hon the Lady E. C: 151; To the R: Hono: 

the Lady E. C. 775; To my Lady Elizabeth Carre. 776; To the 

Honoured Lady. E. C. 64-78. 

2 so,) '": 64-78. 

3 (though) ^'^ 776. giue)) '^, 776. 

4 you) I 64-78. 

5 To cure the) OH 776. age,] OH 776; '"; 64-78. 
thinke I can be iust) OH 776. 

nor 

6 Who only dare to write, because I must.) OH 776. 

7 I'm) But 776. and something) I sofflewhat 776. 

9 Let me then breath in verse, which though undue,] OM 67-78. 

10 The best would seeme so, when it shaddowes you.) ON 67-78. 

11 Had I nere heard of your iUustrious name] OH 776. 

12 Nor knowne the Scotch or English) OH 776. honours) OH 
776; ancient 67-78. fame,] OH 776; '̂; 64-78. 

13 Yet if your glorious frame did but appeare,) OH 776. 

14 I could haue soon) OH 776. read] OH 776; made 64. 
all your grandeur there.) OH 776. 

15 I could haue seen in each maiestick ray) OH 776. 

16 What) OH 776. greatest] OH 776; Greatness 64. 
Auncestors could ere] OH 776. convey,] OH 776; '*'; 64-78 

17 And in the lustre of your eyes alone] OH 776. 
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18 How neere you were allied) OH 776. unto a) OH 776; to the 
64-78. throne,) OH 776; '̂: 64-78. ~ 

19 Which yet doth lessen you, who can not need) OH 776. 

20 Those bright aduantages which you) OH 776. exceed,] OH 
776; '̂. 64-78. ~ — 

21 For you are) Your worth is 776. 

22 Receiued) Receiues 776 64-78. brings,] '". 151; '": 64-78. 

23 toile,) '". 64-78. 

24 foile, ] '". 776 64-78. 

25 And if we name the stock on which you grew) OH 776. 

26 Tis rather to do right to it then) OH 776. you,] OH 776; 
"": 64-78. 

27 For) And 776. 

28 pedigree.) '", 151. 

32 doore,) *". 776; '"; 64-78. 

33 the admitted) th'admitted 776; they admit 64; they admitted 
67-78. 

34 too,] '". 151 776; '": 64-78. 

36 in) from 776. meen,] '"; 64-78. 

38 heart.) ", 151. 

40 obliging) obeying 776 64-78. too,] '": 64-78. 

42 lost,] '*'. 151 776; '̂; 64-78. 

44 casuist,) '*'. 151 776; '̂; 64-78. 

46 residence,] "̂. 151 776. 

47 strife) grief 64-78. 

48 life,:] '̂. 776; '̂; 64-78. 

49 Which if it) OH 776. could) OH 776; should 64-78. be 
coppied out, would be) OH 776. 
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50 A solid body of) OH 776. diuinitie.) OH 776; '", 151. 

52 belieue,) '^. 776; '": 64-78. 

54 confesse,) '̂. 64-78. 

55 knowledge) reason 776. thus) this 776. 

56 explained,) '": 64-78. 

57 So in returne she usefull is to you) OH 776. 

58 In practise and in contemplation) OH 776. too,:) OH 776; 
'". 64-78. 

59 For) So 776. succour) succours 64-78. lent) '̂. 776; 
'", 64-78. 

60 content,) '". 776 64-78. 

61 these) those 64-78. with such a) in you that 776. 

62 feet,) *". 776 64-78. 

64 you,] '̂. 776; *": 64-78. 

65 by) in 776. subduing) seducing 64. 

66 armes.) '*', 151. 

68 stuck on goodnesse any) charg'd religion with a 776. 
pride) '̂, 776; '^; 64-78. 

69 And that the) OH 776. harshnesse) OH 776; harness 64-78 
some professors weare) OH 776. 

70 Fall's to their owne, and not religions share.) OH 776. 

71 But) For 776. once) but 776 64-78. 

72 austere,) '". 776 64-78. 

74 spell) '". 64-78. 

76 meant.) '*', 151. 

78 pattents) Parents 64-78. name] '". 776 64-78. 

79 claime) title 776. unto) to 776. 
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82 rest,) '̂. 776; '̂; 64-78. 

84 pride,] '̂^ 776; ̂ ; 64-78. 

85 rate,) '". 776. 

86 hate,] ̂ . 776; '̂; 64-78. 

87 hard) '". 776; '̂, 64-78. 

88 reward,) '^; 64-78. 

90 trust,] '". 776; '"; 64-78. 

92 standard) standards 64-78. tryed,) '". 776 64-78. 

93 perfections) perfection 776 64-78. 

94 times) "". 776 64-78. 

95 belieue) '", 776; '̂; 64-78. 

96 greiue.) '^" 151. 

98 the unhappy) th'unhappy 776 64-78. still,] '". 776; '"; 
64-78. 

99 when) where 776. 

102 your) our 64. courtesie,] '*': 64-78. 

103 while you will) whilst you doe 776; you while you 64-78. 

104 representatiue,] *". 776 64-78. 

105 child birth) Child-bed 64. 

106 knowing) glorying 776. one.) '̂, 151. 

107 thrones) Crowns 64-78. 

108 that) the 776 64-78. shed,) '": 64-78. 

110 neither) seldome 776. nor) or 776. true.) "̂, 151. 

111 They either fight or) OH 776. play,] ON 776; '̂; 67-78. 
and power court) ON 776. 

112 In triuiall anger, or in) OH 776. cruell) QH 776; civil 
64. sport.) '̂, 151; OH 776; '̂. 64-78. 
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114 (For) '"^ 776. whom) when 776. destroy)) '". 776. 

115 kisse.) '", 151; '̂; 64-78. 

116 You are graue) Graue, but 776; You'r grave 64-78. 
remisse.) '*', 776. 

118 Do loue and reuerence) Does kindness, and respect 776. 
create.) '*', 151. 

119 Pardon) But 776. deare) pardon 776; C" 64-78. Hadara,] 
'") 64-78. essayes;] '"; 151; assay's. 776; *", 64-78. 

120 I can admire more fitly) For I can loue much better 776. 
praise.) '*', 151. 

122 were) who 776; are 64-78. borne so great, and are so) are 
at once so Great, and 776. 

123 So much aboue the honour of your narae) OH 776. 

124 And by neglect do so secure your) OH 776. fame;] '*', 151; 
OH 776. 

125 the wise) all eyes 776. 

126 Yet) And 776. despise;) '", 151; '̂. 776. 

128 pursued;) '", 151; '", 151 776. 

130 ten) one ten 64-78. one more) a more 776; more 64-78. 
mine,] '̂. 776; '*'; 64-78. 

132 gratefull) gracefull, 776 64-78. generous;] '", 151; '̂. 776. 

133 hath) has 67-78. 

134 offence,) '". 776; '̂; 64-78. 

135 Who needing nothing, yet to all are kind,] OH 776. 

136 Who haue so large a heart, so rich a) OH 776. mind;] '", 
151; OH 776. 

137 still is on th'obliging) still's of the obliging 64-78. 

138 pride,] '̂. 776; '̂; 64-78. 

139 (like) "'^ 776 64-78. lonathan)] '", 776; '^" 64-78. 
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140 friend;] -", 151; '̂. 776. 

142 To expect) T'expect 776 64-78. much,] -. 776; -; 64-78 

144 so much may) and so much 776 64-78. learne;] '", 151; '*'. 
776. 

145 euery) very 64. 

146 It) Yet 776. declines.) ""; 64-78. 

148 light,] '̂. 776; '̂: 64-78. 

150 write) writt 776. I) '^. 776 64; '̂, 67-78. 

152 and) yet 776. hand,] '̂. 776; '*'; 64-78. 

154 might) fflay 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

th r 
Poem #46: Parting with Lucasia 13 lann 1657/8 A song. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 101), 775 (pp. 125, 127), 776 (pp. [246]-247), 64 

(pp. 133-35), 67 (pp. 65-66), 69 (pp. 65-66), 78 (pp. 65-66) 

The earliest version of poem #46, HS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. HS 151 direct-

ly descends from HS 775 because in the 24-1ine poera, HSS 151 and 775 

display no substantive variants. HS 776 is related to HSS 775 and 151, 

varying only in that HS 776 uses "has" for "hath" in line 3 and has 

"passions" for "Passion" in line 23. Printed texts 67, 69, and 78 are 

related to HSS 775, 151, and 776, varying only in that texts 67, 69, 

and 78 have "Yet I" for "Yet since I" in line 13. In lines 7, 8, and 

15, text 64 varies rainorly against all other artifacts, perhaps be-

cause of copy error. Thus, one version of poem #46 seems to have circ-

ulated, although a minor revision may be witnessed by text 64. 
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th r 
Parting with Lucasia 13 lann 1657/8 

A song. 

Well! we will doe that rigid thing 

Which make's Spectators think we part 

Though absence hath for none a sting 

But those who keep each others heart. 

2. 

And when our sence is dispossessd 

Our labouring Souls wiU heave, and pant, 

And gasp for one anothers Brest, 

Since theyr conveyances they want. 

3. 

Nay we have felt the tedious smart 

Of absent friendship, and doe know 

That when we dy, we can but part 

And who know's what we shall doe now? 

5 Andl F w -> And 

9 felt] iHtew -> felt 

12 And] Afté -> For 
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4. 

Yet since I must go wee'le submit, 

And soe our own disposers be; 

For while we nobly suffer it, 15 

We truimph o're necessity. 

5. 

By this we shall be truly great, 

If having other things orecome, 

To make our Victory compleat, 

We can be Conquerours at home! 20 

6. 

'Nay then to meet we fflay conclude, 

And all obstructions overthrow, 

Since we our Passion have subdu'd, 

Which is the strongest thing I know. 

18 orecome,] '*'; 

22 overthrow,] '̂: 
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Historical Collation 

th r 
Poem #46: Parting with Lucasia 18 lann 1657/8 A song. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: Parting with Lucasia. 13 January 1657./ 1658. 151; Parting 
th r 

with Lucasia 13 lann 1657/8 A song. 775; A Parting with 

Lucasia 776; Parting with Lucasia, Jan. 13. 1657. A Song. 

64; Parting with Lucasia, A Song. 67-78. 

1 Well!) '̂, 151 64-78; '^^ 776. 

2 part) '̂, 151; ^; 64-78. 

3 hath) has 776. 

4 heart.) '"'̂  776. 

5 And) For -> And 775. 

7 gasp) grasp 64. 

8 theyr conveyances they) they their Conveyances 64. want.) '*"' 
151. 

9 felt) krteu -> felt 775. 

11 part) '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

12 And) ¥wf -> And 775. now?] '". 776. 

13 since I) I 64-78. go)'", 151 776; '": 64-78. wee'le) we 
will 64-78. 

14 be;) '", 151. 

15 nobly] noblier 64. 

18 orecome,] '^, 775; '"'̂  776. 

20 home!) '̂. 151 776 64-78. 
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22 overthrow,) '": 775. 

23 Passion) passions 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poem #47: Against Pleasure set by D Coleman. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 102), 775 (pp. 129, 131), 776 (pp. [250]-251), 64 

(pp. 135-37), 67 (pp. 66-68), 69 (pp. 66-68), 78 (pp. 66-68) 

Hanuscript 775, the earliest version of poera #47, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. HS 151 is 

related to HS 775 because only minor verbal differences exist between 

the two manuscripts (II. 3, 4, 16, 25) in the 30-1 ine poem. HS 776 can-

not descend from NSS 775 and 151 as shown by significant variants in 

lines 23 and 24. Readings in lines 1, 22, and 26 show that text 64 dis-

agrees with all other artifacts. Texts 67, 69, and 78 and NSS 151 and 

775 display verbal differences in lines 8, 10, 24, and 26, but those 

variants are rainor. Thus, the relationships among the artifacts indi-

cate that several versions of poem #47 circulated: two slightly re-

vised versions of HS 775 as witnessed by HS 151 and texts 67, 69, and 

78; and two raore significantly revised versions as witnessed by HS 776 

and text 64. 
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Against Pleasure 
r 

set by D Coleman. 

There's no such thing as pleasure here 

'Tis all a perfect Cheat 

Which doe's but shine, and disappear 

Whose charm is all deceipt, 

The empty bribe of yielding souls 5 

Which first betrays and then controule's. 

2. 

'Tis true it look's at distance fayr 

But when we doe approach 

The fruit of Sodom will impayr 

And perish at the touch 10 

In being then in fancy less 

And we expect raore then possess. 

3. 

For by our pleasures we are cloy'd 

And so desire is done 

Or elce like Rivers they make wide 15 

The Channells where they run 

4 deceipt,] '"'' 

6 controule's.) '̂" 

10 touch,] '*"' 
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And either way true bliss destroy's 

Haking us narrow, or our loys. 

4. 

We covet pleasure easily 

But it not so possess 20 

For many things must raake it be 

But one may make it less. 

Nay were our 'state as we could choose it 

'Twould be consum'd by feare to loose it. 

5. 

What are thou then, thou winged ayr? 25 

Hore swift and weak then fame 

Whose next successor is despayr 

And it's attendant shame? 

Th'experienc'd Prince then reason had 

Who sayd of Pleasure, it is Had. 30 

22 less.) ""̂  

24 it.) '^^ 
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Historical Collation 

r 
Poem #47: Against Pleasure set by D Coleman. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
r 

Heading: Against pleasure set by D Coleraan 151; Against Pleasure 
r 

set by D Coleraan. 775; Of Huraane Pleasure. 776; Against 

Pleasure. Set by Dr. Coleraan. 64-78. 

1 herel OH 64. 

3 doe's) doth 151. 

4 ain but 151 64-78. deceipt) '^" 151 775; '": 64-78. 

6 controule's.) '"'̂  775. 

7 fayr) '̂, 776; '"; 64-78. 

8 when] if 67-78. 

10 the) a 64-78. touch,] '^^ 151 775; '̂. 776; '̂: 64-78. 

11 less) '". 776; '̂, 64-78. 

14 done) '̂, 776; '̂, 64-78. 

16 Channells) channell 151 64-78. run] '̂, 151 776; '*': 64-78. 

18 loys.) '"'̂  151. 

20 possess) '̂, 776; '̂; 64-78. 

22 may make) way raakes 64. less.) '": 151; '*"' 775. 

23 'state] state 151 64-78; wishes 776. as we could choose it) 
all engross'd 776. 

24 'Twould be consura'd) By feare of 776. by] loss 776; for 64-
78. feare to loose] they would be 776. it.) '̂" 775; lost, 
776. 

25 are) art 151 64-78. 
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26 swift and weak then) swift then winged 64; weak and swift than 
67-78. fame) '*', 776; ^? 64-78. 

28 it's) whose 776. shame?) '̂. 64-78. 

29 Th'experienc'd Prince] The experienc'd prince 151; 
Th'Experience-Prince 64-69. then) sure 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poem #48: Out of H Hore's Cup: Conf: 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 103-05), 775 (pp. [222, 220rev]), 776 (pp. [382]-

385), 64 (pp. 135-37), 67 (pp. 68-69), 69 (pp. 68-69), 78 

(pp. 68-69) 

Hanuscripts 775 and 151 have been chosen as the copytexts for 

poem #48. HS 775 is the main copytext because it is the earliest ver-

sion of the poem and is in the hand of Katherine Philips. HS 151 is 

used as the copytext where HS 775 is incomplete. In HS 775 both of 

the leaves on which poem #48 appears have been torn diagonally so that 

the corners and thus end portions of lines (one to eight words) are 

missing. The heading and lines 1-6, 19-31, and 53-61 are affected. 

In poem #48, lines 1-18, an exerpt from Hr. Henry Hore's "Cupid's Con-

flict," appears in all artifacts except texts 67, 69, and 78. In HS 
r 

775, Philips has on one page the title "Out of H Hore's(missing)," 
a 

the 18-1ine exerpt from Hore's poem, and the word "&c " following the 

eighteenth line; the rest of the page is blank. On the next page she 

then begins her untitled poetical response to Hore's exerpt. HS 151 
r 

has on one page the title "Extract of H Hores Cup; Conf:" and the 

exerpt. The rest of the page is blank. Then on the next page follows 

Philips' poetical response entitled "GOD." In all other artifacts in 

which the exerpt from Hore' poem appears, there is no distinction 

between Hore's poera and Philips' poera. Although HS 151 differs frora 

HS 775 in entitling the poetical response, HS 151 has been chosen as 
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the copytext for the lines missing from HS 775 because it is the only 

artifact that reflects the separation of exerpt and response as found 

in HS 775. In addition, when compared to HS 775, HS 151 displays only 

minor verbal variants (II. 15, 38, 44, 67); and in lines 4, 17, 36, 

and 74, HS 151 agrees with HS 775 against all other artifacts. HS 776 

is also related to HS 775 (11. 13, 16, 29), but nuraerous verbal vari-

ants suggest that NS 776 descends from a source other than MS 775 or 

MS 151: 11. 4, 16, 17, 33, 36, 41. MS 776 and text 64 are clearly 

related; in the 78-Iine poem, they differ only twice: 11. 11, 12. 

Verbal variants show that texts 67, 69, and 78 do not directly descend 

from text 64 or NS 776 (11. 33, 41, 72), frora HS 775 (11. 36, 67, 72, 

74), or from HS 151 (11. 29, 44, 55, 72). Thus, it appears that three 

versions of poem #48 circulated: one witnessed by HSS 775 and 151, 

one by HS 776 and text 64, and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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Out of H Hore's Cup: Conf: 

Thrice happy he whose name is wrote aboue 

Who doeth good, though gaining infamy, 

Requiteth eviU turns with hearty loue 

And reck's not what befall's him outwardly, 

Whose worth is in himself, and onely blisse 5 

In his pure conscience which doth nought amisse, 

Who placeth pleasure in his purged Soule 

And vertuous life his Treasure doth esteem, 

Who can his passions master, and controule 

And that true Lordly manlyness doth deem, 10 

Who from this world himself hath clearely quit 

Count's nought his own, but what lives in his Sprite, 

So when his Sprite from this vain world shall flit 

r r 

Heading Out of H Hore's CUP: Conf:] Out of H Hore's(misslns) 

1 name is wrote above) nara(missing) 

2 gaining infamy,] gain(missing) 

3 hearty loue) missing 

4 outwardly) missing 

5 blisse) bli(missing) 

6 nought araisse,] nou(missing) 

8 esteen,] '*"' 

10 deanra) '^. 

12 Sprite,] '^^ 
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It bear's all with it, whatso'ere was deare 

Unto it self, passing in easy Fit .e 

As kindly ripen'd corn coraes out o'th' Eare 

And careless of what idle raen wiU say 

He take's his own, and still goe's his way. 
r 

&c — 

Eternall reason! glorious raaiestie! 

Compard to whom what can be said to be? 20 

Whose attributes are thee, who art alone 

Cause of all various things and yet but one, 

Whose essence can no more be searchd by man, 

Then heaven (thy throne) be grasp'd within his span, 

Yet if this great Creation was design'd 25 

To severall ends, fitted to every kind. 

18 way.) '"' 

19 Eternall reason! glorious maiestie!] Eterna(raissing) 

20 to whora what can be said to be?] raissing 

21 attributes are thee, who art alone] attri(raissing) 

22 various things and yet but one,] raissing 

23 can no raore be searchd by raan,] raissing 

24 throne) be grasp'd within his span,] thron(missing) 

25 was design'dl missing 

26 every kind,] ev(raissing) 
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Sure raan (the worlds epitomy) must be 

Form'd to the best, that is to study thee. 

And as our dignity, 'tis duty too 

Which is summ'd up in this to know and do. 30 

These comely rows of Creatures spell thy name, 

Whereby we grope to find from whence they carae 

By thy own chain of causes brought to think 

There raust be one, then find the highest link. 

Thus all created excellence we see 35 

Is a faint dark resemblance of thee. 

Such shaddows are produc'd by the moonebeams 

Of Trees or houses, on the running Streams. 

Yet by impressions born with us we find 

How good, great, lust thou art, how unconfind. 40 

Here we are swallow'd up, and gladly dwell 

Safely adoring, what we cannot tell. 

All we know is, thou art suprearaely good 

And dost delight to be so understood. 

A spicy Hountaine on the Universe ^5 

27 raust be) ra(raissing) 

28 study thee] stu(raissing) 

30 and do.] an(raissing) 

31 narae,] raissing 

40 unconfined.] '^^ 
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On which thy richest odours doe disperse. 

But as the Sea to fill a vesse11 heave's 

Hore greedily, then any cask receive's 

Besieging round to find sorae Gap in it 

Which will a new infusion admit 50 

So dost thou covet that thou mayst dispence 

Upon the empty world thy influence, 

Loue'st to disburse thy selfe in kindness, thus 

The King of Kings waites to be Gracious. 

On this accompt 0 God, enlarge my heart 55 

To entertaine what thou wouldst faine impart 

Nor let this soul by severall titles thine 

And fflost capacious form'd for things divine 

(So nobly meant that when it most doth misse 

'Tis in mistaken pantings after blisse) 60 

50 admit) '". 

53 Loue'st to disburse thy self in) missing 

54 The King of Kings waites to) missing 

55 On this accompt 0 God, enlarge) (missing)nlarge 

56 To entertaine what thou) (missing)hou 

57 Nor let this soul) (missing)oul 

58 And most capacious) (missing)apacious 

59 (So nobly) missing 

60 'Tis in] missing 
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Degrade it self in sordid things delight 

Or by profaner mixtures loose its right. 

0! that with fix'd unbroken thoughts it may 

Admire that light which doth obscure the Day. 

And since 'tis Angells work it hath to doe 65 

Hay it's composure be like Angells too. 

When shall those cloggs of sence, and fancy break 

That I nay heare the God within me speak? 

When with a Silent, and retired art 

Shall I with all this erapty hurry part? 70 

To the still voice above my Soule advance, 

Hy light, and loy, fix'd in Gods Countenance 

By whose dispence, my Soule to such frarae brought 

Hay tame each treacherous, fix each scatter'd thought 

With such distinctions all things here behold 75 

And so to separate each drosse from Gold 

That nothing my free soule may Satisfy, 

But t'imitate enjoy, and study thee. 

61 Degrade) (missing)grade 

62 right.] '̂'̂  

75 behold) '". 
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Historical Collation 

r 
Poem #48: Out of H Hore's CUP: Conf; 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytexts: 775; 151 for missing letters and words in heading and 

lines 1-6, 19-31, 53-61 
r r 

Heading: Extract of H Hores Cup: Conf: 151; Out of H 

Hore's(missing) 775; Out of Hr Hore's Cop. Conf. 776; Out 

of Nr. Nore's Cop. Conf. 64; A Praver. 67-78. 

1 Thrice happy he whose) OH 67-78. narae is) nara(raissing) 775; 
OH 67-78. wrote) missing 775; writ 776 64; OH 67-78. 
aboue) missing 775; OH 67-78. 

2 Who doeth good, though) OH 67-78. gaining infamy,] 
gain(missing) 775; OH 67-78. 

3 Requiteth evill turns with) OH 67-78. hearty loue) missing 
775; OH 67-78. 

4 And reck's) And cares 776 64; OH 67-78. not what befall's 
him) OH 67-78. outwardly.) missing 775; '"; 776 64; OH 67-78. 

5 Whose worth is in himself, and onely) OH 67-78. blisse) 
bli(missing) 775. 

6 In his pure conscience which doth) OH 67-78. nought amisse,] 
nou(missing) 775; '": 776 64; OH 67-78. 

7 Who placeth pleasure in his purged Soule) OH 67-78. 

8 And vertuous life his Treasure) OH 67-78. doth) does 776 64; 
OH 67-78. esteem,) '"'̂  775; '̂; 776 64; OH 67-78. 

9 Who can his passions master, and controule) OH 67-78. 

10 And that true Lordly manlyness doth) OH 67-78. deem,] '*'. 
775; '̂ ? 776; '": 64; OH 67-78. 

11 Who frora this world hiraself hath] OM 67-78. clearely] dearly 
151 64; OM 67-78. quit) OM 67-78. 
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12 Counts nought his own, but what) OM 67-78. lives in his) OM 
776 67-78. Sprite) '": 151; '^^ 775; OM 776 67-78; '^. 64. 

13 So when his) OM 67-78. Sprite) spirit 151 776 64; OM 67-78. 
from this vain world shall) OM 67-78. flit) flee 151; OM 
67-78. "" 

14 It bear's all with it, whatso'ere was deare) OM 67-78. 

15 Unto it self, passing) OM 67-78. in) an 151 776 64; OM 67-
78. easy) OM 67-78. Fit) '"; 776 64; OM 67-78. 

16 As kindly) OH 67-78. ripen'd corn) Corn ripened 776 64; OH 
67-78. comes) falls 151; OH 67-78. out) OM 67-78. 
o'th Eare) of th'eare 151 776 64; OM 67-78. 

17 And careless) An carelesse 151; Careless 776 64; OM 67-78. 
of what) OM 67-78. idle) all idle 776 64; OM 67-78. 
men will say) OM 67-78. 

18 He take's his own, and] OM 67-78. still] calraely 151 776 64; 
OH 67-78. goe's) OH 67-78. his way.) his way/ &cr~ 775; 
away. 151; OH 67-78. 

19 Eternain Eterna(raissing) 775; Eternall] GOD. 151. reason!) 
missing 775; "", 776 64-78. glorious maiestie!] missing 775; 
Glorious Hajesty, 776 64-78. 

20 to whom what can be said to be?) missing 775. 

21 attributes are thee, who art alone) attri(missing) 775. 

22 various things and yet but) missing 775. one,] missing 775; 
'*'; 776 64-78. 

23 can no more be searchd by raan,] missing 775. 

24 (thy] '"" 776 64-78. throne)] thron(mlsslns.) 775; '"'' 776 64-
78. be grasp'd within) raissing 775. his) raissing 775; a 
776 64-78. span,] missing 775; '". 776 67-78. 

25 was design'd) roissing 775. 

26 to) for 776 64-78. every) ev(missing) 775. kind,l 
missing 775; '̂; 776 64-78. 

27 (the) '"^ 151. epitomy)] '^^ 151. raust be] ra(raissinR) 
775. 

28 study thee.] stu(raissing) 775. 
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29 duty) our duty 151. 

30 and do.) an(missing) 775. 

31 name,) missing 775. 

33 chain) change 776 64. 

34 the) that 151 776 64-78. link.) '^, 151. 

36 faint dark resemblance) resemblance faint and dark 776 64-78. 

38 or) and 151. on) in 151 776 64-78. Streams.] 151 

40 unconfind) '", 151; '*"' 775. 

41 gladly) daily 776 64. 

42 tell.) '̂, 151. 

44 dost) doest 151. 
151. 

45 on) ore 151. 

to be so) so to be 151. understood.) ̂ , 

46 disperse.) 

50 admit.) '", 

151. 

151; '*'. 775; '": 776 64-78, 

52 influence) '", 151; '"; 776 64-78. 

53 Loue'st to disburse thy selfe in) missing 775. 
151; '": 776 64-78. 

54 The King of Kings waites to) missing 775. 

kindness,] -VA 

Gracious.) 151 

55 On this) missing 775. accompt] missing 775; account 776 64-
78. 0 God) missing 775. enlarge] (missing)nlarge 775. 

56 To entertain what thou) (missing)hou 775. 
776 64-78. 

impart] 151 

57 Nor let) missing 775. 
soul] (raissing)oul 775. 

this) missing 775; that 776 64-78 
thine) '". 775; 776 64-78. 

58 And most capacious) (missing)apacious 775. 

59 (So noblyl missing 775. 

60 'Tis in) missing 775. 
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61 Degrade) (missins)grade 775. self] '̂, 151; -; 775. 

62 right.) '̂, 151; '^^ 775. 

63 0!) '-^ 151. 

64 that) the 776 64-78. doth) does 776 64-78. 

66 too.) '̂, 151. 

67 those] these 151 776 64-78. 

68 speak?) '",? 151. 

71 advance,) '"; 776 64-78. 

72 loy) loy's 776 64. fix'd) plac'd 151 776 64-78. Gods] 
nis 776 64-78. Countenance) '", 151; '". 776 64-78. 

74 scatter'd) scatt'ring 64-78. thought) '̂. 151; '̂; 776 64-69; 
: 78. 

75 behold] '̂. 775; *", 776 64-78. 

76 each) the 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

rs r 
Poem #49: To H H. A. upon absence. (set by H Henry Law's) 12. 

er 
Decemb 1650. 

Artifacts: 107 (6r-v), 151 (p. 6), 775 (p. 17), 64 (pp. 142-44), 67 

(pp. 69-70), 69 (pp. 69-70), 78 (pp. 69-70) 

Hanuscript 775 is in the hand of Katherine Philips and has been 

chosen as the copytext for poem #49. HS 107, while agreeing with HS 

775 against all other artifacts in lines 3 and 18, disagrees with all 

other artifacts in lines 2, 4, 7, 14, 16, and 23. HS 151 clearly 

derives from HS 775 because in the 24-1ine poem, NSS 775 and 151 dis-

play only three very minor verbal variants (11. 3, 18, 21). Text 64 

disagrees only once in the poem with texts 67, 69, and 78 (1. 2). HS 

151 and text 64 always substantively agree. Thus, the relationships 

among the artifacts of the poem indicate that two revisions of poem 

#49 in HS 775 circulated: one witnessed by HS 107 and one witnessed 

by HS 151, text 64, and texts 67, 69, and 78 (with perhaps a third 

revision witnessed by 67, 69, and 78). 
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rs 
To H H. A. upon absence. 

^ er 
(set by H Henry Law's) 12. Decemb 1650. 

'Tis now since I began to dy, 

Foure noneths, and nore, yet gasping live. 

Wrapp'd up in sorrows, doe I ly, 

Hoping, yet doubting a reprieve. 

Adam from Paradise expell'd 5 

lust such a wretched being held. 

(2) 

'Tis not thy love I feare to loose 

That will in spight of absence hold 

But 'tis the benefit and use 

Is lost, as in imprison'd Gold. 10 

Which though the sumrae be ne're so great 

Enriche's nothing but conceipt. 

(3) 

What angry star then govern's rae 

That I must feele a double smart? 

Pris'ner to fate as well as thee 15 

Kept from thy face, link'd to thy heart. 

16 heart.) -VA 
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Because my love, all love excell's 

Hust my griefs have no parrallells 

(4) 

Sapless and dead as winter here 

I now remaine, and all I see 

Coppys of my wild 'state appeare 

But I am their epitomy. 

Love me no more! for I am grown 

Too dead and dull for thee to own. 

20 
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Historical Collation 

rs j. 
Poem #49: To H H. A. upon absence. (set by H Henry Law's) 12. 

er 
Decefflb 1650. 

Artifacts: 107, 151, 775, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

er 
Heading: To Rosania on despaire of seeing her 107; 12. Decerab 

rs r 
1650. To H Hary Awbrey upon absence. set by H Henry 

rs r 
Lawes 151; To H H. A. upon absence. (set by H Henry 

er 
Law's) 12. Decefflb 1650. 775; To Hrs. H. A. upon 

Absence. Set by Hr. Hen. Lawes. 64; To Hris. H. A. upon 

Absence. 67-78. 

2 Foure moneths, and more, yet) Above foure Honths yet 107; Four 
Honths, yet still I 67-78. 

3 sorrows) sorrow 151 64-78. 

4 Hoping) Doubling 107. 
'"'̂  107 151. 

live.) •VA 107 151; 

doubting) hoping 107. 

64-78. 

reprieve.) 

6 held.) 'VA 107. 

7 feare) feard 107. 

8 hold) '̂; 64-78. 

10 Gold.) 'VA 107; "': 64-78. 

12 conceipt.) ^^ 107. 

14 feele) foole 107. 

15 thee) '̂; 64-78. 

sraart?) 107; '̂, 64-78. 

16 face) sight 107. heart) '"'̂  775; '"? 64-78. 

18 griefs] griefe 151 64-78. parrallells.] '"? 64-78. 
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21 'state) E'state 107; state 151 64-78. 

22 epitony.) "̂^ 107. 

23 Love me no) 0 lett me 107. more!) die 107; -^^ 151; '̂, 64-
78. 

24 own.) '^^ 107 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #50: 6 ApriII 1651. L'amitie': To H H. Awbrey. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 3), 775 (p. 15), 776 (p. 313), 64 (pp. 144-45), 

67 (pp. 70-71), 69 (pp. 70-71), 78 (pp. 70-71) 

Nanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #50, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. NS 151 is 

related to NS 775 because in the 22-1ine poem, only one significant 

verbal difference exists (1.6). NS 776 is also close to HSS 151 and 

775, but in line 4, HS 776 varies from all other artifacts. In line 

22, texts 67, 69, and 78 vary agalnst all other artifacts. Text 64 

agrees with HS 151 against HSS 775 and 776 in line 6; HS 151 and text 

64 agree in all but two instances, and those variants are ninor (11. 

5, 16). The sfflall nufflber of substantive variants in the poem show 

that Katherine Philips did little revision on poem #50. She seems to 

have circulated slightly revised versions of HS 775 as witnessed by HS 

151 and text 64, by HS 776, and by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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t rs 
6 Aprill 1651. L'anitie': To H H. Awbrey. 

Soule of ny soul! ny loy, ny crown, ny friend! 

A nane which all the rest doth conprehend, 

How happy are we now, whose souls are grown 

By an inconparable nixture One. 

Whose well acquainted ninds are now as neare 

As love, or vows, or secrets can endeare. 

I have no thought but what's to thee reveald 

Nor thou desire that is from me conceald. 

Thy heart locks up ny secrets richly set, 

And ny brest is thy private cabinet. 

Thou shedst no teare but what my moisture lent 

And if I sigh, it is thy breath is spent. 

United thus, what horrour can appeare 

Worthy our sorrow, anger, or our feare? 

Let the dull world alone; to talk and fight 15 

And with their vast anbitions nature fright. 

Let then despise so inocent a flane 

While Envy, pride, and faction play their gane, 

But we by love sublin'd so high shall rise, 

To pitty Kings, and Conquerours despise 

2 conprehend,) '*"' 

16 fright.) '-' 
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Since we that sacred union have engrost 

Which they and all the sullen world have lost. 
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Historical Collation 

t rs 
Poen #50: 6 Aprill 1651. L'anitie': To H H. Awbrey. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
rs t 

Heading: 6. April. 1651. L'anitie': To H Nary Awbrey. 151; 6 
rs 

Aprill 1651. L'amitie': To H H. Awbrey. 775; To Rosania 

L'Amitie. 1651. 776; L'Amitie. To Hrs. Hary Awbrey. 64; Ig 

Hrs. Nary Awbrey. 67-78. 

1 soul!) '", 776 64-78. friend!) '"'̂  151; '". 776; '", 64-78. 

2 doth) does 776. conprehend,] '"'̂  775; '". 776; '̂; 64-78. 

4 incofflparable) indissoluble 776. One.) '̂'̂  776; '": 64-78. 

5 minds) mines 151. 

6 secrets) friendship 151 64-78. endeare.) '"? 64-78. 

8 conceald.) '^, 776. 

10 cabinet.) '", 151. 

15 alone;] '"'̂  151 64-78; '*', 776. 

16 ambitions) ambition 151 776. fright.) ""̂  775; '"; 64-78. 

18 game,] '". 776; '": 64-78. 

20 despise) '̂, 151 67-78; '*'. 776; -^; 64. 

22 sullen) factious 67-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poem #51: In memory of N Cartwright. 

Artifacts: 107 (5v), 151 (p. 2), 775 (p. 7), 776 (p. 351), 64 (pp. 

145-46), 67 (p. 71), 69 (p. 71), 78 (p. 71) 

Hanuscript 775 is in the hand of Katherine Philips and has been 

selected as the copytext for poem #51. HS 151 clearly descends from 

HS 775 because in the 14-1ine poem, HS 151 varies only twice in its 

verbals (11. 3, 13) from HS 775. HS 776 and texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 

(the printed texts always substantively agree with one another) are 

also clearly related to HS 775, displaying only one verbal variant 

(1.5). HS 107 varies significantly from all artifacts in lines 4, 13, 

and 14. Thus, the relationships among the artifacts indicate that 

poem #51 circulated in slightly revised versions of HS 775 as wit-

nessed by HSS 151, 776, and texts 64, 67, 69, and 78; and in a more 

significantly revised version as witnessed by HS 107. 
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r 
In nenory of H Cartwright. 

Stay prince of Fancy stay we are not fit 

To welcone, or admire thy raptures yet 

Such horrid ignorance benight's the times 

That wit and honour are become our crimes, 

But when those happy powers that guard thy dust 5 

To us, and to thy memory shall be lust, 

And by a flame from thy blest Genius lent 

Rescue us from our dull imprisonment 

Unsequester our fancys, and create 

A worth that may upon thy glorys wait, 10 

We then shall understand thee, and descry 

The splendour of restored Poetry. 

Till when let no bold hand profane thy shrine 

'Tis high wit-Treason to debase thy coyn. 

'VA 2 yet,] 

6 lust,] 

10 wait,] 
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Historical Collation 

r 
Poem #51: In memory of H Cartwright. 

Artifacts: 107, 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

r r 
Heading: In Hemory of H Cartwright 107; In Hemory of H Willm 

r 
Cartwright 151; In meraory of H Cartwright. 775 776; In 

Hemorv of Hr. Cartwright. 64-78. 

2 yet,] '-^ 775; -^: 776 64-78. 

3 the) our 151. 

4 That) Love 107. become our) the onely 107. criraes,] '̂^ 
107; '̂. 776 64-78. 

5 that) which 776 64-78. 

6 lust,] '"'̂  107; '". 775. 

7 from) by 107. 

8 our) this 107. 

9 fancys) fancy 151. 

10 glorys) glorie 151. wait,] ""̂  775; ^: 776 64-78. 

11 We then) Then wee 107. 

12 Poetry.) '"'̂  107. 

13 when) then 107 151. let no bold hand profane thy shrine] tis 
Treason to debase thy Coyne 107. 

14 'Tis high wit-Treason to debase thy coyn.] And with vnhallowed 
hands to touch thy Shrine 107. 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poem #52: On H Francis Finch: (the excellent Palaemon). 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 4-[5]), 336 (ff. 10v-llr[rev]), 775 (p. 9, 11, 

13), 776 (pp. 351-53), 64 (pp. 146-50), 67 (pp. 72-73), 69 

(pp. 72-73), 78 (pp. 72-73) 

Hanuscript 775, written in the hand of Katherine Philips, has 

been chosen as the copytext for poem #52. HS 151 descends from HS 775; 

when the two manuscripts disagree in the 68-1ine poem, the verbal vari-

ants are few and minor: 11. 30, 37, 40, 66. Readings in lines 23, 49, 

50, 63, 67, and 68 reveal that HS 336 varies significantly from all 

other artifacts: HS 336 is the only artifact to include an extra coup-

let after line 50, to offer a choice of words in a line (1. 63), and to 

use the word "&c." (1. 67) to omit the last line and a half of the 

poem. HS 776 is close to HSS 775 and 151 but varies frora them in lines 

13, 14, 22, 40, and 56. HS 776 is clearly related to text 64; their 

only verbal variant appears in line 13. Text 64 is closely related to 

texts 67, 69, and 78; they display only four rainor verbal differences: 

11. 14, 23, 47, 65. Thus, it appears that three versions of MS 775 

circulated: one witnessed by HS 151; one by HS 776 and texts 64, 67, 

69, and 78; and one by HS 336 (although a fourth revision raay be wit-

nessed by texts 67, 69, and 78). 
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r 
On H Francis Finch: 

(the excellent Paleraon) 

This is confest presumption; for had I 

All that rich stock of ingenuity, 

Which I could wish for this, yet it would be 

Palaeraon's blot; a pious injury. 

But as no votarys are scorn'd when they 5 

The raeanest victim, in religion pay, 

Not that the power they worship needs a gum 

But that they speak their thanks for all with some, 

So though the raost contemptible of all 

That doe themselves Palemon's servants call 10 

I know that zeale is more then sacrifise 

(For God did not the widdow's mite despise) 

And that Palemon hath divinity 

And mercy is his highest property. 

He that doth such transcendent merit own 15 

Hust have imperfect offerings, or none. 

Hee's one rich lustre, which doth rays dispence 

As knowledge will, when set in innocence. 

For learning did select his noble brest 

Where in her native Hajesty to rest 20 

Free from the tyrranny and pride of Schooles 
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Who had confin'd her to pedantique rules, 

And that Gentiler errour which doth take 

Offence at learning for her habits sake. 

Palaemon hath redeem'd her who may be 25 

Esteem'd himself an University, 

And yet so much a Gentleman that he 

Need's not though he enjoy's a pedigree. 

Sure he was built, and sent to let us know 

What man compleated can both be, and doe. 30 

Freedome from vice, is in him natures part 

Without the help of disciplen or art. 

Hee's his own happiness, and his own law 

Whereby he keep's Passion, and fate in aw. 

Nor was this wrought in him by tirae or growth 35 

His Genius had anticipated both. 

Had all been like Palaeraon, pride had ne're 

Taught one man tyrranny, and 'tother feare. 

Ambition had been full as monstrous then 

As this dull world, doth render worthy raen. 40 

Had raen his Spirit, they would soone forbeare 

22 rules,] '". 

26 University,] '^. 

32 art.) '^^ 

38 feare,] '". 
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Groveling for dirt, and quarrelling for Ayre. 

Were his harmonious Soule diffus'd in all 

We should believe that man did never fall. 

It is Palemon's Soule which hath engrost 45 

The ingenious candour that the world hath lost, 

Whose own mind seat's hira quiet safe, and high 

Above the reach of tirae, or destiny. 

'Twas he that rescu'd gasping friendship when 

The bell toll'd for her funerall with men, 50 

'Twas he that made friends more then lovers burn 

And then made love to sacred friendship turn, 

'Twas he turn'd honour inward, set her free 

From titles, and from popularity. 

Now fixt to vertue, she beg's praise of none 55 

Is witness'd, and rewarded both at home. 

And in his brest this honour's so enshrin'd 

As the old Law, was in the Ark confin'd, 

To which posterity shall all consent 

And less dispute then acts of Parliaraent. 60 

42 Ayre.) '^^ 

46 lost,] '"'̂  

52 turn,] '"̂  

58 confin'd,] "'. 
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Hee's our originall by whom we see 

How ffluch we faile, and what we ought to be, 

But why doe I to coppy him pretend? 

Hy Riraes but libell whom they would commend. 

'Tis true, but none can reach whats set to high 65 

And though 1 misse, I've noble company. 

For the most happy language must confess 

It doth obscure Palemon, not express. 

63 pretend?) '". 

64 coramend.] '^. 
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Historical Collation 

r 
Poem #52: On H Francis Finch: (the excellent Paleraon). 

Artifacts: 151, 336, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: On the excellent Palaeraon. 151; In nobilera Palaeraonera. 
r 

336; On H Francis Finch: (the excellent Paleraon). 775; 

The excellent Palaemon. 776; Hr. Francis Finch, the Excel-

lent Palaemon. 64-78. 

1 presumption;] '", 151 776 64-78. 

3 Which) as 336. this,] '"; 336. it would] would it 336 
776 64-78. 

4 blot;] '^, 151 776 64-78. 

6 in) to 336. pay,] '"'̂  336; '"; 776 64-78. 

8 that they) they raust 336. speak) spake 69 78. sorae,] '"' 
151; '": 336 64-78. 

12 God] heauen 151. 

13 divinity] Huraanity 776. 

14 is his] in its 776 64. property.] '^^ 151 336; '"; 776 64-78. 

15 doth] will 336. merit] merits 336. 

18 innocence.) '^" 336. 

20 Where in] Where (in 776 64-78; Wherein 336. Majestyl '") 776 
64-78. rest] '̂; 776 64-78. 

22 Who) Which 336. had) haue 776 64-78. rules,] '". 775; 
336; '"; 776 64-78. 

23 errourj Seruant 336. doth) does 67-78. 

24 sake.) "̂  336; ^: 776; '̂, 78. 
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26 Esteem'd himself) hiraself esteemd 336. University,] '". 775; 
^: 336; '̂; 776 64-78. 

27 And yet) And 336. he) '": 336. 

28 though he enjoy's) (though he enioyes) 151 776 64-78; tho' (he 
enjoys) 336. pedigree.) '"'̂  336. 

30 can) could 151 776 64-78. 

31 is in him) in hira is 336. 

32 art.) '", 151; '"'̂  775. 

33 and his) and 336. law) '", 151 776 64-78; ^: 336. 

34 Whereby) by which 336. Passion, and fate] his passions all 
336. aw.) '̂, 151. 

35 Nor was this) And this not 336. or] and 151 336 776 64-78. 

36 had) hath 336. both.) '^^ 336. 

37 been like] raen been 151 776 64-78. 

38 tyrranny) Cruelty 336. 'tother) t'other 151 336; the other 
776 64-78. feare,] '^^ 151 336; '̂ . 775; '̂; 776 64-78. 

40 duin ill 776 64-78. dothl now 151; does 336. render) 
renders 151. raen.) '̂, 151; '"" 336. 

42 Ayre.) '",: 151; '"'̂  775. 

44 fall.) '^^ 336. 

45 which] that 151 336 776 64-78. hath) has 336. 

46 The ingenious] Th'ingenuous 776 64-78; The' Ingenuous 336. 
that] which 336. world] word 336. hath] has 336. 
lost,] '̂ . 151; '̂'̂  775; '̂; 776 64-78. 

47 own] one 67-78. 

48 destiny.] '"'̂  336. 

49 gasping] sacred 336. 

50 men,l ""/ He to her dying groans did life afford/ And to her own 
vast erainence restord 336; '̂: 776 64-78. 
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52 turn,] '^^ 775; '": 776 64-78. 

53 turn'd] turn 336. inward,] inwards: 336. 

54 popularity.) '*', 151. 

56 Is) But's 776 64-78. home.) '̂, 151; '"̂  336. 

58 in) to 336. confin'd.) '". 775; '*': 776 64-78. 

60 Parliament.) '̂, 151; '"̂  336. 

61 whom) which) whom 336. 

62 faile,] '^^ 151; '̂; 336. be,] '̂. 151 776 64-78; '^^ 336. 

63 pretend?) '". 775; pretend/ contend 336. 

64 would) should) would 336. comment.) '*"' 775. 

65 true,] '"'̂  151; '"; 67-78. but) yet 336. to) soe 336 67-
78. high) -^, 776 78; ^: 64-69. 

66 And) I 336. I've) I haue 151. company.) '^" 336; '": 776 
64-78. 

67 must confess) &c. 336. 

68 It doth obscure Palemon, not) OM 336. express.) '̂: 151; OM 

336. 
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Textual Introduction 

rs 
Poem #53: To M Hary Awbrey at parting. 

Artifacts: 107 (f. 6r, 7r-v, 8r), 151 (pp.7-8), 776 (pp. [314]-

[316]), 64 (pp. 150-54), 67 (pp. 74-76), 69 (pp. 74-76), 

78 (pp. 74-76) 

Nanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #53 because it is the most re-

liable artifact (see General Textual Introduction). Nuraerous verbal 

variants, including those in lines 5, 13, 43, 45, 46, and 60, show 

that NS 107 does not share a common source with any of the other ar-

tifacts. Readings in lines 4, 9, 18, 24, and 49 reveal that NS 776 

does not descend from HS 151 or texts 64, 67, 69, and 78; moreover, 

HS 776 is the only artifact lacking lines 43-48. Text 64 must come 

from the same source as texts 67, 69, and 78; their only verbal dif-

ference in the 60-line poem is in line 33 (64, "thy"; 67, 69, 78, 

"my"). Texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 likely have the sarae source as HS 

151; they differ only in lines 12, 15, 28, 42, and 51, and raost of 

those verbal variants are minor. Thus, three versions of poera #53 

seera to have circulated: one witnessed by HS 151 and texts 64, 67, 

69, and 78; one by HS 107; and one by HS 776. 
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rs 
To H Hary Awbrey at parting. 

1. 

I haue examind and do find 

Of all that favour me 

Theres none I grieue to leaue behind 

But only only thee. 

To part with thee I needs raust dye 5 

Could parting separate thee and I. 

2. 

But neither chance nor complement 

Did element our loue, 

'Twas sacred sympathy was lent 

Us, from the quire aboue, 10 

That friendship fortune did create 

Which feares a wound from time or fate. 

3. 

Our chang'd and mingled soules are growne 

To such acquaintance now 

That if each would assume their owne 15 

Alas! we know not how. 

4 thee.) '"'̂  

12 fate.) 'VA 
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We haue each other so ingrost 

That each is in the union lost. 

4. 

And thus we can no absence know 

Nor shall we be confind; 20 

Our actiue soules will dayly go 

To learne each others mind. 

Nay should we neuer meet to sence 

Our soules would hold intelligence. 

5. 

Inspired with a flame diuine 25 

I scorne to court a stay 

For from that noble soule of thine 

I can ne're be away 

But I shall weepe when thou dost grieue 

Nor can I dy whilst thou dost liue. 30 

6. 

By my owne temper I shall guesse 

At thy felicity 

20 confind;] '"'̂  

24 intelligence.) "*" 

30 liue.) '": 
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And onely like my happinesse 

Because it pleaseth thee. 

Our hearts at any time will tell 35 

If thou or I be sick or well. 

7. 

All honour sure I raust pretend 

All that is good or great, 

She that would be Rosanias friend 

Hust be at least compleat. 40 

If I haue any brauery 

*Tis cause I ara so much of thee. 

8. 

Thy leiger soule in me shall lye 

And all thy thoughts reueale 

Then back againe with mine shall flye 45 

And thence to me shall steale 

Thus still to one another tend 

Such is the sacred narae of friend. 

34 thee.) "'̂  

38 great) '^^ 

40 compleat.) '̂'̂  

42 thee.) '^" 

48 friend.) "'̂  
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9. 

Thus our twin soules in one shall growe 

And teach the world new loue 50 

Redeem the age and sex and show 

A flame fate dares not moue 

And courting death to be our friend 

Our liues together too shall end. 

10. 

A dew shall dwell upon our tomb ^^ 

Of such a quality 

That fighting armies thither come 

Shall reconciled be. 

We*el aske no epitaph but say 

Orinda and Rosania. 

54 end.) 

58 be.) 

-VA 

'VA 

60 
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Historical Collation 

rs 
Poem #53: To H Hary Awbrey at parting. 

Artifacts: 107, 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 
rs 

Heading: Parting from Rosania 107; To H Hary Awbrey at parting. 

151; To Rosania At parting. 1650. 776; To Hrs. H. A. at 

parting. 64-78. 

4 But only only) So much as single 776. thee.) thy 107; '*"' 
151. 

5 with) from 107. 

6 I.) '"'̂  107. 

8 loue,] '"'̂  107; '". 776; *"; 64-78. 

9 'Twas) Tis 107; That 776. 

10 Us) As 107. aboue,] '^^ 107; '*'. 776 64-78. 

12 Which) Hay 107 776; Still 64-78. feares] feare 107 776. 
fate.) ""̂  151. 

13 soules) Hearts 107. 

15 assume) resurae 107 776 64-78. 

16 Alas!] '^^ 107. how.) ""̂  107. 

18 each is) either's 776. lost.) '^^ 776. 

20 confind;) '^^ 151; '̂, 776. 

22 mind.) '^^ 107. 

24 soules) thoughts 776. intelligence.) '"'̂  151. 

25 a) this 776. 

26 stay) '̂, 776; '̂; 64-78, 
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28 can ne're) nere can 107 776 64-78. away) '". 776 64-78. 

29 thou) that 107. dost) doest 776. grieue) '", 776; '"; 

30 dost) doest 776. liue.) '*"̂  107; '": 151. 

33 ny) thy 64. happinesse) happinesse, becaus 776. 

34 thee) '". 776 64-78. 

36 well.) '"'̂  107. 

38 or) and 107 776. great,) '"'̂  151; '"; 64-78. 

40 conpleat.) '"'̂  151. 

41 If) When 107. 

42 an) have 64-78. thee.) '"'̂  151. 

43 Thy leiger soule in) OH 776. me) mine 107; OH 776. 
shall lye) OH 776. 

44 And all thy thoughts) OH 776. reueale) OH 776; '"; 64-78. 

45 Then back againe) Then to thy breast 107; OH 776. with mine 
shall flye) QH 776. 

46 And) OH 776. thence to me) back again 107; OH 776. 
shall) OH 776. steale) OH 776; '". 64-78. 

47 Thus still to one another) OH 776. tend) send 107; OH 776; 
'"; 64-78. 

48 Such is the sacred name of) OH 776. friend.) OH 776; '^" 
151. 

49 Thus our twin soules in one shall) Our Spirits shall united 776. 

51 show) shew 776 64-78. 

52 raoue) *". 776; '": 64-78. 

54 end.) '^^ 151. 

55 tomb) Tombes 107. 
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58 be.) '̂"̂  151. 

60 Orinda) Here lyes Orinda 107. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #54: To my dearest Antenor, on his parting. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 1), 775 (pp. 3, 5), 776 (pp. 263-65), 64 (pp. 155-

57), 67 (pp. 76-77), 69 (pp. 76-77), 78 (pp. 76-77) 

Hanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #54, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. HS 151 

clearly descends frora HS 775 because in the 38-1ine poera, HS 151 

varies only three tiraes in its verbals (11. 3, 27, 28) frora HS 775, and 

those variants are rainor. HS 776, on the other hand, varies signifi-

cantly from HSS 775 and 151, and from texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 in lines 

3, 20, 27, 32, and 36. In addition, HS 776 is the only artifact to 

lack lines 17 and 18 (not attributable to eye skip). Text 64 varies 

only once from texts 67, 69, and 78 (1. 13). Readings in lines 7 and 

18 show that texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 vary twice from HNS 775 and 151. 

Thus, the relationships among the artifacts indicate that three ver-

sions of poem #54 circulated: two slightly revised versions of NS 775 

as witnessed by HS 151 and by texts 64, 67, 69, and 78, and one signi-

ficant revision as witnessed by HS 776. 
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To my dearest Antenor, on his parting. 

Though it be lust to grieve when I must part 

With him that is the Guardian of my heart, 

Yet by a happy change, the losse of mine 

Is with advantage paid in having thine, 

And I (by that deare Guest instructed) find 5 

Absence can doe no hurt to souls combin'd. 

And we were born to love; brought to agree 

By the impressions of divine decree. 

So when united nearer we became 

It did not weaken but increase our flame. 10 

Unlike to those who distant loys admire 

But slight them when possest of their desire 

Each of our souls did it's own temper fit 

And in the others raold so fashion'd it: 

That now our inclinations both are grown 15 

Like to our interests, and persons, One. 

And souls whora such an Union fortify's 

Passion can ne're betray, nor fate surprize. 

Now as in watches, though we doe not know 

When the hand move's we find it still doth go, 20 

So I by secret sympathy inclin'd 

Will absent meet, and understand thy mind, 

And thou at thy return, shalt find thy heart 

Still safe, with all the love thou didst impart 
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For though that Treasure I have ne're deserv'd 25 

It shall with strong religion be preserv'd. 

But besides this thou shalt in me survey, 

Thy self reflected while thou art away. 

For what some forward arts doe undertake 

The images of absent friends to make, 30 

And represent their actions in a Glasse 

Friendship it self can onely bring to passe 

That magique which both fate and time beguile's 

And in a moment run's a thousand miles. 

So in my brest thy Picture drawn shall be, 

Hy guide, life, object, friend, and destiny. 

And none shall know though they employ their wit 

Which is the right Antenor, thou or it. 

35 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #54: To my dearest Antenor, on his parting. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: To Antenor parting. 151; To my dearest Antenor, on his 

parting. 775; To my dearest Antenor At parting. 776; To mv 

dearest Antenor, on his Parting. 64-78. 

2 heart,] '". 151; '"; 64-78. 

3 a) an 151 64-78. change) chance 776. 

4 thine,) '*'. 151 776 64-78. 

5 (by) "'^ 151. instructed)) ""̂  151; ^,) 776. 

6 combin'd.) '": 151. 

7 And) As 64-78. love;) '̂, 151 776 64-78. 

8 decree.) '": 151 64-78; '̂, 776. 

9 became) '̂; 151; '", 776 64-78. 

10 our) the 776. flame.) '", 776. 

12 desire) '". 776 64-78. 

13 it's own) in its 64. 

14 it:] '", 151 776 64-78. 

16 Like to our) As well as 776. One.) '^^ 151; ^; 64-78. 

17 And souls whom such an Union fortify's) OH 776. 

18 Passion can ne're) OH 776. betray) OM 776; destroy 64-78. 
nor fate surprize.) OM 776. 

20 we find it still doth) and yet we find they 776. go,] 
151; '". 776; ^: 64-78. 
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22 mind,] '̂. 151 776; '̂; 64-78. 

24 impart) *". 776 64-78. 

25 For) And 776. 

26 preserv'd.) '"'̂  151. 

27 But) And 151 776 64-78. besides this thou) that Deare Spy 
776. shalt in rae) shall in my heart 776. 

28 while) when 151. art) wert 776. 

29 what) though 776. 

30 make,] '"'̂  151; '". 776. 

32 Friendship it self can onely bring] Nothing but kindness, can 
bring this 776. passe) '". 776; '", 64-78. 

34 railes.) ""̂  151. 

35 So) Thus 776. 

36 life, object, friend) my object, and 776. andl ray 776. 
destiny.) '": 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poem #55: Engraved on H lohn Collyers Tomb:stone at Beddington. 

Artifacts: 107 (f. 8v), 151 (p. 2), 775 (p. 5), 776 (p. [354]), 64 (p. 

157), 67 (p. 77), 69 (p. 77), 78 (p. 77) 

The version of poem #55 found in manuscript 775 has been selected 

as the copytext because it is in the hand of Katherine Philips. HSS 

151 and 107 clearly are related to HS 775, displaying only one minor 

verbal variant in the 8-line poem (1. 1: "doe's", HS 775; "doth", HSS 

151 and 107). HS 776 and printed texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 always 

substantively agree and vary slightly against HSS 775, 151, and 107 in 

lines 4 and 8. Although the brevity of the poem and the small number 

of substantive variants make a conclusion difficult to draw, the evi-

dence available suggests that two slightly different versions of HS 775 

circulated: one witnessed by HSS 151 and 107, and one by HS 776 and 

texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. 
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Engraved on H lohn Collyers Tonb: 

stone at Beddington. 

Here what renaine's of hin doe's ly, 

Who was the worlds epitony, 

Religion's darling, nerchants glory, 

Hens delight, and vertues story, 

Who though a Prisoner to the Grave 

A glorious freedone once shall have, 

Till when no monument is fit, 

But what's beyond our love, or wit. 

2 epitomy,] '*'. 

4 story,] ̂ . 
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Historical Collation 

r 
Poen #55: Engraved on H lohn Collyers Tomb:stone at Beddington. 

Artifacts: 107, 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: On Hr lohn CoIIier Engraued on his Tombstone at Beddington 
r 

107; Engraued on H John Collier's tombstone at Beddington. 
r 

151; Engraved on H lohn Collyers Tomb:stone at Beddington. 
r 

775; Engrauen on H John Collier's Tomb=stone at Bedlington. 

776; Engraven on Hr. John Collier's Tomb-stone at Bedlington. 

64-78. 

1 doe's) doth 107 151 776 64-78. 

2 epitomy,) '^" 107; '". 775. 

4 delight) true delight 776 64-78. story,) '^" 107; '", 775; '̂; 
776 64-78. 

6 have,) '"'̂  107; '": 776 64-78. 

8 or) and 776 64-78. wit.) '"'̂  107. 
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